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of those resources? This is a task that can be assigned to one or more of the 

war colleges, perhaps to a Setvwe orga.nization~.g. Checkmate (USAF), 
<;...... ' 

the Joint Staff, PA&E or even an FFRDC such as RAND. 

With respect to a Dost-election strategy, General Abizaid did not elaborate in 

any detail. He did, however, ask a telling question: having worked hard to 

ensure that an election in Iraq will be a success) what tascs will need.~ be 

accomplished after the election by the Coalition, and what strategy should be 

employed? 

A post-election strategy will need to be embraced by the entire USG; 

however, it is my assumption that DoD will med to prompt discussion of the 

subject. Before approaching oor USG colleagues, we might sketch a set of 

tvto or three scenarios that might emerge from the election. For example, 

the election might result in a IrOI.e sectarian tlEI1 secular govenunent in 

which the Shla center holds sway. Or, amne secular than sectarian 

government might emerge in which the ltm:is hold the balance, etc. We 

might then postulate what the agenda of these various governing factions 

and coalitions might be, identify what we can and cannot sq:port, and how 

\N8 might posture the Coalition in the oounti:y accordingly. 

If the exercise is well constructed in the beginning, it should permit us to 

adjust our thinking on what we will need to do as events on the ground 

clarify themselves over coming months. The purpose is not to be predictive, 

but instead tD give us the opportunity to think through varim; plausible 
2 
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combinations and allow us to prepare to respond appropriately to the results 

of the election. 

Consistent with my conversation with General Abizaid, this exercise should 

be done here in Washington and offered to General Abizaid and General 

Casey for comment and editing. 

This is an exercise that could be led by Doug Feith and Pete Pace. After the 

first iteration, they could branch out bilaterally to CIA and the State 

Department. A second iteration could re brought before a Deputies' 

Committeejust prior to On:::i.stnas. The object ought not be an elaborate 

plan, but a SEt of alternate courses of action based on anticipated election 

outcomes.and US and OBUt.icn objectives in Iraq. 

CC: CJCS 
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2. November 2-004 

ME.i\10RA.i~DUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY CF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Operations Analysis of UA V Employment in Iraq (Your Memo, 28 Oct 04) 

In response to your memo, here are some recommendations that can be pursued to analyze the 
use cf U AV s in. Iraq. 

Draft Tenns of Reference for an Operations. Research. Study of the. 
Use of UAVs. and RP As.in Iraq 

There currently are about 400.unmanned air vehicles of various types available in
country in lraq or nearby on any given day. These range non the long.enduring Global Hawk 
JSR platfonn, to either the. JSR or Killer-Scout armed Predatorrcmotcly. piloted. aircraft (RPA), 
to the.JSR l-Gnat, 10 lhe Army's JSR and armed HunterRPAs, to the. Marines' Pioneer UA Ys .. In 
addition to these systems, there are numerous. small,. battery-powered drones, each of which is 
not much bigger than a bird (Desert Hawk. Raven, Ba1Cam, etc.). These smaller drones tend to 
be flown below 1000 feet and may not be. a serious hazard to other aircraft. 'll'e other systsrs 
are large. and could. be a danger to airmen whether they are flying aircraft or helicopters .. Further. 
the Navy is experimenting. with. a helo-like. small UA V, and the. Coast Guard. is experimenting. 
with a small 1il1-rotor drone. Even now, the skies over some of the. cities jn Iraq increasingly 
contain UA Ys.and remotely piloted aircraft, some with considerable weaponry on board .. 

The exploitation of the information obtained by the sensors on board the )SR 
drones can. be done on the ground by tactical. units. (equipped with. "Rover" lap. tops which. pennit 
the direct transmission of video from vehicles like the Predator as well as from nar:a:a:i aircraft 
equipped. wittl Litening Il serrsor pods). Also. AC-.130gunships. are equipped to rec.eiv( Predator 
video. and w::dt wilh. the. Predator -crews in the. prosecution of a target.. And, in the case of 
Predator and Global Hawk, the control of the aircraft and the exploitation of information can be 
done. by "reach back" to the Ulits:i States .. 

While these systems 'Slaned oul as experiments,.enough experience.has. 
accumulated so that commanders. such as CENTCOM need to have the. operations of these 
syslems.conducled in a coherent manner. This. already has.been discussed by. General. Abizaid. 
and the Air Force Chief of Staff. Further. while "demand". for U AV s and. RP As is. growing,. there 
are n::t enough, nor will there ever be enough of these systems to serve every individual ground 
unit which desires. "an eye.in the sky." The intent of this sludy is to develop. appropriate. 
concepts of operations for the major systems, and to think through the. number and types of 
drones which would optimize ground operation~ in. Iraq. To do this, the study. should address. 
inter a1ia, the following: 
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l. Categorize the types of UA Vs.and RPAs. now flying in the AOR, both fS'R and 
armed,. as we) l as those expected 10 see action in the near fu1ure. 

2 .. What is lhe. specific mlssion of each of the growing. variely. of UA Vs and 
RPAs'! 

3. What should be. lhe.concepl of operalions. foreach? Who should be. permitted 
to task each?. Who should conlrol lhe. acquisition and operation of each. syslem'? 

4. How should deconfliction and orchestration of these assets be done? Who will 
retain control<f airspace at varfous altitudes (e.g., it may.be. lhe. case. lhal the. land forces should 
conlrol all small drones which fly operationally below 1000 feet, while.1he Forward Air 
Component Commander should relain conlrol of lhe employment of all others. as he docs. for all 
aircraft .in the theater)? 

5. How should information non each category be ex pl oi ted. and distributed'!. 
What is che required information/data needed by various consumers. of lhe oulputs cf these 
systems? In what Limeline l1U=t information be provided? To whom? Which Service. should. 
take the. lead on which categories of syslems? 

6. For lhose. syslems. which. are anned, how should they be controlled?. Who does 
and who. should. have the authority to designate targets and give the order to shoot? Who will 
take. the.responsibility for attacks. made. with such systems? 

7. What is the preferred distribution. of various systems in support of land foroes 
like Army units. Marine units, and Coalition units?. For Special Operations units? How nm¥ 
orbits. of each. calegory per day. for which rrussions? How best can assets.be deployed so as to 
enhance. serving multiple "customers?". 

We. would envision. this sludy being. conducted. in paraJlel by both the Joinl Slaff, in conjunclion 
with the CENTCOM staff, and by. a think rank like RAND (which may. be the most quaJified to. 
develop concept of operations a5 well as optimization tee iaues) . 

cc:. Mr Ken Krieg (PA&E) 
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!tffib G .. Roche. 
Secretary of the. Air Force 
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November 15,2004 

TO: l\1arvin Sambur 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Preliminary Inquiry 

l was delighted to read this note from Joe Schmitz - not sw-prised, but delighted. 

I know you have been through a tough time and do want you to know that I 

recognize that and appreciate it. 

Attach. 
11/9/04 IG memo to SecDef [OSD 18035-04] 

OHR:dh 
I llS04-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ......... ----------
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mAtaMIE8RSaEEtaE 
400 ARMY. NAVY. DRIVE 

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA.22202-4704 

INFO MEMO 

@ 

• We. have. completed a preliminary inquiry into al legations that Dr. Sam bur 
forwarded internal. DoD email to Boeing officials in violation of Section 2635.703 
of the Joint Ethics Regulation (JER), "Use of nonpublic information," which 
prohibits a DoD employee. from using or disclosing nonpublic infonnation "to 
further his own private interest or that of another.''. 

• We concluded that the email at issue did not violate the JER and we. for.md no basis. 
for conducting a full investigation. In 'that regard, we considered credible 
Dr. Sambur' s assertion that he forwarded email to Boeing officials as a. negotiating 
technique designed to obtain the most favorable contract tenns for the Government, 
rather than to further Boeing's private int.ete:sts. Mr .. Michael. Wynne, Under 
Secretary of Defense (AT&.L)1 corroborated this explanation. 

• We initiated the preliminmy inquiry following a Defense Criminal lm·t:stigative 
Service @CIS) review of Dr. Sambur's actions with respect to matters involving 
Ms .. Darleen A. Dn.¥,n,.his fi.)m1erD:pty. The. DCIS review found no 
information regaming Dr .. Sambur that would warrant referral to the. Dcpattment of 
Justice .. 

• In his. interview with DCIS, Dr, Sambur denied having any knowledge of improper 
oril1egal activities on the part of Ms. Druyun while. she served as.his. Deputy. We. 
obtained no evidence.from any other source that would contradict his. Lcstimony on. 
that point and found no basis. for additional investigate.work. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

d 'h d ' .. ~ Prepare By:. Ric ar T. Race, Deputy lnspectorGreal for lnvest1gat10ns,L___J 

TSASD 
8RMA8D 
MASO 
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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

400ARMY NAVY DRIVE 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-4704 

INFOMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Joseph E. Schmitz, Inspector 

,-- : ... - . -· 
..... r> .. -,··;: ·: i • _ •• -· ,. ... _• ..... ,. . . . . 

'·· ·:. 

SUBJECT: Preliminary Inquiry Involving Dr. Marvin R. Sambur, Assistant Se 
of the. Air Force (Acquisition) 

• We have completed a preliminary inquiry into allegations. that Dr. Sambur 
forwarded internal DoD email to Boeing officials in violation of Section 2635.703 
of the Joint Ethics Regulation (JER), "Use of nonpublic information," which 
prohibits. a DoD employee from using or disclosing nonpublic information "to 
further his. own private interest or that of another.". 

• We concluded that the email at issue did not violate the JER and we found no basis. 
for conducting. a full investigation .. ln that regard,. we considered credible. 
Dr.. Sambur's assertion that he. forwarded email to Boeing officials as a negotiating 
technique designed to obtain the most favorable contract terms. for the. Government,. 
rather than to further Boeing's private interests. Mr. Michael Wynne, Under 
Secretary of Defense (AT &L), cotToborated this explanation. 

• We initiated the. preliminary inquiry following a Defense Criminal Investigative 
Service (DCIS) review of Dr. Sam bur's actions with respect to matters involving 
Ms .. Darleen A .. Druyun, his former Deputy. The DCIS review found no 
information regarding Dr. Samburthat would warrant referral to the Department of 
Justice. 

• ln his interview with DCIS,. Dr. Sambur denied having any knowledge. of improper 
or illegal activities on the. part of Ms. Druyun while. she served as his Deputy. We 
obtained no evidence from any other source that would contradict his. testimony on 
that point and found no basis. for additional investigate work. 

COORDINATION:. NONE 

Prepared By: Richard T.. Race, Deputy Inspector General for In vestigationsl ... (b_)_(
6
_) ___ _. 
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November 1,2004 

TO: Paul McHale. 

CC: Doug Feith 
V ADM Jim Stavridis. 

SUBJECT: Notification from Homeland Secwity 

I want to know how. you fix.this. system with the. Homeland Security. Council so I 

get notified at a decent time. from when a meetingis. going to. be. held and plugged 

in .. Rachel will. not be able to solve. this;. it will have. to. go. to someone like.Jim 

Stavridis. and/or cables simultaneously .. 

We also ought to think through whose advice. I. would want. Jt would obviously be 

McHale, but also NORTHCOM. Paul Wolfowitz, Dick Myers, Pete Pace, possibly 

Ray. DuBois, if it involves. the National Capital area and Steve Cambone,. if it 

involves. lntel. 

Thanks. 

OHR.:$$ 
l 10104-6 

~1:~-s~· ;;;;:;l~ ~;· ..... ii. r ~7 (). Zj .................................... . 

01 - 11-04 1•:,:22 0353 

OSD 18057·04 
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HOMELANO 
DEn;NSE 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ,-.c;:r-: ;v: -, :c: 
2600 DEFENSE PENTAGON ·-· ' . ..,.. "· ; ..• 

'-~rcD::T,, :;V ,-.,~~ r-· r •:, •: = 
WASHINGTON,DC20301"2600 "'- ",:..,: ·· '; '· · ·. '··' ,.; .. 

INFO MEMO 
r:l 2= 5 6 ' I O 200, 

USD(P) ~) 
I# 04/0 642 

8 NOV 2004 

E 5-.1~'-I S 
FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM:. Paul McHale, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Homeland Defense) 

SUBJECT:. Notification from Homeland Security Council 

• The following.corrective action has been taken regarding the. attached memorandum 
(Notification from Homeland Security): 

• HSC Notification Process: At your direction, I contacted Ken Rapuano,. Fran 
Townsend's deputy,. immediately after the. HSC. He indicated that the. short notice. 
was the result of an unanticipated POTUS decision to call an HSC PC. This 
decision was. made during a Presidential briefing that morning (0720 - 0739). 
See. attached Rapuano e-mail. White House notice was given to OSD Cables at 
0745,. six minutes after conclusion of the. POTUS meeting. I emphasized to Ken 
that DoD must receive prompt notice, including a "warning order" if there is 
reason to. believe that POTUS might call an HSC PC. Ken gave me a commitment 
that we would receive the. earliest possible notice. 

• OSD Message Relay: Upon notice from the White House, it took an additional 
15 minutes to relay the message to you (0745 - 0800). The. time was consumed 
in an attempt to. determine the. subject matter of the PC.. Such delays. are. 
unacceptable. Admiral Stavridis, whose office manages the flow of message 
traffic to you,. has. assured me. that corrective. action has been taken. You will now 
receive immediate notice from Cables. 

COORDINATION: Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Attachments:. 
As stated 

l(b}(6) 
Prepared by: Paul Mc Hale,. ASD(HD)._ ____ _ 

A )9-11-oP,P.ol ,~P 5 7-04 
11-L-055WSD/038062 
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November 1,2004 

TO: Paul McHale 

CC: Doug Feith 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

SUBJECT: Notification from Homeland Security 

I want to know how you fix this system with the Homeland Security Council so I 

get notified at a decent time from when a meeting is going to be held and plugged 

in. Rachel will not be able to solve this; it will have to go to someone like Jim 

Stavridisand/or cables simultaneously. 

We also ought to think through whose advice I would want.. It would obviously be 

McHale, but alsoNORTHCOM, Paul Wolfowitz, Dick Myers, Pete Pace, possibly 

Ray DuBois, if it involves the National Capital area and Steve Cambone, if it 

involves Intel. 

Thanks. 

DHR;ss 
110104-6 

~/:~:~ ;:;;::~ ~~-·· ... ii. r ~7° ·1 · ................................... . 

01-17-04.16=?.2 0353 

oso 18057·04 
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Message 

McHale,. Paul,. HON, OSD-POLICY 

From:. 

Sent: 

To: 

Rapuano,. Kenneth ... !(_b}_(6_) _________ _ 

Monday. November O 1 12004 1 :46 PM 
l(b )(6) I 

Subject: sat 

Page 1 of 1 

Paul - Did not mean to be. abrupt on the phone Sat morning.. I do want you to. know that DoD was the. first call. the 
SitRoom made to inform of the PC, and that a number of other. principals, including the Judge Gonzales, C. Rice, 
and Josh Bolten were late or missed the call. Improvements needed all around --we all tend to overestimate our 
abilities to. quickly. notify and receive notifications. Si!""Ken 

11/8/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/038064 



OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

12 November 2004 - 0930 Hours 

MEMORANDUM FOR:. MR. RICHARD LAWLESS, DASO I AP/ ISA 

SUBJECT: Ambassador Howard Baker Email 

Sir:. 

The Deputy Secretary forwards the attached email with the following comments: 

"Richard Lawless -
Please get back to me quickly with a list of what we 
would like. Ambassador Baker to. do. PW' 

Thank you. 

Military Assistant to. the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Attachment: 
12Nov04 OJ13ernail by USArnbJapan 

Suspense: Wednesday, 17 November 2004 

copy.to: Mr. Feith USD/P 
0 SD 18082 -04 
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From the Desk of 
Paul Wolfowitz 
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Deputy Under Secretary of Defense 
Asian and Pacific Affairs 

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPSECDEF 

Ref: Ambassador Baker's. note. to SecDef on his. departure from Japan 

Info: USDP 
ASD/ISA 
PDASD/ISA 

Paul, 

.,. .--. -. · .. } 

12 November 2004 

I. Ambassador Baker's e-mail was prompted by our ongoing meetings here in the 

Pentagon the past three days on U.S.-Japan strategic security cooperation and U.S.forces 

realignment in Japan/Okinawa. Baker· s rep in the. meeting had reported back overnight 

that, while strategic cooperation talks. were going exceptionally well ( our desire to move 

the. Japanese into a global partnership and a more direct dialog about managing China and 

other interests), the discussion on the posture moves. of U.S. forces in Japan would'be. 

delayed into mid-December or beyond. 

2 .. A recent SecDef snowflake anticipated Ambassador Baker's note on this. same. issue .. 

Our response ro that snowflake, here attached,. is current as of COB today. 

3 .. I believe that my response to the SecDef snowflake answers your question, but the 

short version is that Ambassador Baker is very eager to do all that he. can for us before he 

departs Tokyo PCS on 30 January. This week's results. will give him a lot to work with 

but he will have to wait until mid-December for the. real meat- specific realignment 

proposals. He will then have about one month left in Tokyo to push these issues for us. 



TO: 

CC: 

President George W. Bush 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powell 

November 12, 2004 

FROM: 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice (;/ 

Donald Rumsfeld ? ~ IL-1~,i} 
/·--

Afghan Security Forces Update SUBJECT: 

Dear Mr. President, 

Attached is the latest Afghan Security Forces Update, for your information. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
I l/S/04 Afghan Security Forces Update 

DIIR:ss 
111004-l 

0 SD 1 81 0 3 -04 
¥000 
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FOGO 

TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powel] 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelo_/_ .,----~7'SIIU~ 

SUBJECT: Afghan Security Forces Update 

Dear Mr. President, 

November 10, 2004 

Attached is the latest Afghan Security Forces Update, for your information. 

Respectfully, 

Anath. 
l l/8/04 Afghm Security Forces l:pdate 

DIIR:ss 
111004-1 
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• Ministry of Interior Forces 

- National Police 
- Highway Police 
- Border Police 
- Customs Police 
- Counternarcotics Police 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 

- Afghan National Army 
- Afghan Air Corps 

Data As of: 8 Nov 04 

Trained & Equipped 

30,462 

Trained & Equipped 

15,084 

45,546 

11-L-0559/0SD/038071 
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Ministr Interior Forces-Pro ·ection 
1111 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, Equipped) Policing Units on hand over time 

Security 
Force 
Element 

National 
Police 

Highway 
Police 

Border (2) 

Police 

Counter
Narcotics 
Police 

Notes: 

Endstate 

47,500 

2,500 

24,000 

1,570 

7-Nov-04 1-Feb-05 1-May-05 1-Aug-05 1-Jan-06 1-J ul-08 <1> 

61% 

1. Projected 100% Date is 1 Jan 07 for all forces except CN Police which is a pilot program currently under 
review. 

2. Border and Customs Police are combined following a meeting last week with MOI, INL, and the Germans. 
A. Customs Police will receive special additional training under the border police 
B. Customs Police will be under the MOI and not the MOF 
C. Meeting confirmed the requirement for 24,000 Border Police 

Data As of: 8 Nov 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038073 

Legend 

II 10-100 0/o OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

II 39 0/o OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 4 



han Armed Forces-Pro·ection 
1111 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, Equipped) Army Units on hand over time 

Afghanistan 
Security Endstate 
Forces 
Elements 
Ministry of 
Defense 3,000 
General Sta 

Corps 43,000 

Air Corps 3,000 

Sustaining 
21,000 

Institutions 

Data As of: 8 Nov 04 

07-Nov-04 01-Feb-05 01-May .. 05 

48°/o 

11-L-0559/0SD/03807 4 

01-Aug-05 01-Jan-06 01-Apr-07 

47% 

40o/o 

51% 

63% 

Legend 

II 70-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 °/o OF REQUIREMENT 

1139 O/o OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 5 



Coalition Contributors 
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--- -----~- ------~- - ---- 1111 
OEF & ISAF = 42 Countries 

Albania 22 Denmark 58 Iceland 12 Mongolia 16 Spain 1,012 
Australia 4 Egypt 65 Ireland 7 Nether1ands 513 Sweden 87 
Austria 3 Estonia 15 Italy 976 New Zealand 8 Switzerland 4 
Azerbaijan 22 Finland 80 Jordan 182 Norway 255 Turkey 246 
Belgium 595 France 1,254 Korea 199 Poland 119 UK 592 
Bulgaria 42 Georgia 50 Lat\1a 11 Portugal 27 USA 15,215 
Canada 1004 Germany 2,189 Lithuania 50 Romania 561 
Croatia 51 Greece 108 Luxembourg 10 Slovakia 41 
Czech Rep 32 Hungary 109 Macedonia 20 Slo\enia 22 Total 25,888 

Afghan Forces On Hand 671892 Afghan Forces Trained 45.546 
National Police 48,450 National Police 29,121 
Highway 891 Highway Police 389 
Border Police 3,417 Border Police 898 
Counter Narcotics Police 150 Counter Narcotics Police 54 
Subtotal On Hand 521908 Subtotal Trained 30146~ 
MOD/GS 637 MOD/GS 637 
Corps 13,589 Corps 13,589 
Air Corps 0 Air Corps 0 
Intermediate Commands 858 Intermediate Commands 858 
Subtotal On Hand 15,084 Subtotal Trained 15,084 

11% 15% 

21% 

Data As of: s Nov 04 • Coalition Forces • us Forces • Afghan Forces • Coalition Forces • us Forces • Afghan Forces 
6 
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·Forces M 

.. TRAINED·& 
TRAINED& 

· .POLICE PROPOSED OND.UTY 
EQUIPPED 

EQUIPPED ON 
31 JAN 05 

National Police 47,500 48,450 29,121 33,621 

Highway Police 2,500 891 389 515 

Border Police 24,000 3,417 898 2,200 

Counternarcotics 
1,570 

Police 
150 54 84 

TOTAL 75,570 52,908 30,462 36,420 

Data As of: 8 Nov 04 
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Forces MoD lfP.date 
•1111 

LIMITED FULL OPERATIONAL 31 JM 05 
1000/o FULL 

MMY AUTHORIZED OPERATION.Al.. 
. CJtPABILITY(2t . · LJF CAPABILITv<3> 

OPERATIONAL 
CAPABIL1Tv<1> CAPABILITy<4> 

Ministry of Defense 
3,000 637 0 1440/0 Sep09 

(General Staff) 

Corps 43,000 13,589 0 15,480/0 Sep09 

Air Corps 3,000 0 0 210/0 Sep09 

lnte rme di ate 
21,000 858 0 2,100/0 Sep09 

Commands<5
) 

TOTAL 70,000 15,084 0 19,230/0 Sep09 

Notes: 
(1) Limited Operational Capability= unit is conducting combat operations, but continues to receive advanced unit training and 

may still require some equipment 
(2) Full Operational Capability= unit is fully manned, trained, and equipped and is capable of conducting independent operations 
(3) Data interpolated from planning figures in slide 5 and may decrease due to the delay of ETTs 
(4) Full Operational Capability planned for Sep 09 utilizing the 5 battalion training model 
(5) Intermediate Commands are: Recruiting, Logistics and Acquisition, Training and Education, Communications, and Intelligence 

Data As of: 8 Nov 04 
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Forces Missions 
1111 

POLICE .MISSION 
Afghan National Police (ANP) forces are responsible for security and 

National Police maintaining law and order. ANP enhances security in all 34 provinces 
of Afghanistan 
Afghan Highway Police (AHP) enhance the security of Afghan highway 

Highway Police network and increase government presence outside Kabul. Enforce 
criminal and traffic code violations. 
Afghan Border Police (ABP) responsible for border protection and 

Border Police control. Responsible for movement of persons and goods. Control 
cro$ border traffic and counteract threats posed by organized crime 
and other border conflicts, including armed conflicts. 
To a$8S and collect customs duties on imposed merchandise, prevent 

Customs Police fraud and smuggling. Control carriers, persons, and articles entering 
and departing the country. 

Counter Narcotics Police Lead Agency for CN efforts in AF. Focuses on narcotic interdiction, 
interrogation, and investigations primarily in urban areas. 

ARMY MISSION 
Ministery of Defense 
(General Staff) 

Corps 
Defend the Nation's independent, national sovereignty, territorial 

Air Corps 
integrity, and establishment of law. 

Institutional Commands 

10 
Data As of: 8 Nov 04 
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Forces Training 
•1111 

National Police 

Highway Police 

Border Police 

Customs Police 

Counter Narcotics Police 

Total·· 

Basic Course is 8 weeks for literate; 
4 weeks for illiterate 
2 weeks for existing officers 
Instructor Development Course is 4 weeks 

Basic Course is 8 weeks 
1 week specialized training (Change from 2 weeks in 
last report.) 

Basic Course is 8 weeks 
2 weeks specialized training 

Program not developed 

Special Course sponsored by the DEA 

Enlisted Basic Training Basic Training is 10 Weeks 

Advance Individual Training is 6 to 8 weeks 
Collective Training is 6 Weeks 

National Military Academy- 4 Year Course 
Afghanistan (Begin Feb 05) 

Command and General Staff College 12 weeks 

Combat Leaders Course 5 weeks 

NCO Course 6 Weeks 

Officers' Candidate SChool 8 weeks 

'tf)ta~ .. · ·.·.•·.·· .. · 

Data As of: 8 Nov 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038080 

1702 

0 

638 

0 

30 
·.·.··2310···· 

2818 

0 

0 

36 

268 

176 
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Manning: 
• ANA: Ministry of Defense Level 3 fielding now complete; 21 °/o (637) of the 3,000 

Training: 
• ANA: Cohorts #27, #28, #29 are in training; cohort #26 graduated on 7 Nov 

(cohort #26 data is not incorporated in these slides) 
• ANA: OMC-A will start the 5 Battalion Model on 20 Nov 
• ANA: Forces are rotating for leave while still supporting counter-insurgency operations 

Equipping: 
• ANA: The Bulgarian donation provided small arms ammunition and mortar rounds 

12 
Data As of: 8 Nov 04 
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Building: 
• ANA: Qalat Brigade garrison contract to be awarded by15 Dec 

Mentoring/Employing: 
• ANA: Proposing NATO embedded training team opportunities to Coalition 

Funding: 
• ANA: OMC-A short $127M funding in 1st Quarter FY os-· State working AFSA/FMF Solution 

• ANA: FY-05 $65m shortfall- Plan is to cover in supplemental 

• ANA: Impact of funding shortfall: delay to initial operating capability by 4 months 

13 
Data As of: 8 Nov 04 
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NOVO 4 2004 

TO:. Jim Haynes 

cc: Terry Robbins. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Insurance Issue. 

Please take. a look at the attached and tell me what you think l ought to do. 

Tell me what companies I have been receiving money from that we had to have a 

surety bond on. It may be that there is some way to solve it. l suppose I would 

have to recuse myself, at a minimum. 

Thanks. 

Attach .. 
10/22/04 M .. Travers letterto SecDef 

DHR:ss 
110304-9. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I l / t ~ / o·f 
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700 Quaker Lane. PO Box 350, Warwick, RI 02887 
Tel 401 827-2661 Fax 401. 827-2674 
mtravers@metlife.com 

Maura. C. Travers 
Assistant General Counsel ard Sectetarv 

October 22,2004 

Donald H Bumsfeld 

Re: Individual Risk Surety Agreement 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Please be advised that Metropolitan Property and Casualty Insurance 
Company has made. the decision to discontinue. its involvement in the surety 
business .. Your current agreement and any and all. addenda will terminate on 
January 20, 2005 at 12:00 p.m. unless terminated sooner than January 20,2005. 
Reasons for an earlier termination date may include your leaving the appointed 
position. We retain the right to terminate. your agreement sooner if the company 
holding your benefits is merged with or acquired by another entity and/or in the. 
event their ownership or control is changed in any manner. 

It has been a pleasure serving you and we wish you continued success in 
your future endeavors. 

If you have any questions a~a11t YQIIC aoreerent with Met P&C, please 
don't hesitate to call me directly at (b}(6) You may also wish t~t 
, leff Gree~, in the Office of General Counsel, Department of Defense, at ~ 

!(b}(6) if. you have any questions regarding replacement of this agreement 
~fter its termination. 

Sincerely, \l~ (. ( ~ 
Maura C. Travers 
Assistant General Counsel and Secretary 

cc: D. Colasanti 
J. Green 

11-L-0559/0SD/038084 
M etlite Auto & Home is. a brand of Metropolitan Property and. Casualty Insurance Company and. its. Affiliates .. Waiwick, Hl 



GENERAL COUNSEL. OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFE-NSE-,, -·. ,, .. 
\, :,-r~·~;- I .••• : '." 

1600. DEFENSE PENTAGON •-:en:;:~···~-//,: ,:;. :-:--,. -
WASHINGTON, D .. C. 20301-1600 '-'-'-'· ·~ ,,- · '' ·: ., ' '- · :. : 

zm~ I".~'! I 2 t.M ! I: 29 
GENERAL. COUNSEL 

INFORMATION MEMO 
November7,2004 (ll:00 am) 

FOR:. 

FROM: 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General Counsel~ 

SUBJECT:. Recusal 

a. 

• 

This responds. to your Snowflake dated November 4,2004. 

With the expiration of your surety agreement with Metlife, you will be . 
disqualified from taking action having a direct and predictable effect on the 
financial interests of Sears Roebuck and Co.; Kellogg Company;. and the Tribune 
Company. The. attached memorandum (Tab A) will notify your staff of these. 
disqualifications and direct them to refer such matters to the Deputy Secretary. 

As I indicated in my memorandum dated October 19,2004, (Tab B), we. are 
working with the Senate Armed Services Committee to find another provider of 
such sureties. If that fails, we will be proposing legislation to enable a Federal. 
agency to provide such sureties. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachments.:. 
As stated 

Prepared by: Jeff Green ... r_)(_6_) ___ __. 

-
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NOV O 4 .2004 

TO:. Jim Haynes 

cc: Terry Robbins 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)1\, 
SUBJECT: Insurance Issue 

Please take a look at the attached and tell me what you think I ought to do, 

Tell me what companies I have. been receiving money from that we had to have a 

surety bond on. lt may be that there. is some. way to solve it. I suppose l would 

have to recuse. myself, at a minimum. 

Thanks .. 

Attach. 
10/22/04 M . .Tn1vers letter to SecDef 

DHR:ss 
110304-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I l { l 1 / O Y 

FOUe 
0 so 181 
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700 Quaker. Lane •. PO Box 350, Warwick, RI 02887 
Tel 401 827-2661 Fax 401. 827-2674 
mtravers@metlife.com 

Maura. C. Travers 
Assistant General Counsel ard Sectetarv 

October 22,2004. 

Donald H Bumsfeld 

Re: Individual Risk Surety Agreement 

Dear Mr .. Secretary: 

Please be. advised that Metropolitan Property and Casualty Insurance. 
Company has made. the decision to discontinue. its involvement in the surety 
business .. Your current agreement and any and all. addenda will. terminate on 
January 20, 2005 at 12:00 p.m. unless. terminated sooner than January 20,2005. 
Reasons for an earlier termination date may include. your leaving the. appointed 
position. We. retain the. right to terminate your agreement sooner if the. company 
holding your benefits is merged with or acquired by another entity and/or in the. 
event their ownership or control is changed in any manner. 

It has been a pleasure serving you and we wish you continued success in 
your future endeavors. 

It you have any questions about your agreement with Met P&C, please 
don't hesitate.to call me directly at!(b}(6) t,'ou may also wish to contact 
Jeff Green, in the Office of General Counsel,. Department of Defense, at !(b)(6) I 

!(b}(6) !it you have any questions regarding replacement of this agreement 
~fter its. termination. 

Sincerely, \l~ (, ( ~ 
Maura C. Travers 
Assistant General Counsel and Secretary 

cc: D. Colasanti 
J. Green 

11-L-0559/0SD/038087 
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' GENERALCOUNSELOFTHEDEPARTMENTOFDEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301 ·1600. 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE IMMEDIATE STAFF OF SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Potential Conflicts of Interest for Secretary Rumsfeld 

Effective this date, Secretary Rumsfeld will be deemed to have a financial interest 
in the following companies, which are defense contractors: 

Sears.Roebuck and Co .. 
Kellogg Company 
Tribune Company 

Please screen correspondence, memoranda) and decision papers that may have a 
direct and predictable effect on the financial interests of these companies. Such matters. 
should be. diverted to the Deputy Secretary. Please ensure they are not. forwarded to the 
Secretary. 

(b}(6) 
If you have any questions,. please contact me Steve. Epstein, Gail 

Mason, or Jeff Green of my office. They may be. reached at (b}(6) 

William L Haynes Il 

cc:. Secretary of Defense 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

11-L-0559QD/038089 
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GENERAL. COUNSEL 

FOR:. 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

G1<:N1<:RAL. COUNSEL. OF THE 1>1<:PARTMENT OF 1>1<:FENSE 
1600 DEFENSE. PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301·1600 

INFORMATION MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General. Counsel~ 

Surety Policies. for PAS. Officials 

October 19, 2004 

• MetLife> the only provider of sureties for retirement and deferred compensation plans 
for Department nominees, will terminate this product on January 20,2005 .. 

• To date, my standards. of conduct office has. not identified another issuer. MetLife was. 
unable to. find another issuer. We. contacted eight companies. without success, and. we 
are. currently working with Lloyds of London to identify another issuer. In conjunction 
with the Comptroller,. my office is also working with members. of the Defense Business. 
Practice. Board. to identify another issuer. 

• The Department may also provide a "source. site" request for information on its 
procurement website so that any company interested in offering the surety can contact 
the Department. 

• Because an ethics regulation prohibits solicitation of prohibited sources (i.e. an entity 
doing or seeking to. do business with the. Depai1ment), l recommend. that you not contact 
any insurance company. 

• We advised the majority and minority counsels of the. SASC that the. surety policy may 
no longer be. available. The. Committee. agreed to permit PAS officials to disqualify 
themselves. from participating in particular matters. involving their former employers 
until. we. can secure. a new surety. CurrentDoD PAS officials who would be. 
disqualified. are.listed in Tab A .. 

• The SASC suggested that if we cannot find this. product in the marketplace, we should 
propose legislation for the Government to offer the surety. My office is drafting such a 
proposal. 

COORDINATION: Nofce 
Prepared by: Jeff Green ... ( b-)(_

6
_) ___ _. 
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Name 

Gordon England 

Nelson Gibbs 

William Haynes 
Thomas O' Connel1 

James Roche 
Donald Rumsf eld 

Peter Teets. 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Michael Wynn 

John Young 

Office Disqualified Company 

Secretary of Navy General Dynamics, 
Lockheed 

Ass .. Sec. of AF(lnstallations) 
Northrop Grumman 

General Counsel General Dynamics 
Ass. Sec. of Defense (SOL IC) 

Sec. of AF 
Secretary 

Under Sec. AF (ATL) 
Dep. Sec. 
Deputy UIS (Acq) 

Ass .. Sec of Navy 
(Res, Dev. & Acq.) 

11-L-0559/0SD/038092 

Raytheon 
Northrop Grumman 
Kellogg, Sears, 
Tribune. 
Lockheed 
Johns.Hopkins U. 
General Dynamics 
Lockheed 

Sandia Corp. 



TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: UAVs 

TABA 
~l!T8 

•• r • 

t .. . . ·;·: ":· ~: 
· ·· · --· OCT 2 9 2004 

Do you feel you have confidence that we're doing the right thin~ on getting more 

U AV s into the. CENTCOM AOR? Hnot, tell me what l could do to be helpful. 

My impression is that CENTCOM is not even asking for them, and l believe they 

should be. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:cs 
102804·19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I I / ~ / O't. 

0 so 1 811 5 - 0 4 

TabA 
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'IO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Porter~ 
Honorable Alxitew H. Card, Jr. 
Dr. Condoleeu.aRice 

FROM: DonaldRum~feld")... IL -14 
SUBJECT Observationsfrom SouihemConunand 

November 11, 2004 

Attached is the farewell as:a • aet: of General Tom Hill as he departoo. Southern 

Conunand. 

It has a number ofhnportmt observationsthat I thought you mg,tbe interested in 

reading. 

Respectfully, 

Atlach. 
11/9/04Commander, SOUTHCOM mtm0 t:>SecDef: Opportunities and Challengesin the US &lutetl 

CommandArea ofRespoosibility 

DHR:dh 
111104-11 

11-L-0559/0SD/038094 
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AEl'I.YTO 
ATIEHl'ICN OF 

UNCLASSIFIEDii 668 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
UNITED STATES SO\ffllERN CO~IMAND 

OFflCEOFTHECOMMANDER 
3511 NW 91ST AVENUE 
MIAMI, FL 33172•1217 

9 November2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR Honorable Donald H. Rumsfcld, Secretary of Defense, 1000 Defense 
Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301-100) 

SUBJECT Opportunities and Challenges in the US Southern Command Area of Responsibility 

1. Sir, as lrelinquishcommandof USSOUTHCOM,l want to thank you for your leadership,. 
guidance and tmst over the. past two years and three. months. Command of such an important 
and diverse unit has enriched my Life and deepened my appreciation for the. greatness of our 
nation. As. I depart, I'd like. to highlight a few opportunities.and challenges that 1 see in the 
Southern Command AOR.. 

2 .. Although I do not sec a.current or potential conventional military threat in the AOR,. Latin 
America has become. the most violent region in the world. I sec the issues of violence. and 
povc11y as two sides of the same coin:. the rampant violence. impedes the. economic gz:ot'h 
necessary. to pull up the. 43% of the. population who live.below the poverty line .. The poverty and 
hopelessness foment discontent,creating ready recruits for gangs, narco-terrorists. and other 
illegal armed groups. The. issue. of gangs. has the potential to be, over the next five to ten years,. 
the. greatest destabilizing force in the AOR. Gangs arecmi-ently most prevalent in Central 
America and Brazil, but the problem will spread if we do not address the threat. quickly. The 
size, transnational nature and. financial power of the gangs has outstripped the region· s police. 
The fact that gangs arc considered a law enforcement issue prevents. the military from 
confronting the threat in most countries .. The security forces of the. AOR must change in order to 
combat the current. array of threats .. We must help. our partner nations fim a solution that makes 
sense, respects human rights and recognizes the historic mistrust of uniformed military acting in 
a police role .. In order to do so,. we must transform ourselves and readdress. our. cmi-ent 
restrictions.against training police. This will require DoD leadership in the intcragcncy and 
within the. Congress .. 

3. Islamic Radical Group. (TRG) activity in the AOR is. concentrated on fundraising.and logistical 
support for worldwide. terrorism .. We do not see in our AOR operationalcells. of IRG terrorists 
staging for an attack on the United States. l take no comfort in that fact, however,. since. what we 
don't. know about the IRG activity in the region greatly outweighs. what we do.know. We are 
vulnerable to an airborne threat because. our outdated laws. on aerial i ntcrdiction.1 i mit our actions 
and prevent our neighbors from taking action .. We now have the. technology to be able. to detect 
and monitor an airplane that takes. off from Panama, flies through all the. countries of Central 
America and Mexico and crashes into a key target in the. southern extreme of the. United States. 
and we will have done nothing.about it because the current policy assumes that the worst thing 
that plane could be carrying is drugs. September 11th showed us. the fallacy of this. policy and we 
must fix it regionally for it to be effective. The regional approach is.critical in Central America 

UNCLASSIFIEDJf.UU8 
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due to the short flight time required to tly from the airspace of one country into the airspace of 
another. Regional airbridge denial is a sensitive and controversial issue across the. intcragcncy, 
and I believe that only you will be able to take this. on effectively. 

4. You can be. proud of what the men and women of Southern Command do to. support the 
Government of Colombia. The aimed forces of Colombia, for the first time since the 1960s, are 
conducting sustained offensive operations in the old "despeje" region, which previously gave 
sanctuary to narco-ten-orists. Those efforts are beginning to bear fruit as we ue seeing greater 
numbers of desertions and decreased activity on the pai1 of the illegal armed groups. We must 
stay the. course in Colombia by continuingto provide logistical,. intelligence and planning 
assistance. to the. Colombian military while. interdicting the illicittrafficking that sustains the. 
narco~terrorisl groups. We must seek to regionalize our support, especially to Peru, Ecuador and 
Bolivia, whose fragile democracies must be shored up or we risk pushing the problem out of 
Colombia and into her neighbors. Again, DoD leadership is essential, both in the interagency 
and on the Hill. 

5. In 1978,sixteen of the countries in this hemisphere had communist or totalitarian 
governments. Today,allof Latin America and the Caribbean,save Cuba, have made the shift to 
democracy and the militaries in the. region aze supporting democracies. USSOUTHCOM has. 
played a key role in this maturation by close, continuous, personal interaction with the armed 
forces of the AOR. This engagementis necessary if we are to assist in the transformation of 
Latin American security forces to meet 21 si century threats and it is vital to our continued 
understanding of the realities. on the ground in the AOR. lam scei ng the. effects of the. negati vc 
impact of ASPA sanctions on our engagement,especially in tenns. of I:MET. Several of our key 
partners are already looking to Europe. and China to fill the gap that. ASPA is creating in 
Professional MilitaryEducation and exchange programs. CmTent limits on information sharing, 
security clearances and access arc at cross-purposeswith our professed goals of regional 
cooperation. The SOUTH COM staff is. working on ways to ameliorate the impact of these 
limitations .. We must overcome these ban-iers if we are to continue. to. be the security partner of 
choice for the nations in. this hemisphere .. 

6 .. Disenchantment with failed institutions and unfulfilled economic promises in. Iatin America 
and the Caribbean have resulted in tremendous social upheaval in the region. One manifestation 
of the. dissatisfaction with the existing political institutions is the fact that several presidents. in 
the. AOR find themselves. in the presidency as their first. elected public. office. As. a result of the 
latest. referendum in Venezuela, President Chavez appears. to be a fixture in the mgim. From a 
strictly military point of view, lam concerned that President Chavez is. turning his. anned forces 
into a highly. politicized praetorian guard, which will choose loyalty to mm over loyalty. to the 
constitution .. On a larger scale, lanconcemed about the exportation of his "Bolivarian 
Revolution" lo countries in the AOR where. governmentscan il1 afford added instability. lurgc 
the pursuit. of an interagency consensus around a policy designed to limit the detrimental impact 
that Chavez is likely lo have. on the. region. 

UNCLASS1FIED/M8~8 
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7. l have. seen the ongoing suffering of Hil::i. first hand, both under the UN mandate back in 
1994 and as commander of our more recent cff orts there. Until the Hlit:ial people arc able to I ift 
themselves from abject misery to. at least dignified poverty and develop some semblance of 
working institutions, Haiti's problems will continue to haunt the United States .. Sho11 of a 
comprehensive long-term international effort to supportHit:i, we will always bejust one step 
away from the. next migration crisis or political collapse .. DoD has a leadership role. to play in 
Haiti and must find a way to support Haiti· s security forces. 

8. The stabilization of SOUTH COM Headquarters stands without resolution. As you are well 
aware, I remain convinced, as did my predecessors, that Miami is the. right location for the 
headquarters :fmn a strategic point of view. The recent proposal by the Governor of Florida 
presents. us with an opportunity to.rrake a sound fiscal decision as well. I stragly encourage 
DoD to consider the Governor's proposal as a means to resolve the command's stabilization in. 
Miami. W c. should come to closure on this issue for both the strategic and fiscal reasons. I 
mentioned as well as for the quality of life of our people. 

9. I thank you again for the. opportunity to have served a'.>. the Commander of United States 
Southern Command .. I. have been privileged to work shoulder to. shoulder with great patriots and 
lhave been blessed by having known some of the most bril1iant leaders of this hemisphere. I 
thank you for your steadfastlcadership in this. critical phase of our country's history. l an 
enthusiastic and optimistic about USSOUTHCOM's role in helping the people of the Americas 
fully enjoy the fruits of democracy and economic oppo11unity. 

CF: 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs or Staff 

;t - ~ ,~ 
JAMES T.. HIIL 
General,. US Almy 
Commander 

UNCLASSmED,1P88it 
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OCT 1 8 2004 

TO: Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Torn O'Connell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: French MOD's Suggestions 

Here's a note on my meeting with the French MOD. 

Please come back to me with a proposal as to how you think l ought to respond to 

her and what we ought to recommend. Please get back to me by Wednesday, 

October 20. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/15/04 MFR re: Meeting with French MOD on Counter-Narcotics in Afghanistan 

DHR:ss 
101504-28 

•••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 

FOGO 

OSD 18135-04 
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October 1 S, 2004 

SUBJECT: Meeting with the French Minister of Defense on Counter-Narcotics 

in Afghanistan 

The French MOD indicated she thought that ISAF should not do the counter· 

narcotics tasks; they are not suited to it. Nor should OEF. OEF has other work to 

do. 

She proposed putting together a special team, possibly the U.S., France and the 

U.K. with the Afghans. Some Special Forces might need to be involved. She 

mentioned the UN, EU, World Bank, and possibly some of Afghanistan's 

neighbors to the north, as others that might be involved. 

She thinks it is important to act soon, to avoid having a situation where drug 

money elects the Afghan Parliament, and the Afghan Parliament then opposes 

Karzai and corrupts the government. 

I told her I'd get back to her. 

DHR:ss 
101404-41 
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TO:. Gen Dick Myers 

7 L(~•)] 

TABA 

F8~8 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT:. Reducing the. Number of Exercises 

October 8.2004. 

Last year we cut the number of exercises and the number of people.involved,. 

because. of stress. on the force. I want to do the. same. thing for the. period ahead .. 

Please get me the list of what the. n01mal schedule would be and what you folks 

are proposing, so that I can make some. decisions. 

There's no way we can have. business as usual. We have to reduce. stress.on the 

force. The only way to do it when we do some additional things is to stop.doing 

some other things. 1n my view exercises are. important in peacetime, but in 

wartime our troops. are getting plenty of exercise. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
100704-22 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I e>/ v t.- ( 0 i.--

FOGO 
0 so 1 81 6 6 - 0 II 

11-L-0559/0SD/038100 
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TABA 

October 18, 2004 

TO: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfet<?, {l 
SUBJECT: Afghan Parliamentary Elections April '05 

We may need to do something extra for the Afghan Parliamentary elections next 

April. · We ought to have that in mind, just as we put some extra forces in for the 

Af gban Presidential election. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:ss 
101504-27 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Tab A 

0 so 1 81 6 7 - 0 II 
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TAB.A 

FUU<f.-_' .. ,- '. ;,.-_.:_: .·: ,·: ,·: 
·..• i .••. 

7::'.'' ~t~~v ·1 ·/ r::~ /. (": I L'··" 1 ,,._ •. , ~ , ;, c· u!November 1, 2004 

TO:. 

FROM:. 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld"yf\.. 

SUBJECT: GEN Doug Brown 

You will recall that Doug Brown has. asked for authority over $25M for support 

operations. I believe. we have granted him that authority, but you should get an 

instruction out to him, so that he. understands it can only be used pursuant to a 

specific deployment order or execute order. 

Please think that through, work it out and. come. back to. me. with a piece of paper .. 

Thank you .. 

UHR:ss 
110104-26 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please. respond by ___ I l......_2._(,...L..=o ___ _ 

0 so 18169-04 
Tab A 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF ~, _ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 ,.., . - . . ',. ~ 

- !"• I / • f ') 
\ ,. .. L. - • 

CM-2184-04 
INFO !v18v10 12 November 2004 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE I 

FROM: Genernl Richard B. Myers, CJ~ll / I 'J... 

SUBJECT: GEN Doug Brown 

• Issue. "You will recall that Doug Brown has asked for authrnity over $25M for 
support operations. I believe. we. have granted him that authrnity, but you should 
get an instruction out to him, so that he understands. it can only be used pursuant to 
a specific deployment order or execute order." (TAB A) 

• Conclusion .. The. FY 05 National Defense Authorization Act included the. 
authority to expend up to $25M by US Special Operations Forces in support of 
ongoing military operations to combat terrorism. ASD(SOLIC), the Joint Staff 
and USSOCOM are developing, for your approval, the implementationprocedures 
to exercise this authority. 

• Discussion. The legislation explicitly requires the authrnity be. used only for 
Sec Def-approved military operations and requires the Secretary of Defense to 
establish procedures and notify the congressional defense committees prior to 
using this authority. ASD(SOLIC) has initiated (TABB} the development of 
implementation procedures through the Joint Staff (TAB C). 

COORDINATION: TAB D 

Attachments:. 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: LtGen J.. T. Conway, USMC; Director, J-3;._ _____ __. 

0 so 1 81 6 9 - 0 4 
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TABA 
Peee .· _ ... ··- ~· ... 

: ••• : 1· ; • ~ : ..... ~ • _ :- j · •. , ~-

SE ·~~t; :: -~· / .; ~: .... ·· [(~ 1·- ~·~.~ .~:~: . 

..,~.. " -- . , I ,.,, r.·" ' n ·'-, L'.'·, : .• :' .. .!. t,1 c: u~ovember 1, 2004 

TO: 

FROM:. 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld"yf\ 

SUBJECT: GEN Doug Brown 

You will recall that Doug Brown has asked for authority over $25M for support 

operations. l believe we have granted him that authority, but you should get an 

instruction out to him, so that he understands it can only be. used pursuant to. a 

specific deployment order or execute order. 

Please. think that through, work it out and come back to me with a piece of paper. 

Thank you. 

UHR:u 
110104-26 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond hy ___ 11-+-_1--'~--+-'o:........f--

OSD 18169-04 
Tab A 
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SPECIAL OPERATIONS/. 
LOW-INTENSITY CONFLICT. 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301·2500 

TO:. DIRECTOR,JOINT STAFF 

FROM: Thomas W. O'Connell) Assistant SecretaryofDefense forSO/LIC ~ 
Nd:r'( 

SUBJECT: Section 1208, Funding Military Operations to Combat Terrorism (U) 

As you know, the legislation has cleared the Congress and has been 
forwarded to the President for approval (Tab A). 

The. legislation authorizes the. Secretary of Defense authority to expend up 
to $25 million by US Special Operations Forces. in support of ongoing military 
operations to combat terrorism. 

The. legislation requires Secretary of Defense to establish procedures and 
notify the. congressional defense committees prior to. using this authority. 

Accordingly, I request the Joint Staff task USSOCOM. to develop, for 
SecDef approval, the implementation procedures lo exercise this authority. Draft 
procedures should be. forwarded to my office and the Joint Staff NL T 18 
November 2004 for final staffing. 

Attachment:. As stated 
l(b )(6) 

Prepared by: LTC DonaJd C. Bolduc, SOUCSO/CT,._ ____ _, 
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SEC .. 1208 SUPPORT OF \.ULITARY OPERATIONS TO COMBAT TERRORISM. 

(a) AUTHORITY.-The Secretary of Defense may expend up to $25,000,000 
during any fiscal year during which this subsection is in effect to provide 
support to foreign forces, irregular forces, groups, or individuals engaged in 
supporting or facilitating ongoing military operations by United States 
special operations forces to combat terrorism. 

(b) PROCEDURES.-The Secretary of Defense sha1lestablishprocedures for 
the exercise of the authority under subsection ( a). The Secretary shall notify 
the congressional defense committees of those procedures before any 
exercise of that authority. 

(c) NOTIFICATION.-Upon using the authority provided in subsection (a) to 
make funds available for support of an approved military operation, the 
Secretary of Defense shall notify the congressional defense committees 
expeditiously, and in any event in not less than 48 hours, of the use of such 
authority with respect to that operation. Such a notification need be provided 
only once with respect to any such operation. Any such notification sha1l be 
in writing. 

( d) LIMIT A TIONON DELEGATION .-The authority of the Secretary of Defense 
to make funds available under subsection (a) for support of a military 
operation may not be delegated. 

( e) lNTELLIGENCEAc11vrr1Es.-This section does not constitute authority to 
conduct a covert action, as such term is defined in section 5 0 3( e) of the 
National SecurityAct of 1947(50 U.S.C.413b(e)). 

(f) ANNUALREPORT.-Not later than 30 days after the close of each fiscal 
year during which subsection (a) is in effect, the Secretary of Defense shall 
submit to the congressional defense committees a report on support provided 
under that subsection during that fiscal year. Each such report shall describe 
the support provided, including a statement of the recipient of the support 
and the amount obligated to provide the support. 

(g) FISCAL YEAR 2005 LIMlTATION.-Support may be provided under 
subsection (a) during fiscal year 2005 only from funds made available for 
operations and maintenance pursuant to title XV of this Act. 
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(h) PERIODOFAUTHORITY.-The authority under subsection (a) is in effect 
during each of fiscal years 2005 through 2007. 
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.------------------------------- .. --
SOLIC EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

TO:. ASD for Special Operations. and Low-Intensity Conflict 1'.(\ _ 
FROM: DASO.Special Operations.&. Combating Terrorism, Mr .. JQ Roberts~ ·Jn, )Z/',, D f.f 
Action Officer/Office/Phone #: L TC Don Bolduc,. OASD SO/LIC SO/CT, l(b}(5) ____ __, 

SUBJECT:. Section 1208, Funding Military Operations to Combat Terrorism (U) 

BACKGROUND/SUMMARY CF. MATERIAL:. 

(U) Discussion. 

• During WOT FED meetings yesterday it became. clear to me th at we need to develop a 
plan to get SecDef approved implementation guidance for 1208. Anticipating a 
November or December approval by the POTUS I propose we send a letter from theASD 
to Director, Joint Staff requestingthem to task SOCOMtodevelop the implementation 
guidance tor Sec Def approval. 

• My concern is that there are many people looking at this (OGCILC, SOCOM leg affairs, J3 
DDSO, SOLIC, SOCOM J3 CSO) but no synchronization c£ effort It would be 
unfortunate to have a POTUS approve. law that facilitates operations. in the WOT and no 
implementationguidance .. ·We needto move forward now,. so we do not get caught on 
our heels with concepts from the field pending guidance approval. 

• BG Phelan was briefed on the concept and agrees with th is course of action. 

ACTION REQUIRED: initial. Memo to DJS 
I-NUMBER: SUSPENSE: 140ctober04 HANDLING:. Uroent 

NAME 

ACTIVITY 

INITIAL 

PREPARED CLEARED BY CLEARED BY CLEARED CLEARED. BY 
BY BY 

LTC Bolduc Mr: Gerlaugh Mr. Lellenberg Mr. Mr .. Tim Morgan 

Action Officer, 
OASD SO/UC 
SO/CT 

McCracken 

Director, Director, Policy& Principal Director, . 
Counterterroris Strategy Director Resources,. 
m Policy, ~bilHSO/LIC OASD SO/UC 
OASD SO/UC SO/LIC 
SO/CT SO/CT " /. r( '1fiq11.t/iJ1; '1 (~~- et; -J'-.J:L-r="'lc;c.;-,a~o-=y-=-+,~----L~~6-_-L_-.J _ _,_I,-. ,.,~~~--~......---=c-,=te6a~..-{ci"on 13 

~ '\ V /'2:) ·~ IOT/¥//ZJ 7 lV October 04 
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TABC 
THE JOINT STAFF 

WASHINGTON, DC. 

Reply ZIP Code: 
20318-0300 25. October 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF, US SPEClALOPERATlONS 
COMMAND 

Subject:. Implementation Procedures. for Section 1208, Support of Military 
Operations to. Combat Terrorism (U) 

I. ASD(SO/LIC) has. asked USSOCOM to develop, for Secretary of Defense 
consideration, draft implementation procedures for Section 1208, Support of 
Military Operations to Combat Terrorism. I Request you forward draft 
procedures to. the.Joint Staff, J~3, Deputy Directorate for Special Operations 
(DDSO),NLT 16November for final staffing .. 

2. The.Joint Staff points of contact are Mr.. Mark Dunham at DSN l(b)(
5

) 

and. COL Pete. Dillon at. DRSN !(b)(6) I ----

Reference: 

~S::l~ . ,\ 
A ed & Secur~with Approt)elT 

-
NORlDN A. SCHWAR1Z 
Lieutenant General,. USAF 
Director, Joint Staff 

I. ASD(SO /LIC) memorandum, 1-04 /0 13685, 14 October 2004, "Section 
1208, Funding Military Operations to. Combat Terrorism (U)" 

Tab C 
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NA1\1E 

Mr. O'Connell 

VADM Olson 

TABD 

COORDTNA TION PAGE 

AGENCY 

ASD(SOLIC) 

USSOCOM 

DATE 

8 November 2004 

4 November 2004. 
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• 

'IO: President George W. Bush 

CC:. Vice Preiident Richard B. Cheney 
Hmordble Andrew H Card, Jr~ 

November 12, 2004 

FROM Donald R~feld Y----' ~-----r/JN,-· 
SUBJECT U.S.Air Force Tanker Scandal 

Attached is anBlOrard.m that sets out my current view as to how the tanker 

scandal may have occurred. I an sure there.are other factors of which I am not yet 

aware. 

It appears that 1he principal culprit, Darlene Druyun, will be going to. go tojail for 

a number of years, as she should. Thus far,. 1he Inspector General has not found 

wrongdoing by others .in the U.S. Air Force :kl connection with this matter 

The turbulence and long vacancies in the civilian leadership ofDoD am,. without 

que.1ion, banning the country. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
1 lfJJ04 DNyun memo 

0 SD 1 81 7 5 - 0 4 
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1. 

November 2, 2004 

SUBJECT Darlene Druyun and corruption in the Air Force acquisition process. 
The question is: "How could such major con-uption happen, over 
such a lag:re,icxi, without those sesving above and around bar 
seeirqher corruption and reporting it to the proper authorities?". 

The following history offers a clue as to how this might have happened: 

.. Druyun served as the "civilian"Opey Assistant Secretary of the U.S.Air 
Force for Acquisition for ten years. 

- Dilling the tm years of Dru yun Is ,service. the position of her immediate 
superior, the Assistant Secretary of the. Air Force for Acquisition. was 
vacant for four of those ten years. As a result, for those four years Druyun 
was the. scniorcivilian in the Air Force acquisition system and in charge of 
theday•to-day activities of all Air Force acquisition .. In the.six years rhat 
thereW:B aconfinned A~istant Secretary, daily oversight ofDruyun's 
activities W:B spotty, since there were four Assistant Secretarieswho 
ncued jn and out of the.pest as her superior. for an average tenure of 
roughly 18naths. 

.. In addition toDruyun's po5,1, there. is also a "militaryl!Deputy ~t 
Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition. During Dru yun, s ten-yeru.· 
tenure, there. were four .. military" Deputies~ in and out of af'fim. 
Bx, these three-star general officers were not involved in contracting. It is. 
notable. that, under Title. 100.S.C. ,.even today only a senior civilian can 
make m,tjor acquisition decisions. Military c:f6ce:s, no 11B.ba. how senior, 
cannot do so. Therefore, by virtue of her position as the senior Air Force 
acquisition civilian, all procurement information passed through and W:B 

controlled by her. 

.. 'lb further add to the turbulence inAir Force. acquisition, during h:r ten
year te1.Jie,.there were five Secretaries or Acting Secretaries of the U.S.Air 
Force. And. there were four different Under Secretaries of Defense for 
Acquisition. 'le.:::hDlojf and Logistics. to provide oversight of Air Force 
acquisition organization and processes. The rapid turnover reduced 
continuity of adult supervision .. 

• However, within twelve months of the current Air F~ Se:tetaiy being 
confirmed, and within sevennatls of having an Assistant Secretary of the 

F0t,0 
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Air Rm::e for Acquisition confinned, the Air Force acquisition organization 
and processes were altered to ensure that no one person could acquire too 
much independent acquisition-authority. This had the effect of removing 
much of the organizational power Dru yun had accumulated over time. She 
chose to retire shortly tlEeafter. 

The turbulence in the civilian political appointees,bot:h the Secretaries of the Air 
Force and the Assistant Secretaries of the Air Force for Acquisition, plus the 
turbulence. in the "military". acquisition officials, is a formula forptd:il.am .. The. 
combination of that turbulence, coupled with the statutory .requi.mrents, and the 
serious delays in getting p,JitiraJ appointees through the FBI clearances, the ethics 
clearances and the Senate confirmation process, all conspire to aeat.e an 
environment that is hospitable to conuption. And conuption is what we got 

'lb what extent this set of circumstances caused conuption of such magnitude will 
never be known with certainty. B:t. fa±s are facts, and I an persuaded trese facts 
were a nontrivial part of the problem. They need to be. fixed. 
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OFFICE. OF. THE. SECRETARY. OF. DEFENSE. 
1950 DEFENSE. PENTAGON. c:;:,;:· 

WASHINGTON,. DC. 20301-1950 SECPE\' . 

AOMIN1$TAATION AND 

MANAGEMENT. INFOMEMO 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

rri 1
1 

i .,.: •. i , r: 
l.l._l.· i ·., { C _I 

• In response. to your snowflake dated 26 Oct 04,. the. following information provides an 
update on progress revising or cancelingDoD Directives. 

• On 16Sep 04,. you issued the following snowflake.to the OSD Components: "l would 
like. to sec. everyone up to 100%by the. end of the. year. If someone thinks. that is not 
possible, please let me know." Two responses were. sent to you and one is. in route: 

o USD(A T &L ): " .. .l expect to complete. the. review of all but one of the. U l 
directives originally belonging to my office. DoDD 4 I 00.15, "Commercial 
Activities Program" will not be completed because both the Senate and House 
versions of the FY05 Transportation/Treasury Appropriations.bill prohibit the 
implementation of a revised 0MB Circular A-76,. which this directive implements 
for the Department.. Updating it is on hold until this pro hi bi tion is resolved." 

o USD(P): "To accelerate.our revision effort while. sustainingpolicy-setting support 
to you, we committed with DA&M to produce one directive per month for each 
of my 5 components. The process began in August and we propose. to complete it 
in June 2005.". 

o. USD(I): Memo to the SecDefbeing prepared that will indicate: USO (1) will have 
32 of 56 directives in the. final stages. of revision by 31 Dec 04. The. remaining 24 
directives that will not be completed have encountered delays due to required 
changes in legislation, are linked to ongoing intelligence transformation 
initiatives, or are pending transfer to a more appropriate. OSD Component or 
agency. 

• Attached is the current Review of Directives. Progress Report ending 5. Nov 04,. with the. 
data split out separately for directive. revisions and cancellations,. per your request. 

• Progress has been slow but steady- up I 0% since late July, and the. volume of 
revisions/cancel]ations is increasing. Will continue to keep you advised of our progress. 

cc: All ComponentsListcd 

Attachment:. 
As stated 

Prepared By: Bob Storer,r ... _)(_
6

_) ___ _. 
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REVIEW OF DIRECTIVES 
PROGRESS REPORT 
FOR WEEK ENDING 

11/05/04 

COMPONENT REVISIONS % SUBMITTED FOR Signed By DepSecDef 
Reported Submitted for COORDINATION 

Coordination 

USD(AT&L) 48 36 75 16 
USO (P) 44 12 27. I 
USD(P&R) 85 53 62 23 
USD(C) 6 6 100 0 
USO (I) 42 8 19 0 
ASD (NU) 10 8 80 3 
ASD (PA) 3 3 100 I 
ASD (LA) 3 I 33. 0 
DPA&E I 1. 100 0 
DOT&E I I 100 0 
DNA I I 100 0 
IG,DoD 7 6 86 3 
GC,DoD 16 1 1 69 7 
DA&M 46* 9 20 4 
WHS _J_ _J_ 100 -2 

TOTALS: 320 163 51% 63 

COMPONENT CANCELLATIONS % SUBMITTED FOR Signed By DepSecDef 
Reported Submitted for COORDINATION 

Coordination 

USD(AT&L) 24 22 92 10 
USD (P) 9 7 78 0 
USD(P&R) I I. 6 55. 4 
USD(C) I I 100 0 
USO (I) 6 4 67 2 
ASD (NII) 13 11 85 9 
ASD (PA) 0 0 NA 0 
ASD (LA) 0 0 NA 0 
DPA&E 0 0 NA 0 
DOT&E 0 0 NA 0 
DNA 0 0 NA 0 
IG, DoD 0 0 NA 0 
GC,DoD 1 l 100 I. 
DA&M 10* 6 60 l 
WHS ....0 _Q NA _Q 

TOTALS: 75 58 77% 27 

*Of the 56 DA&M directives identified for revision/cancellation, 49 are charter directives requiring significant 
input from OSD Components. 

Total revisions/cancellations submitted: 56% 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

D 15 3X>4 

The Honorable H. Douglas Barclay 
U.S. Ambassador to the Republic of EI Salvador 
San Salvador, El Salvador 

Dear Ambassador Barclay: 

It was a pleasure to meet you and Mrs. Barclay 
during our visit to EI Salvador. You were most gracious 
hosts. 

I was honored to take part in the Veterans Day 
Ceremony at the U.S. Embassy. It is a fine tradition that 
you are keeping alive. 

I look forward to working with you to strengthen 
the defense cooperation between the U.S. and EI Salvador. 

I have enclosed a satellite photograph of the 
nighttime lights of the Korean Peninsula. If you would 
please give it to President Saca, I would appreciate it. 

Joycejoins me in expressing our thanks. 

Sincerely, 

C) 
("'-.. 
(' , ..... , 

-...... 

. r 

.,. ,; 
...... ..... 
' ' 
... -. 
f" .,. ,· 
. .~· . 

0SD 18221-04 
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TO: 
u: 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: Satellite Photo 

November ll, 1004 

I want to send Ambassador BarcJay in El Salvador a copy of the Korean satellite 

photo and ask him to give a copy to the President of El Salvador when we ~d 

our thank you note. 

Thanks. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

0SD 18"221-04 
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-· 

TO:. 

cc: 

FROM:. 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rum sf eld 

SUBJECT:. Casualty Notification and Assistance 

November 17 ,2004 

1 don't need the meeting on the casualty notification. I have read the material. 1 

want you to step out smartly and get it improved. 

Thank you very much. 

Attach .. 
11/16/04 USD(P&R) memo. lO SecDef re: Casualty Nolificalion and Assistance 

DHR:dh 
11.1704-17 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ ..... :~_-_-_-___ _ 

FUGO. 
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J 

From the Desk of 
Paul Wolfowitz 

~Al'
.r ~,1,..-1 .,;,a ~~ 

A JS.s ,_,~ k ~~ 
~ ldf '11 ff ltul ~ J"- . 

~4). 
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.. 

fl'f:ftSONNEL AND 
fJ£.AOINESd 

FOR: 

FROM:. 

UNDER SECRETARY OF. Q:ai.NSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 2030l 

INFOMEMO 

November 16, 2004 -12:00 PM 

DEPUTY SECRET ARY CF DEFENSE 

-I,(}~(}~ ,, N .;:,~ b ,# 
DAVID s. C.CHU, u~s EL & READINESS) . 

SUBJECT: Casualty Notification, ty tance·-Snowflake 

• ltti ficatim to the families of deceased, ill,. and injurEd Senice members generally 
works well. A joint body reviews the process three times annually to discuss real
world experiences, and improve performance. 

• Casualty assistance to the families generally receives positive feedback from the next 
of kin, but services provided the injured are "stovepiped", hampering coordination. 
The ~of the adjudication process is criticized,. as is treatment by VA •. 

• Solutioffi: 

o Establi~h a "case management'' approach to unify the. ~tovepipes ( marted in Army) 

o Unify DOD and VA processes (will broach with VA) 

o Tiack severely wounded at OSD level to monitor service perlonnance (software 
identified) 

o Streamline adjudication process 

• An outside group can 1ake a fresh look at what we do and how we do it, yielding 
suggestions that we have.not considered internally. 

• Attached is a list of possible group members who might contribute effectively 1D such 
an effort. 

• We. will check the implications of 1he Federal Advisory Commission Act with 
General Counsel. 

• As you directed, I will organize a meeting with you to discuss.purpose and process 
that includes Generai Myers and Powell Moore, immediately upon General Myers 
return. 

Attachment: A'S Stated 

l(b )(6) 

PREPARED BY:. Mark Ward, OFP, ODUOMC&FP), ------
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-------------···-·--.. .. ·-···----·· .................... --.·· ··-·····-·•' ....... . 

Proposed List 
Casualty Notification Working Group 

Organization Position What They Brio~ to the Table 

Ms. Many Evans Ame1ican Red Cross President Years of experience as a 
.RADM (USN,Ret) Navy commanding officer 

who had to deal regularly 
with casualty notification. 
Now. CEO of an 
organization with a 
traditional relationship with 
DoD and emergency 
notification to. service 
members of 
ill/injured/deceased family 
nmbers .. 

Jack Keane GSI,LLC President Fonner VCSA. with. 37 years. 
GEN (USA, Ret) of Army command 

experience, had numerous. 
experiences with casualty 
notification. 

NorbRyan Military Officers Association President With years of command 
V ADM (USN,Ret) of America experience culminating in his 

position as Chief of Naval · 

I Personnel,. has. both hands-on I 
and poliC)' cx11crience vlith 

I I I casualtv notification. 
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__ ......._.._._ _____ ••• ..i!.. • ._._.a .......... .r. ••• 

Executive Director As former Deputy Chief of 
Lt Gen (USAF, Rec) 9:afffor Air Force 

Personnel, has ccmnand and 
policy experience with 
casualty notification. As 
Executive Director of AF 
Aid,. is. involved with 
assisting with emergency 
travel for airmen who. need 
assistance for emergency 
leave. 

LTG Garry Parks, USMC. South Carolina Credil Union President/CEO As Deputy Commandant for 
(ret) League& Affiliates Manpower and Reserve 

Affairs, W:E responsible for 
Marine Corps casualty 
notification policy. 

Salvatore Frank Gallo, Armed Services YMCA National Executive Director YMCA provides educational, 
RADM (USN, Rec.) social and religious support 

to the military. He was 
Deputy Chief of Naval 
Personnel,. Office of CN O. 

Bob Nardelli Home Depot President &. CEO Broad management 
perspective; demonstrated 
concern for military and 
miliui1 famaies. 

Ms. Candace Wheeler National Military Family President As President of the National 
Association Military Family Association 

and over 20 years as an Air 
Force spouse, she is 
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-
knowledgeable from both 
personal and professional 
experience of the. importance 
of sensitive and timely 
casualty notification. 

-··· 
Mr. Art Wilson Disabled American Veterans National Adjutant As head of the. DAV, he 

represents the official voice 
of America's. service-
connected disabled veterans -
2.1 million disabled veterans, 

--· - their families and survivors .. 
rv1l-. Christopher Michel Military .Advantage President/Founder Through the website. he 

.(fomerly Military.Com) founded, his organization 
connects with over 4 million 
military members and their 
families .. -

Ms .Kathryn Twman FBI Program Director, QFfice)f Working with families of 
VictimA~istance victims of crime and 

international terrorism for 
many years, she has first-
hand experience in notifying 

, and assisting surviving 
fami Iv members .. 

Mr. Jeff'Bews Amazon CEO Provides. technical 

I exoerience/ex pertise .. I Mr. Bill Plante CBS White House Correspondent Medfa perspective with. 

I 
I 

I 

i added experience of spouse 

I whose father is unaccounted 
for from Southeast Asia. 
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Ms. Martha Didamo Gold Star Wives National Pr.esident Head oft 
made up 
have lost 
service o: 

Mrs. Melissa Givens Anny spouse OIFwidow Reccntw 
on the HI 
Letters H 
hand exp 
importan 
sunnorti V 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT:. 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301.-4000 

lNFOMEMO 

November 16,2004-.12:00 PM 

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DA YID S. C. CHU, U~Q~ONNEL & ~EADINESS) _._ . 
/fitvt .J l. [A .. ~ L..-4 / ~ /\, <: '... C. ·Y 

Casualty Notification, Casualty Assistance--Snowflake 

• Nolificalion lo lhe families of deceased, ill, and injured Service.members generally 
works well. Ajoinl body reviews. the process. three limes annually to discuss. real
world experiences, and improve performance. 

• Casualty assistance to the families generally receives positive feedback from the next 
of kin, but services provided the injured are ''stovepiped", hampering coordination. 
The lenglh of the adjudicalion process. is crilicized, as is trealmenl by VA. 

• Solutions:. 

o Eslablish a "case management" approach lo unify the slovepipes. (slarted in Army) 

o Unify DOD and VA processes (will broach with VA) 

o Track severely wounded al OSD level lo monitor service.performance. (software 
identified) 

o Streamline adjudication process 

• An outside group can take a fresh look at what we do and how we do it, yielding 
suggestions that we have not considered internally. 

• Attached is a list of possible group members who might contribute effectively to such 
an effort 

• We will check the implicalions of the Federal Advisory Commission Acl with 
General Counsel. 

• As you directed, I will organize a meeting with you to discuss purpose and process 
that includes General Myers and Powell Moore, immediately upon General Myers 
return. 

Attachment:. As. Stated 

l(b}(6) 
PREPARED BY: Mark Ward, OFP, ODUOMC&FP))._ ____ __, 
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Proposed List 
Casualty Notification Working Group 

Name Organization Position What They Bring to the Table. 

Ms. Marty Evans American Red Cross President Years of experience as a 
RADM (USN, Ret) Navy commanding officer 

who had to deal regularly 
with casualty notification. 
Now, CEO of an. 
organization with a 
traditional relationship with 
DoD and emergency 
notification to service 
members of 
ill/injured/deceased family 
members. 

Jack Keane GSI,.LLC President Former VCSA, with 37 years 
GEN (USA, Ret) of Army command 

experience, had numerous 
experiences with casualty 
notification. 

Norb Ryan Military Officers Association President With years of command 
VADM (USN,Ret) of America experience culminating in his 

position as Chief of Naval 
Personnel, has both hands-on 
and policy experience with 
casualty notification. 
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Mike. McGinty Air Force Aid Society Executive Director As former Deputy Chief of 
Lt Gen (USAF, Ret) Staff for Air Force. 

Personnel, has command and 
policy experience with 
casualty notification. As 
Executive Director of AF 
Aid, is involved with 
assisting with emergency 
travel for airmen who need 
assistance for emergency 
leave. 

L TG Garry Parks, USMC South Carolina Credit Union President/CEO As Deputy Commandant for 
(ret) League.& Affiliates Manpower and Reserve 

Affairs, was responsible for 
Marine Corps. casualty 
notification policy. 

Salvatore Frank Gallo, Armed Services. YMCA National Executive Director YMCA provides educational, 
RADM (USN, Ret.) social and religious support 

to the military. He was 
Deputy Chief of Naval 
Personnel, Office of CNO. 

Bob Nardelli Home Depot President & CEO Broad management 
perspective; demonstrated 
concern for military and 
militarv families. 

Ms. Candace Wheeler National Military Family President As President of the National 
Association Military Family Association 

and over 20 years as an Air 
Force soouse, she is 
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knowledgeable from both 
personal and professional 
experience of the. importance 
of sensitive and timely 
casualty notification. 

Mr. Art Wilson Disabled American Veterans National Adjutant As head of the DAV, he 
represents the official voice 
of America's service-
connected disabled veterans -
2.1. million disabled veterans, 
their families and survivors. 

Mr. Christopher Michel Military .Advantage President/Founder Through the. website he 
(formerly Military. Com) founded, his organization 

connects with over 4 million 
military members and their 
families. 

-
Ms. Kathryn Turman FBI Program Director, Office of Working with families of 

Victim Assistance victims of crime and 
international terrorism for 
many years, she has first-
hand experience in notifying 
and assisting surviving 
family members. 

Mr. Jeff Bezos Amazon CEO Provides technical 
exnerience/exoertise 

Mr.. Bill Plante CBS White House Correspondent Media perspective with 
added experience of spouse 
whose father is unaccounted 
for from Southeast Asia .. 
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Ms. Martha Didamo Gold Star Wives National President Head of the organization 
made up of spouses who 
have lost loved ones in 
service of the countrv. 

Mrs. Melissa Givens Army spouse OIFwidow Recent widow who appeared 
on the HBO special, "Last 
Letters Home." Brings first 
hand experience of the. 
importance of sensitive and 
supportive notification. 
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.g}6€RE'F w November 5, 2004 
,, rmu.t "ti:JJ ,-

,......, 
.. .''.") , .. 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

COL Steve Bucci 

Cathy Mainardi 

Donald Rumsfeld~-

SUBJECT: Meeting 

'_., 
.:~ 

-C•·, 

Pleas i to discuss costs in Iceland. -

l&ithat's not how I want to do it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/29/04 .RkudeJ Memo to SecDefie: Iceland 

DHR:ss 
110404--J) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

~sE~8~· 1te"""< . ~•~··..;. ~ = 

A~~.,-

FOOO 
08-11-04 16:18 0377 
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MEMO TO: Secretary Rwnsfeld DA1E: December 12, 2004 -J+c. 1:,./13 

cc:. General Myers 
General Pace 
Ryan Henry 
Ken Ktieg 

FROM: Paul Wolfowri\).) 

SUBJECT: Request for QDR Issues 

Don, 

The following are my proposed Top 5 QDR issues, in more or less 
priority order: 

I. What capabilities does the Deprutment (and the USG) need to have 
for counterinsurgency wrufare (a~ opposed to peacekeeping): 

• Focus particularly on: intelligence issues and on building 
capacity of indigenous security forces (including funding, 
training and language capabilities). 

2. What is the right balance of risks between capabilities needed for 
the Global W:11:' on Terrorism and capabilities needed to manage 
the e1nerging military c01npetition in East and Sooth Asia. 

3. What capabilities should should DoD have for homeland security, 
particularly to prevent or deal with a catastrophic attack: 

• Particular emphasis on biological ten-orism. 

4. Persistent surveillance is taking precision targeting to a new level. 

• What capabilities should we have in manned, unmanned and 
space systems for persistent surveillance; 

w 

-

--a-
:) 
v 

ftOUO 
11-L-0559/0SD/038132 
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... 

• What changes are needed :in organization, decision processes, 
force capabilities,etc. to properly exploit this development. 

5. What is the right balance of investment in tac air relative to other 
DoD needs. 

t10UO 
2 
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SLRG Ptincipals '10: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Combatant~ 

RyanHemy 
KenKrieg 
VADMBobWiki 

· LTG Skip Sharp 

DonaldRums~ld ~ 
SUBfflCT: Request forQDR Issues 

November 16,2004 

VCJCS 

/IS we discussed il the 4. November SLRG meeting, please send me a n:te with 

yourpnooal tQoughts on 1he three to five top .iss.es we should considerdwing 

the QDR. Please copy Ryan Henry, 

Thanks. 

. . •..••...••••••..•....•..•...••........•.•..•...... ~ ........••..••••.....• 

Pleare respond by I' / 19 I Ot(- . · 
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TO:. SLRG Principals 
Combatant Commanders 

cc: 

FROM: 

RyanHenry 
KenKrieg 
VAD M Bob Willard 
LTG Skip ~'harp 

Donald Rumsteld ~ 
SUBJECT:. Request for QDR Issues 

November 16,2004. 

As we discussedjn the 4 November SLRG meeting, please send me a note with 

your personal thoughts on the. three to five top issues we should consider during 

the QDR. Please. copy Ryan Henry, 

Thanks. 

OHR:dil 
111~1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ h_, _I ~-1-ott __ 

0SD 18372-04 
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]JLJ9t04 12·23 FAX ~r-b)-(
6
_)------~ 

Reply to:. 
USSTRA TCOM/CC 
901 SACBLVD.STE2A 
OFFUTT AFB, NE 68113-6000 

USSTRATCOM CC STE GRP 

FOR: OFFICIAL M"Ett: eHt.Y 

DEPARTMENT. OF. DEFENSE. 
UNITED. STATES. STRATEGIC. COMMAND. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

Subject: Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR} Issues 

Ref a) SEC DEF memorandum, 16 N llVember, same subject. 

·-··· . . : . ~ -... -... :~· - . . 

,. .-.. ~. • , •. ! .• ~ ... ~: ~ ,::: 
t • l · .• - .. , '·. 

19 Nov. 04. 
SM: 124-04 

As requested by reference ( a), following. issues. are offered in consideration for the upcoming. QDR. 

1. Strategic Deterrence. Posture: Establish policy and associated. strategy to. guide decision makers. onan 
updated. construct to. achieve. strategic deterrence in the. context of 21 11 Century realities and as. envisioned. 
by the 2001. Nuclear Posture Review (NPR). Specifically, bolster efforts to. balance. the new strategic 
triad capabilities. of strike. (both nuclear and. non-nuclear), defenses and a responsive. infrastructure. A 
blended QDR/NPR will drive a consistent, department level offense-defense integration plan. spanning the 
full spectrum of military means. from influence to. nuclear weapons. This approach. wil1 also allow us to. 
assess. the role of the current nuclear stockpile, establish a force-sizing construct lo guide decision makers. 
on the required. size and. composition of the. arsenal and evaluate the need for new. kinetic and non-kinetic. 
solutions .. 

2. Combating WMD .. Pursue. a comprehensive. strategy to. counter the ability of rogue. individuals, 
terrorist.groups or hostile nation states to threaten the. United. State. with the. weapons. of mass. destruction 
we know today and the future.technologies that are still yet lo be developed. 

3 .. Space, Evaluate current and future capabilities. within the. related. areas. of integrated space. situational 
awareness, space. protection, and space. control.. Develop a comprehensive. strategy to deliver a sustained 
asymmetric advantage in this enabling mission area, and investigate the. potential value. and. achievability 
of more. responsive,. less expensive space launch .. 

4. Global. Missile Defense. Refine and validate. plans and policy for the continued expansion of global 
missile. defense capabilities in order to focus M DA RDT &E and procurement.. Efforts should include 
establishing the relative priority of boost-phase. intercept, space. based weapons, directed energy weapons, 
advanced sensors. and cruise. missile defense. 

copy.to: 
Mr. Ryan Henry 
CJCS 

General,. USMC 
Commander 
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-' _ .!.U.!.U~4_. 12: 24 FAX .... r_)(-6) ___ __. USSTRATCOM CC STE GRP. 

'10: 

cc: 

FROM: 

F8~8 

SLRG Prindprus 
Combatant Commanders 

RyanHemy 
Ken Krieg 
V ADM. Bob Willard 
LTG Skip ShlllJ) 

Donald Rmns~ld ~ 
SUBJECT P.equestfor QDRlssucs 

November 16,2004 

AA we discussed in the 4. November SLRG meeting, please send ne a. note with 

your personal thoughts on the three to. five tcp ~ues we ahould ~onsidcr during 

the QD R Please. ~opy Ryan Henry, 

Thanks. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OSD 18372.-04 
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To:. SECDEF 

Fr: SECNAV 

Subj: QDR Issues 

Mr. Secretary, 

November 18,2004 ( : · ·· ·: 
'· ' ··- .. 

; ~:: ...... ~ :·-:- ... 
.. · .• ,~.;J ·- .. 

You asked for my thoughts on the QDR. The last QDR was published 19 days after the 
9/11 terrorist attacks; the. wound to our. Nation was sti II fresh and the strategic, enduring 
impact of those attacks. was. still to be. realized. Taken in that context,.l propose we 
address. the. following issues: 

• Global War on Terrorism. Building on lessons learned from OEF and OIF, rethink 
organizational alignments,processes and investments to optimize execution of the 
GWOT. Fund and imbed foreign language and cultural skills, rebalance tactical 
strike. with other needs, develop metrics. for stress on equipment,shorten acquisition 
times, etc. 

• Balanc in~ the Force. Develop a concerted Human Capital Strategy to reduce the 
manpower cost of DoD. Identify options to disrupt the ever higher cost trend in 
moving from a conscript force to an all-volunteer force. Identify and set objectives 
for the implementation of NSPS and strategically manage Contractor Support 
Services. 

• Homeland Security. Partner with Homeland Security to improve the Nation's 
security posture. Focus on global maritime defense awareness with the Coast Guard 
and international naval forces, sharing information and using common systems. to 
develop the. equivalent of a maritime NORAD. 

• Future. Capabilities. Movejoint assessment to the front end of the process. of 
determining what capabilities.are required. Develop tools, models,. and simulation 
that can be utilized for assessing the effectiveness of systemsrelative to GWOT. 
Establish a risk analysis approach to evaluate. technology and programs. in a strictly. 
joint environment.. 

• Post Hostilities Operations. Assess DoD roles in supporting transition to and from 
hostilities. including interagency relationships and identify actions required to increase 
effectiveness in this. area .. 

Copy to: Ryan Henry 

(1. -.., 
. :- :, I 

0SD 18372-04 
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COMMANDER 
UNITED ST ATES EUROPEAN COMMAND 

.. 
l·~ , •. ., . : • ·: . 

':'.'·"·"'' , ..... , 
: ; •. 

ECCC 19. November2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR Secretary of Defense, 1000 Defense Pentagon, Washington DC 
20301-1000 

SUBJECT: Commander, US European Command Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) 
Issues. 

1. The strategic shift underway since the. end of the. Cold War only accelerated after 
911. 1 . This. shift provides a unique opportunity for us. to look beyond the. crises that 
currently consume most of our defense establishment to consider how best to prepare 
for our long-termsecurity challenges. Our current national. prestige and power is a 
unique gift of history that we can use to prevent crises and indelibly shape the. tutu re 
security environment. Thus,. the upcoming QDR comes at an ideal ti me to refocus all 
elements of national. power in support of our overarching national. security interests. I 
wouid especially like. to see this QDR focus on organizational, doctrinal, and training 
issues from a Combatant Commander standpoint. 

2. In response to your specific request, I offer the. following topics for consideration and 
study during the. QDR: 

a. Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD), along with rapidly expanding 
technologies, have. potentially empowered small. groups of extremists. to pose 
direct threats. to our nation. We must eliminate organizational seams between 
nations, government agencies, and within DoD to prevent a catastrophic WMD 
attack on the United States. or one of our allies. In addition to enhancing our 
ability to interdict WMD materials,. the. QDR should also consider strategies to 
address the. underlyingcauses of terrorism,. recognizing the. current fight against 
Al-Qaeda i5 not the. "approved solution" for countering future terror threats .. Even 
now Islamic extremism is evolving from an Al-Qaeda centrally-cl irected 
organization to a regional franchise structure that loosely supports. centrally 
derived themes and goals. 

b .. Restructure.the. interagency process to facilitate development and 
implementation of integrated global and regional strategies that leverage our vast 
array of diplomatic, economic and military tools in support of our national.security 
interests. The. Beyond Goldwater-Nichols.study provides a useful starting point 
for energizing the. discussion .. 

11-L-0559/0S D/038139 
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ECCG 
SUBJECT: Commander,. US European Command Quadrennial Defense Review ( QDR) 
WllS 

The focus should be. to foster stability to ensure future security. Within 
EUCOM's area of responsibility, Africa, and the. Caucasus regionare worthy 
focus areas for the. QDR. 

c. The challenges we face in the post 9/11 environment call. for a review of the 
capabilities needed to ensure security. High-demandlow-density H sets 
include personnel with appropriate language skills to support intelligence and 
security cooperation requirements. Additionally, military involvementduringpost· 
hostility stabilization and reconstruction is occurring more frequently, requiring 
personnel with unique ski II sets not currently within core military competencies. 

d .. GWOT has. placed a different set d demands on our Guard and Reserve. 
forces than those experienced during the. Cold War.. 1. recommend the QDR 
review the. roles and responsibilities mix between active and reserve forces. 

e. Rotational.and expeditionaryforces will have a greater strategic effect in 
developing nations of the. AOR. Clearly identified levels of presence, linked to 
regional security objectives and using rotational and expeditionary forces, is 
essential. QDR analysis to "right size" our force mix to include regional security 
cooperation requirements would help mitigate the tension that inevitably arises 
between global force managers and regional planners. 

f. Establish procedures and policies to identify and resolve. Unified Command 
Plan (UCP) seam coordination issues between both geographic and functional 
commands. The. ability to conduct security and stability operations across UCP 
boundaries during preconflict phases must be established. When one considers 
various Global Strike. options, GWOT issues like. targeting, SOCOM operations, 
and support to OIF, there. is an increase. in cross boundary work done. under 
shrinking timelines .. Doctrine, operating procedures, and training need to be 
updated to reflect that. Additionally. we stilt lack an effective mechanism to 
integrate operations, intelligence, logistics, and command and control 
capabilities-any contributions.the. QDR can make. toward common command 
and control standards would benefit all. the. Combatant Commands .. 

g. Recommend QDR address the issue of the. structure of Unified Command 
headquarters to ascertain whether they are correctly sized and functionally 
organized to provide timely information on I nteragency issues .. 

h. Q DR should examine how to re-mission portions<£ our focus to generate 
more Tier 3 special operations-capableforces needed to prosecute expanded 
GWOT activities in additional regions. 

2 
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• 
ECCC 
SUBJECT: Commander, US European Command Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) 
~ 

3 •. Thank you for the opportunity to provide inputs for consideration during the QDR. I 
look fosward to supporting your QDR team in a healthy debate. on issues of 
organization, priorities, and future challenges. 

cc: 
POUSD(P) 

3. 

~J 
AMES LJONES 

General, U.S. Marin 
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ORIGINAL 

INFO MEMO 
. . . . '":. ~ , .. 

.-.··· .. .. , ,-. .· 

19 November 2004 

FOR:. SECRETARYOFDEFENSE , I .,~ 
FROM: General M. W. Hagee, Conuuandantofthe. MarineC~~ . 

SUBJECT:. Response to SECDEFRe4uest for QDR Issues. 

The. 2005. QDR should be a tightly focused effort that will achieve an executable.DOD 
capability within a comprehensive national security apparatus .. Specific issues. to consider 
include: 

• What are. the capabilities and resources. necessary to deal. with the. irregular, catastrophic 
and disruptive strategic challenges? How do we optimize the individual capability 
portfolios of the. services. in order to synergistically achieve. the best strategic effect? 

e How do we. ensure our manpower processes. best support the recruiting, training and 
retention that are. so vital in dealing with the strategic challenges of the future? How do 
we improve the. linkage between thejoint employment of our manpower with the. 
services' development of those. manpower resources? 

• What is the art of the. achievable. in improving our interagencyefforts both at home and 
abroad?. What are. the appropriate partnerships/relationships with non-DOD entities. 
within each of the strategic challenge areas? 

a What should be. the role of DOD in providing for the internal security of the homeland? 

• Given the increasing interdependencies within DOD and with non-DOD agencies.and 
departments, what is the appropriate mechanism to ensure. synergy and effectiveness of 
our efforts? 

COORDINATION:. NONE .. 

Attachments:. None. 

CC: CJCS 
Ryan Henry 

Prepared by: MajGen E. N. Gardnerl' ... b-)(_

6

_) ____ _. 
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P"OtJO 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE:.::~: _. 

1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON. 

FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
OFFICE 

WASHINGTON,. DC. 20301-1000 

INFOMEMO 

..... ""!"'•, ..... , '. 

November 19, 2004, 11 :30 AM. 

FOR:. SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM:. A_ K .. Cebrowski, Director,. Force. Transformation 

SUBJECT:. Request for QDR Issues. 

• Rebalance the. focus of Capabilities Based Planning to address. the. more relevant 
national. security challenges. Shiftthe level. of effort, both intellectually and 
resource. wise, to the. irregular, and potential. catastrophic and disruptive 
challenges. 

• Develop. a strategic approach to cost. At a minimum, key elements. of the. strategy 
should include; decrease. operational costs, better return on. investment, broaden the 
base, create. and preserve future options, manage. divestiture,. and impose. cost to. 
adversary. Compete on cost and time .. Increase transaction. rates. (reduce cycle 
time), increase learning rates,. create. overmatching complexity at scale. (modular 
scalable. force structure). 

• Develop an executable. S&T strategy which is. comprehensive across. the. 
Department and provides total. S&T visibility. Included in the. strategy must be. an. 
explicit approach to developing the. intellectual talent base .. 

• Develop a coherent deployment, employment, sustainment strategy. Incorporate in 
the strategy key elements. of the. Mobility Capabilities Study and Sense. and 
Respond Logistics Concept and the. integration of Logistics, Operations and 
Intelligence. 

• Develop a DoD Education. and Learning Strategy to create. a. new national. security 
culture and relationships to address the most critical component of our security 
capabilities, our people and future leaders .. We. can create. the. future by creating 
leaders. capable of doing so. 

COORDINATION:. None. 

cc:. Ryan Henry l(b}(6) 

Prepared By: T. J. Pudasi .... _____ _. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038143 
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TO 

cc: 

FROM: 

~lJ/l'l 

SLRG Prind}Hs 
CombatantCornrnanders 

RyanHemy 
KcnXrie, 
V ADM Bob W'tllani 
L'IG Skip Shatp 

Donald Rumsfe1d ~ 
SUBfflCT: ~uest forQDRlasues 

l~b )(6) I 
-· ---- t',Ul/Ul 

November 16,2004 

VADM (ret) Cebrowski 

Al we discussed in the 4. November SLRO mectina, please serdne a110te with 

your pcnooal thoughts on the. three to. five top. issues we should consider during 

tbt QDR Please copy Ryan Henry, 

Thanks, 

••...•..•••.....•....•••..••...•••••........••..•.......••.....•.•..•..• , 

TOTAL P .01 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF. DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC20301·1100 

INFO MEMO ···.- ~ ,: ,. + r 

November 22, 2004, 5:00 PM · 
C0:\·11'TN(H,l ... :N 

FOR:. SECRETARYOF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: Tina W. Jon~ 

SUBJECT: Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) Topics. 

• You asked me to provide you with the. top three to five issues that should be. 
considered during the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR). Here. are some ideas: 

• Defense Health Program. 
• How and where. we are . .spending our healthcare money; 

• The budget for the. unified medical program has. grown fi:om $1.5 billion in 
FY 1993 to over $30 billion in FY 2005 and is forecast to grow to $50 
billion by FY 201.1. 

• Determine.reasonable cost mitigation measures. 

• Force Structure. 

• Pay and benefit structure (both military and civilian); 
• Military-civilian personnel mix; 
• Relationship between the. active and reserve military components; and 
• Balance. between the. Services. 

• Post-conflict stability, hwnanitarian and peacek_eepine operations. 

• Financing the training and equipping of friendlyforces; and 
• Clarify the duties and responsibilities of the Depmtment and other federal 

agencies. 

• Business process .. Address business process. transformation with emphasis. on 
integrated end-to-end processes. and information systems .. 

• Homeland Defense. Clarify the Department's role vis-a-vis the other federal 
agencies. 

COORDINATION: None 

Cc:. Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Policy} 

l
(b )(6) 

Prepared By: John P .. Roth,._ ____ __. 
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'ID: 

cc: 

FR.CM: 

~= 

SLRG Principals 
Combatant Conunanders 

Ryan Henry 
FalKrieg 
V ADM Bob Willard 
LTG Skip Sharp 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Fa:, EStfor QDR Issuas 

November 16,2004 

Ms. Jonas 

As. we discussed :in the 4 November SLRG meeting, please send ne a notewith 

your personal thoughts on the three to five top is.sues we should ('()IN(fer dJ:rm;J 

the Q DR Please. copy Ryan Henry. 

Thanks. 

DHR:A 
Ul~t 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ l\__./,__1 ...... 1 ..... 1-0 ....... 'f ___ _ 

Ji'8ti8 

OSD 18372-04 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE. NAVY 
OFHCE. OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAi. OPERATIO'.':S 

2000 NAVY PENTAGON 
W ASHINGTOf\. DC 20350-2000. 

INFO MEMO 

FOR:. SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: ADM VERN CLARK, Chief of Naval Operation 

SUBJECT:. QDR Issues. Input 

Mr.. Secretary -

~ ~:-: ... ·= .... 
._, .... · .. 

,.. .............. , 
( ·_;.; :: 

19Nov 2004 

Thank you for the. opportunity to provide input to the. 2005 QDR. Concurrent with 
aggressively prosecuting the Global. War on Terror, we. must transform DoD to meet the full 
scope. of near and long-tem1 strategic challenges. With that in mind,. I propose the QDR address. 
the following issues: 

• Enhancini: Operational.Availability. Develop a force-planning methodology to provide clear 
guidance on the. capabilities, structure, and alignment needed to meet the full range. of future 
challenges. Our focus should be on speed and agility, and we. should press with this. 
principle: if it can't get to the fight on the correct timelines for the future, we aren't buying it! 
Advancements. in technology and operational. innovation will change the way we meet 
COCOM requirements --- more efficiently, with greater flexibility, and more affordable. 

• Balancing Our Capabilities. Focus more deeply on capabilities needed when operating in 
irregular, catastrophic and disruptive security environments .. We must decide if the desired 
force is part of a "Major Combat Operations" force set or whether forces will be designed 
specificallyfor the "other" security environments .. Then we create the right balance in 
capabilities in these areas. while also maintaining superiority against traditional threats .. 

• Managing Risk. QDR analysis should be tasked to explicitly identifyjoint capability gaps. 
and overlaps. We should specifically decide where excess capacity/overlaps are desired and 
required. This is hard work and the work should start in the areas where the most significant 
investment issues. exist.. 

• Assuring Access .. Address. growing anti-access. technologies and politico-military factors that 
will influence how quickly we can get to the fight. Future forces must reduce the footprint 
ashore and fully exploit international sea and air maneuver space, thereby enhancing power 
projection, defensive shielding, and force protection options. 

• Increasin~ Interagency and International Efforts. Address. integrating DoD into the larger 
inter-agency and international environments, with the. goal. of strengthening coordinated 
strategies and operations. As part of that effort, we. should investigate the impact of 
increasing partner nation capabi I ities. as a means to. enhancing stabi I ity and counter terrorism 
in multiple theaters .. 

copy. to:. 
SECNAV, PA&E, PDUSD Policy . 

11-L-0559/0SD/038147 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
mflc:: OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF .. G-6. 

November 19,2004 

MEJ\,f0R4.NDUM THRU HONORA.BLE RYAN HENRY 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT:. Request for QDR Issues 

This represents the. combined reply from the CSA 
and SecArmy on the. Top Issues for QDR 05. 

Enclosure 

Robert E. Durbin 
Brigadier General, U. S. Army 
Director,. Army QDRO 

ORIGJ,VAL 0SD 18372-0• 
11-L-0559/0SD/038148 



PROPOSED ODR ISSUES 

1. What are. the strategic requirements oft11e 21 51 Century security environment? 
- Capability, availability, and usability of forces 
- Considerations for sustained/ pro!racted conflict (complex terrain). iniervention, 
deterrence. 
- Impact on sustaining the all-volunteer force 

2. What are the. strategic forces for the 21 s; Century -the "new Triad"? 
- Inherently joint with Army, Marine Corps and SOF in major role 
- Strategically responsive and expeditionary 
- Trained and equipped for the. challenges of the Security Environment 
- Constant and protected funding stream 

3. What are the characteristics of a truly joint, interdependent and net-centric force? 
- Joint Fires, Force Projection, Sustainment, Battle Command, Air & Missile Defense 
- Deconfliction /Interoperability/ Interdependence 
- Synergy I Simultaneity 

4. What i5 the DoD role for Homeland Defense and Homeland Security? 
- Roles, missions, & capabilities - is it a core mission area? 
- lnteragency C2 
- AC/ RC structure and basing distribution 



PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE r -·: 

4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON ~~~'..': ~ ... 
WASHINGTON, 0. C .20301.-4000 

INFO.MEMO 

-: ~,~r ........ ' ""'; } 
f :_;·; . . •. 

November 22,2004. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DR. DA YID S. C. CHU .. UND1;_~~RET ARY OF D~FENSE 
(PERS0NNELANDREADIN~t1d/.---'. e: L~ 

SUBJECT:. 
"- .,..~ ,i.;,_·v c~ 

Potential QDR Topics-SNOWFLAKE (attachea) 

* l recommend three. subjects as. the focus of the. coming Quadrennial Defense 
Review: 

o What should be the future size and shape of US military forces? 
Active versus Reserve content?. Military versus civil roles? 

o How should the investment portfolio be. adjusted to reflect these 
conclusions?. What steps might promote innovation in design and 
competition in execution? 

o What is our future compensation strategy, both military and civilian? 
(We can help answer this question by building on the results of the 
Tenth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation,. which staits 
this year; I will work to align the schedules if you wish.) 

RECOMMENDATION: Inf01mation Only 

Attachment:. As stated 

cc: Mr .. Ryan Henry (PDUSDP) 

~ Prepared by:. Captain Stephen M. Wellock,L_J 

0 
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HOV 1 72004~ 

TO:. 

cc: 

FROM:. 

SLRG Principals 
Combatant Conunanders 

Ryan Henry 
Ken Krieg 
VADM Bob Willard 
L TG Skip ~'harp 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT. Request for QDR Issues 

November 16,2004. 

Dr.. Chu 

As we discussed .m the 4 November SLRG meeting, please send me a note with 

yourpersooal thoughts on 1he three to five top issues we. should consider during 

1he QDR Please copy~ Henry, 

Thanks. 

DHR=dh 
11Ui04•l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ h__,_J ....... 19 ........... , _0......;;'f __ 

USO PDUSD 

RA HA 

Pl Readlneee 

MPP CPP 

PLANS MC&FP 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Richard Lawless 

Gen DickMyers 
Doug Feith 
AndyHoelm 

SUBJECT: Japan 

October 27, 2004 

--r..-ol\ /o, Y :,9 L\ 
E<s- \l8d-

If Howard Baker is going to leave right after the election, I believe it would be 

SJ?art for us to move fast on as many of the pieces of the Japan/Okinawa puzzle as 

we can, and get an agreement from the Japanese, so it is behind us. What do you 

think? 

Thanks. 
' 

DHR:ss 
102704-8 

···································~····································· 
Please respond by l 1 / ~ / OL/ 

OSD 18420•01' 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld {). 

SUBJECT: Qatar 

TABA 
re,c;e 

Please see if you can ftnd out some information on the attached paper. This is the 

first rve heard of anything like that. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
TS Doc(261841Z) 

DHR:u 
102804-6 ~,:-:s~ :;,;,:;; ;· · · · ·;, r? i ;y · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ...... · · · · · · · .. · · · 

Tab A 
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November 4,2004 

TO:. I>oug Feith 

SUBJECT Possible Ceremony 

The MOD of Portugal said we are t:ramferring a couple. of frigates to t-ern and he 

wondered if we ought to have some kind of a ceremony, somewhere. l suppose 

we could do it here in the U .S.,ifhe could come over. It's probably easier than 

having me go over there. 

Please let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR.ss 
110404-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ I _I l-•-::J.&-+-} O_'/ __ _ 

8SD 18425-04 
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INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: MIRA RlCARDEL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEF 
FOR INTERNATIONAL SECURITY POLICY (ACTING)~NOV 

/~ 

I 5 [>JU~ . '"' 

SUBJECT:. Possible Ceremony 

• On 28. Oct,. the President signed into law legislation to transfer to Portugal two 
OLIVER HAZARD PERRY class frigates,. the. ex-SIDES and the. ex-GEORGE 
PHILLIP .. 

o Congressional notification is required prior to formally offering the frigates. to. 
Portugal. This is a 60-day process. 

o Once. Navy makes the. formal offer, we. expect P01tugal will accept.. 

• This will be. a ••cold" transfer, meaning the frigates are currently deactivated, and each 
will require about S50 million in refurbishments to reacti vale. 

o Portugal is. aware of this and plans to do the work on one frigate in 2005 and the. 
other in 2006. The work will be done in the US. 

• Any near-term ceremony would consist of transfer of certificates, since the actual 
ships will not be. ready until reactivation is complete. 

• Once Portugal. has accepted the. formal offer, such a transfer of certificates could be. 
accomplished on the. margins of a NATO Ministerial) 6ir" o~,.,,,- \/ (s, t-

DASO (EUR/NATO): k~ (EPS): 
C ----

Prepared by:. COLAJ Torres,ISP/EPS,l(b}(
5

) 
Prepared on: 11/15/200407:49 .__ __ _. 

· 11 · 39 , 6 _1 1-2004 "' · 
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November 4,2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT Possible Ceremony 

The MOD of Portugal said we are transferring a couple of frigates to them, and he 

wondered if we ought to have some kind of a ceremony, somewhere. I suppose 

we could do it here in the U.S., ifhe could come over. It's probably easier than 

having me go over there. 

Please let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR.ss 
110404-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by l I J r:J J 01' 

eso 11425-oi, 
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November 13,2004 

TO:. 

cc: Peter P.oduan 

FROM:. Donald Rwnsfeld 

SUBJF.CT:. Gift to Nicaraguan President 

Please buy the David McCullough'I biography of Harry S Tnunan. I would like 

to send it to the President of Nicaragua with 1he attached note. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Note to Pl'QSident Bolanos 

DHR;dh 
111304-2 

~ 

/11 II ~S. JI--/ i11te//' 

ckLfJ, ~ 
)~ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __Ji, J 3 }_o'f __ 
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\ '1r THE SECRETARY. OF DEFENSE. 

His Excellency 
Enrique Bolanos Geyer 
President 
Republic of Nicaragua 
Managua, Nicaragua 

Dear Mr. President, 

WASHINGTON. 

NOV 1 9 2004 

Thank you again for your warm hospitality during 
our visit and particular]y for the fami]y dinner at your 
home. Joyce and 1 were so appreciative of your 
thoughtfulness, and we particu]arly enjoyed having an 
opportunity to meet Mrs. Bolanos. 

1 also want to thank you for the beautiful 
woodcarving and the fascinating book on Nicaragua. It 
was kind of you to remember me with such thoughtful 
gifts. 

During dinner, we talked of Harry Truman. 
Because of your interest, 1 thought you might enjoy 
reading the enclosed book, which 1 found most interesting. 

With my very best wishes 

Sincere]y, ----.... 

, 

Enc]osure 
6 

0 so l 8 5 4 ,_ 0 4 
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ACTION MEMO 

NOV 12 2004 
DepS~e 
USDP, OV l 2 200 

I-04/0 5116-STRA T 
FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

• After the. 28 October SLRG on Global Posture you asked me to come to you with 
decision briefs on three remaining open issues (snowflake attached) -

o F-15s. in the. UK -- final location 

o F- l 6s in Germany -- final location. 

o Japan, including Okinawa 

• We are seeking to an-ange for Gen Jones to brief you the week of22 November. 

o During that discussion I recommend that the Chairman, Vice. Chairman,. and Gen 
Jumper be in attendance. 

• ADM Fargo is meeting with his Component Commanders to update his. proposals, 
and he is scheduled to be in DC the week of 6 December. 

o Due to. the imp011ance of the Japan posture proposals, and the sensitivity of 
negotiations with the. Japanese, he likely will have. a Tank session with the Chiefs 
prior to briefing you. 

o During ADM Fargo)s session T recommend that the Chairman, Vice Chairman,. 
and all four of the Service Chiefs attend .. 

RECOMMENDATION: If you agree l will work with V ADM Stavridis to finalize the 
schedul~iprovide the read ahead. 

Approv~D~04pprove__ Other 

COORDINATION: Joint StaffandCoComs. 

ATTACHMENTS: As stated 

Prepared by: CAPTR. M. Hendrickson.""'l(b,..,.)"""(5 .... ) ---. 

OSD 18555-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/038160 



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

The MilitaryAssistant 
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Print Date:. 11/22/2004 

FN 
CH¥..{) THRU (!.NCLASS 

~~\7~ 

CREA TED 8 Y :. davisr 

DISTRIBUTION: Off-ICE COPIES 
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TO: Ryan Henry 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Pete Pace. 
Doug Feith 

FROM:. 

Ray DuBois 
Andy Hoehn 

SUBJECT: Decisions on Global Posture 

October 29, 2004 

l:•()4/0 \ Y'5lol 
ES-\d-6l 

In order to synch up. our decision process with the. budget process,. we should 

quickly make decisions about several of the Global Posture issues. Over the next 

two to three weeks,. please. come in with decision briefs for me. on: 

I). Japan basing, includingOkinawa plan 

2) UK Fighter squadrons - final location'. 

3) F-16Squadrons.in Germany - final location 

Thanks .. 

OHR·" 
102904-20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please. respond by ----1t.µ'J./ OLt . INY \, '\ 61 
s-;,, . V 

F8tf6 
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DEPARTMENT OF. DEFENSE 
COMMANDER 

U.S. JOINT FORCES. COMMAND 
1562MITSCHER AVENUE SUITE 200 

NORFOLK, VA 23551-2488 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

' ' ' 

Subject: United States Military Contributions.to North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

In response to your snowflake dated I 9 November 2004, we are working closely with your 
staff and General Myers' to develop U.S. force contribution numbers and usability metrics. that 
better capture the breadth of our effort, including air, land, maritime, and special operations 
forces and associated critical enablers ( e.g.) tactical and strategicairlift) aerial refueling, and 
intelligence, surveillance.and reconnaissance). These will be provided to you by the. last week 
of January to help you prepare for the NA TO Informal Defense Ministerials starting 8. February 
in Nice, France. 

In support of related NA TO efforts, we will also provide these metrics and a proposed force 
contribution assessment. methodology to the. appv~ NATO officials. 

copy to:. 
CJCS. 
USD(P) 

E. P. G2riu,,.L>,."''-""" 

11-L-0559/0SD/038164 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

ADM Ed Giarnbastiani 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: New Metrics 

FO~O 

I sure would like to see some new mettics on 

1) Our contributions to NATO 

2) The usability of our forces 

November 19,2004 

I'mdisturbed that we seem to be unable to lay out decent tracking metrics. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
111904-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 11,,_JJ--?-.-J _1>-1--t 1 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

ADM Ed Giambastiani 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: New Metrics 

P8el8 

I sure would I ike. to see some new metrics on 

1) Our contributions to NATO 

2) The usability of our forces 

November 19,2004 

I'm disturbed that we seem to be unable to lay out decent tracking metrics. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:ss 
111904-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 11.,,_J,__~,..,.._} _t>-+~--

~ I 

-

~ 
{ 
C, 

OSD 18661-04 "i 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE. :'_:.·:-.. :.r._··.· .• _ •.•. -; .. -
6000 DEFENSE PENTAGON , 

WASHINGTON, DC. 20301-6000 SEU::.}.'.:., _. ~:::::+;};': 

NETWORKS AND. INFORMATION 
INTEGRATION 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

~· ii~)iD~~ CIO 

SUBJECT: CIO 

2rn~ f":":: -7 rn 7= !! I ...... .,, ..... , .... 

After we spoke in December, you asked me to prepare a reply from you to the Secretary 
on the CJO question. Based on our conversation in the car last week, I've revised a 
January 7 paper that I'd sent up, and the new version is attached for your consideration 
(Tab I). In addition to our two discussions, it reflects recent talks with John Kasi ch, Pete 
Geren, Ken Krieg, Steve Cambone, and others. 

Per yesterday's discussion, the memo focuses only on the CIO-ASD(NII) combination 
vice the four organizational options I'd originally proposed. 

We have looked at the concept of a Defense Information Board, which you'd raised 
earlier. It is feasible, but given the difficulties of establishing a new Advisory Board 
under FACA rules, an Information Sub-Panel of the DSB may be a much easier way to 
achieve the same goals. 

Next under is an amplificationof some of the qualifications you might want in a CIO/ 
ASD(NII) 

Will be glad to discuss at your convenience. 

RECOMMENDATION: Deputy Secretary of Defense sign correspondence at Tab 1. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

-
J) 

:> 
C 
c_ 

r:'MA':"':""':S::::D~~~~J,.~~,:......- C 
liriSAi;S;:;D__;:~~~~~~:--',11z....d..;51u 
EXEC SEC 

l
(b )(6) 

Prepared By: LtCol Palermo._ ____ _ ESRMA 

, 
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Qualifications for CIO/ ASD(NII) 

1) Experience in managing a very large organization (notjust consultant experience) 

2) At least some knowledge of DoD 

3 ). Sufficient technical expertise.to. understand what is required for success. in three 

critical areas -

• network operations. (not just the. old telephone company/comms network ops),. 

• network security, and 

• pert"ormance. in a very large,.heterogeneous. environment 

Failure in any one of these could undo. the vision, and 

4) An ability to implement a co11aborative environment and practices (human side) across 

a very large constituency. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038168 
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P8It 6FFICIAL "SE etfLY 

November 19, 2004, 4:00 PM 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Response to CIO (Kasi ch Group). Snowflake 

I support the points Ken Krieg made to you in his memo of October 25, and have 
spoken with DepSecDef, the Chairman and Vice. Chairman, Steve. Cambone,. and 
Mike. Wynne. as. you. asked .. This memo amplifies Ken's and suggests ways ahead .. 

How do we. empower the. CJO for the. Department? 

All principals supported the concept of a strong, information-age Chief 
Information Officer (CTO) for DoD, with skills and powers to help transfonn the 
Department into an information-age organization. Success will involve leadership, 
communications, and. marketing skiJJs .. How empowered he. or she will be depends. 
on answers to the questions raised below. 

A strong C10 can't succeed without the backing of the Secretary's '.'fu]] faith and 
credit,n but empowering the CTO reguires leadership, not new authorities. 
• Both Title 40 and Title.10 give. the. CJO significant powers. regarding budget 

and program oversight.. Despite perceptions that Title lOperpetuates. Service 
and agency stovepipes, all applicable authorities come. together at your level 
and you. can choose how to balance them .. Adoption of an enterprise-wide, 
information-centric focus would be. a major change,. but wouldn't require. new 
statutes •. 

• Thus,. I agree with Ken that the. first question for you to decide js whether or 
not vou personaJJy want to take this issue on. But, if you do take it on. YOU 

also have. to be willing to follow through .. This can't be. donejust with periodic. 
expressions of support. Key net-centric. programs are underway) but they were 
begun when budgets were growing. Historical patterns. don't bode weJJ for 
continued net-centric transformation in a time of constrained resources. without 
a sustained commitment from the. top .. As Ken puts it: "In a competition 
between digits and widgets, the widgets usua11y win." Supporters of net
centric transformation may wince when their own china starts. being broken .. 

The CJO must become the "enabler" of information age transformation, but not 
the "doer.'' He or she must communicate the. value of a net-centric environment 

F8K OFFICIAL USE: OP:iL:Y 
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and drive and. enforce standards, such as configuration, security and data 
management.. 

To achieve. this, governance is key. Trust must be. built before people will be 
willing to take chances, and to get this trust the CIO must: 

o Establish consistent and clear policies. 

• Bring Principal Staff Assistants (PSAs) and components along as partners, and 
empower them to succeed. 

• Measure progress. 

• Find a big stick to prod the Department along. Industry ClOs point to the 
leverage provided by clearly enunciated standards,. coupled with an ability to 
report to their Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) on compliance with the 
standards throughout their organizations. 

The qualifications. for the CJO will depend on what you want from the position 

• Given the importance of your personal backing for the CIO,. if you decide 
you're not willing to. engage. on a sustained basis, then leave the. model as is. 
Look primarily to hire a technically oriented A SD/NII with a secondary role as 
an information-oriented CIO. The Nll/CIO staff will <lo. their best to leverage 
existing authorities to continue promoting information age transformation. 

o Four models of a stronger CJO were proposed during the discussions with 
principals (no effort is made to rank them here): 
l. Emphasize the. CJO role and. leave. it with Nll) but as DoD ClO/ASD(NIJ). 

2 •. Dual-hat an Under Secretary as CJO. 
3. Establish a stand-alone CIO. This led to two variants: 

a.. A stand-alone CJO within OSD, which. might not be Senate-confirmed. 
b. A completely new model, in which the. C10 would have an internal role. 

and also an external one, as Chairman of a DSB-like Defense Informa
tion Board, which would serve as an Information Advisory Committee 

Each of the last 3 models may have significant legal and organizational 
questions to be worked out. 

What is the next step for the. Kasich Group? 

From a long range. point of view, the. most important element for the Department is 
to put in place a process for continuous transformation, one that will be. hard to roll 
back and will transcend the. tenure of any particular leader. The Kasich Group 
could provide advice on such approaches. 

F0R 0FFICIAL USE: ONLY 2. 
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Once the type of CIO is decided, the recruiting process will be a major key to 
success:. A world-class search committee should be set up to begin the search as 
soon as the questions above are answered, perhaps with Kasich Group support. 

The Kasich Group also could help address some serious issues, such as: 

• The. industry model doesn't work exactly here:. 
• DoD is much larger and more complex than any company. 
• If a business fails, it goes out of business. If DoD fails,. people die .. There. 

are, therefore, reasonable limits to the amount of 1isk DoD can accept.. 
o Our need. to use competition makes it hard to. impose sole-source standards 

(industry noted their standards often were product-specific). 
o Industry's two-to-hire,. one-to-fire model for component CI Os will need 

careful monitoring if it is to work within the government's military and 
civilian personnel systems. 

How do we ensure that this effort to produce an Information Age. CIO will 
succeed? I fit doesn't, it will be years before someone tries again. 

I recommend that: 

• A small DoD-only group begin addressing the above issues and prepare a short 
briefing to introduce the CIO issue to the SLRG,. or a subset, in December. 

• A. longer SLRG session be scheduled in January in which the.CEOs and ClOs 
from, say, two or three. of the companies you saw before would spend 30-45 
minutes with the SLRG to provide private. sector perspectives. The. CIO 
recruiting action would stem from this second session, though candidates could 
begin to be evaluated earlier against the different organizational models. 

• The Kasich Group be engaged to help with the preparations forthe second 
session, and also to address some of the issues raised above.. . 

• Execution of the implementation strategy Ken recommended be. deferred until 
the new Cl O is on board,. though NJJ will prepare interim approaches as your 
direction unfolds. 

Hope this helps. WiJJ be glad to discuss any of these issues further. 
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TO:. Lin Wells. 

cc: Paul Wolfowit7, 
Gen Dick Myers. 
Gen Pete. Pace 
Mike.Wynne 
Steve. Cambone 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT:. CIO 

October 26,2004 

Attached is a memo 1 sent to Ken Krieg and his. response. Lin, please consult with 

the. folks on this. list and come back to me with some proposals. 

Thanks .. 

Attach. 
10/4/04 SccDcf'rncmo to Krieg ( 100404-19] 
10/25/04 Krieg !tr tr:, Sec Def 

DHR:dh 
102504-25 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I I J I 1 / Dl{ 

I 
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October 25,2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Ken Krie~ 

SUBJECT:. CIO (Kasich Group) Snowflake 

This memorandum is in response to your questions in subject snowflake. The 
views are. mine alone. My first question - and the. key insight from the. roundtable 
discussion - is will this area be one of your key priorities in the next period of 
rime?. The. clear consensus was that the. effectiveness of the. CI Os. stemmed from 
the commitment of their CEOs to this area. Assuming that it will be in the top tier 
(a crowded level,.I realize), here. are some thoughts on your two questions .. 

How do we empower a CIO for the Department? 

To be effective, the. CIO must be perceived as. a DoD vice OSD official. The CI Os. 
worldview has to be broad (operational and business, now and in the future), his 
focus has to be on customers Uoint war fighters and key decision-makers),and his 
style has to be balanced (integrating strategy vice advocating specific programs). 
There are three areas of empowerment -perceived authority, actual authority, and 
the. individual's capability to use the. authority. 

• Perceived authority is derived from the Secretary by the level of the 
position,. in part,. and,. more fully, by the time and attention you. give to it. 
The CIO is now a dual-hat position with the Assistant Secretary for 
Networks and Information Integration, I would respectfully argue that the 
role. is a little. lost in the noise right now. 

• Actual authorities probably could be strengthened in three areas -- by 
practice. more. than by legislation: 

1. The establishment of a DoD implementation strategy led by the CIO 
and agreed to by the. SLRG/SEC - setting out direction, standards,. 
and responsibilities .. This should be. of the 500-day variety vice the 
"hard-to- measure" grand strategy statements. 

2 .. The. CIO would oversee implementation of the. strategy and report 
regularly to you (and the. SLRG/SEC) on performance. and 
accountability. 

3 .. To add a little pressure to the system, you should establish.dual
reporting. lines. for the component CIOs. linking them to both the 
Component heads (i.e., Service. Secretaries, etc.} and the DoD CIO. 
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o The individual's. capability to use that authority will come from picking the. 
right person. This is a key hire. 

Much of this is in the Depai1ment's control. To work, the CTO will have. to be and 
be seen as a key member of the senior leadership group. 

What is the. next step in the. Kasich Group? 

As. we work through this issue, l think we can use John and his team in the 
following. ways: 

o As a red team to bounce development ideas. off of. 
a Potentially help with the personnel search .. 
• Use a combination of CI Os plus. their chairman for a "seminar discussion". 

with SLRG at kick-off for a QDR topic. 
o Lastly,. you might think about bringing one or two of them on eitherDBB 

orDSB. 

Hope this helps. 
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TO: Ken Krieg 

Donald Rumsf eld 1).., FROM:. 

SUBJECT: CIO 

October 4,2004 

What is the next step in the Kasich Group and the CIO for the. Department? 

And how do we. empower a CIO for the Department'? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/13/04 Ken Krieg Memo to SccDcl:re: Snowflake Response on. CIO 

DHR:n 
1 00404-19 

~/:~~ ;;;;~:~ ~~-..... i ~ i. ~-~ l ~ct· ................................... . 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM:. 

Lin Wells 

Paul Wolfowitz. 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete. Pace 
Mike Wynne 
Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld 'iA1 
SUBJECT: CJO 

PBHB 

October 26,2004 

Attached is a memo. I sent to Ken Krieg and. his response. Lin, please consult with 

the. folks on this list and come back to me with some proposals. 

Thanks. 

Attach .. 
10/4/04 SecDefmemo to Krieg [100404-19) 
10/25/04 Krieg ltr to. SecDef 

DHR:dh 
102504-25 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I I J t 7 / otJ 
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October 4,2004 

TO: Ken Krieg 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld1},, 

SUBJECT: CTO 

What is the. next step in the Kasich Group and the. CJO for the Department? 

And how do we empower a CIO for the Department? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/13/04 Ken Krieg Memo to Sec Def re:. Snowflake Response on CIO 

DHR:ss 
100404-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by f OJ ~<j /of 

I l 

S:; , 
/&J,-.,.,'-L ,..-Ne. cko/. 
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October 25,2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Ken KrieJ;!u/ -
l~ 

SUBJECT: CJO (Kasich Group) Snowflake 

This memorandum is in response to your questions in subject snowflake. The 
views are. mine alone .. My first question - and the key insight from the roundtable. 
discussion - is will this area be one. of your key priorities in the next period of 
time? The dear consensus was. that the effectiveness of the. CJ Os stemmed. from 
the commitment of their CEOs to this area. Assuming that it will be in the top tier 
(a crowded level, I realize), here are some thoughts on your two questions. 

How do we empower a CIO for the Department'! 

To be effective, the CIO must be perceived as a DoD vice OSD official. The CI Os 
worldview has to be broad (operational and business, now and in the future), his. 
focus has to be on customers Uointwar fighters and key decision-makers), and his 
style has to be balanced (integrating strategy vice advocating specific programs). 
There are three.areas. of empowerment-perceived authority, actual authority, and 
the individual's capability to use the authority. 

• Perceived authority is derived from the Secretary by the level of the 
position, in part, and, more fully, by the time and attention you give to it. 
The CIO is now a dual-hat position with the Assistant Secretary for 
Networks and Information Integration. l would respectfully argue that the 
role is a little. lost in the noise right now. 

• Actual authorities probably could be strengthened in three areas. -- by 
practice more than by legislation: 

1. The establishment of aDoD implementation strategy led by the CJO 
and agreed to by the SLRG/SEC - setting out direction,. standards, 
and responsibilities. This should be. of the. 500-day variety vice the 
"hard-to-. measure" grand strategy statements. 

2. The. CIO would. oversee implementation of the. strategy and report. 
regularly to you (and the SLRG/SEC) on performance and 
accountability. 

3 .. To add a little pressure to the system, you should establish dual-. 
reporting lines for the component CIOs linking them to both the 
Component heads (i.e., Service Secretaries, etc.) and the DoD CIO. 

OSD O 19 7 0 ~ 0 5 
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• The. individual's capability to use that authority will come from picking the. 
right person. This is a key hire .. 

Much of this. is in the Depai1ment's control. To work, the CIO will have. to be. and 
be seen as a key member of the senior leadership group. 

What is the next step in the Kasich Group? 

As we work through this. issue,l think we. can use John and his team in the 
following ways: 

• As a red team to bounce development ideas off of. 
• Potentially help with the personnel search. 
• Use a combination of CIOs plus. their chairman for a "seminar discussion". 

with SLRG at kick-off for a QDR topic. 
• Lastly, you might think about bringing. one or two of them on either DBB 

orDSB. 

Hope this helps. 
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December 1,2004 

TO: Paul W olfowitz 

cc: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: CIO 

Please read this material from Lin Wells, set an appointment, and come to me 

personally with your recommendation so we can discuss it.. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11 /19/04 Lin Wells memo to Sec Def re: CIO 

DHR:dh 
120104-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 12121 }!?.!f I I ~~~ 
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November 19,2004, 4:00 PM. · 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Pa]I · . 
i' FROM: Lin ,y, 

SUBJECT: Response to CIO (Kasich Group). Snowflake 

I suppo1t the. points Ken Krieg made to. you in his memo of October 25,. and have 
spoken with DepSecDef, the Chairman and Vice Chairman,. Steve. Cambone, and 
Mike Wynne as you asked. This memo amplifies Ken's and suggests ways. ahead. 

How do. we empower the CIO for the Department? 

All principals supp01ted the concept of a strong, information-age Chief 
Information Officer (CIO} for DoD, with skills and powers to help transform the 
Department into an information-age organization .. Success. will involve leadership, 
communications, and marketing skills. How empowered he or she will be depends 
on answers to the questions raised below .. 

A strong CIO can't succeed without the backing of the Secretary's "full faith and 
credit," but empowering the ClO requires leadership, not new authorities .. 
• Both Title.40 and Title !Ogive the. CIO significant powers regarding budget 

and program oversight.. Despite perceptions that Title 1 ()perpetuates Service 
and agency stovepipes, all applicable authorities come together at your level 
and you can choose. how to. balance them. Adoption of an enterprise-wide, 
information-centric focus would be. a major change, but wouldn't require new 
statutes. 

• Thus, l agree. with Ken that the. first question for you to decide is whether or 
not you personally want to take this. issue on .. But,. if you <lo take it on, you 
also have to be willing to follow through. This can't be. done just with periodic 
expressions of support.. Key net-centric programs are underway, but they were 
begun when budgets were growing. His tori cal patterns don't bode well for 
continued net-centric transformation in a time of constrained resources without 
a sustained commitment from the top .. As. Ken puts. it:. "In a competition 
between digits and widgets, the widgets usually win." Supporters of net
centric transformation may wince when their own china starts being broken .. 

The CIO must become. the "enabler". of information age transformation, but not 
the "doer." He or she must communicate the value of a net-centric'environment 
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and drive. and. enforce standards,. such as configuration, security and data 
management. 

To achieve this, governance is key. Trust must be built before people will be 
willing to take chances, and to get this trust the CIO must: 

• Establish consistent and clear policies. 

• Bring Principal Staff Assistants (PSAs) and components along as partners, and 
empower them to succeed. 

• Measure progress. 

• Find a big stick to prod the Department along. Industry CI Os point to the 
leverage provided by clearly enunciated standards, coupled with an ability to 
report to. their Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) on compliance with the 
standards throughout their organizations. 

The qualifications for the CIO will depend on what you want from the position 

• Given the importance of your personal backing for the. ClO,. if you decide 
you're not willing to engage on a sustained basis, then leave the model as is. 
Look primarily to hire a technically oriented A SD/NII with a secondary role as 
an information-oriented CIO. The NII/CIO staff wiJJ do their best to leverage 
existing authorities to continue promoting information age transformation. 

• Four models. of a stronger CIO were proposed during. the discussions with 
principals (no effort is made to rank them here): 
1. Emphasize the CIO role and leave it with NII, but as DoD CIO/ASD(Nll). 
2. Dual-hat an Under Secretary as CIO. 
3 .. Establish a stand-alone CIO .. This led to two variants: 

a. A stand-alone CIO within OSD,. which might not be Senate-confirmed. 
b .. A completely new model, in which the CIO would have an internal role 

and also an external one, as Chairman of a DSB-like Defense Informa
tion Board, which would serve as an Information Advisory Committee 

Each of the last 3 models may have significant legal and organizational 
questions to be worked out. 

What is the. next step for the Kasich Group'? 

From a long range point of view, the most important element for the Department is 
to put in place a process for continuous transformation, one that will be hard to roll 
back and will transcend. the. tenure. of any particular leader. The Kasich. Group 
could provide advice on such approaches. 

lv0It 6FFICIAL USl!l 6fr4LY 2 
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Once the type. of CIO is decided,. the recruiting process. will be a major key to 
success: A world-class search committee should be set up to begin the search as 
soon as the questions above are answered,. perhaps with Kasich Group support. 

The. Kasich Group also could help address some. serious issues, such as: 

• The industry model doesn't work exactly here: 
• DoD is much larger and more complex than any company. 
• If a business fails, it goes. out of business.. If DoD fails, people die. There. 

are, therefore, reasonable. limits to the. amount of 1isk DoD can accept.. 
• Our need to use competition makes. it hard to impose sole-source standards. 

(industry noted their standards often were product-specific) .. 
• Industry's two-to-hire, one-to-fire model for component CIOs will need 

careful monitoring if it is to work within the government's military and 
civilian personnel systems. 

How do we ensure. that this effort to produce an Information Age CTO wil 
succeed? If it doesn't,. it will be years before someone tries again. 

l recommend that: 

• A small DoD-only group begin addressing. the above issues and prepare. a short 
briefing to introduce the. CIO issue to the SLRG, or a subset,. in December. 

• A longer SLRG session be scheduled in January in which the CEOs and CIOs 
from, say, two or three. of the. companies you saw before would spend 30-45 
minutes with the. SLRG to provide private sector perspectives. The CIO 
recruiting action would stem from this second session, though candidates could 
begin to be evaluated earlier against the. different organizational models. 

• The Kasich Group be engaged to help with the preparations for the second 
session, and also to. address some of the issues raised above .. 

• Execution of the implementation strategy Ken recommended be deferred until 
the new CIO is on board, though NII will prepare. interim approaches as. your 
direction unfolds. 

Hope this helps. Will be. glad to discuss any of these issues further. 

Pt,lt t,FPIC:U\L tJ~I!.: "NL i 
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Nd~emher 19, 2004, 4:00 PM 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OFDEFENSt11 
,,~.,,.. 

r"'.. - ... 

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Response to ClO (Kasich Group) Snowflake 

l support the points Ken Krieg made. to you in his memo of October 25, and have 
spoken with DepSecDef, the Chairman and Vice Chairman, Steve Cambone, and 
Mike Wynne as you asked. This memo amplifies Ken's and suggests ways ahead. 

How do we empower the CIO for the Department? 

All principals supported the concept of a strong, information-age Chief 
Information Officer (CIO) forDoD~ with skills and powers. to help transform the. 
Department into an information-age organization. Success will involve. leadership, 
communications, and marketing skills. How empowered he or she will be depends 
on answers to the questions raised below. 

A strong CIO can't succeed without the backing of the Secretary's "full faith and 
credit," but empowering the CTO requires leadership, not new authorities .. 
• Both Title 40 and Title IO give the CIO significant powers regarding budget 

and program oversight. Despite perceptions that Title lOperpetuates Service 
and agency stovepipes, all applicable authorities come together at your level 
and you can choose how to balance them. Adoption of an enterprise-wide, 
information-centric focus would be a major change, but wouldn't require new 
statutes. 

• Thus,. I agree with Ken that the first question for you to decide is whether or 
not you personally want to take this issue on. But, if you do take it on, YOU 

also have to be willing to follow through. This can't be done just with periodic 
expressions of support. Key net-centric programs are underway, but they were 
begun when budgets were growing. Historical patterns don'tbode well for 
continued net-centric transformation in a time of constrained. resources without 
a sustained commitment from the. top. As. Ken puts it: ''In a competition 
between digits and widgets, the widgets usually win." Supporters of net
centric transformation may wince when their own china starts being broken. 

The CTO must become the. "enabler" of information age transformation, but not 
the "doer.". He or she. must communicate the value of a net-centric environment 
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and drive. and. enforce standards, such as configuration, security and data 
management.. 

To achieve. this, governance is key. Trust must be built before people will be 
willing to. take chances, and to get this trust the. CTO must: 

• Establish consistent and clear policies .. 

• Bring Principal Staff Assistants (PSAs) and components along as partners,. and 
empower them to. succeed .. 

• Measure. progress. 

• Find a big stick to prod the. Department along. Industry CI Os point to the 
leverage provided by clearly enunciated standards, coupled with an ability to 
repo11 to their Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) on compliance with the. 
standards throughout their organizations. 

The qualifications for the. CIO will depend on what you want from the position 

• Given the. importance of your personal backing for the CTO, if you decide 
you're not willing to engage on a sustained basis, then leave. the. model as is. 
Look primarily to. hire a technically oriented ASD/NII with a secondary role as 
an information-oriented CTO. The.NII/CIO staff will do their best to. leverage 
existing authorities to. continue promoting information age transformation. 

• Four models. of a stronger CIO were proposed during the. discussions with 
principals (no effort is made. to rank them here): 
I. Emphasize the CTO role and leave. it with NIT, but as DoD CIO/ASD(NII). 

2. Dual-hat an Under Secretary as CIO. 
3 .. Establish a stand-alone CIO. This led to two variants: 

a.. A. stand-alone CTO within OSD,. which might not be. Senate-confirmed. 
b .. A completely new model, in which the CTO would have. an internal role. 

and also an external one, as Chairman of a DSB-like. Defense Informa
tion Board, which would serve as an Information Advisory Committee. 

Each of the last 3 models may have. significant legal. and organizational 
questions to be worked out.. 

What is the. next step for the. Kasich Group'? 

From a long range point of view, the most important element for the Depai1ment is 
to put in place a process for continuous transformation, one. that will be. hard to roll 
back and will transcend the tenure of any. particular leader .. The Kasich Group 
could provide advice. on such approaches. 

P6It 6fPteIAL tJSE 6~4L17 2. 
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Once. the type of CTO is decided, the recruiting process will be a major key to 
success:. A world-class search committee should be set up to begin the search as 
soon as the questions above are answered, perhaps with Kasich Group support. 

The Kasich Group also could help address. some. serious issues, such as: 

• The industry model doesn't work exactly here: 
• DoD is. much larger and more complex than any company. 
• If a business fails, it goes out of business. If DoD fails, people die. There 

are, therefore, reasonable limits. to. the amount of risk DoD can accept.. 
• Our need to use competition makes it hard to impose sole-source standards 

(industry noted their standards often were product-specific). 
• Industry's two-to-hire, one-to-fire model for component CIOs will need 

careful monitoring if it is to work within the government's military and 
civilian personnel systems .. 

How do we. ensure that this effort to produce an Information Age CIO will 
succeed? If it doesn't, it will be. years before someone tries again. 

I recommend that: 

• A small DoD-only group begin addressing the above issues and prepare a short 
briefing to. introduce the. CTO issue to. the. SLRG, or a subset,. in December. 

• A longer SLRG session be. scheduled in January in which the CEOs and ClOs 
from, say,.two or three. of the companies you saw before would spend 30-45 
minutes with the. SLRG to. provide private sector perspectives. The CIO 
recruiting action would stem from this second session, though candidates could 
begin to be evaluated earlier against the different organizational models. 

• The. Kasich Group be engaged to help with the. preparations for the. second 
session, and also to. address some of the. issues raised. above. 

• Execution of the implementation strategy Ken recommended be deferred until. 
the new CIO is on board,. though NII will prepare interim approaches as. your 
direction unfolds. 

Hope this helps. Will be glad to. discuss any of these issues further. 

P"lt "PPIC:IAL f!~I!! "f~L i 
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January 28, 2005 

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: 

SUBJECT:. CIO 

After we spoke in December,. you asked me to prepare a reply from you to the Secretary 
on the. CIO question. Based on our conversation in the car yesterday, I've revised a 
January 7 paper that I'd sent up, and the new version is attached for your consideration 
(Tab I). In addition to our two discussions, it reflects recent talks with John Kasich,. Pete. 
Geren,. Ken Krieg, Steve Cambone, and others .. 

Per yesterday's discussion,. the memo focuses only on the CJO.ASD(NII) combination 
vice the four organizational options I'd originally proposed. 

We have. looked at the concept.of a.Defense Information Board, which you'd,raised 
earlier. It is feasible, but given the difficulties of establishing a new Advisory Board 
under FACA rules, an Information Sub-Panel of the DSB may be a much easier way to 
achieve. the same goals. 

Next under is an amplification of some of the qualifications you might want in a C10/ 
ASD(Nll) 

Will be glad to discuss at your convenience. I'm leaving forPACOM tomorrow, back on 
February 3rd, but my staff can make any changes to the memo. while I'm gone. 
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Qualifications for CIO/ASD(NII) 

I) Experience in managing a very large. organization (notjust consultant experience) 

2) At least some knowledge ofDoD 

3) Sufficient technical expertise to understand what is required for success. in three 

critical areas -

• network operations (not just the old telephone company/comms network ops), 

• network security, and 

• performance in a very large,. heterogeneous. environment 

Failure. in any one. of these could undo the. vision, and 

4)An ability to implement a collaborative environment and practices (human side) across. 

a very large. constituency. 
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January 28,2005 
MEMORANDUM.FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Pau1 Wo]fowitz 

SUBJECT: CIO 

You asked me.to take. a look at Lin Wells' memo(TabA) on expanding the functions of 

the DoD CTO. I've done this, with recommendations below. 

Both Lin's memo, and Ken Krieg's earlier note, said that you Qersonally would have to 

devote. significant management time if you wanted to empower the CJO to lead the. 

Department's information age transformation. The issue is important, but a realistic look 

at your schedule. regrettably causes. me to doubt if you wil1 able to devote. such time. That 

said,. I think there is a Jot that can and should be done-it really is important to have 

someone pull the Department's information pieces together. but the. industry CJO model 

may not be entirely appropriate forDoD, given our size and intensity. 

Lin's memo.teed up various organizational options, but the first step is to decide what 

you want from the. CIO .. Lin, Pete. Geren and Ken Krieg. are. working with John Kasich 

to. refine the CTO role for the DoD environment. In the Jong run, a combined USD(I) and 

NII focused on information seems the best way to drive the Department's information 

transformation. However,. since that reorganization isn't on the. table. now, the focus 

should be on leveraging the. CIO function with ASD(NII). The. CIO should. have. both 

the strategic vision and experience to help lead the. transformation of the. Department, and 

also sufficient technical management prowess to deliver an environment that assures 

acceptable performance for, say, time critical targets in a mobile tactical network. 

One. way to reduce the demand on your time is to ensure. the CIO has. enough clout to be. 

able to ensure that your vision for information age transformation is carried out. Once. 

you let the Department know what you expect of the. CIO, this approach could let you 

focus your support for him or her on those. occasions when it really would. be needed. 
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November 19, 2004, 4:00 PM 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Response. to CJO (Kasich Group) Snowflake 

l support the points Ken Krieg made. to you in his memo of October 25, and have 
spoken with DepSecDef, the Chairman and Vice Chairman,. Steve Cambone,. and 
Mike. Wynne as you asked .. This. memo amplifies Ken's. and suggests ways ahead .. 

How do we empower the CJO for the Department'! 

All principals supported the concept of a strong, information-age Chief 
Information Officer (Cl 0) for DoD, with skills. and powers to help transform the 
Department into an. information-age organization. Success. will involve leadership, 
communications, and marketing skills .. How empowered he or she will be. depends 
on answers. to the questions. raised below. 

A strong CJO can't succeed. without the backing of the Secretary's ''fulJ faith and 
credit," but empowering the CJO requires leadership,. not new authorities. 
e Both Title 40 and Title 1 Ogive the ClO significant powers regarding budget 

and. program oversight. Despite perceptions that Title 10 perpetuates. Service. 
and agency stovepipes, all applicable authorities. come together at your level 
and you. can choose how to balance them. Adoption of an enterprise-wide, 
information-centric focus would be a major change, but wouldn't require new 
statutes. 

e Thus,. I agree with Ken that the. first question for vou to. decide. is whether or 
not vou personally want to. take this issue on. But. if you. do take it on .. you 
also have to be willing. to follow through. This. can't be done just with periodic 
expressions. of support. Key net-centric programs are. underway, but they were 
begun when budgets were growing. Historical patterns. don't bode. well for 
continued net-centric transfonnation in. a time of constrained resources without 
a sustained commitment from the top. As Ken puts. it:. '11n a competition 
between digits and widgets, the widgets usually win. 11 Supporters of net
centric transformation may wince when their own china starts being. broken. 

The CJO must become the "enabler". of information age transformation, but not 
the. ''doer." He or she must communicate the value of a net-centric environment 

FOR OFFICIAL USE 61VLt· 
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and. drive and. enforce standards, such a~ configuration, security and data 
management. 

To achieve this, governance is key. Trust must be built before people will be. 
willing to take chances, and to get this trust the CJO must: 

• Establish consistent and clear policies. 

• Bring Principal Staff Assistants (PSAs) and components along as partners,. and 
empower them to succeed. 

• Measure progress. 

• Find a big stick to prod the Department along. Industry Cl Os point to. the 
leverage provided by clearly enunciated. standards,. coupled with an ability to. 
report to their Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) on compliance with the 
standards throughout their organizations. 

The qualifications for the CJO will depend on what vou want from the position 

• Given the importance of your personal backing for the CJO, jf you decide. 
you're not willing to. engage on a. sustained. basis, then leave. the model as is. 
Look primarily to hire. a technically oriented ASD/N]] with a secondary role as 
an information-oriented CJO. The Nll/CJO staff will do.their best to leverage 
existing authorities to continue promoting information age transformation. 

• Four models of a stronger ClO were proposed during the discussions with 
principals (no effort is made to rank them here): 
J. Emphasize the CJO role and leave it with NJI, but as DoD CJO/ASD(NH). 
2 .. Dual-hat an Under Secretary as CJO. 
3. Establish. a stand-alone.CJ 0. This led to two variants: 

a .. A stand-alone. Cl O within OSD,. which might not be. Senate-confirmed. 
b. A completely new model:. in which the C]O would. have an internal role 

and also an external one: as Chairman of a DSB-like Defense lnforma. 
lion Board, which would serve as an Information Advisory Committee 

Each of the last 3. models may have significant legal and organizational 
questions to be. worked out. 

What is the. next step for the. Kasich Group? 

From a long range point of view: the most imp on ant element for the Department is 
to put in place a process for continuous transformation. one that will be hard to roll 
back and. will transcend the tenure. of any particular leader. The Kasich Group 
could provide advice on such approaches. 

i?0It 0f'Flt!IAL tJ~f! t5I~L I. 2. 
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Once. the type. of Cl O is decided, the recruiting process will be a major key to 
success: A world-class search committee should be set up to begin the. search as 
soon as the questions above are answered, perhaps with Kasich Group support. 

The Kasich Group also could help address some serious issues, such as: 

o The industry model doesn't work exactly here: 
e. DoD is much larger and more complex than any company. 
• Jf a business fails, it goes out of business. lfDoD fails, people die. There 

are, therefore, reasonable limits to the amount of risk DoD can accept. 
• Our need to use competition makes it hard to. impose sole-source standards 

(industry noted their standards ofien were product-specific). 
• Industry's two-to-hire, one-to-fire model for component ClOs will need. 

careful monitoring if it. is to work within the government's military and 
civilian personnel systems. 

How do we ensure that this eff011 to produce an Information Age ClO will 
succeed? Jf it doesn't, it wi II be years before someone tries again. 

I recommend that: 

e. A small. DoD-only group begin addressing the above issues and prepare a short 
briefing to introduce the C)O issue to the SLRG,.or a subset, in December. 

e A longer SLRG session be scheduled in January in which the CEOs and Cl Os. 
from, say, two or three of the companies you saw before would spend 30-45. 
minutes with the. SLRG to provide private sector perspectives. The CJO 
recruiting action would stem from this second session, though candidates could 
begin to be eva]uated earlier against the different organizational models. 

a The Kasich Group be engaged to help with the preparations for the second 
session, and also to address some of the issues raised above. 

e. Execution of the implementation strategy Ken recommended be deferred until 
the new Cl O is on board, though NJJ wj)J prepare interim approaches as your 
direction unfolds. 

Hope this helps. Wi]J be glad to discuss any of these issues further. 

PrJft rJPPICIAL USE ONLf 
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October 25,2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM:. Ken Krie~ 
tU 

SUBJECT: CIO (Kasich Group) Snowflake 

This. memorandum is in response. to your questions in subject snowflake. The 
views are. mine alone. My first question -.and the key insight from the roundtable. 
discussion - is will this area be. one of your key ptiorities in the next period of 
time? The clear consensus was. that the effectiveness of the CIOs stemmed from 
the commitment of their CEOs to this area. Assuming that it will be in the top. tier 
(a crowded level, I realize), here are some thoughts on your two questions. 

How do we empower a CIO for the Department? 

To be effective, the CIO must be perceived as a DoD vice OSD official. The CI Os 
worldview has to be broad ( operational and business, now and in the future), his 
focus has to be on customers Uoint war fighters and key decision-makers), and his 
style. has to be balanced (integrating strategy vice advocating specific programs). 
There. are. three areas of empowerment - perceived authority, actual authority, and 
the individual's capability to use the authority. 

• Perceived authority is derived from the Secretary by the level of the 
position, in part, and, more fully, by the time and attention you give to it. 
The CIO is now a. dual-hat position with the. Assistant Secretary for 
Networks and Information Integration. I would respectfully argue that the 
role is a little lost in the noise right now. 

• Actual authorities probably could be. strengthened in three areas -- by 
practice more than by legislation: 

1. The establishment of a DoD implementation strategy led by. the CIO 
and agreed to by the SLRG/SEC - setting out direction, standards, 
and responsibilities .. This should be of the. 500-day variety vice the 
"hard-to- measure". grand strategy statements .. 

2. The CIO would oversee implementation of the strategy and report 
regularly to you (and the. SLRG/SEC) on performance and 
accountabi Ii ty. 

3. To add a little pressure. to the system, you should establish dual
reporting lines. for the. component CIOs. linking them to both the 
Component heads (i.e., Service Secretaries, etc.) and the DoD CIO. 
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o The individuars capability to use that authority will come from picking the 
right person. This is a key hire. 

Much of this is in the Department's control. To work, the CTO will have to be and 
be seen as a key member of the senior leadership group .. 

What is the next step in the. Kasich. Group? 

As we. work through this issue,! think we can use. John and his team in the 
following ways:. 

o As a red team to bounce. development ideas off of. 
o Potentially help with the personnel search. 
• Use a combination of Cl Os.plus their chairman for a "seminar discussion" 

with SLRG at kick-off for a QDR topic. 
• Lastly, you might think about bringing one or two of them on either DBB 

orDSB. 

Hope this helps. 
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TO: Lin Wells 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Dick Myers. 
Gen Pete Pace 
Mike Wynne 
Steve. Cambone. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT:. CIO 

October 26,2004. 

Attached is a memo l sent to Ken Krieg and his response. Lin, please consult with 

the. folks on this. list and. come. back to me. wHh some proposals. 

Thanks. 

Attach .. 
J 0/4/04 Sec Def memo lo. Krieg-[ I 00404-19) 
l 0/25/04 Krieg ltt to Sec Def 

DHR:db 
102504-25 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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October. 4,2004. 

TO: Ken Krieg 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '*· 
SUBJECT: ClO 

What is the next step in the Kasich Group and the CIO forthe Department'! 

And how do we empower a CIO for the Department'! 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/13/04. Ken .KJieg Memo to SecDefre: Snowflake Response on CIO 

DHR:ss 
100404-19 
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Paul Wolfowitz 
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THE DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASH ING TON, D.C .. 20301 

MEMORANDUM FOR SE~TARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Paul Wolfowi~ ~ 
SUBJECT: CIO 

You asked me to take a look at Lin Wells' memo (Tab A) on expanding. the. functions of 
the DoD CIO. I've done this, with recommendations below. 

Both Lin' smemo, and Ken Krieg's earlier note,. said that you P-ersona11y would have to 
devote significant management time if you wanted to empower the CIO to lead the 
Department's information age. transformation. The issue is important, but a realistic look 
at your schedule regrettably causes me to doubt if you will able to devote. such time. That 
said, l think there is a Jot that can and should be done-it really is important to have. 
someone pull the Department's information pieces together, bur the industry CIO model 
may not be entirely appropriate for DoD, given cur size and intensity. 

Lin's memo teed up various organizational options, but the. first step is to decide what 
you want from the CIO. Lin, Pete. Geren and. Ken Krieg are. working with John Kasich 
to refine the CIO role for the. DoD environment. In the Jong ru1,.a combined USD(I) and 
NU focused on information seems. the best way to drive. the Department's information 
transformation. However,. since that reorganization isn't on the table now, the. focus 
should be on leveraging the CIO function with ASD(NII). The CIO should have. both 
the strategic vision and experience to help 1ead the transformation of the Department, and 
also sufficienttechnical management prowess to deliver an environment that assures. 
acceptable performance for, say, time critical targets in a mobile tactical network. 

One way to reduce the demand on your time is to ensure the CIO has enough clout to be 
able to ensure that your vision for information age transformation is carried out. Once. 
you let the. Department know what you expect of the CIO, this. approach could let you 
focus your support for him or her on those. occasions when it really would be needed. l 
can provide more routine backing .. 

OSD 18673~04 
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MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: Paul Wolfowitz. 

SUBJECT: CIO 

You asked me. to. take. a look at Lin Wells'. memo (Tab A) on expanding the functions of 
the DoD CIO. I've done this, with recommendations.below. 

Both Lin's memo, and Ken Krieg's earlier note,. said that you personally would. have. to. 
devote significant management time if you wanted to empower the CIO to lead the. 
Department's information age transformation. The issue is important, but a realistic look 
at.your schedule regrettably causes. me. to. doubt if you will able. to devote such. time. That 
said,. I think there. is a lot that can and should be done-it really is important to. have 
someone pull the Department's information pieces together, but the industry CIO model 
may not be entirely appropriate for DoD, given our size and intensity. 

Lin's. memo. teed up various organizational options, but the. first step is to. decide. what 
you want from the CIO.. Lin, Pete Geren and Ken Krieg are working with John Kasich 
to. refine the CIO role for the. DoD environment. In the long run, a combined USD(I) and 
NII focused on information seems the best way to drive the. Department's. information 
transformation. However, since that reorganization isn't on the table. now, the focus 
should be on leveraging the CIO function with ASD(NII). The CIO should have both 
the. strategic vision and experience to help lead the transformation of the Department, and 
also sufficient technical management prowess to deliver an environment that assures 
acceptableperformance for, say,.time.critical targets ina mobile tactical network .. 

One. way to. reduce the demand on your ti me is to. ensure. the. CTO has enough clout to be. 
able to ensure that your vision for information age. transformation is carried out. Once 
you let the Department know what you expect of the CIO, this approach could let you 
focus your support for him or her on those. occasions when it really would be. needed. I 
can provide. more routine backing .. 
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POGO 

TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~. 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Security Forces Update 

Dear Mr. President, 

NOV 2 2 2004 

Attached is the latest update on Iraqi Security Forces. I'm sending a copy along to 

UK's Minister of Defense Geoff Hoon, so that he can provide one to Prime 

Minister Blair. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
11115/04 Iraqi Security Forces Update 

DHR:ss 
111804-1 

~ 
OSD 18680-04 -l 
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Iraqi Security Forces Update 

15 Novemb,er 2004 

Data as of: 15 NOV04 Version M1 
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Grand Total all Ira i Securi Forces 
~ ,,,....,._ • 11 Yl. _ ,-,._. __ 

£' U I V 111\.:UII \..nn::: '-' 111] 

• Ministry of Interior Forces 

-Police 

-C ivi I Intervention 
-Emergency Response 

-Border Enforcement 

-Highway Patrol 

-Dignitary Protection 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 

-Army 

-National Guard 

-Intervention Force 

-Special Operations 

-Air Force 

-Coastal Defense Force 

Data as of: 15 NOV04 

•1111 
Trained & Equipped 

64,948 

Trained & Equipped 

50,934 

115,882 
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Trained and Equipped Iraqi Security Forces 
. •1111 .-, ,,...,. ,.-. - • - 'I • T - ·- ~-1-. 
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0 Iraqi Security 
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• Iraqi Regular Army 
mi Iraqi National Guard 
• Border Enforcement 
EJ Army Special Opns Bde 

b ~" ~ 
':'.:<::j (f s:{J 

ov <:Jo '?"'~ 

!ill Iraqi lnterwntion Force 
a Iraqi Regular Police Ser.lice 
D Civil Intervention Force 

~ro 
~ 

)..s 

Iii Coastal Defense & Air Force 

- Does not include 74,000 in Facilities Protection Service trained by Ministry Of Interior but employed by other 
ministries. 

*Anticipate a drop next week. Working with Joint Headquarters to determine exact number of soldiers who have 
been officially dropped from the rolls as a result of recent fighting, intimidation, and due to 

oa1 anticipated police losses in Mosul. 
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Minist of Interior Forces-Projection 
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Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Regular Iraqi 
Police <11 

Special Police 
Regiments 

Public Order 
Battalions 

Emergency 
Response Unit 

Iraqi Highway 
Patro1121 

Bur. of 
Dignitary 
Protection 

Special Police 
Commando 
Battalions 

Dept of Border 
Enforcement 
(31 

Current 
Targeted 

End State 

135,000 

1,200 

3,600 

270 

6,300 

500 

2,019 

29,360 

15 NOV04 

45% 

57% 62% 

Notes 
1. Police figures reflect trained and equipped individuals, not units 

1 MAY 05 

46% 

66% 

2. On 23 October, Iraqi Highway Patrol authorizations were expanded from 1,500 to 6,300 officers. 
Training timelines for the expanded force are under development. 

3. Border Police considered trained based on training by coalition forces; capabilities are uneven 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
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1 AUG 05 1 MAY06 

59% 

Legend 

t<·l 10-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

1139 % OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 
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De ense F orces-Proi,iil 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time* 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Iraqi Regular 
Army 

Iraqi 
Intervention 
Force 

Iraqi National 
Guard 

Commando 
Battalion 

Iraqi Counter 
Terrorism 
Force 

Current 
Targeted 

End State 

27,000 

6,584 

61,904 

1,516 

451 

•eased on achievement of Limited Operational Capability 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 

1 MAYOS 1 AUG 05 

67% 

40% 
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MNF-1 and Iraqi Security Forces 
r:, __ ~~-!-1 l'l-~ l"\.-1 ... 
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Albania 
Australia 

74 El Salvador 
406 Estonia 

380 
48 

Armenia O Georgia 161 
150 Hungary 
445 Italy 

MNF-1 = 32 Countries 
Korea 2,956 Norway 
Lat\1a 119 Poland 
Lithuania 86 Portugal 
Macedonia 33 Romania 
Moldova 11 Singapore 

9 Tonga 
2.477 Ukraine 

129 United Kingdom 
741 us 

0 

1111 
63 

1,590 
7,862 

138,472 Azerbaijan 
Bulgaria 
Czech Rep 
Denmark 

98 Japan 

269 
3,128 

792 
30 

Mongolia 132 Slovakia 103 
383 Kazakhstan Netherlands 1,364 Thailand 0 Total 162.511 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................... , ... , ..................................................................................................................... ., ............................................................................................................................... . ~--------.-. .. --.-.-.--_...; ~ 
IBAQI EQBCES <)ff HANO'.\ ~""-"I i IBAQI E9BCE$ TRAINED ANO IN TRAINING 131110 1 

IRAQI POLICE SERVICE· . , ·..... , ......•• :\\ \ 87,08 i IRAQI POLICE SERVICE 50,051 i 

1;~1~t~!)§f il~f i(t:i1iii I [~~~~~:::!:::::IONS ::~ ! 
oeProF aoRQeR eNFoRc~M~Nt. · · , DEPT oF aoRDER ENFORCEMENT 1s,19o I 
ARMY 

NAT'L GUARD·.·· 
INTERVENTION FORCE .. 
SPECIAL OPS FORCES · 

AIR FORCE· 

COAST.Al DEFENSE 

52%c:1048
% 

D Iraqi Forces On Hand D MNF-1 

Data as of: 1 S NOV 04 

ARMY 

NAT'L GUARD 

INTERVENTION FORCE 

SPECIAL OPS FORCES 

AIR FORCE 

COASTAL DEFENSE 

45o/o 

D Trained Iraqi Forces D MNF-1 
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9,526 i 

,,.e13 I 
6,903 i 

662 I 
206 l 
536 

• • 

•Georgia expected to increase 
forces from 162 to 300 and add 
a 500 man battalion for UN 
Security 

•Armenia, Singapore & 
Thailand pending deployment 
of their forces 

NATO Trainin Team= 41 
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NATO Training in Ira.Ill 

• SHAPE OPLAN passed Military Committee under silence on 10 
November. Now being forwarded to the NAC. 

• Force Generation Conference 9-10 November was held to fill NTM-1 
Combined Joint Statement of Requirements for forces. 

• NATO Training Implementation Mission-Iraq (NTIM-1) becomes NATO 
Training Mission-Iraq (NTM-1) when Activation Order (ACTORD) is 
published. 

• Conducted out-of-country training as follows: 
- 21 senior IZ officials attended Key Leader Training at Joint Warfare Centre 

in Stavanger, NO (1-8 NOV). 

- Three officers attended the Combined Joint Operations Centre Course at 
NATO School in Oberammergau, GE (6-13 NOV). 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
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COMPONENT AUTHORIZED 

POLICE 135,000 

CIVIL 
INTERVENTION 3,720 

FORCE 

EMERGENCY 
270 

RESPONSE UNIT 

BORDER 
29,360 

ENFORCEMENT 

HIGHWAY 
6,300 

PATROL 

DIGNITARY 
500 

PROTECTION 

SPECIAL POLICE 
2,019 

COMMANDO BNS 

TOTAL 177,169 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 

Iraqi Security Forces M ol Update 
1111 

100% OF 

TRAINED & TRAINED & AUTHORIZED 
ON DUTY EQUIPPED ON TRAINED & 

EQUIPPED 
31 JAN '05 EQUIPPED 

87,133 47,342 52,800 JUL '06 

1,091 1,091 3,120 JUL '05 

168 168 270 FEB '05 

16,237 14,593 16,107 AUG '06 

925 370 370 TBD 

484 484 500 DEC '04 

2,019 900 2,019 JAN '05 

108,057 64,948 75,186 AUG '06 

9 
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Iraqi Security Forces MoD Update 
r, __ "'N'!!-.!-1 .. l-~ 6'-·~· 
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LIMITED FULL OPERATIONAL 31 JAN '05 100% FULL 
OPERATIONAL CAPABIL TY<2> L/F CAPABILITY OPERATIONAL 

COMPONENT AUTHORIZED CAPABIL1TYC1J (BATTALIONS) CAPABILITY 

ARMY 27,000 3,887 620 10,915 /10,915 JUL '05 

NATIONAL 61,904 43,445 0 45,000 / 0 SEP '05 
GUARD 

INTERVENTION 6,584 0 
1,816 

1794/ 4,790 MAY '05 
FORCE 

SPECIAL OPS 1,967 590 0 0 / 725 SEP '05 

TBD BASED ON TBD BASED ON 
AIR FORCE 502 167 0 AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT 

PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT 

COASTAL 
TBD BASED ON TBD BASED ON 

582 409 0 PATROL BOAT PATROL BOAT 
DEFENSE PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT 

TOTAL 98,539 48,498 2,436 57, 709 / 16,430 MAR '06 

(1) Limited Operational Capability= unit is conducing combat operations. but continues to receive advanced unit training and may still require some 
equipment 

(2) Full Operational Capability= unit is fully manned, trained, and equipped and is capable of conducting independent operations 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
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COMPONENT 

Iraqi Police Service 

Civil Intervention Force 

Emergency Response Unit 

Dept of Border Enforcement 

Highway Patrol 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection 

Special Police Commando Battalions 

Iraq Regular Army 

Iraqi National Guard 

Iraqi Intervention Force 

Iraqi Special Ops Force 
• Commando Battalion 

- Counter Terrorist Task Force 

Air Force 

Coastal Defense Force 

Data TOTAL 

3 Week TIP Training 

8 Week Academy 

Specialized Training 

TRAINING 

5 Week Specialized Training 

8 Week Specialized Training 

4 Week Academy 

Specialized Training 

3 Week TIP Training 

8 Week Academy Training 

3 Week Initial Training 

2-3 Week Advanced Training 

Mentoring by US Contractors 

4 Weeks Basic Training 

1-3 Weeks Advanced Training 

Cadre: 4 Weeks 

Basic Training: 4 Weeks 

Collective Training: 4 Weeks 

Basic Training: 3 Weeks 

Collective Training: 4 Weeks 

Cadre: 4 Weeks 

Basic/Collective Training: 8 Weeks 

Urban Operations Training: 6 Weeks 

Field Training Provided by US Special Forces (Small 
Unit tactics Ranger type training) 

12 Week course on Close Quarter Combat 

Varies by specialty: 1-6 months 

Basic Training: 8 Weeks 

Specialized Training at Umm Qasr 

11-L-0559/0SD/038214 

Forces Training 
Ill 

NUMBER IN TRAINING 

1,053 

2,709 

213 

0 

0 

597 

0 

NA (Prior Service IPS) 

0 

3 Police Special Force Bns 

5,019 

1.428 

5,087 

72 

39 

127 

16,344 11 



Iraqi Security Forces Missions 
D,,..- 04'r....,,.: .... 1 IT.n.n. l"\-lu 
• "· ....., ••• "' ..... '""'~""' '-.1'•••,J 1111 

Unit Mission 

Police • Provide law enforcement. public safety and internal security 

Civil Intervention Force • Provide a national level, high end, rapid response pollce capability to counter large scale 
disobedience and insurgents. 

Special Police Commando Bns • Provide a direct action, special operations, and counter insurgency capability in support of 
Ministry of Interior. 

Emergency Response Unit • Provide a special operations police capability In support of the Iraqi Police Service. 

Department of Border • Protect the integrity of Iraq's border and monitor and control the movement of persons and 
Enforcement goods 

Highway Patrol • Provide law enforcement, public safety, and internal security, and convoy security along Iraq's 
Highways. 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection • Provide close protection, convoy security, and fixed-site security for Iraqi key political leaders. 

Regular Army • Defend Iraq against external threats. 
• When directed, assist the Ministry of Interior in providing defense against Internal threats to 
national security. 

National Guard • Conduct stability operations to support the achievement of internal security, including (as 
required) support to Ministry of Interior elements. 
• Conduct Constabulary duties in support of Internal security 

Intervention Force • Conduct operations in order to defeat anti-Iraqi forces in Iraq, with primary focus on urban 
areas 
•·Assist In the restoration of a secure and stable environment in which the Iraqi Police Services 
and Iraqi National Guard can maintain law and order 

Commando Battalion • Sup~ort for Iraqi Counter Terrorist Force. Similar in organization, training, and mission to US 
Army anger Battalion 

Counter-Terrorist Task Force • Direct action counter-terrorism similar in organization, mission, and training to US Special 
Operations Forces with counter-terrorist function 

Air Force • Provide aerial reconnaissance, and rotary and fixed wing transport for Iraqi Security Forces 
and authorities 

Coastal Defense Force • Conduct security operations on the Iraqi coastline and over territorial waters. Including gas 
and oil platforms out to 12 nautical miles 
• In conjunction with DBE, conduct police operations on the Iraqi coastline and out to 12 
nautical miles to counter piracy, smuggling and other unlawful activities Data as 12 
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Significant Events Since Last Report 
1111 n-- ~ft"!-!~1 TT...,..,. On.Ju 

• ·va '-..laaa ... •~• '-,,,4' ~"' "•••.l 

Manning: 
• Completed emergency recruitment of 780 new soldiers to fill losses in the Iraqi 

Intervention Force's First Brigade. 
• Began rebuilding of Mosul Police after their collapse in the face of multiple insurgent 

attacks. 
• 259 soldiers now part of the 1st Mechanized Battalion, with 10 MTLB armored 

personnel carriers. 

Training: 
• 2,506 Iraqi Police Service students graduated from the Basic Course 
• . 1,091 Public Order Battalion officers completed their 5-week training program. 
• 125 Bureau of Dignitary Protection students graduated from courses in VIP Personnel 

Security Detail Operations, Motor Escort Operations, and VIP Site Security. 
• 70 Iraqi police personnel graduated from the Emergency Readiness Unit Phase I 

course. 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
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Significant Events Since Last Report 
•1111 

Equipping: 
• Issued 600 weapons, 10 vehicles, 212 radios, and 350 body armor vests to Ministry of Interior 

forces 
• Issued 4,812 sets of body armor, 287 weapons, 1990 helmets, 11,000 field jackets, 9 vehicles, 

5,000 pairs of running shoes and 8,000 uniforms to Ministry of Defense forces. 
Building: 
• Awarded a $45M contract to construct all new facilities for one Iraqi National Guard Brigade. 
• Awarded contract for water pipeline and pump station at Al Kasik. 
• Completed master plan and statement of work to construct a brigade set of barracks and facilities 

at Rasheed/Ar Rustamiyah in Baghdad. 
• Awarded four police station projects worth combined total of $650,000. 
Mentoring/Em ploying: 
• LtGen Abdul Qader commanding Iraqi forces in Fallujah with Iraqi liaison officers providing 

liaison to Joint Headquarters. National Joint Operations Center and Joint Headquarters 
Operations Center operating and tracking Iraqi Army operations. 

• 1st Brigade, 1s1 Division (Iraqi Intervention Force); 3rd Brigade(-), 5th Division (Regular Army); 361h 

Commando Battalion; two Shewani Special Forces battalions; and Police Emergency Response 
Unit; deployed for operations vicinity of Fallujah. 

• Iraqi Air Force conducts reconnaissance missions in support of MND/SE locating downed power 
lines and leaking pipelines. 

• 1st Police Commando Battalion returned from Mosul and operating in Baghdad. 2nd Police 
Commando Battalion returned to Baghdad from North Babil and continues operations in Samarra. 
3rd Police Commando Battalion deployed to Mosul for operations. 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038217 
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TO: Doug Feith 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Dick Myers 

SUBJECT: Elections in Iraq 

6.S- I 1'10 
W/014316-E.S 

October 26, 2004 

Attached is a note I am sending Condi. It seems to me you ought to get a group 

together here, and we ought to start thinking about these things. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102504-26 

~,~-;,,~ ~;,;;::~ ~~-..... j ," i"1 qi·; ~ ...................................... , 
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October 26, 2004 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Elections 

The Iraqi elections in January could produce a variety of outcomes. Candidates 

could win who are right on the mark, somewhere in the rniddlei or notably 

unhelpful. 

The NSC needs to think through appropriate strategies and objectives now to: 

- Do what we can so the outcome is favorable to the Presidenfs goals. 

- Strategies to deal with all of the various possible outcomes. 

Let me know what we can do to help. 
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ACTION MEMO 

~ef~ 
FO~SECRETA~ OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT:. Policy on Detainee Body Cavity Examinations. 

• On October 15,2004,you asked Policy to examine ifDoD needs. a policy on detainee. 
body cavity exams, 

• l have. reviewed this. matter and recommend that you sign the attached memorandum 
(Tab A} that promulgates DoD-wide. policy and. guidelines on the. use of body cavity 
exams on detainees. in DoD control (Tab B). 

COORDINATION:. 
OGC 
Joint Staff 
Health Affairs 

Attachments : 
As Stated 

Mr. Dell'Orto 25 October 2004. 

1"61t 61'1'1elAL t!Sf! ~ 
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Pfflt e1, 11 aea*L "-'I! en • ., , 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

101 O.DEFENSE PENTAGON. 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1010 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIESOFTHEMILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 
ASSISTANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE FOR SPECIAL 

OPERATIONS.AND LOW TNTENSITYCONFLTCT 
ASSIST ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 

HEALTH AFFAIRS 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
COMMANDER,.U.S .. CENTRAL COMMAND 
COMMANDER,. U.S. EUROPEAN COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. PACIFIC COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SOUTHERNCOMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND 

SUBJECT:. Policy Statement and Guidelines. on Body Cavity Searches. and 
Exams. for Detainees Under DoD Control 

Body cavity exams for detainees. under DoD control shall be conducted in 

accordance with the. attached policy guidance. Please. ensure that this. guidance is 

distributed within your organization. The Joint Staff is responsible for implementing this. 

policy. 

Attachment:. 
As stated 

FOR OF f lt'.17-\L u SE. er•L I. 
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Policy Statement and Guidelines on Body Cavity Searches and Exams. 
of Detainees in DoD Control. 

The. United States has a significant and legitimate interest in performing appropriate 
security searches and medical exams that address the safety, health, and security concerns 
of DoD personnel and detainees. under DoD control.. However, the use of body cavity 
exams. and searches. may conflict with the customs of some detainees. Therefore, 
effective immediately, the following guidelines arc in effect: 

• Do not perform routine detainee body cavity exams or searches (to include hernia 
exams). 

• Body cavity exams may be performed for valid medical reasons with the. verbal 
consent of the patient. However, these exams should not be performed as part of 
a routine medical intake exam. 

• Body cavity searches ~~e conducted #when there is a reasonable belief 
that the detainee is c~dt;g an item that presents a security risk. 

• To the extent possible and consistent with military necessity, a body cavity exam 
or search, whether conducted for medical or security reasons,. should be. 
conducted by personnel of the same gender as that of the detainee being searched. 

• All body cavity exams and searches. will be. conducted in a manner that respects 
the person .. 

1 (. The first general officer in the chain of command shall. be the approval authority 
~ for body cavity searches ( other than those pe1formed for val id medical reasons) . 

• 
• For the. purposes of this policy, a detainee is a person under the control of the 

Department of Defense as a result of armed conflict, including the global war on 
terrorism, and includes enemy combatants, enemy prisoners of war, and civilian 
internees. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Doug Feith 

Donald RumsfelfvJ\. 

SUBJECT: Checking Detainees for Health 

~s-ro5G 
Di f 013615 

October 15,2004 

879 

I don't see why U.S. taxpayers have to worry about whether detainees have 

hemias or enlarged prostates, particularly since examinations for it lead to charges 

of abuse. 

Please find out whether that practice is still going on or.if it has been discontinued. 

DHR:ss 
!01404·1-' 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please. respond by __ f,~-7-~ / o_'#-
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. ' '" IJSD(P) ~ui,1-f.l n?-J INFO MEMO 

1-04/0 13818. 
FOR DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE ES-\O~lo 

FROM:. Ryan Henry, PD Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

SUBJECT: Response to Snowflake on Detainee. Body Cavity Ex 

BEC 31 2004 

• You questioned whether it is necessary to require a GO/FO a1Pproval for a detainee 
body cavity search and if Pete. Geren's. edit of bullet# 3 of the policy fixed the 
problem (Tab A). 

• We. remain convinced that such approval should be required would not.jeopardize 
force protection. 

o Policy convened a group of policy,' legal, corrections, ope. onal and medical 
experts. and assessed that this policy will not impact curre perations . 

• . Units in Afghanistan no longer conduct routine body c ty searches. 

• Alternative. non-invasive means. of checking detainees for contraband are. 
available .. 

• When the Secretary asked for this policy, we understood his. tttent. to be to. minimize 
the use of detainee. body cavity searches, except for extraordi ary security 
circumstances. 

o As written, this draft policy ensures. that detainee. body ca Hy searches. are 
conducted as an exception, not the. norm. 

o Approval at the. GO/FO level will emphasize to lower-lev tcommanders that this 
course. of action is only for use. in extraordinary circumsta ces .. 

• Recommend that you sign the attached memorandum that promulgates the policy 
attached at Tab B .. 

COOR DIN ATTON: 
OGC Chuck A lien 
Joint Staff Col Bany Coble. 

16 December 2004 
16 December 2004 

POK OPPit!IAh tl7~1!:. OHL i. 
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DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFEN E 
1010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1010 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY EPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 
COMMANDER, U.S. CENTRAL CO MAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. EUROPEAN C MMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. PACIFIC COM AND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SOUTHERN MMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SPECIAL OPE 1ATIONS COMMAND 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OFDEFE SE FOR SPECIAL 

OPERATIONS AND LOW. INTENSITY CONFLICT 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 

HEALTH AFFAIRS 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Policy Statement and Guidelines on Body Cavity Searches and 
Exams for Detainees Under DoD Control 

Body cavity exams for detainees under DoD control shall!be conducted in 

accordance with the attached policy guidance. Please ensure that this guidance is 

distributed within your organization. The Joint Staff is responsi~le for implementing this 

policy. 

Attachment: 
As stated 



/ 

P"R OFF ICIAI~ 05E. Ol'iL i 

Policy Statement and Guidelines on Body Cavity Sea, ches and Exams 
of Detainees in DoD Control. 

The United States has a significant and legitimate interest in peri rming appropriate 
security searches and medical exams that address the safety, heath, and security concerns 
of DoD personnel and detainees under DoD control. However, t e use of body cavity 
exams and searches. may conflict with the customs of some detai 1ees. Therefore, 
effective immediately, the following guidelines arc in effect: 

• Do not perform routine detainee body cavity exams or se trches (to include hernia 
exams). 

• Body cavity exams may be performed for valid medicah :!asons with the verbal 
consent of the. patient. However,. these. exams should not be performed as part of 
a routine medical. intake exam .. 

• Body cavity searches are to be conducted only when ther ! is a reasonable belief 
that the detainee is concealing an item that presents. a sec 1rity risk. 

• To the extent possible and consistent with military neces; ity, a body cavity exam 
or search, whether conducted for medical or security rea~ ons, should be 
conducted by personnel of the same gender as that of the detainee being searched. 

• All body cavity exams. and searches will be conducted in a manner that respects 
the person .. 

• The. first general officer in the. chain of command shall be the approval authority 
for body cavity searches(otherthanthose performed for, alid medical reasons). 

• For the purposes of this policy, a detainee. is a person und !f the control of the 
Department of Defense as a result of armed conflict, inch ding the global war on 
teITorism,. and includes enemy combatants, enemy prison' rs of war, and civilian 
internees. 

F "R "' F ICIAL USE Ot<lL I. 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

IO December 2004 - 1700 

MEMORANDUM FOR USD(P) 

Subject:. Policy on Detainee Body Cavity Examinations 

Sir, 

The DSD reviewed the attached document and states the following: 

"Ryan l) Do you really mean to require GO/FO approval when there is a 
reasonable belief that there is a security risk involved? 2) See Pete Geren' s comment. 
Does my edit of bullet #3 fix the problem? Please reclear this. PW" 

Please. provide a copy of this tasker with your response. 

SUSPENSE: /JDec04 
ATTACHMENT: As Stated 

an E. O'Connor 
Captain, USN 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 
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ACTION MEMO 
NOV 1 f U6~v Us~~~Iil~ 1 7 

le 
1-04/0 12998 

SUBJECT:. Policy on Detainee Body Cavity Examinations 

• On October 15,2004, you asked Policy to examine if DoD needs a policy on detainee. 
body cavity exams. 

• l have reviewed this matter and recommend that you sign the. attached memorandum 
(Tab A) that promulgates. DoD-wide policy and guidelines. on the. use of body cavity 
exams. on detainees in DoD control (Tab B). 

COORDINATION: 
OGC Mr. Dell'Orto 25 October 2004. 
Joint Staff Director, Joint Staff 27 October 2004 
Health Affairs 

Attachments:. 
As Stated 

Prepared bye Ross Hyams, Detainee Affairs, (;e) 
1 

~ CJ.._ G<f' / A' ~ ( 5 t:f 

b~D . ~~~~~ . 

ad ~ <:p_~- µ;r>~ 
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FOR OFFICIAL O"E OIU., 1. 

DEPUTY. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON,. DC.20301-1010 
JAN. 1 2 2005 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 
COMMANDER, U.S.CENTRAL COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. EUROPEAN COMMAND 
COMMANDER,. U.S. PACIFIC COMMAND 
COMMANDER,. U.S. SOUTHERN COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR SPECIAL 
OPERATIONS AND LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
HEALTH AFFAIRS 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE 

SUBJECT:. Policy Statement and Guidelines. on Body Cavity Searches and 
Exams. for Detainees. Under DoD Control 

Body cavity exams for detainees. under DoD control shall be. conducted in 

accordance. with the attached policy guidance. Please. ensure. that this guidance is 

distributed within your organization .. The. Joint Staff is responsible. for implementing this. 

policy. 

Attachment:. 
As stated 

OSD 18742-04 
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Boykin, Jason CIV WHS/ESD 

From: 
Sent:. 
To:. 

Bruhn, Michael, Mr,. OSD-ATL 
Monday, May23,200512:13 PM 
Boykin, Jason CIVWHS/ESO 

cc:. 
Subject: ~g1it%n ~H~5S~6a ~~f e~J~tsi~nse to. Bold Ideas. for Acquisition) 

Close. it as.far as I'm concerned. Thx. 

Michael L. Bruhn 
Director of Operations 

for the Under Secretary of Defense 
(Acquisition~ Technology and l.ogistics) 

W:(! (b)(6) ! 

-----Original Message-----. 
From: Williams, Vanessa,. Mrs, OSD-ATL 
Sent: Monday. May 23, 200512:12 PM 
To: Boykin, Jason CIVWHS/ESD 
cc: Bruhn, Michael. Mr, OSD-ATL 
Subject: FW: OSD 18755-04 (Interim Response to Bold Ideas for. Acquisition) 

We have this. case. as closed .. The. attached action memo. was signed by Mr_ Wynne on 23. Nov 04 .. 
We have. no. further response from the SecDef. 
<< File:. osd 18755-04 Complete_pdf » 
-----Original Message-=--
From: Bruhn, Michael, Mr, OSD-ATL 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2005 9:38 MIi 
To: Williams, Vanessa,. Mrs, OSD-ATL; Barker, Elizabeth, CTR, OSD-ATL; Gamble, Michael, CTR, OSD
ATL 
Subject: FW: OSD 18755-04 (Interim Response to. Bold Ideas. for Acquisition) 

Pis check, thx. 

Michael L.. Bruhn 
Director of Operations 
for the Under Secretary of Defense 
(Acquisition, Technology and Logistics) 

W!(b)(6) ! 

-----Original Message-----
From: Boykin, Jason CIV WHS/ESD 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2005 9:32 AM 
To: Bruhn, Michael, Mr, OSD-ATL 
Subject: OSD 18755-04 (Interim Response to Bold Ideas for Acquisition) 

Mike, 

11-L-0559/0SD/038230 DSD 
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I 'm. still. carrying. this. as open. What do you show?. It's 
old, can l close it? 

Thanks,. 
JB. •. 

Jason 0. Boykin· ESD, WJ-fS ._!(b_)(_6_) __ __. 

2 
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ACQUISITlON. 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOGISTICS 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE' 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3010 

ACTION MEMO 

November23, 20041 12:00pm 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

From: Michae] W. Wynne,Acting UnderSccrctaryofDcf...11/J.JJsition 
Technology and Logistics) v•T/"'~· 

Subject:. Interim Response to Bold Ideas. for Acquisition 

• The. purpose of this. memo is to give you~()me early returns .n response to. your 
snowtlakeon Bold Ideas .in Acquisition Management. The ideas arc. relatively 
easy to implement and would better align key organizations to incentivize 
jointrms,thc first step. in improving acquisition. These ideas would be steps 
towards a bolder concept but would be. useful whether or not you, and perhaps 
the Congress, embrace a bolder proposal. Since jointness is. a Department 
objective, you can also achieve a major refocus by aligning resources. with a 
policy directive. 

• For aligning resources, it will be. necessary to direct Program Analysis and 
Evaluation (PA&E) to protect funding forjoint, transfonnational and 
international programs. which AT &L will. identify in each of the Services' 
fiscal guidance. Changes to those programs would require 11'!i approval prior 
to POM submission. This change would put your objectives for Joint, 
Transformational, and those Lntemationalprograms you support,. at the top of 
the priority list. Unfortunately. as you know, joint programs. are at or near the 
lowest prfority fir the Service. programmers. As Secretary Roche ruefully puts 
it: "Joint means Navy won't pay." Transfmmationalprograms. usually mean 
new programs and in any budget end-game, current programs beat new 
programs .. Currently, international programs compete for the. dubious 
distinction of being the lowest p1iority for the Services. Attached is a memo 
which gives such budgeting direction (Tab A) I recommend you sign it.. 

• Most of the objectives of Secretary.Aldridge's Study regarding acquisition, and 
even an earlier study ( 1992) by Secretary Yockey, were. to achieve jointness 
and to address. capabilities, not individual systems. As I construct a bold 
proposal, drivingjointness and avoiding duplicate systems .. such as. trucks, will 
be the overarching objectives•• saving slots. should be secondary and should 
not therefore be the o~jective. In the. interim.the following steps. would be. 
effective in.promotingjointness and could be. implemented this. cycle: 

0 
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• Realign all Service research and development (R&D) commands and 
laboratories.under the. Director Defense Research. and Engineering (D,DR&E). 
Establish Centers of Excellence with the current DoD/Service lab resources 
(including the universities doing. basic. research) in orderto concentrate Science 
& Technology(S&T) and. R&D effort~ in specific areas. Developmental 
priorities would be. addressed without duplicativestructures. if you agree,. I 
wi11 task D ,D R&E to. come. back to me in forty five days with a 
recommendation on how they would orga.ni:Lc: these capabilities. Examp1cs of 
otganim.ioos that will be realigned can be found at Tab B. 

• Realign all Logistics organizations and functions, currently resident within the 
Services, under the D:pq Under Secretary of Defense (Logistics and Material 
Readiness)(DUSD(L&MR)). H you agree,. I will tak the DUSD(L&:MR) to 
come back to me in forty five days with a recommendation on how they might 
organize to accomplish this objective. This. consolidated logistics focus would 
facilitate efficiencies, balam:~u workloads and make public private 
partnerships more productive. Examples. of organizations that will be realigned 
can be found at Tab C. 

COORDINATION:. Tab D 

RECCMENDATIONS: 
I. Recommend you sign the. memo at Tab A.. 

2. Recommend you approve development of implementation plans forrealigning 
R&D commands.and laboratories.as well as Material Management and 
Maintenance organizations (Tabs B and C )-with response. within 45 days. 

Approve. 

Disapprove:--------

See Me:. 

CC:. DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC20301·1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
COMMANDERSOFTHECOMBATANTCOMMANDS 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR,OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: Priority for Joint, Transformational, and International Acquisition Programs 

In order to ensure appropriate emphasis is given to Joint, Transformational, and 
International programs, I am directing. Program Analysis and Evaluation (PA&E) to 
protect funding, in the budgeting process, for programs in these categories. The Under 
Secretary of Defense (Acquisition Technology and Logistics) USD(AT &L) will 
identify. the. program funding. for each of these. programs. in the. Services'. fiscal 
guidance .. 

Changes to these programs shall require USD(A T &L) approval prior to Program 
Objective Memorandum submission. The process is intended to ensure the integrity of 
these Joint, Transformational,and International programs critical to transforming the 
Department of Defense and meeting the capability needs of our warfighters. 

~ 
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1. 

Proposed ROT &E 
Realignment 

• Office of Defense Research (Science) 
- Office of Naval Research (Naval Research Lab as 

the Defense Research Lab) 

- Army. Research Office 

- Army Research Lab 
- Air Force Office of Scientific Research 

- Air Force Research Lab 

- Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

• Office of Technology and Engineering 
(Demonstrations and Prototypes) 
- R&D Components of the Naval Systems Commands 

and Warfare Centers (Non-ACAT I) 

- Marine Corps Warfighting Lab 

- R&D Components ct. Army Research, Development 
& Engineering (Non-ACAT I) 

- R&D Components of the Air Force Systems 
Program Offices(Non-ACAT I) 
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Proposed Logistics 
Realignment 

• Materiel Management 

- Army, Navy and Air Force Inventory Control Potnts 

- DLA Supply Centers 

- Other Materiel Mgt storage locations from the 
Services and Defense Agencies 

- Army Arsenals 

- Marine Corps Logistics Base 

• Maintenance and Repair Facilities 
- Army and Marine Corps Maintenance Depots 

- Naval and Marine Corps Aviation Depots 

- Naval shipyards 

- Air Logistics Centers 

• Distribution Centers/Depots 

, - Defense Distribution Depots 

- Weapons stations and ammunitions depots 

- Operational (retail level) stock points 

• Logistics Information Services 
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COORDINATION 

General Counsel November 23, 2004 
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TO: Mike Wynne 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
Gordon England 
Jim Haynes 
Ken Krieg 

Donald Rumsfeld ?l 
SUBJECT: Acquisition Reform 

TAB 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Jim Roche 
Les Brownlee 
Powell Moore 

October 21,2004 

DoD has a long way to go to. ensure that our acquisition process achieves the appropriate 

jointness and interoperability needed in the 2151 Century. Despite the progress with 

JROC and the work by AT &L and JFCOM on Command and Control, we still end up 

with the Marine Corps and Anny procuring, d1iving, and training with different kinds of 

heavy trucks, for example .. As we move forward with the. QDR, we absolutely must 

transform the acquisition process. There are numerous suggestions floating around 

including: 

- Have those in acquisition stay in their jobs longer 

- A process. to select the. best people. with the right backgrounds for key acquisition 
jobs 

- Develop a Congressional strategy that gets the legislation needed to cut through 
red-tape. and minimize bureaucratic roadblocks 

- Consider improvingjoint acquisition by having more truly joint programs, and 
perhaps having officers from one service head up programs for other services 

-.Other? 

Please get back to me with some bold proposals. This needs to get fixed. 

Thanks. 

DHR:is 
102004-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Please respond by ________ _ 
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
CHAIRMAN OFlHE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR:. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS/IJlt(II ! 
SUBJECT: Acquisition and Jointness 

C.H-2195-04 
22. November 2004 

!'; '? ,· 

• Issue. You expressed a desire that we fix the acquisition process to achieve. better 
j. ointness and interoperability (TAB). Specific. examples.include differences in 
Army and Marine Corps trucks and associated training. 

• Conclusion .. The Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) 
is evolving to manage the jointness and interoperability aspects.of acquisition 
programs. It will be. more adaptive. to transformational programs (like the Army's 
Future Combat System) that leverage spiral development and other accelerated 
acquisition techniques. l will arrange for a briefing if you would like. an update on 
the process .. 

• Discussion. When the Marine Corps. was. acquiring a new model truck,. it first 
examined the suitability of the current Army variant and concluded that it was 
incapable of operating from the beach and soft sand during expeditionary 
operations. For that reason, the Corps. turned its attention to another variant that 
was more suitable. Under the. old requirements-generation process, this. Marine. 
Corps acquisition program was beneath the. threshold for joint review. Under the 
current capabilities-based process, that would not be the case. All programs, 
regardless of threshold, arc currently assessed for their jointness. Furthermore, 
JCIDS covers a11 aspects of joint acquisition, including training. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment:. 
As. stated 

copy to: 
USD(AT&L) 

· 1 d s · 1 s l(b}(6) Prepared By: V ADM Robert F. Wil ar , U N; Director,. - ; _______ .... 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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TO: Mike Wynne 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace. 
Gordon England 
Jim Haynes 
Ken Krieg 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: AcquisitionRefonn 

?l 

TAB 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Jim Roche 
Les Brownlee 
Powel I Moore 

October 21,2004 

DoD has. a long way. to go. to ensure that our acquisition process achieves the appropriate 

jointness and interoperability needed in the.21st Century .. Despite the. progress with 

JROC and the work by. AT &L and JFCOM on Command and Control,. we. still. end up 

with the. Marine. O:::q:s and Army procuring, driving, and training with different kinds of 

heavy trucks,. for example. As we move. forward with the QDR,. we. absolutely must 

transform the acquisition process. There are numerous suggestions floating around 

including: 

-.Have those in acquisition stay in theirjobs longer 

-.A process to select the best people with the right backgrounds for key acquisition 
jobs. 

- Develop a Congressional strategy that gets. the legislation needed. to. cut. through 
red-tape and minimize. bureaucratic roadblocks 

- Consider improvingjoint acquisition. by having. more trulyjoint programs,. and 
perhaps. having. officers from one service head up programs. for other. services. 

-Other?. 

Please get back to me. with some bold proposals. This needs. to get fixed. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:$5 
102004-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ OSD 18755-04 
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TO:. 

cc 
FROM: 

TAB.A 

Gen Pete Pace 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld -pl. 
SUBJECT: Training Matter 

November 2,2004. 

Are you doing any1hing to fix that problem of the lack of jointness and 

interoperability in conunon training with respecttD the heavy~ -between the 

Marines and the Anny and 8rPJ other service?. 

Thanks .. 

oabl 
110204-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ·III 1,i. Jotf 

i,. ~ 

•i ·' . ,. .. 

:.,,. 

Tab A 

0SD 18826- 04 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO:MEMO 
CM-2201-04 
22 November. 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE . / 

FROM:. General Richard B. Myers, CJC~Jfrz,i,,, 

SUBJECT: TrainingMatter 

• Question. "Are. you doing anything to fix. that problem of the lack ofjointness and 
interoperabilityin common training with respect to the heavy trucks - between the. 
Marines and the Army and any other service?" (TAB A) 

• Answer .. Joint Motor Transportation Training is occurring on a situational basis .. 
Discussion of moving toward a coir1mon fleet of heavy trucks is. in the initial steps of the. 
JROC process .. 

• Analysis 

• The Army, in conjunction with the respective Services, offers motor transportation 
training at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, to support Army, Marine Corps, Navy and 
Air Force requirements. Technical training for five of the six Air Force basic vehicle 
maintenance specialties is conducted jointly with the Navy through the Tnterservice. 
Training Review Organization at Naval. Air Station,.Port Hueneme, California. The. 
sixth course is. collocated at the. A,my Technical Training Center at Aberdeen Proving 
Grounds, Maryland. 

• Additionally,the Army and Air Force recently entered into a Memorandum of 
Understandingto train Air Force personnel to perform 88M (operator) duties in the 
USCENTCOM. area of responsibility. This initiative has. Air Force personnel 
receiving Anr1y training on driving techniques and convoy defense operations and 
procedures. 

• The Joint Capability Board has tasked the Focused Logistics Functional Capability 
Board to investigate joint approaches for a common fleet of heavy trucks. The.Joint 
Staff,.J-4, J-7, the. Services and OSD(AT &L) are participating in this effort. A 
roadmap shouldbe availableforreview by February 2005. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Major GeneralJack Catton, USAF; Director, J-7; .... r b_)_(
6
_) ___ _. 
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'IO: 

cc 
FROM: 

TABA 

Oen Pete Pace 

Gen Dick Myers .. 

Donald Rwnsfeld -pl., 
SUBJECT: TrainingMatter 

.• 
,.. . . 

November 2,2004. 

Are you doing anything to.fix that problem of the. ~ackofjointness and 

interoperability in conunon trainingwith respect tr> the heavy trucks -between the 

Marines and the. ArrrPj and any other service? 

Thanks . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pleaserespo11d by 1,J •~ Joy 

, ... 
•/., 

Tab A 

0SD 18826- 04 
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TABB .. 
COORDINATION 

Unit Name Date. 

USA COL Roy Howle. 9 November 2004 

USN CAPT Curt Goldacker lONovember 2004 

USAF Col Shelby Ball 9 November 2004 

USMC Col A. E. Van Dyke lONovember 2004 

Tab.B. 
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f6~8 
TAB.A 

~~,, · "''.' "3 /': !I: 32 
September 30, 20'04 ("'-..) 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Ryan Henry 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld }fL 
SUBJECT: Sinai Commitment 

Here we are, three years later, and we still have a significant number of people' 

committed to the Sinai force. Please get a plan to me to cut it by one-third. We 

should also have a plan to cut it to no more than l 00 within two years. 

We can do this .. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
093004-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ l_D_,_Jvi~-+/-o--i1y.__ __ 

TabA 
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,,. 

CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR:. SECRETARYOF DEFENSE 

FROM:. General Richard B .. Myers, CJC, ll{t,v 

,......-..... . 

#'Ill""''' ~--\, ,.,..... ~·4 ·1 ..,.., 
CM~2-202~07i' · . • ; ~ :,, ·• 
23 November 2004 

SUBJECT:. Multinational Force and Observers. (MFO) Sinai Commitment 

• Issue .. "Here we. are, three. years later, and we. still have. a significant number of 
people committed.to. the. Sinai force. Please.get a plan to me to. cut it by one-third. 
We should also have a plan to cut it to no more. than 1 OOwithin two years.". (TAB A) 

• Conclusion. There are several options. available to. reduce the. DOD Sinai 
commitment,. all of which require. a significantinteragencyinvestmentand the. 
agreement of Israel,. Egypt and MFO HQ Rome. (TABB). 

• Discussion. if such prerequisites. can be. met, the Department of Defense can 
reduce. its MFO commitments by over one-third by transitioning from a static 
observation plan -1.TEllnirg all check points. (CPs) 24/7 - to an alternating 
observation coverage plan,. manning selected CPs on an irregular basis. 
Additional. MFO force reductions. include contracting.existing DOD-provided 
support capabilities.(aviation,. finance, postal, materiel management) and 
elimination of MFO sectors.five and six (TAB C). 

COORDINATION:. TAB.D 

Attachments.: 
As stated 

Prepared By:. Lieutenant GeneralJ .. T. Conway, USMC; Director,J.3J ... (b_)(_6) __ _, 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLVOSD 1aa21-011 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

RyanHenry 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete. Pace 

Paul Wolfowitz 

f8t,8 
TABA 

Donald Rumsfcld }Jl 
SUBJECT:. Sinai Commitment 

~:·~tt ...... ~3 .u: !1: 32 
September30, 2004 

Here we are, three.years later, and we. still have. a significantnumber ofpeople 

committed to the Sinai. force. Please get a plan to me to cut it by. one-third. We 

should also have a plan to cut it to no m:>re than l OOwithin two years .. 

W c. can do this .. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
093004-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ I o__.l-=-lA---L-.L./_o ....... '/ __ 

Tab A 

F8eJ8 
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TABB 

27 October 2004 

INFORMATION PAPER 

Subject: Mu1tinational Force and Observers. (MFO)Sinai Commitment 

1. Purpose. To provide information on ways to reduce OOD l\.1FO Sinai force 
leve1 commitments. 

2. Key Points 

• Efforts lo reduce the. DOD MFO commitment will require interagency 
support and agreement by lhe 1982 l\.1FO Protocol signatories: Israel, Egypl 
and MFO HQ Rome. 

• (FOUO) Meeting. the. SccDef force reduction timeline requires OSD(P) 
negotiations to be completed in sufficient time to a11ow the US A1my time to 
identify, alert and mobilize the required force. 

<Pet1e) MF0-49 (Jan 06, 395 personnel. (PER);rcduced from MF0-
48, 687 PER): 

• Negotiations compleied June 2005 
• Forces sourced/ a]erted Ju Jy 2005 
• Forces mobilized October 2005 
• Forces deploy December 2005 

(FOUe) MF0-50 (Jan07, 89 PER): 

• Negotiations completed 
• Forces sourced / alerted 
•. Forces. mobilized 
• Forces deploy 

June 2006 
July 2006 
October 2006 
December 2006 

• (FOUe) There arc. several long-term tasks OSD(P) should pursue to support 
both the near-term force level reductions. and the ultimate goal of 
withdrawing all US. Sinai forces. 

(FOUO' Inform signatories and MFO HQ Rome of USG intent to 
initiate MFO force level reductions. beginning January 2006 and full 
US infantry. battalion withdrawal. by January 2007. 

(FOt1e) Intensify efforts to identify donor nations. to backfill the US 
infantry battalion obligation. Identified donor nation would have to 
be vetted with the signatories and MFO HQ Rome. 

Tab B 



(Pflt:fOyinitiate talks and ultimately negotiations to close the. MFO 
Sinai mission and. transfer focus towards a Gaza observation 
m1ss10n. 

• (FOUO' The following actions reduce current. force levels by over one-third. 
If executed,. the estimated MF0-49 force level would be. 395 PER .. 

(~fltlfl) Transition. from a static observation plan to. an alternating 
observation coverage plan in. US sectors five and six .. 

• <t-000) US sectors. five and. six contain 12 fixed observation 
posts. and check points. 

• (1-flUO) US forces currently staff all I 2.sites daily. 

• (FOt:ft,t An alternating. coverage plan allows the commander. to 
develop a plan. to. staff selected fixed sites. based. on mission 
requirements and intelligence assessments. Rotating staffing 
for up to. six fixed sites on.an alternating basis should.reduce. 
infantry battalion requirements by two companies, or 150 PER. 

• (Pflt:ffl) Concurrently, inform signatories and MFO HQ Rome 
of USG intent to. not field the. infantry battalion. requirement 
h,..r,-;,..,,..,,,..,rr. T!:!~lH"!rv ':>()()7 '°'nri irdti~t~ r~rhu·t1'rm in TJ~ fo,-,-P-
t,J"""b .............. o --·-~J _...,.,,, .. ~-- ----······ ......... -·-- .L-- .. ·- --~·.· -
levels beginning January 2006 .. This action supports staffing 
requirements for a new observation plan. 

(F8UO) Outsource. US-provided helicopter support resident in the. 
MFO support battalion. 

• (PfltfO) US Army provides. 10 UH-1. helicopters with crew and 
required support personnel, and is scheduled to replace UH-1 
fleet with UH-60 aircraft in FYOS, which may increase 
personnel requirements. 

• (POt:fO) Contracting helicopter capability will require 
additional funding, estimated 2 years ago to. be $18M dolJars. 
the first year and $13M dolJars. in. the outyears,. causing an 
increase. in USG MFO funding levels .. Increased funding levels 
wiJI require a Presidential Determination. finding and. the 
identification of a funding source. 

• :r(FOt:fO) Contracted helicopter support will reduce US force 
levels by 105 PER and possibly an additional 37 PER in the. 
MFO Support Battalion HQ structure. 

(rOUfl) Eliminate. redundant. US force structure. and capabilities. 

B-2 TabB. 

FOft OFl=ICIAL USE ONLY 
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• (FOUO, Task Force Sinai (US element of MFO) contains two 
battalion headquarters for 687 PER .. The. infantry battalion 
headquarters provides command and control (C2)for the. 
observation mission, and. the support battalion headquarters 
provides. C2 for l\1FO logistic operations .. 

• (FOUO) Combining. both operations. under. one. battalion C2 
node is executable, but requires an assessment by the. US 
A1my and agreement by the signatories and MFO HQ Rome. 

• · (FOUO, Reduction of one. battalion headquarters. could reduce. 
force level by 37 PER. 

• (JilOUO) The. following actions. reduce. MF0-50 force levels to. 89 PER .. 

<fi6UO) OSD(P) identifies a new donor nation to replace US infantry 
battalion capability in l\1FO sectors. five and six .. 

• (Fb'9S, Donor nation would have to be vetted and approved by 
the signatories and. MFO HQ Rome .. 

• · (Jil6U6) If no donor nation is. identified, recommend 
eliminating sectors five and six and moving sector four 
southern boundary to include the. town of Taba .. A boundary. 
change. would have. to be negotiated with the. signatories. and. 
l\llFO HQ Rome. 

• (FOUO) Eliminating US infantry battalion obligations reduces 
current. force level by 425. PER .. 

(JiletJe) Outsource. selected US-provided I\1FO support battalion 
capabilities .. 

• (fi6UO) Replace explosive ordnance demolition,. materiel 
management, postal, finance and selected medical capabilities 
with contracted services. 

• (FOUe, Contracted capability. would increase. l\.1FO costs,. 
requiring an additional funding source and. a Presidential 
Determination finding. 

• (FOGO) Contracted logistic support should reduce US force 
levels. by 43.personnel. 

B-3. Tab B 



TAB C 

........ 1111 

Sinai Commitment 
and 

Force Reduction IPR 

01 November 2004 

This Joint Staff briefing is classified 

UNCLASSIFIED/If OU O 

11-L-0559/0SD/038251 
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SecDef Direction 
....... 1111 

• Cut US Multinational Force and Observer (MFO) 
Sinai force by one-third 

• Develop a plan to reduce US force levels to 100 
within 2 years 

11-L-0559/0SD/038252 
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Assumptions 
·1 .. ••••••1111 

• MFO signatories and contributor nations do not want to decrease 
MFO structure or alter its mission 

• Israel and Egypt want US military presence for security 
- Keeps United States engaged in Miiddle East peace process 
- United States serves as MFO backbone 
- Helps ensure other MFO participanits wi 11 not back out 
- United States is honest broker 
- United States funds one-third of MIFO costs 

• US force level reduction may need to be met with an increase in US 
commitment in other areas 
- Must make best efforts to recruit backfill donor nations 
- Contract and fund helicopter support 
- Increasing OLIVE HARVEST suppc•rt 
- Increase civilian observer unit to expand coverage 

11-L-0559/0SD/038253 
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Janos Oct OS 

MFO.- 48 (687 PER) 

Headquarters Staff 
Medical Detachment 
Infantry Battalion HQ 

Line Company 
Line Company 
Services 
Materiel Management 
EOD Detachment 
Aviation Detachment 
Line Company 
Line Company 
Support Battalion HQ 

MFO Transition Timeline 
........ 1111 

I I 
Jan 06 Oct06 Jan 07 

Negotiations 
With 

Signatories 

MFO- 4-9 (395 PER) 

Headquarters Staff 
Medical Detachment 
Infantry Battalion HQ 

Line Company 
Line Company 
Services 
Materiel l'lanagement 
EOD Detachment 

11-L-0559/0SD/038254 

MFO - 50 (89 PER) 

Headquarters Staff 
Negotiations Medical Detachment 

With ~-------_. 
Signat·-· Jll>I 

Tab C 



MF0-48 Force Structure 

MFO HeadquartersStaff 27 
Infantry Battalion HQ 125 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 
Support Battalion HQ 37 
Services 12 
Materiel Management 14 
EOD Detachment 5 
Medical Detachment 62 
Ali!iatiaa Detacbmeat 105 
Total 687 

lJne Third Reduction End State 111••••••1111 
MF0-49 Force Structure 

MFO Headquarters Staff 27 
Infantry Battalion HQ 125 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 
Line Gempany 75 
Support Battalion HQ 37 
Services 12 
Materiel Management 14 
EOD Detachment 5 
Medical Detachment 62 
A~iatien 9etaehment 105 
Total 395 

Tab.C 
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MF0-49 Force Structure 

MFO Headquarters Staff 27 

Infantry Battalion Headquarters 125 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 
Services 12 
Materiel Management 14 
EOD Detachment 5 
Medical Detachment 62 
Total 395 

MFO Force 100 End State' 
... ••••1111 

MF0-50 Force Structure 

MFO Headquarters Staff 27 
lnfantl)• Battalion Headquarters 125 • 

line Company 75 
line Company 75 

Ser'lices 12 
Materiel Management 14 
EOD Detachment 5 
Medical Detachment 62 
Total 89 

Tab C 
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MFO Force 100 
. ·-··- - - - - - - - - -•••••111 

• OSD(P) 
- Inform signatories of force drawdown and propose alternatives 

• Identify donor nation backfill for US infantry battalion or 
eliminate some sectors 

• Outsource selected US capabilities (postal, limited medical, 
EOD, materiel management) 

- Obtain Presidential Determination and funding for contracts 

• Chairman of the JCS publish PLANORD directing US Army to 
identify: 
- US-provided capabilities that can be contracted 
- Force structure required to support limited MFO engagement 

• Complete: Oct 06 

11-L-0559/0SD/038257 
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One Third Reduction · 11111••••••1111 
• OSD(P) 

-. Inform signatories of force drawdown and propose alternatives 
• Modify observation plan reducing force requirements 
• Identify donor nation backfill for US force reductions 
• Outsource selected US capabilities (aviation) 

-Obtain Presidential Determination and funding for contracts 
- Recommend MFO increase civillian observer unit personnel 

• Chairman of the JCS publish PLANORD directing US Army to: 
- Identify US provided capabilities that can be contracted 
-.Assist Task Force Sinai development of modified observation plan 
- Develop plan to consolidate US MFO forces into one task force 

• Complete: Jan 06 

11-L-0559/0SD/038258 
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1Jf FO Sinai Zones and ScrtQr5 
........ 1111 

, ___ _ 
---

·" 

......... 
r., 
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USA 

ISA/NESA 

TABD 

COORDINATION PAGE 

COL Chappell 

Mr. Hulley 
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10 November 2004 

27. October 2004 
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November 8, 2004 

TO:. Paul Wolfowitz ,, 

Gen Dick Myers .. 
. Steve Canibone 
Ray DuBois 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ I 

SUBJECT: Alert Status 

We need to. thirk through whether we want to lower the. alert status arrangements 

and, therefore, costs for those. activities that DoD is engaged in. 

Please get back to me .witla proposal. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
110804,,l l 

;;:;;: ;;;;:,:;;,;: ..... j~ :;i; ...................................... .. 

OSD 18858•011 
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TO:. 

cc: 
FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld* • 

SUBJECT:. Individual Ready Reserve 

October 6,2004. 

I understand the Marines very carefully follow their Individual Ready Reserve and 

the rest of the services don't do as good ajob. 

Please find out what the Marines do,. and let's fashion a program we agree with 

and impose it on all the services. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
100604·2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by l oLz..?ar / olf 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

... r- - ~· 

November 23,2004 -.12:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dav~d S.~hu, USD(P&R) 
( . ?11--:1( <it'., (;' At--t._,. ..(.~.., Ar'~ V t;:~.1-1 

SUBJECT: Indiviciua1 ·Ready Reserve (IRR)-SNOWFLAKE (attached) 

• You recommended that we fashion a program to improve. IRR management by using 
the Marine Corps program as a model. We are doing so .. 

• At the July 2004 IRR Conference we developed an aggressive IRR program based on 
the three pi I Jars of the Marine Corps program: Expectation Management, Management 
Concepts, and IRR Use and Access. 

o Expectation Management: A deliberate. DoD-wide program to educate. service 
members, the public, and the Congress on the IRR, and members' Military 
Service Obligations (MSO) and responsibilities. 

o Management Concepts: Tracking of musters,. memb~r location,. and readiness .. 

o IRR Use. and Access:. The. services are reviewing the Marine Corps. model of 
linking members to an operations plan, local face-to-facemuster/assessments, 
and tracking the currency of military experience. 

• Web-based technologies will be employed. We are encouraging the Services to adopt 
the USMC Reserve Duty On-Line (RDOL) web-based RC usage tool. It captures 
volunteer and recruiting opportunities, civilian employment information, and more. 

• First quarterly update on IRR improvement programs from the Services is due to me 
next month; I will provide you a summary. 

Attachment: As stated 

l(b )(6) 
Prepared By: Colonel Joseph Viani, OASD/RA(M&P), .... ___ _ 

0 0SD 18875-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/038263 
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~ 
~~'\ October 6,2004 

TO: David Chu 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld*· 

SUBJECT: Individual Ready Reserve 

I understand the Marines very carefully follow their Individual Ready Reserve and 

Lhe rest of the services don't do as good ajob. 

Please find out what the Marines do, and let's fashion a program we agree with 

and impose it on all the services. 

Thanks. 

DHRss 
100604-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PI ease respond by _ ........ l'----'O'--+f .... Z-=-°'L-=-+J ....... o'--'L/f---__ 

oso 18875- 04 
11-L-0559/0SD/038264 



. . . , . ,. . . . 

TO DavidCll11 

CC Gen Dick Myers 

FROM DonaWRand'eld ~, 

SUBJECT:. Virginia National Qmd 

I underatand that the Virginia National Guard is not good. Every, ete l tum. 

someone tella me they w resigning or tut they uc not recruiting NI so forth. 

What do we do about tixina. it? SboG1d someone 111k witll the Oo 

need 1le'W leadership? What do you propose? 
• I 

Thanks . 

. DNl.,6 

·•·"'""·· 

! 
I 

mor? Doesit 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pleau rupand by __ {3'-+t+-, 7....,/ ....... o_,.y_ 

TOT'l. P.0t 

11-L-0559/0SD/ 38265 
110 188 8 7-011 
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PERSONNEL AND 

READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM .. 

SUBJECT:. 

t".·..:r: /··: . .. -,;· l' ; ~ 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFEN~:;-t/,_';:;- -~ :.~'.~,-\.,:: 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON ,.,_\_., __ :, .. : .. , ·-··' ... ,:J 

WASHINGTON, o.C. 29301-4000 
2"Jq rT! 3 Pr-I 6: 3 0 

INFOMEMO 

!November 22. 2004-15:00 I . 
I • 

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

David S. ~SD(P&R) :, r 
. .. ~~~);,(((?~~'3',V..,..-,v&> ·, 

V ugmia National Guard-SNOWFLAKE ( attached) 
I 

• The Virginia Army National Guard achieved only 65 percent of· s FY 2004 
recruiting mission, but 94.Spercent of its strengthmission. 

• The. Virginia Air National Guard is. performing. better,. achieving 8.3 percent 
of its FY 2004 strength mission. 

• VirginiaArmy National. Guard is one of nine that havemissed their ARNO 
recruiting missions for the. past four years. ! 

j 

o They. are:. CT,. DE,. HI, IL, LA, MA, MD,. VA and VI.. 

o Overall,.the Virginia Anny National Guard missed its FY. 004 
recruiting mission of 56,002 by 7,209 and its. authorized stren th of 350,000 
by 7,081. ! 

• We. have. engaged the. Guard leadership. to lOOk at a rebalancing of structure. 

o We will meet with LTG Blum and his Directors on December 3 to 
establish the. "way ahead''. ! 

Attachment:. As stated i 

Prepared by:. Mr .. Rich Krimmer, OASD/RA(M&P), D 
! 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/038266 



PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

t14500 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C .. 20301·4000 

ACTION MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

. :- .·. 
' ·-· -

-,"":'~.rt ~,,..! ')~ ,..., 
.. · ; .j 

November 22,2004. 

DepSec Action __ _ 

Dr. David Ch~D (PERSONNEL AND ~~AJ?~~~SS) 
~-uAJ .t,. ~41-1.r., ~:.JA-~.v.:~!P' 

SUBJECT: MEASURING-B60TS ON GROUND (BOG)--Snowflake 

• The altached paper (Tab A) addresses your snowflake (Tab B) concerning "Army 
deployment length Lo Iraq and Afghanistan.". 

• We have. worked with the. Joint Staff, Joint Forces Command and the Army (tab C) to 
craft a lrulhful and. simple deployment measure. 

• We believe that this. measure will allow Lhe troops and their families to form realislic 
expectations of deployment duration for tours in support of the Global. War on Terrorism .. 

• If you agree we. will ensure this measure is promulgated as policy in the. deployment 
process .. 

RECOMMENDATION: Review and approve the auached measure of "Boots on Lhe 
Ground." 

Approved _______ Disapproved _______ Other ______ _ 

COORDINATION:. Joint Staff (Tab C) 

Auachments: 
As Staled 

Prepared. by: Dr. Paul Mayberry,~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/038267 
OSD 18889-04 



DRAFT 

''Bootli on Ground (BOG)" 

SecDef Guidance:. 
• Truthful, simple policy 
• A goal,. not a promise 
• Be precise;. above. all, be. honest 

Concept: 
• Boots on. Ground is. a unit management metric. based on time. in theater,. defined as 

the. CENTCOM AOR in support of OIF/OEF. 
• Individual. expectations arc. set based on unit's BOG date. 
• BOG is measured from the date the. center of mass of the unit main body arri vcs 

in theater until the. center of mass of the. unit main body departs theater as reported 
by the. service. component command .. 

Refinements: 
• Exact unit arrival date as reported by unit commanders. to the service. component 

command and validated by CENTCOM .. 
• Combat units report BOG at the Brigade/Regiment level. 

- All tasked. subordinate units will have the same BOG date-unless a 
subordinate. unit is moving independently of the. brigade or regiment. 

• Supporting.or separate. units will report BOG at the battalion, squadron,.company,. 
or detachment as defined by UIC/DUIC/UTC. 

• Deployments. are not to. exceed 365 days, to. include. all turn-over and coordination 
time. between rotating units .. 

• SecDef approval required for any BOG extension of Army. units beyond 365 days. 
- For other Services,. SecDef approval required for any BOG extension beyond 

prior approved Service rotation policy on which deployment was. based. 

Process. Changes:. 
• CENTCOM will:. 

- Submit all BOG extension. requests through Joint Staff for SecDef approval. 
- Receive, validate, and publish BOG dates for units on SIPRNET website. 

• CENTCOM Service Component. Commands. will: 
- Track BOG and return dates. for allocated units to. support sourcing decisions .. 
- Ensure BOG policy is disseminated, understood, and enforced throughout 

their units and arbitrate all discrepancies concerning BOG for their units .. 
• The. Joint Staff will monitor BOG policy implementation .. 
• If The Combatant Commander determines. The requirement for a unit is no longer 

needed, that unit may redeploy prior to. 365 days and a back fill. unit will not be. 
deployed. 

DRAFT 

11-L-0559/0SD/038268 
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TO:. David Chu 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Pete Pace 

?01'6 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfeld ~Jl, 
SUBJECT:. A1my Deployment Length Policy 

~ctob~r 27.,_ 2004 

Please wrile down a truthful, simple. policy thal can govern Army deployment 

length Lo Iraq and Afghanistan.. It should make clear that whatever we. decide 

upon is a goal, not a promise; and that many variables. over which we. exercise 

little control may cause. perturbations. 

Be precise and, above all, honest in laying it out.. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
102704-6 

......................•...•..........••..............•..•••....•..•.•... , 
Please respond by II f 11.,/of 

OSD 18889-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/038269 



Reply ZIP Code: 
20318-0300 

THE JOINT STAFF. 
WASHINGTON, DC 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECREf ARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
PERSONNEL AND READINESS 

Subject: OIF /OEF Boots on the Ground/ Army Deployment Length Policy 

-:.:,. 
1. Thank you for the. opportunity to review the proposed OSD (P&R) draft 

Boots on. the Ground (BOG)policy.l The. Joint Staff has reviewed and. 
coordinated with J-1. OCJCS/LC, USJFCOM, USA, USAF, USMC and USN. 
Recommended changes and. comments are enclosed. 

2, Th~ faint S1r· point of contact is Lieutenant Colonel Wallin, USAF; J-3; 
l(b)(6) V"'cL-

Enclosure 

Reference: 

IVACS: Q.... ~ ~ 
NORTON A .. SCHWARTZ 
Lieutenant General, USA 
Director, Joint Staff 

I. USD(P&R) memorandum,. 12 November 2004,."0IF /OEF Boots on the 
Ground/ A1my Deployment Length Policy" 

. 
~ ·~ 0. -Ci.~l ~'-Ol~~ ~~. 

~ ~ ~d.,~J~,v,e·~ ~~< .. \2..~c;. .. 

v~·~·· 'out-u~-;{ ... ~\.~~ .. ~ . 

11-L-0559/0SD/038270 



ENCLOSURE 

COMMENlS ON OIF /OEF BCXITS ON THE GROUND/ ARMY 
DEPI..DYfvlENT LENGIB POLICY DRAFT 

I. General Comment: All occurrences. of "365days" should be. replaced 
with" 12 months," for the following reasons:. 

a. Aligns policy guidance with Department of the Anny max Boots on 
the. Ground (BOG)definition of 12 months. 

b. Standardizes understanding of BOG policy within Joint Staff, 
combatant.commands. and. Services. 

c. Maintains current flexibility for force deployment/ redeployment 
planning and execution. 

d. Is a more realistic, albeit less accurate, expectation for US forces 
deploying to the USCENTCOM AOR. 

2. Page I, "Concept"paragraph, 1st bullet.. Change as follows: "Boots. 
on Ground (BOG) is a unit management. metricdef:ined as "date main 
bodv of the unit has reported in theater as reported by the service 
component command based on time. in theater,. defined as the 
USCENTCOM AOR in support. of OIF /OEF." 

REASON:. Paragraph deals. with BOG metric. Provides. clarification and 
specificity of the. BOG metric, a unit's. BOG begins. as soon as the. unit 
arrives. in the USCENTCOM AOR . 

3. Page. 1, "Concept"paragraph, 2nd bullet. Change. as. follows: 
''Individuals;. expectations. are. set. .. " 

REASON:. Correct punctuation. 

4. Page I, "Concept"paragraph, 3rd. bullet. "BOG is measured based 
on time n theater, defined as the 8E'f>lTCOM AOR in c .. ,pport of OIF/OEF 
from the. date the. center of mass a· the. unit. main body arrives. in theater 
until the center of mass of the. unit main body departs. the theater;. a 
unit's. BOG will not exceed 12 months.". 

REASON:. Paragraph deals. with the. BOG definition and. how BOG is 
measured. Provides specificity and standardization on start date and 
end date for determining BOG, supported. by US Army. 

5 .. Page I 2 "Refinements''paragraph, 2nd. bullet. Change as follows: 
"ArmyG_gombat units report BCXi at the Brigade/Regiment level. USMC 
combat units report BCXi at the. Battalion! Squadron level.". 

Enclosure. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038271 
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REASON:. USMC combat units report BOG at the battalion and 
squadron level. USMC battalion and squadron level units. deploy for 7-
months in accordance. with approved Service rotation policy. Regimental 
headquarters and above deploy for approximately 12 months. Different 
deployment lengths require USMC units. to report BOG at battalion and 
squadron level. 

6. Page 1 ,4'Refinements"paragraph, 2nd bullet, sub-bulleL Change as 
follows: "All tasked subordinate units will have the same BOG date 
unless. a subordinate unit is moving independentl v of the 
brigade/regiment or battalion/ sguadron." 

REASON: Provides guidance and cJarification for determining BOG for 
subordinate. units that are. independent of their higher echelon .. The. 
deployment flow plan is normally in phases and it is unrealistic to expect 
all units. to have the. same. BOG. 

7. Page 1 • "Refinements''paragraph, 3rd bullet.. Change as follows: 
"Supporting or separate units will report BOG at.the battalion, squadron, 
company, or detachment level as defined by UIC /DUIC (UTC for Air Force. 

. ) ,, umts. 

REASON:. Clarifies that not all Services. use UIC/DUIC for reporting 
BOG. The. US Air Force uses UTCs. 

8. Page I. "Refinements"paragraph, 5th bullet. Change as follows: 
"SecDef approval required for any BOO extension of Army units beyond 
.Jea 12 months .. 

REASON: The 12 months. BOG is the. maximum established BOG 
regardless of Service .. 

9. Page l, "Refinements".paragraQh,. 5th. bullet, sub-bullet. Change as 
follows: "For other Services, SecDef approval required for any 80G 
extension beyond standard Service rotation policy on which deployment 
was based. USMC and. Naval units. executing GNFPP /GMFP schedule in 
support of the. CENTCOM AOR will continue. to follow the GNFPP/GMFP 
process unless. otherwise. directed in a CJCS. EXORD Modification and 
subsequent. GNFPP / GM.FP change.'' 

REASON: Service deployment rotation policy is well defined and there is 
a rigorous system in place to manage deployments that exceed 
established standards. Service standard. rotation policy can and should 
be managed by the. Services .. Additionally, the SecDef is briefed on 
duration of non-standard. Service. contributions. during the. normal 

2 

11-L-0559/0SD/038272 
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. .. 

SecDef Orders. Book process. The addition cf GNFPP /GMFP wording 
acknowledges USMC and US Navy concerns .. Changes to these Service 
programs are briefed annually and whenever operational changes occur 
using the SecDef Orders Book process. 

I 0. Page I, "Refinements"paragraph. Add sixth bullet to read: 
"Selected individuals from a unit may exceed the I 2. months BOG due to 
operational circumstances." 

REASON: The operational situation may require that specific 
individuals within a unit may be required to. exceed BOG in order to fill a 
critical skill requirement .. 

11. Page 2,. "Process Changes:" paragraph, I st bullet, 2nd sub-bullet. 
Change as follows: "Receive, va1idate, and publish BOG dates for all 
units on a SIPRNET accessible website .. This website shall be accessible 
by all Force Providers (Joint and Service)to ensure proper planning, 
mobilization and training to support required rotations.'' 

REASON: Provides guidance to ensure dissemination of critical BOG 
information in a timely manner to all force providers through a universal 
secure manner. 

3 

11-L-0559/0SD/038273 
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TO: David Chu 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Pete. Pace. 

reu8.-

FROM:. Donald Rumsfeld -,, ~, 

SUBJECT: Anny Deploymenl Lenglh Policy 

October 27 ,2004 

, • , ! """'. ··, ~·: ~ .I• ~ ···. 

Please. wrile down a lruthful, simple policy lhal can govern Army deploymenl 

lenglh to Iraq and Af ghanislan. It. should make clear lhat whalever we decide 

upon is a goal, not a promise; and that many variables over which we. exercise 

little. control may cause. perturbations. 

Be precise and, above all,. honest in laying it out. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
102704-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 11 / 1 i-/ o 'f 

OSD 18889-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/038274 
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. · .. 
. ·- --···,. ·.··· 

- - ES-1211 

,·: . 1-04/014~40-. : De\,SecDef 
USDP ~Q\ 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: 

/?'FROM: 
f~~ 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

MIRA RlCARDEL, ASSISTANT SECRETARYO DEF 
FOR INTERN A Tl ON AL SECURITY POLICY (ACTIN 

SUBJECT: Thank You Letters for Afghanistan Election Assistance 

Four nations deployed additional forces to ISAF primarily in support of the Afghan 
presidential election: 

• Spain: Sent a light infantry battalion of 550, to augment long-term ISAF presence. of 
approximately 500 troops 

• Italy: Sent a light infantry battalion of 500 to augment a long-term ISAF presence. of 
500troops .. 

• Germany: Sent approximately 70 psychological wmi"are troops. to augment long-term 
ISAF presence of 2 I 00 troops. 

• Netherlands: Sent approximately250 troops, including 6 F-.16s) to augment long-. 
term presence. of approximately 500 .. 

At Tab A are proposed thank you letters to the MoDs of Italy, Spain,.Ge ,...--:~-->=
Netherlands for your signature. 

RECOMMENDATION: SecDef sign suggested thank you lett 

APPROVE ----

sat~ C) 

OTHER -----
----

DASO (~UR/NA TO~~i~ (kPS): ___ _ rTSA SO '··-

SAMA SO 

Coalition Mgt ~ary'ligfi.e. -t:Nov04 Dir (NATO): ___ _ MASO 

Prepared by: COL AJ Torres. ISP/EPS, l(b)(
5

) 

I 6 70flt. 

-

Prepared on: 11/3/200416:06 --- OSD 18894-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/038275 



- ··-· -· 
. '( 

11\11. , . 1 ' •. .. 

I~":, 

TO:. 

FROMi 

Doug Feith 

- \'•· 

'··. ···-··· . 

, 

SUBJECT:. Thank you to Italians. 

October 29,2004. 

I-oL\lo\4S40 
E~-\~\ \ 

We probably ought to send a thank you to the. Italians. for stepping up and 

providing troops for the.Afghan election,. and anyone. else who helped .. 

DHRss 
102904-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respo11d by I 1 { 5 /DY 

11-L-0559/0SD/038276 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS SERVICES 

EXECUTIVE SERVICES & COMMUNICATIONS 

December 1 ,2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR CABLES DUTY OFFICER 

SUBJECT:. Release of Message -.SECDEFLetterto Italy MOD Martino and 
Netherlands. MOD Kamp 

The attached package contains a message/cable to be. released via the Defense 
Messaging System (OMS). 

The. text of the. message. and accompanying letter ( as appropriate) has. been 
reviewed and cleared for release .. 

Please. return a copy. of this memo along. with a copy of the. transmitted message. to 
the. Correspondence. Control Division. 

Thank you. 

1YrclJi?~ ~ 
Executive. Services and Communications (' 

Attachments:. 
As stated 

CorrespondenceAnalyst C 
...c.. 

OSD 18894-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038277 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE. 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

The Honorab]e Antonio Martino 
Minister of Defense 
Via XX, Settembre 8 
00187Rome 
Ita1y 

Dear Antonio, 

DEC 1 2004 

I want to express my deep appreciation for Italy's support to the recent 
e1ection in Afghanistan. Your contributions he1ped ensure that this historic 
e1ection occurred in a safe environment. 

It is reassuring that we can count on Italy to be in the war on tenorism. 

Thanks so much. 

Sincerely, 

~ 

11-L-055~D/038278 

OSD 18894-04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

The Honorab1e Henk Kamp 
Minister of Defense of the Kingdom of the Nether1ands 
P.O. Box 20701 
2500 ES The Hague 
The Netherlands 

Dear Minister Kamp: 

DEG l 2004. 

I want to express my deep appreciation for the suppmt of The Netherlands to 

the recent election in Afghanistan. Your contributions helped ensure that this 

historic election occurred in a safe environment. It is reassuring that we can count 

on The Netherlands in the '8r' on terrorism. 

Sincerely, 

?.----11~~ 

A 
11-L-oss'-'301038279 

oso 18894-04 



UNCLASSIFIED 

DTG: 1016462 NOV 04 PAGE 01 ·~t ·)l 

Drafter's. Name COL A ,I JQBBES PE,SK OFFICER 
,)f fi,:e/ Phon-:- EUR, !(b}(6) I 

Release.::::• s Info DONALD H. :=:ms FELD, s E.CDE :::- , - i :i. .~ ) 

Action Pree ROUTINE 
Info P::·cc ROUTIKE 

S:f:ecat 

F::·om: SECDEF WASHINGTO::-.:J. L' 
To: AMEMI3ASSY ROME 

Info:. SECSTATE WASHINGTO::-.:J. DC 

SECDEF WASflIKGTON :•:: ! /•.::H.11..I~.S. 
SECDEF WASflIKGTON :::.i /FILE/USC·? :3P/!JSD2 EUR ?OL/ I 

TEXT FOLLOWS 

UNCLASSIFIED 

SUBJECT: LETTER TO ITALIA~ MINISTER OF DEFE~SE 

1. REQUEST AMEMBASSY FOR~'I/ARD SUBJECT LETTER TO THE HONORABLE MARTINO 
AS SOOK AS POSSIBLE. SIGKED ORIGIKAL TO FOLLOW. 

(I3EGI~ TEXT) 

TIIE ll0NORAI3LE ANTONIO MARTIKO 
MINISTER OF DEFENSE. 
VIA XX, SETTEMI3RE 8 
00187 ROME 
ITALY 

DEAR ANTO::-.:JIO, 

(PARA) I WANT TO EXPRESS At' DEEP APPRECIATION FOR ITALY'S SUPPORT TO 
THE RECENT ELECTION I::-.:J AFGHANISTAK. YOUR CONTRIBUTIO::-.:JS HELPED. E::-.:JSURE 
THAT THIS HISTORIC ELECTION OCCURRED. 1::-.:J A SAFE ENVIROKMENT. 

(PARA) IT IS REASSURING TllAT WE CAN COUNT ON ITALY TO I3E IN TIIE WAR 
ON TERRORISM. 

(PARA) THA..\JKS SO MUCH. 

SINCERELY,. 
/ /DONALD II. ?'Jt,:SFELD( I 

(END TEXT) 

UNCLASSIFIED. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038280 
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UNCLASSffIEC 

DIG: 1017112 NOV 04 PAGE 01 of 01 

D:::-af::er's Name 
Office/Phone 

COL , .T JQBBC':i C 

EUR, (b}(6) 
DPSK OFFICER 

I 
Releaser's Info DONALD H. RUMSFELD,SECDEF,-7100 

Action P:::-ec ROUTINE 

From: 
To: 

Info: 

Info P:::-ec ROUTINE 
S9ccat 

SECDEF WASIIINGTO:-J DC 
AMEBASSY TllE !!AGUE 
SECSTATE WASIIINGTO:-J DC 
SECDEF-C/SECDEF-N 
SECDEF WASHII\GTON DC/ /CHAIRS/ I 
SECDEF WASfIIKGTON DC// i:;'ILE/USOP ISP/TJSDP EUR POL// 

TEXT FOLLOWS 

U::-.JCLASSIFIED 

SUBJECT: LETTER TO THE NETHERLA::-.JDS MINISTER OF DEFENSE 

1. REQUEST AMEMBASSY FORWARD SUBJECT LETTER TO THE HONORABLE KAMP AS 
SOOK AS POSSIBLE. SIGKED ORIGI:-JAL TO FOLLOW. 

(BEGIK TEXT) 

TllE IIONORABLE llE:-JK KAMP 
MI::-.JISTER OF DEFENSE OF THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLAI\DS 
P .0. BOX 7.0701 
2500 ES TIIE IIAGUE 
THE NETHERLAI\DS 

DEAR MINISTER KAMP: 

(PARA) I WANT TO EXPRESS ,'lb' DEEP APPRECIATI0:::-.1 FOR THE SUPPORT OF THE 
NETfIERLAl\DS TO TIIE RECENT ELECTION I:-J AFGIIANISTAl\. YOUR 
CONTRII3UTIONS IIELPED El\SlJRE TfIAT TIIIS IIISTORIC ELECTION OCCURRED I:-J A 
SAFE EI\VIRONMENT. IT IS. REASSURING THAT WE CAN COUNT ON THE 
NETflERLAl\DS I:-J TIIE WAR ON TERRORISM. 

SINCERELY, 
/ /DONALD II. RUMSF'ELD/ / 

(END TEXT) 

lJ:-JCLASSif'IED 

11-L-0559/0SD/038281 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO:~ed 
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THE SECRETARY. OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 · 1 000 

The Honorable Antonio Martino 
Minister of Defense 
Via XX, Settembre 8 
00187Rome 

Italy ~ 
. ~. 

Dear Minister · . 

I want to express my deep appreciation for Ita1y's support to the recent 

election in Afghanistan. Your contributions helped ensure that this historic 

election occurred in a safe environment. lt is reassuring that we can count on Italy 

to be~ in the war on terrorism. 

Sincerely, 

G 
11-L-0559/0SD/038283 



THE SECRETARY. OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

The Honorable Henk Kamp 
Minister of Defense of the Kingdom of the Nether1ands 
P.O. Box 20701 
2500 ES The Hague 
The Netherlands 

Dear Minister Kamp: 

I want to express my deep appreciation for the support of The Netherlands to 

the recent election in Afghanistan. Your contributions he1ped ensure that this 

historic election occurred in a safe environment. It .is reassuring that we can count 

on The Netherlands tdi!i wj:S:tPl6 in the war on terrorism. 

Sincerely, 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/038284 



,I' • 

TO:. 

FROM:. 

GenDick~ 

Donald Rumsfeld U 
SUBJECT:. Manning Requests 

EOUO 

November 1,2004 

Ijust read~ October 6 memo on manning at Generdl Sanchez1s headquarters. It 

seems to me we have a real problem. A combatant commander asks for 

something. 1l1e Joint S::aff agrees to it.. You recommend it to. me. Then the 

Services. never f ulfiU it •. 

I would like a proposed solution to this problem fast. Either there is. something 

wrong with the request, orwe ought tofiU the request-but we shouldn't do what 

we. are doing .. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/6/04 CXS memo to SecDef re: Manning at General SarldB's Headquarters. [OSDl 3665-04) 

DHR:dll 
110104·16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 11 / I~/ o '{ 

OSD 18899-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038285 

--- i 



CHAJRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20311-9999 

INFOMEMO CM-21os-oiffiq OCT -7 AM 6: 53 
6 October 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY CF. DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard. B. ~' CJC~ /D/1:. 

SUBJECT: Manning at General Sanchez's. Headquarters 

• Issue .. "At the. recent Congressional hearings on Abu Ghraib,. there were several 
questions concerning the. manning at. General Sanchez's. Headquarters. I'd like to see a 
lay. down of the manning requests and how we filled them over the relevant period." 
(TAB A). 

• Conclusion. Overall,. manningrcquircmcnts for General Sanchez's Headquarters (CJTF-7) 
fluctuated from a low of 870 personnel to a high of 1,415. As depicted on the. attached 
chart (TABB), the. fill rate ranged fron a low of 65 percent to a high of 83percent of 
stated requirements. USCENTCOM managed the coordination and fill of CJlF-7 
personnel requests during the relevant period. 

• Discussion 

• The initial CJTF-7 organization was made up of the Amy's V Cblps Headquarters 
and augmented by a combination of individual Serviceaugmentees, coalition and 
interagency personnel. 

• In January 2(X)4. the. USJFCOM J-1. lllt:. wilh the. Services to identifynarnirg 
solutions for CJTF-?'s.Phase IV personnel requirements. At this time the CJIF-7 
Joint Manpower Document reflected an increase from 1,036 to 1,415 personnel. Due 
to the inciease in nq.ii.mret.svalidated by USCENTCOM, the correspondingfill 
level dropped to 65 percent in January 2004. This. was the. lowest personnel fill rate 
for General. Sanchez's headquarters. 

• Services are re qui red to provide "best-qua) ified" individuals. to fill Combatant 
commanderrequirementsl'in a timelymnec," The time rec:JJiedto fill a new 
narnirg requirement depends on the source-an Active Component individual can be. 
on station in 30-45 days; a Reserve. Component (RC) individual may require as many 
as 180 days to anive on station.. Cun-ently, there are. over 200 RC individuals serving 
our headquarters in Iraq, contributing to the. "requirement to. fill". time lag. 

COORDINATION:. TABC 

Attachments:. 
As stated 

. l(b}(6) 
Prepared By: RADM DonnaL Cnsp, USN; Director,J-I; .... ___ _. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038286 OSD 13665-04 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Gen. Abizaid 

TABA 

Donald Rumsfeld y/L_ 
SUBJECT Manning at General Sanchez's HQ 

September 10,2004 

At the recent Congressional hearings on Abu Ghraib, there were several questions 

concerning the manning. at General Sanchez's. Headquarters. I'd like to see a lay 

down of the manning requests and how we. filled them over the.relevant period. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091004-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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! 23 Jan 04:. JFCOM, JS J1 P&SR: Services agree to source 598 of 
640 (93%)1As in CJTF-7 Phase IV IA requirements A 11 Feb. 04: JFCOM releases message confirming sourcing of CJTF-7 
and responsibilityto fill IA. requirements, ! 15 Apr 04: P&SR for MNF-IIMNC-1. End of CJTF-7JMD 

! 15 May 04:. MNF-IIMNC-1 stand-up. CJTF-7 stands down 

A 15 Jun 04: MNF-l/MNC-1 FOC TabB. 
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NAME 

Col Higham 

Col Jones 

TABC· 

COORDINATION PAGE 

AGENCY DATE 

USJFCOM 15 September 2004 

USCENTCOM 14 September 2004 
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CHAIRMAN OFlHE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 
l' .. -

' -· ' 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOF DEFENSE { 

FROM:. General Richard B. Myers, CJ~ fl 1,/, 
SUBJECT: Manning Requests 

CM-iff j:;0.f. ": '! '. ') ~ 
26 November 2004 

• Issue .. "ljust read this October6 memo on manning at General Sanchez'sheadquarters. 
It seems to me we have a real problem. A combatant commander asks. for something. 
The Joint Staff agrees to it. You recommend it to me. Then the Services never fulfill it. 
I would like. a proposed solution to. this problem fast. Either there is something wrong 
with the request, or we ought to fill the request·· but we shouldn't do what we are 
doing.'' (TAB A). 

• Conclusion. The. current process for staffing the Joint Task Force (JTF) Headquarters 
(HQ) is not meeting the combatant commanders' requirements. The process. takes too 
long to fill needs. and is inadequate to handle the current volume of manning requests 
worldwide. My staff developed a solution to staffing the JTF HQ and briefed it to the 
Operations Deputies on 12November.. This proposed solution was. approved and will be 
l.m.ph::tncntcd bcfor~ th(; ~aid ofNovcmb~r. 

• Discussion. From 25 September to I October, a team led by USJFCOM with 
representation from the. Military Departments and the Joint Staff visited Combined 
Forces Command -Afghanistan (CFC-A) to assess. staffing. It determined CFC-A was 
staffed at unacceptable levels. The results were. briefed to the. Joint Chiet:i:; of Staff on 
22 October, during which the Joint Chiefs committed to provide 100-percent manning to 
CFC-A. Subsequently.you signed an execution order directing the. JOO-percent fill of the 
command by 15 December. 

• My staffs proposal is similar to the method used to staff CFC-A to l OOpercent. While. 
the current process. is. built. around concurrence.between the Services and combatant. 
commands, the proposed course will be. directive. and result in a total-manning solution. 
My staff and USJFCOM, in conjunction with the Military Departments, will determine. 
the. optimum staffing answer and will present the result. to. you and publish it as. an order 
under your authority. This will speed delivery of forces and leverage USJFCOM as. the 
Joint Force provider. Additionally, USJFCOM continues to work on the related issue of 
forming JTF HQs. CDRUSJFCOM is scheduled to present that effort to you on 
1 December. 

COORDINATION: TABB. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Rear Admiral Donna L. Crisp, USN; Director, J-1 ; .... r_)_(
6

_) ___ _. 

FOR OfflCIAL USE ONL'{ 
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., 

• 

TO: 

FROM:. 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsteld 0 
SUBJECT:. Manning Requests 

FOGG 

November 1,2004 

89J 

ljm,t read this October 6 memo on manning at General Sanchez's headquarters. It 

seems. to me we have. a real problem. A combatant commander asks for 

something. The Joint Staff agrees to it. You recommend it to me. Then the 

Services never fulfill it. 

I would like a proposed solution to this problem fast. Either there is ~ 

wrong with the request, oc we ought to fill the request - but we shouldn 'tdo what 

we. are doing. 

Thanks .. 

Attach. 
10/6104 CJCS memo to Sec Def re:. Manning at General Sanchez's Headquarters [OSD 13665-04] 

DHR:dh 
110104·16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please resp011d by II / 1 ~ / o '/ 

POGO 

oso 18899-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038291 
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:~ 
CHAJRMAN OF fflE JOINT CHIEFS Of STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2031H991 

INFO MEMO _?(!llt Qt'T 7 Ht 6• 53 CM-2105-04..:.'1 ·~1 - fli1 • 

6 October 2004 

FOR SECRETARYOF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, ex~ /IJ( I, 

SUBJECT : . Manning at General Sanchez's Headquarters 

• Issue. "At the recent Congressionalheruings on Abu Ghraib, there were several 
questions concerning thenamirg at General Sanchez's Headquarters. I'd like to see a 
lay down of the manning requests and how we fit led ttBn over the relevant peric.xl." 
(TABA). 

• Conclusion. Overall, namirg requirements for Gcncrnl Sandlez' s Hcadqumters (CJ'IF-7) 
fluctuated from a low of 870 personnel to a high of 1,415. As depicted on the attached 
diart. (TABB), the fill rate ranged from a low of 65 percent to a high of 83 percent of 
stated requimnents. USCENTCOM managed the coordination and fi 11 of CJ'IF-7 
personnel requests during the relevant pe1iod. 

• Discussion 

• The initial CJTF-7 organization was made up of the Army's V O:>q:s Headquai1ers 
ana augmented by. a combmatlon of individuai Scrvicc.augmemees, coalition ana 
interagencypersonnel. 

• In January 2004, the. US~ J~ 1 met with the Services to identifynamirg 
solutionsfor CJTF-7 's Phase IV personnel requirements .. At this time the CJ'IF-7 
Joint Manpower Document reflected an increase from 1,036 to 1,415 personnel. Due 
to. the increase m requirements validated by. USCENTCOM, the con-espondingfill 
level dropped to 65 percent in Januaty 2004 .. This was the lowest personnel fill rate 
for General Sanchez's headquarters. 

• Services are. required to provide "best-qualified" individuals.to fill Combatant 
commander requirements "in a timelylla1a." The time IeqUired to fill a new 
namirg requirement depends on the source-an Active Component individual can be 
on station in 30-45 days; a Reserve Component (RC)indi vi dual may requir-e as mil'¥ 
as 180days to anive on s:a:.jm. Currently.there ru-eover200.RC individuals serving 
our headquarters in fraq, conhibutingto the "requirement to fill". time lag. 

COORDINATION:. TAB.C 

Attachments:. 
As stated 

. . l(b )(6) 
Prepared By: RADM Donna.L .. Q:up,USN;D,rector,J-I; ._ ___ ___, 

11-L-0559/0SD/038292 
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TABA 

September 10,2004 

TO: Gen. Didt ~ 

CC: Gen. Abizaid 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld P • 
SUBJECT Manning at General Sanchez' sHQ 

At the recent Congressionalhearings on Abu G1r.ail),there were several questions 

concerning the llB1'1rlllg at General Sanchez's Headquarters. I'd. liJe to see alay 

down of the manning requests and how we filled ttxm over the. relevant period. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
09\004-6 

...........•............... , ... , ••••.•..................•.•••.•.•......•. 
Please respond by '1 / l'O I 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038293 
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£ 23 Jan 04: JFCOM, JS J I PB.SR: SeNices agree to source 598. of 
640. (93%) 1As inCJTF-7 Phase.IV IArequirements 

/,, 11 Feb 04: JFCOM releases message confirming sourcing of CJTF-7 
and responsibility to fill. IA requirements. 

Ja, 15Apr 04:. P&SR for MNF-IIMNC-1. End of CJTF-7 JMD 

fe' 15May04: MNF-IIMNC-lstand-up. CJTF-7 stands down 

8 15Jun 04: MNF-1/MNC-~ FOG TabB 
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NMIE 

Col Higham 

Co] Jones 

TAB.C· 

COORDINATION PAGE 

AGENCY 

USJFCOM 

USCENTCOM 

DATE 

15 September 2004 

14 September 2004 

TabC 
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Ms. Cecconi 

UNCLASSIFIED 
TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

USJFCOM 9. November 2004. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
11-L-0559/0SD/038296 
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

CHAIRMANOFlHE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJcs(,Jl#lll~1, 

SUBJECT: Manning Requests 

';~H .. 1 ..... ,1 ,-... l 

" ... 

• Issue. ''I just read this October 6 memo on manning at General Sanchez's headquarters. 
It seems to me we have a real problem. A combatant commander asks for something. 
The Joint Staff agrees to. it.. You recommend it to me. Then the Services never fulfill it. 
T would like a proposed solution to this problem fast. Either there is something wrong 
with the request, or we ought to. fill the request -- but we shouldn't do what we are 
doing." (TAB A) 

• Conclusion .. The current process for staffing the Joint Task Force (JTF) Headquarters 
(HQ) is nor meeting the combatant commanders'requirements. The process rakes too 
long to fill needs and is. inadequate to handle the. current volume of manning requests 
worldwide .. My staff developed a solution to staffing the JTF HQ and briefed it to the. 
Operations Deputies on l 2November. This proposed solution was approved and will be 
implemented before the end of November. 

• Discussion. From 25 Septemberto lOctober, a team led by USJFCOM with 
representation from the. Military Departments and the Joint Staff visited Combined 
Forces Command - Afghanistan (CFC-A) to. assess staffing. Tt determined CFC-A was 
staffed at unacceptable levels .. The results were briefed to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 
22 October, during which the Joint Chiefs committed to provide 100-percent manning to. 
CFC-A .. Subsequently, you signed an execution order directing the. 100-percent fill of the. 
command by 15.Decernber. 

• My staffs proposal is similar to the method used to. staff CFC-A to. IOOpercent. While. 
the current process is. built around concurrence between the Services. and combatant 
commands,. the. proposed course will be directive and result in a total-manning solution .. 
My staff and USJFCOM, in conjunction with the Military Departments, will detennine 
the optimum staffing answer and will present the. result to you and publish it as. an order 
under your authority. This. will speed delivery of forces and leverage USJFCOM as the 
Joint Force provider. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As.stated 

Prepared By: Rear Admiral Donna L.. Crisp, USN;. Director,J-I ... !(b_)_(6_) ___ _ 

(). .. .> ., ., 
·! .,. 

---
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Ms. Cecconi 

UNCLASSIFIED 
TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

USJFCOM 9 November 2004 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM:. 

SUBJECT:. 

Powell Moore 

COL Steve. Bucci 
Cathy Mainardi 

rsue 

November 22,2004' 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

Meeting with FresHman Senators. and Congressmen 

We ought to invite all the freshman senators and congressmen down to the 

Pentagon sometime in the next week. 

Thanks .. 

DHRss 
t 12204-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 11 / 1,~ { ,o i 

OSD 18917-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/038299 



THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF [;)EFENSE .. _ 

WASHINGTON, DC 20.30,1:-1300 
. .'· .. 

LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS. November 23,2004 4:30 PM. 

FOR:. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM:. Powell. A. Moore, Assiral Senetarl of Defense 
for Legislative. Affairs (b}(6) 

SUBJECT:. Response to SECDEF Snowflake regarding Meeting with Freshmen Senators. 
and Congressmen 

• You asked to meet with the new Senators and Congressmen next week. Freshman 
orientation has concluded and it is highly unlikely that any of the freshmen will be 
in town next week. 

• The Deputy Secretary did meet with House Republican Freshmen on the Hill 
during their orientation last week. We are planning an orientation day in the 
Pentagon sometime in early January when all freshmen are expected to return to 
Washing ton .. 

Attachment:. 
SECDEFSnowflake 112204-2 

11-L-0559/0SD/038300 OSD 18917-04 



rs~o 

... -
November 22, 2004:· 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Powell.Moore 

COL Steve. Bucci 
Cathy Mainardi 

Donald Rumsfel'J'-

Meeting with FresHman Senators. and Congressmen 

We. ought to invite all the freshman senators. and. congressmen down to the 

Pentagon sometime in the. next week. 

Thanks. 

DHRss 
112204·2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I f / ~~ /,., ~ 

FOG& 
OSD 18917-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038301 



TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Special Forces Update 

.,.""" 
TABA 

October 15,2004 

I'd like a piece of paper that is clear -- without a lot of extra words, that is readable 

- that explains what I've done with respect to Special Forces since I came~ 

I. think I know, but I'd like to see. some quantification of it. 

Thanks. 

DKR:ss 
101504·3. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by /1/1 b,V 

~ 
N 
N 

--
" 0 
(\ 

1' 
0SD 18958-04 C 

--t 
TahA 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS. 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE. PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON,. D. C .20301-4000 

ACTION MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFE~-~-~~ De~S-ec Action 

David S. C. Chu, USD (P&R)~--~~/J, (_ /:·/z . ..-.i-~ 

\ .. · .. -~ .,-
-- ,_}/ · 'J',7?"1-;i'..,•/.;._Z_"j/ .::· . ..1 

Responsibility for Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP) 
--SNOWFLAKE (Tab B) 

''.t rt"\. i., _,. I I 

You requested the. redirection of absentee voting assistance responsibilities for non-DoD 
affiliated citizens covered under the Uniformedand Overseas CitizensAbsentee Voting 
Act (UOCAVA)and Executive. Order 12642 of June 8, 1988. (Tab C). 

The proposed Executive Order designates. the Secretary of State as the Presidential. 
designee for UOCAVA and absolves. you of such responsibility. 

• The Department of State would assume executive branch policy and oversight 
responsibilities for administration of UOCAVA and would provide direct absentee 
voting assistance to overseas citizens. and non-DoD Federal employees overseas. 

• DoD would continue. to provide. direct absentee. voting assistance. to Uniformed 
Services. voters,. their family members,. and overseas DoD employees and contractors .. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you approve. the transfer of responsibilities for UOCA VA 
to the Secretary of State .. A memorandum from you to the President. and a draft 
Executive Order are. at Tab A .. 

COORDINATION:. DoD General Counsel reviewed the draft Executive Order. I.have 
discussed the proposed shift in responsib~lity with Unde1: Secreta7. of State/or 
Management, Grant S. Green,. Jr, and he ,s. aware of our mtent.. (_ T(J, b D) 

Approved _______ Disapproved ______ Other ______ _ 

Prepared by: P. K. Brunelli, Director,. FV AP, ... r_)(_6_) ----

ft 

11-L-ossWso103s303 OSD 18960-04 
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THE SECRETARY. OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Responsibility for Federal. Voting Assistance. Program (FV AP) 

The enclosed Executive Order designates the Secretary of State as. the. Presidential 
designee for the. Uniformed and Overseas CitizensAbsentee VotingAct (UOCAVA). 

• The. Department of State would assume. Executive. Branch. policy and oversight 
responsibilities for administration of UOCA VA and would provide. direct. absentee. 
voting assistance to overseas citizens and non-DoD Federal employees. overseas. 

• DoD would continue to provide direct absentee voting assistance to Uniformed 
Services. voters,. their family members,. and overseas.DoD employees. and. contractors. 

G 
11-L-0559/0SD/038305 



DRAFT 

Executive Order of ----

Designation of the Secretary of State as the Presidential Designee Under Title 
I of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue. of the authority vested in me as President by the. Constitution and laws of the. United 
States of America, including section 101 (a) of the Uniformed and Overseas. Citizens. Absentee 
Voting Act (Public Law 99-410) ("the Act") mid section 301 of title 3, United States. Code, it is 
hereby ordered as. follows: 

Section l. The Secretary of State is. hereby designated as. the "Presidential designee" under Title 
l of the Act. 

Section 2. In order to effectuate the purposes of the Act, the Secretary of State is. hereby 
authorized to. delegate in writing any or all functions, responsibilities, powers, authority, or 
discretion devolving upon him in consequence of this. designation to any person or persons. 
within the. Department of State. 

Section 3 .. The Secretary of Defense shall cooperate. with the Presidential Designee in carrying 
out the purposes of the Act and shall establish a voting assistance program in the Department of 
Defense for matters pertaining to absent uniformed services. voters. ( as that term is defined in 
section I 07 of the Act). and overseas. Department of Defense civilian employee and contractor 
voters. 

Section 4 .. Executive Order l 2642 of June IO, l 988,.is. revoked. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

11-L-0559/0SD/038306 
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TO:. 

cc: 
FROM: 

David Chu. 
Powell Moore 

Larry Di. Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld <v/l 
SUBJECT:. Absentee Ballots 

September 30,2004. 

Immediately fol1owing the election, please start the process of redirecting the 

absentee. ballot responsibility (The Federal Voting Assistance Program or. FV AP), 

for everyone except the military, to the Depaitment of State .. 

DoD should handle just the military, since the military is less than half the total. 

People think of the embassies as the logical place to be helpful on this.matter. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
093004-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please r_espoud by ~-I 0--+--/ 2-____._'f.,._/ _o-+if---

1eue 
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. ..-..---
Federal Register 

Vol. 53, No. ttz 

Friday • .June 10. 1988 

Title. 3-

.' · The President 

1m Doc. -.133sz 
l•'iled 6-8--86. u,.29· pml 
Billing tode lt9S-Ot.-M 

21975 

Presidential Documents 

Executive. Order 12642 (f June 8, 1988 

Designation of the Secretary of Defense as the. Presidential 
Designee Under Title I of the Uniformed and Overseas. 
Citizens. Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue. lf the authority vested in me as Presidcnl by the Constitution and 
laws ct' the United States of America. including section 101(a] of the Uni-. 
formed and Overseas. Citizens Absentee Voting Act (Public Law 99-410) ("the 
Act"). il is hereby ordered asfollows: 

Section L The Secretary of Defense is hereby designated as. the "Presidential 
designec" under Tille. I of the Act. .. 

Sec.%- In order to. effectuate the purposes of the. Act, the. Secretary of Defense 
is hereby authorized to delegate any or all of the. functions, responsibilities, 
powers,. authority. or discretion. devolving upon him in consequence. of this. 
Order to any person or persons within the Department ,f Defense. 

THE wmn: HOUSE, 
June· 8. 1988. 

11-L-0559/0S D/038310 



COORDINATION SHEET 

Voting Assistance Provided to Overseas Citizens 

(b )(6) 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 
Powell. Moore. 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ~{l 
SUBJECT: Absentee. Ballots. 

,. ....... .. ~ . .. . . ,.~ .. 

Immediately following the. election, please start the process. of redirecting the. 

absentee. ballot responsibility (The Federal Voting Assistance Program or FY AP), 

for everyone. except the military, to the. Department of State .. 

DoD should handlejust the military, since. the military is. less. than half the. total.. 

People think of the. embassies as. the. logical place to be. helpful on this. matter. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
093004,18. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 10/21./ o'f __ 

11-L-0559/0SD/038312 
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Executive Order of ----

Designation of the Secretary of State as the Presidential Designee Under Title 
I of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and laws of the United 
States of America, induding section 1 OI(a) of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee 
Voting Act (Public Law 99-410) ('1.he Act") and section 30 I of title 3, United States Code,. it is. 
hereby ordered as follows: 

Section I. The Secretary of State is hereby designated as the "Presidential designee" under Title 
I of the Act.. 

Section 2. In order to effectuate the. purposes. of the Act, the Secretary of State is hereby 
authorized to delegate any or all functions, responsibilities, powers,. authority, or discretion 
devolving upon him in consequence of this designation to any person or persons within the 
Department of State. 

Section 3. The Secretary of Defense shall cooperate with the Presidential Designee in carrying 
out the purposes of the Act and shall establish a voting assistance program in the Department of 
Defense for matters pertaining to absent uniformed services. voters ( as that term is defined in 
section 107. of the Act), their family members, and overseas Department of Defense civilian 
employee and contractor voters. 

Section 4. Executive Order 12642 of June 10, 1988, is revoked. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

11-L-0559/0S D/038313 



UNDER. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSEPENTAGON. 

WASHINGTON, D.C .. 20301-4000 
,.. ........... r;.. - .• 

PERSONNEL ANO. 
READINESS 

INFO MEMO 

November 23,2004 - 5:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSi!"·· 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, USD P&R) 
\ 

.... ·------ .. -"' 

SUBJECT: Responsibility for Voting Assistance Provided to Overseas Citizens 
--SNOWFLAKE(Tab A) 

• Executive. Order 12642. (June. 8, I 988) assigns DoD responsibility for the 
requirements of the Uniformed and Overseas CitizensAbsentee Voting Act 
( UOCAVA). A new Executive Order is needed to carry. out your intent. 

• The. proposed Executive Order at Tab B transfers responsibilities for UOCAVA to the 
Secretary of State. 

• The. Department of Defense would continue to provide absentee voting assistance to 
absent Uniformed Services voters, their family members, overseas DoD employees 
and overseas DoD contractors .. 

• The. Department of State. would assume policy and oversight responsibi Ii ties. for 
administration of UOCAVA and would provide absentee voting assistance to overseas 
citizens and other overseas Federal employees. 

• DoD will determine personnel, space, and budget resources that should be. transferred 
from the Department of Defense to. the. Department of State. 

• We. have. begun the process of coordinating this. action with the. Department of State .. 

RECOMMENDATION: lnformationOnly. 

Attachments: As. stated 

l(b}(6) 
Prepared by: P. K. Brunelli,.Director, FVAP, ______ _. 

0 
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TO:. David Chu 
Powell Moore. 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ~/l 
Absentee Ballots. 

., 

··· ·. Sept~n!ber 30,2004 

,. , ... .. t. - • . ,.._", : , 

Immediately following the election,. please start the process of redirecting the 

absentee. ballot responsibility (The Federal Voting Assistance. Program or FY AP), 

for everyone. except the military, to the Department of State .. 

DoD should handlejust the military, since the. military is less. than half the total. 

People think of the. embassies. as. the. logical place to. be. helpful on this. matter.. 

Thanks. 

DHR.ss 
093004-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ __.__l~/21/_l]tf __ 

''?7'/~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/038315 
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Executive Order of ----

Designation of the Secretary of' State as the Presidential Designee Under Title 
l of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as Presidenl by the Constitution and laws of the United 
States of America, including section lOl(a) of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens.Absentee 
Voting Acl (Public Law 99-410)("the Act") and section 301 of title 3, United States Code,. it is 
hereby ordered as follows: 

Section I. The Secretary of State. is hereby designated as. the "Presidential designee" under Title 
I of the Act.. 

Section 2. In order to effectuate the purposes. of the Act, the Secretary of State is. hereby 
authorized to delegate any or aJJ functions, responsibilities, powers,. authority, or discretion 
devolving upon him in consequence of this designation to any person or persons within the 
Departmenl of State. 

Section 3. The Secretary of Defense shall cooperate with the Presidential Designee in carrying 
out the purposes of the Act and shall establish a voting assistance program in the Department of 
Defense for matters. pertaining to absent uniformed services. voters. (as that term is defined in 
section 107 of the. Act), their family members, and overseas. Department of Defense civilian 
employee and contractor voters .. 

Section 4. Executive Order 12642of June 10,.1988,.is.revoked .. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

11-L-0559/0SD/038316 



OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

14 February 2005 - 1040 Hours. 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DR. DAVID S.C. CHU, USD/ P&R 

SUBJECT:. Responsibility for Federal Votig Assistance Program (FVAP) 

Sir:. 

Please see Mr. Patterson's comments to you on the attached:. :. 

"David -
I know the Secretary is keen on this. initiative .. Though you've 
discussed with Grant Green, is. State going to agree or will 
this. initiative snag a big non-concur? The Department may 
still want to press ahead, but believe. State's. view needs to be 
known. v/r Dave". 

Thank you. 

Attachment:. 
OSD 18960-04 

ean E. O'Connor 
Captain, USN 
Military Assistant to the. 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Suspense:. Monday, 2lfebruary 2005 

11-L-0559/0SD/038317 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000. 
:, .. ~ . 

. r r,... , C: nt 10: I ·D 1]:) l° .-: ... - . ...,,, hi 1,.J 

PERSONNEL AND. 
READINESS 

FOR:. 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

ACTION MEMO 

SECRETARYOFDEFE~~E\ DepSec ~ction 

David S. C. Chu,. USD (P&~;~..--_i.// ( 6 ~ 
..... . -~ ..... ~'/ -' ---~ !;7 / .. J r;~:n,,µ4-:t:-.~ - J 

Responsibility for Federal. Voting Assistance Program (FV AP) 
--SNOWFLAKE (Tab B) 

You requested. the redirection of absentee voting assistance responsibilities. for non-DoD 
affiliated citizens covered under the. Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting 
Act ( UOCA VA) and Executive. Order 12642 of June 8,. 1988 (Tab C). 

The proposed Executive. Order designates the. Secretary of State. as. the Presidential 
designee for UOCAVA and absolves you of such responsibility. 

• The Department of State would. assume. executive branch. policy and. oversight 
responsibilities for administration of UOCAVA and would provide direct absentee. 
voting assistance to overseas citizens and non-DoD Federal. employees overseas .. 

• DoD would continue. to provide direct absentee. voting assistance. to Uniformed 
Services voters, their family members, and overseas DoD employees and. contractors .. 

RECOMMENDATION:. That you approve. the. transfer of responsibilities for UOCA VA 
to the. Secretary of State .. A memorandum from you to the President. and a draft 
Executive. Order are at. Tab A. 

COORDINATION:. DoD General. Counsel reviewed the draft Executive. Order.. I have 
discussed the proposed shift in responsibility with Under Secretary of State for 
Management, Grant S. Green, Jr, and he. is aware. of our intent. 

Approved ------- Disapproved _____ _ Other -------

. . l(b )(6) 
----~-~~':':="1;....._P_ .. _KT"._. B_r_u_ne,th .. Darector, FY AP, .... _____ _ 

!\(•• ft 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 OF.FF.NSF. PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 000 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Responsibility for Federal Voting Assistance Program (FV AP) 

The enclosed Executive Order designates the Secretary of State as the 
Presidential designee for the "Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting 
Act (UOCA VA). 

The Department of State would assume Executive Branch policy and 
oversight responsibilities for the administration of UOCA VA and would provide 
direct absentee voting assistance to overseas citizens and non-Department of 
Defense (DoD) Federal employees overseas. 

DoD would continue to provide direct absentee voting assistance to 
Uni formed Service voters, their family members, and overseas DoD employees 
and contractors. 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

G 
11-L-0559/0SD/038319 



DRAFT 

Executive Order of ----

Designation of the Secretary of State as the Presidential Designee Under Title 
I of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and laws of the United 
States of America, including section 101 ( a) of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee 
Voting Act (Public Law 99-410) ("the Act") and section 301 of title 3, United States Code, it is. 
hereby ordered as follows: 

Section 1. The Secretary of State is hereby designated as the "Presidential designee" under Title 
I of the Act.. 

Section 2.. In order to effectuate the purposes of the Act, the Secretary of State is hereby 
auth01ized to delegate in writing any or all functions, responsibilities, powers, authority, or 
discretion devolving upon him in consequence of this designation to any person or persons 
within the Department of State. 

Section 3. The Secretary of Defense shall cooperate with the Presidential Designee in carrying 
out the purposes of the Act and shall establish a voting assistance program in the Department of 
Defense for matters pertaining to absent uniformed services voters ( as that te1m is defined in 
section 107 of the Act) and overseas Department of Defense civilian employee and contractor 
voters. 

Section 4. Executive Order 12642 ofJune 10, 1988,.is revoked. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

11-L-0559/0SD/038320 



TO: David Chu 
Powell M oorc 

cc: 

FROM:. 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Absentee Ballots 

1 et~J.~ 

September 30,2004. 

Immediately following the election, please start the process of redirecting the 

absentee ballot responsibility (The Federal Voting Assistance Program or FVAP), 

for everyone except the military, lo the Department of State. 

DoD should handlejust the military, since the military is less than half the total. 

People think of the embassies as. the logical place to be. helpful on this matter. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
093004-\8 

•••...•..•••.•••........ , .•••.•..•••••.••.•••...•...••...•.......•.•..... 
Please respond by __ I o-+-J 2--L.1.,_/ _o_,_tf __ _ 

, '"":/ "7/C.. 

OSD 18960-04 
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i,'ederal Regialet 

Vol. 53. No. 112 

Friday, June 10. 1988 

Title 3-

, The President 

[FR Doc. a&-1335Z 

Filed e.+ea: 12:zi pmJ 
Billing code 3195--01-M 

21975. 

Presidential Documents 

Executive. Order 12642 of June. 8, 1988 

Designation d the. Secretary of Defense as the Presidential 
Designee Under Title. l of the Uniformed and. Overseas 
Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue. of the authority vested in me as President by lhe. Constitution ;incl 

laws of the. United Slates. or America,. including section 101(a) of the. Uni
formed and Overseas. Citizens. Absentee. Voting Acl (Public Law. 99-410) ("the 
Act"), it is. hereby ordered as. follows: 

Section 1. The. Secretary of Defense is hereby designated as the "Presidential 
designee" under Title I of the. Act. • 

Sec. 2. In order to effectuate the. purposes of the Act,. the. Secretary rt Defense 
js hereby authorized to delegate any or all of the. functions .. responsibilities. 
powers,. authority, or discretion devolving upon him in consequence. or this. 
Order lo. any person or persons. within the Department of Dcl'ensc. 

THE WHITE HOLSE, 
June 8, 1988. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038322 



COORDINATION SHEET 

Voting Assistance Provided to Overseas. Citizens 

(b )(6) 
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• ~ f... • • · ·; ~vember 17, 2004 ' . . _ .. • > 

ES-14~ 
TO: Doug Feith 04/ 0 l 5:SO. 1--E.$ 

SUBJECT: Letter to Hwigarian MoD 

Someone should draft a nice letter from me to the Hungaiian Minister of Defense 

thanking him for his efforts on this and seeing that we leave him happy. They 

apparent1y tried hard. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
USADO BUDAPEST HU Cable R J 705562 NOV 04 

DHR:dh 
111704·8 

·····················································-······················ 
Please respond by _---::..../ 1--+--/ J,;;;.......=<,._,/ .... o ..... y,___ 

0 SD 1 8 9 6 4 - 0 4 
FOCO 
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TO: Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
GEN John Abizaid 
GEN George Casey 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~i'-

SUBJECT: Acting on Intel Quickly in Iraq 

Do our tactical warfighters on the ground in Iraq feel they can act quickly on 

intelligence they gamer in the field without excessive restrictions? I've received 

some indications that there is a sense that since sovereignty, our mid-grade 

commanders feel somewhat constrained. I hope that isn't true and I'd like your 

assessment. My feeling is that our commanders must be able to act quickly when 

they gain battlefield intelligence. 

DHR:ss 
112304-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ , __ 2=,J~1 +f-"o"-H.-f----

POGO 
0 so 1 8 9 6 5 - 0 4 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'\)-

SUBJECT: Lawsuit Infonnation 

7, •,.:,.:~
1 \.,(" 

luau 

'November 5,2004 

t. ,..._-, .. 

' 

Please give me. some. information on this lawsuit that is being filed against me by a 

GITMO detainee. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
FBIS Report re: GITMO Detainee 

DHR:ss 
110404-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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Text 
Morocco: Former Guantanamo Detainee to Sue Rumsfeld Over Alleged Torture 
GMP20041104000229 CasablancaAssahifa in Arabic 3 Nov. 04 

l Unattributed report on page one: A Moroccan lawyer sues Rumsfeld in court" J 
[FBIS Translated TextJ 

Mr. Mohamed Bilal, a Rabat lawyer, has told Assahifa that he is determined to take legal 
action against US Secretaryfor Defense, Donald Rumsfcld, in the. United States, in coordination 
with American lawyers. 

Mr .. Bilal says that he will be asking for compensation for his client Radhouane.Benchakroun 
for the damage caused to him by the. torture. he. was subjected to at the. hands of American troops. 
when he. was. detained in Guantanamo jail. 

This. will be. the. second case. of its kind .. In fact a British lawyer has already lodged a similar 
lawsuit against the. Ame1ican Defense Department. 

[Description of Source: Casablanca Assahifa in Arabic -Independent weekly newspaper]. 

THISREPORTMA. Y CONT AINCOPYRJGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AN/)l)[SSEMINA TION JS PROHIBITED. 
WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHTOWNERS. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038328 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SHAFIQ RASUL 
c/o 14 Inverness Street 
LondonNW17 HJ 
England; 

ASIFIQBAL 
c/o 14. Inverness Street 
London NW17 HJ 
England; 

RHUHEL AHMED. 
c/o 14. Inverness.Street 
London NW17HJ 
England; and 

JAMAL AL-HARITH 
c/o 159 Princess Road 
Manchester M144RE 
England 

• against-

DONALD RUMSFELD 
Department rf Defense 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington D.C. 20301-1000; 

Plaintiffs 

AIR FORCE GENERAL RICHARD MYERS 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Stall' 
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20318-9999; 

ARMY MAJOR GENERAL GEOFFREY MILLER 
Former Commander, Joint Task Force 
Guantanamo Bsy Naval Base,. Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

- 1 -
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ARMY GENERAL JAMES T. HILL 
Commander, United States Southern Command 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, CC 20310-0200; 

ARMY MAJOR GENERAL MICHAELE DUN LA VEY 
Former Commander, Joint Task Force 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Rase, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington] D.C. 203109200; 

ARMY BRIGADIER GENERALJA Y HOOD 
Commander,. Joint Task Force, GTMO 
Guantiinamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

MARINE BRIGADIER GENERAL MICHAEL LEHNERT 
Commander Joint Task Foroc-160 
Guantanamo Bay Naval.Base,.Cuba 
c/o Headquarters USMC 
2.NavyAnnex (OC) 
Washington, D.C. 20380-1775;. 

ARMY COLONEL NELSON.I. CANNON 
Commander, Camp Delta 
Guantinamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY. COLONEL TERRY CARRICO 
Commander Camp X-Ray, Camp Delta 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States.Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20310-0200;. 

ARMY LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM CLINE 
Commander, Camp Delta 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba,. 
c/o United States. Army 
Army Pentagon 

.. 

.. 
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Washington, o.c. 20310-0200; 

ARMY LIEUTENANT COLONEL DIANE BEAVER 
Legal Adviser. to General. Dunlavey 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba 
c/o United States Anny 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200 

and 

I. 

JOHN DOES 1·100, lndlviduals involved in the illegal. : 
Torture of Plaintiffs at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base 

All in their personal capacities 

Defendants. .. 

COMPLAINT 

(Violations<£ the Alien Tort Statute, the Fiftn and Eighth Amendments to.the. U.S. 
Constitution,. the Geneva Conventions, and the. Religious Freedom RestorationAct) 

Plaintiffs Shafiq Rasul, Asif Iqbal, Rhuhel Ahmed and Jamal AI-Harith1 by 

and through their undersigned attorneys, Baach Robinson & Lewis PLLC and Michael 

Ratner at the Center for Constitutional Rights, as and for their complaint against 

Defendants Donald Rumsfeld, Air Force General Richard Myers, Army Major General. 

Geoffrey Miller, Army General James T. Hill, Army Major General. Michael E. Dunlavey, 

Army Brigadier General. Jay Hood, Marine Brigadier General Michael Lehnert,. Army 

Colonel Nelson J. Cannon, Army Colonel. Terry Carrico,. Army Lieutenant Colonel 

William Cline, Army Lieutenant Colonel Diane. Beaver and John Does 1-100, hereby 

allege as follows: 

·3-
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Plaintiffs are citizens and residents of the. United Kingdom. They are not 

now and have never been members <f any terrorist group. They have never taken up 

anns against the United States. 

2.. Plaintiffs Shafiq Rasul, Asif Iqbal and Rhuhel Ahmed were detained in 

Northern Afghanistan on November 28, 2001, by. General Rashid Dostum, an Uzbek 

warlord temporarily allied with. the United States as part of the Northern Alliance .. 

Thereafter, General. Dostum placed Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed in the custody cf 

the United States military. Because Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were unarmed 

and not engaged in any hostile activities,. neither General Dostum noc any of his troops 

ever could have or did observe them engaged in combat against the United States, the 

Northern Alliance or anyone else, On information and belief, General. Dostum detained 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and numerous other detainees who were not 

combatants; he. handed detainees including Plaintiffs Rasul,. Iqbal and Ahmed to the. 

custody of the United States in order to obtain bounty money from the United States; 

and the United States took custody <f Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed without any 

independent good failh basis for concluding that they were or had been engaged in 

activities hostile to the. United States. 

3. Plaintiff Jamal AI-Hanth works as en internet web designer in Manchester, 

England. Intending to attend a religious retreat, Plaintiff AI-Harith arrived in Pakistan on 

October 2, 2001, where he was advised to leave. the country because d animosity 

toward British citizens. Heeding the warning, he planned to return to Europe by 

traveling overland through Iran to Turkey by truck. While. in Pakistan, the. truck in which 

Plaintiff Al-Harith was riding was stolen at gunpoint by. Afghans; he was then forced into 

-4-
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a jeep which crossed the border into Afghanistan. PlaintiiAI-Harith was then handed 

over to the. Taliban.. Plaintiff AI-Harith was beaten by Taliban guards and taken for 

interrogation. He was accused of being a British special forces military spy and held in 

isolation. After the US invasion d Afghanistan, the Taliban released Plaintiff Al-Harith 

into the general prison population. When the Taliban government fell and the new 

government came to power, Plaintiff AI-Harith and others in the. prison were. told that 

they were free to leave and Plaintiff AI-Harilh was offered transportation to Pakistan. 

Plaintiff AI-Harith thought it would be quicker and easier to travel. to Kabul where there. 

was a British Embassy, Officials of the International. Committee. of the Red Cross 

("ICRC") instructedAI-Harith to remain at the prison and they offered to make contact 

with the British Embassy to fly him home. Plaintiff AI-Harith also spoke directly to British 

Embassy official:, who. indicated that they were making arrangements to. fly him to Kabul 

and out a the country. After Plaintiff AI-Harith had been in contact with the British 

Embassy in Kabul for approximately a month discussing the logistics of evacuating him, 

American Special Forces arrived and questioned Plaintiff. The ICRC told Plaintiff Al· 

Hariththat the Americans would fly PlaintiiAI-Harith to Kabul; two days before. he was 

scheduled to fly to Kabul, American soldiers told Plaintiff AI-Harith, 11Yoo're not going 

anywhere. We're taking you to Kandahar airbase." 

4. All four Plaintiffs were first held in United States custody in Afghanistan 

and later transported to the United States Naval. Base at Guantdnamo Bay Naval 

Station, Cuba ("Guantiinamo"), where Defendants imprisoned them without charge for 

more than two years. During Plaintiffs' imprisonment, Defendants systematically and 

repeatedly tortured them in violation of the United States Con sti iti on and domestic. and 

international law, and deprived them of access to friends. relatives. courts and counsel. 

- 5. 
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Defendants repeatedly attempted to. extract confessions from Plaintittswithout regard to 

the truth. or plausibility of these statements through the. use of the illegal methods 

detailed below, 

5. Plaintiffs were released without charge in March 2004 and have returned 

to their homes in the. United Kingdom where they continue to suffer the. physical and 

psychological effects d their prolonged arbitrary detention, torture and other 

mistreatment as hereinafter alleged. 

6.. In the. course of their detention by the United States, Plaintiffs were 

repeatedly struck with rifle butts,. punched, kicked and slapped. They were "short 

shackled" in painful "stress positions" for many hours at a time,. causing deep flesh 

wounds and permanent scarring. Plaintitts. were also threatened with unmuzzled dogs, 

forced to strip naked,. subjected to. repeated forced body cavity searches, intentionally 

subjected to extremes of heat and cold for the. purpose cf. causing suffering, kept in filthy 

cages for 24 hours per day with no exercise or sanitation, denied access to necessary 

medical care, harassed in practicing their religion, deprived of adequate food, deprived 

ofsleep, deprived of communicationwith family and friends, and deprived of information 

about their status. 

7. Plaintiffs' detention and mistreatment were in plain violation of the United 

States Constitution, federal statutory law and United States treaty obligations, and 

customary international law. Defendants' treatment d Plaintiffs and other Guantanamo 

detainees violated various provisions d law including the Fifth Amendment to the United 

States Constitution forbidding the. deprivation d' liberty without due. process; the Eighth 

Amendment forbidding cruel. and unusual punishment; United States statutes prohibiting 

torture, assault, and other mistreatment: the. Geneva Conventions: and customary 
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international. law norms prohibiting torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment. 

8 Plaintiffs' torture and other mistreatment was not simply the product cf 

isolated or rogue actions by individual military personnel. Rather it was the result of 

deliberate. and foreseeable action taken by Defendant Rumsfeld and senior officers to 

flout or evade the United States Constitution, federal statutory law, United States treaty 

obligations and long established norms of customary. international law. This action was 

taken in a misconceived and illegal attempt to utilize. torture and other cruel, inhuman, or 

degrading acts. to coerce nonexislent information regarding terrorism. It was 

misconceived because, according to the. conclusion of the. US military as expressed in 

the Army Field Manual, torture does not yield reliable information, and because 

Plaintiffs-along with the. vast majority cf Guantdnamo detainees ho.d no information 

to give. It was illegal because, as Defendants well. knew,. torture and other cruel, 

inhuman or degrading treatment of detainees. is not permitted under the United States 

Constitution,. federal statutory law, United States treaty obligations, and customary 

international law. 

9. On or about December 2, 2002, Defendant Rumsfeld signed a 

memorandum approving numerous illegal interrogation methods, including putting 

dctoincce in "stress positions·· for up to four hours; forcing detainees to strip naked, 

intimidating detainees. with. dogs, interrogatingthem for 20 hours at a time,. forcing them 

to wear hoods, shaving their heads and beards, keeping them in total. darkness and 

silence, and using what was euphemistically called "mild,. non-injurious physical 

contact." As Defendant Rumsfeld knew,. these and other methods were in violation of 

the United States Constitution, federal statutory law, the. Geneva Conventions,. and 
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customary international mv as reflected in, inter alia. the United Nations Convention 

Against Torture. and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 

("CAT}. This memorandum d December 2, 2J02, authorizing torture and other 

mistreatment, was originally designated by Defendant Rumsfeld to be classified for ten 

years but was released at the. direction of President George W. Bush afto- the Abu 

Ghraib torture scandal became public. 

10. After authorizing, encouraging, permitting, and requiring the acts of torture 

and other mistreatment inflicted upon Plaintiffs, Defendant Rumsfeld, on information 

and belief, subsequentlycommissioneda 'Working Group Report"dated Manti 6,2003, 

to address "Detainee Interrogations in the Global War on Terrorism: Assessment of 

Legal, Historical, Policy and Operational Considerations.". This. report, also originally 

claooifiod for a. period of ten yoaro by Defendant Rumsfcld, waa Q13o rcloa~d after tho 

Abu Ghraib tmure scandal became. public. This report details the requirements cf 

international and domestic law governing interrogations, including the Geneva 

Conventions; the CAT; customary international law; the. torture statute, 18. U.S.C. 

§2340; assault within maritime. and territorial jurisdiction, 18 U.S.C. § 113; maiming, 18 

U.S.C. §114; murder, 18 U.S.C. §1111; manslaughter, 18 U.S.C. §1112; interstate. 

stalking, 18. U.S.C. §226 'la; and conspiracy 18 U.S.C. §2 and §371. The report 

attempts to address "legal doctrines under the Federal. Criminal Law that could render 

specific conduct, ~ criminal. not unlawful." Working Group Report at p. 3 

(emphasis in original). The memorandum is. on its. face an ex post facto attempt to 

create arguments that the. facially criminal acts perpetuated by the. Defendants were 

somehow justified. It argues first that the President as Commander-in-Chief. has 

plenary authority to order torture, a proposition that ignores settled legal doctrine. from 
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King John at Runnymede to Youngstown Sheet & Tube, 343 U.S. 579 (1952). It next 

tries to apply common law. doctrines cf self-defense and necessity, arguing the 

erroneous propositionthat the United States has the right to torture detained individuals 

because it needs to defend itself or because it is necessary that it do so. Finally, it 

suggests that persons inflicting torture and other mistreatment will. be able. to defend 

against criminal charges by claiming that they were following orders. The. report asserts 

that the detainees have no Constitutional rights because the Constitutiondoes not apply 

to persons held at Guantanamo. However, the report acknowledges that U.S. criminal 

laws do apply to Guantanamo, and further acknowledges that the. United States :s 
bound by the CAT to the extent that conduct barred by that Convention would also be 

prohibited by the Fifth, Eighth or Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution. On June 

22, 2004, the. conclusions a this report and. other. memoranda attempting to. justify 

torture were repudiated and rescinded by President Bush. 

11. In April 2003, following receipt rJ the Working Group Report, Defendant 

Rumsfeld issued a new set d. recommended interrogation techniques, requiring 

approval for four techniques. These. recommendations recognized specifically that 

certain of the approved techniques violated the Geneva Conventions and customary 

international law, including the use of intimidation,. removal of religious items, threats 

and isolation. The April 2003 report, however, officially withdrew approval for unlawful 

actions that had been ongoing for months, including hooding, forced nakedness, 

shaving, stress positions, use of dogs and "mild, non-injurious physical contact." 

Nevertheless, on information and belief these illegal practices continued to be employed 

against Plaintiffsand other detainees at Guanthnamo. 
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12. Defendants well knew that their activities resulting in the detention, torture 

and other mistreatment of Plaintiffs were illegal and violated clearly established law - . 

i.e., the Constitution, federal statutory law and treaty obligations of the United States 

and customary international law. Defendants' after-the-fact attempt to create an 

Orwellian legal fa~ade makes dear their conscious awareness that they were acting 

illegally. Therefore they cannot claim immunity from civil liability. 

DI ,1 VENUE 

13. This Court has jurisdiction over Plaintiffs' claims under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 

{federal question jurisdiction); and 28 U.S.C. §1350 (Alien Tort Statute). 

14.. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (a)(3) and 28 

U.S.C.§ 1391(b){2). The alleged acts described below are "inextricably bound up with 

the Districtof Columbia in its role as the nation's capital." Mundvv. Weinberger, 554F. 

Supp. 81.1, 818 (D.D.C. 1982). Decisions and acts by Defendants ordering, facilitating, 

aiding and abetting, acquiescing, confirming and/or conspiring in the commission of the 

alleged acts reached the. highest levels d' the. United States Government. On 

information and belief, approval for all alleged acts emanated under color of law from 

orders, approvals, and omissions occurring in the. Pentagon, numerous government 

agencies headquartered in the District of Columbia,. and the offices c£ Defendant 

Rumsfeld, several of which are in the District of Columbia. Venue for claims arising 

from acts of Cabinet officials, the Secretary of Defense and United States agencies lies 

in the District of Columbia. See id.; Smith v. Dalton, 927 F. Supp. 1. (D.D.C. 1996). 
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PARTIES 

15. Plaintiff Shafiq Rasul was born in the United Kingdom and has been at all 

times relevant hereto a citizen and resident of the. United Kingdom. He is not now and 

has never been a terrorist or a member cf. a terrorist group. He has. never taken up 

arms against the United States .. At the. time. of his initial arrest and detention, he was 24 

years old. 

16. Plaintiff Asif Iqbal was born in the United Kingdom and has been at all 

times relevant hereto a citizen and resident of the United Kingdom. He is not now and 

has never been a terrorist or a member of a terrorist group. He has never taken up 

arms against the United States. At the time of his initial arrest and detention, he was 20 

years old. 

17. Plaintiff Rhuhcl. Ahmed was born in the United Kingdom and has been at 

all. times relevant hereto a citizen and resident of the United Kingdom. He is not now 

and has never been a terrorist or a member of a terrorist group. He has never taken up 

arms against the. United States .. At the. time. of his initial arrest and detention,. he. was 19 

years old. 

18. Plaintiff Jamal AI-Harith was born in the. United Kingdom and has been at 

all. times relevant hereto a citizen and resident d' the United Kingdom. He. is. not now 

and has never been a te1Torist er a member a a te1Torist group. He has. never taken up 

arms against the United States.. At the. time. of his initial. arrest and detention, he was 35 

years old. 

19.. Defendant Donald Rumsfeld is. the. United States Secretary of Defense. 

On information and belief, he. is a citizen of Illinois. and a resident of the. District d 

Columbia.. Defendant Rurnsfeld is charged with maintaining the custody and control of 
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the Guantanamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and with assuring that their treatment 

was in accordance with law. Defendant Rumsfeld ordered, authorized, condoned and 

has legal responsibility for the arbitrary detention, torture and o1her mistreatment of 

Plaintittsas alleged herein. Defendant Rumsfeldis sued in his individualcapacity. 

20.. Defendant Myers is a General in the United States Air Force and was at 

times relevant hereto Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. On information and belief, 

he is a citizen and resident of Virginia. As the. senior uniformed military officer in the 

chain of command, Defendant Myers is charged with maintaining the custody and 

control of the Guantanamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and with assuring that their 

treatment was in accordance with law. Ch information and belief, Defendant Myers was 

informed of torture and other mistreatmentd' detainees at Guanthamo and Abu Ghraib 

prison D Iraq and condoned such activities. Defendant Myers was in regular contact 

with Defendant Rumsfeld and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the 

District of Columbia. Defendant Myers is. sued in his individual capacity. 

21. Defendant Miller is a Major General in the United States Army and was at 

times relevant hereto Commander of Joint Task Force-GTMO.. On information and 

belief, he. is a citizen· and resident of Texas. At times relevant hereto, he had 

supervisory responsibility for Guantdnamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and was. 

rcoponsiblc for assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On 

informationand belief, Defendant Miller was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld 

and other senior officials in the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and 

participated in and implemented decisions taken in the. District of Columbia. On 

information and belief, Defendant Miller implemented and condoned numerous methods 

of torture and other mistreatment as hereinafter described. On information and belief, 
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Defendant Miller was subsequently transferred to Abu Ghraib where he implemented 

and facilitated torture and other mistreatment of detainees there. These acts were 

filmed and photographed and have justly inspired widespread revulsion and 

condemnationaround the world.. Defendant Miller is sued in his individual capacity. 

22. Defendant Hill is a General in the. United States Army and was at times 

relevant hereto Commander of the United States Southern Command. On information 

and belief, he is a citizen and resident of Texas. On information and belief, Defendant 

Hill was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior officials in. the 

chain of command based in the District a Columbia and participated in and 

implemented decisions taken in the District d Columbia. On information and belief, 

General. Hill. requested and recommended approval for several abusive interrogation 

techniques which were. used on Guantanamo detainees, including Plaintiffs. Defendant 

Hill. is sued in his individuals capacity. 

23. Defendant Dunlavey is a Major General in the United States Army and 

was at times relevant hereto Commander of Joint Task Forces 160/170, the. successors 

to Joint Task Force-GTMO, On information and belief, he is. a citizen and resident of 

Pennsylvania. At times relevant hereto, he. had supervisory responsibility for 

Guantanamo detainees,. including Plaintiffs, and for assuring that their treatment was in 

accord~ncc with law.. On information and belief, Defendant Dunlavey was in regular 

contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain of command 

based in the District of Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken 

in the District of Columbia. Ql information and belief, Major General Dunlavey 

implemented and condoned the. torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading acts and 

conditions alleged herein. Defendant Dunlavey is sued in his individual capacity. 
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24. Defendant Hood is a Brigadier General in the United States Army and .:s 

the Commander of Joint Task Force-GTMO,. which at all relevant times operated the 

detention facilities at Guanthnamo.. On information and belief, he. is a citizen and 

resident of South Carolina. At times relevant hereto, he had supervisory responsibility 

for Guantanamo detainees,. including Plaintiffs, and f<r assuring that their treatment was. 

in accordance. with law. On information and belief, Defendant Hood has been and 

continues to be in regular contact with Defendant Rurnsfeld and other senior officials in 

the chain of command based in lhe. District of Columbia and participated in. and 

implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia. Defendant Hood .:s sued in. his 

individual capacity. 

25.. Defendant Lehnert is a Brigadier General in the United States Marine 

Corps and. was at times relevant hereto Commander of the. Joint Task Force 

responsible for the construction and operation of Camp X-Ray and Camp Delta at 

Guantanamo .. On information and belief, he. is. a citizen and resident cf Florida .. At times 

relevant hereto, he had supervisory responsibilityfor Guantanamo detainees, including 

Plaintiffs, and for assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On 

information and belief, Defendant Lehnert was in regular contact with Defendant 

Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain of command based in the District of 

Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District cf 

Columbia. Defendant Lehnert issued in his individualcapacity. 

26. Defendant Cannon is a Colonel in the United States Army and the 

Commander of Camp Delta at Guantanamo. On information and belief, he is a citizen 

and resident of Michigan. At limes relevant hereto, he has and continues to have 

supervisory responsibility for Guantanamo detainees including Plaintiffs and for 
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assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On information and belief, 

Defendant Cannon has. been in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

senior officials in the. chain of command based in the. District of Columbia and 

participatedinand implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia .. Defendant 

Cannon is. sued in his. individual. capacity. 

27. Defendant Carrico is. a Colonel in the. United States. Army and was at 

times. relevant hereto Commander of Camp X-Ray and Camp Delta at Guantdnamo. On 

information and belief, he. is a citizen and resident of Texas. At times relevant hereto, 

he. had supervisory responsibility for Guantanamo detainees including Plaintiffs and for 

assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On information and belief, 

Defendant Carrico. was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior 

officials in the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and participated in 

and. implemented decisions. taken in the. District of Columbia. Defendant Carrico is sued 

in his individual capacity, 

28. Defendant Beaver is. a Lieutenant Colonel in the United States Army and 

was at times. relevant hereto Chief Legal Adviser to Defendant Dunlavey. On 

information and belief, she is. a citizen and resident of Kansas. On information and 

belief, knowing that torture and other mistreatment were contrary to military law and 

regulations, she nevertheless provided an opinion purporting to justify the ongoing 

torture and other mistreatment a detainees at Guantdnamo,. including Plaintiffs. On 

information and belief, Defendant Beaver was in regular contact with Defendant 

Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain cf command based in the. District of 

Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District cf 

Columbia .. Defendant Beaver is sued in her individual capacity. 
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29. Plaintitts. do not know the true names and capacities of other Defendants 

sued herein and therefore sue these defendants by fictitious names, John Does 1-100. 

Plaintiffs will. amend this complaint to allege their true names and capacities when 

ascertained .. John Does 1-100 are the. military and civilian personnel who participated in 

the. torture and other mistreatment of Plaintiffsas hereinafter alleged . 

. E 

30. Plaintiffs are citizens and residents of the United Kingdom. 

31. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed are boyhood friends and grew up streets 

away from each other in the working-class town of Tipton in the West Midlands of 

England. 

32.. Plaintiff Shafiq. Rasul. attended a Catholic elementary school before 

studying at the same high school as Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed. An. avid soccer fan, 

Plaintiff Rasul. played for a local team before going on to study computer science at the. 

University cf Central England. He. also worked part time. at an electronics store. 

33. Plaintiff Asif Iqbal attended the same. elementary school as Plaintiff Rasul 

and. the same high school as both Plaintiffs Rasul. and Ahmed. After leaving high 

school,. Plaintiff Iqbal worked at a local factory making road signs and building bus. 

shelters. I-le was also an active soccer player and volunteered at the. local community 

center. 

34. Plaintiff Rhuhel Ahmed attended the same high school as Plaintiffs Iqbal 

and Ahmed. Like Plaintiff Iqbal, he worked at a local factory and worked with children 

and disabled people at the. local government-funded Tipton Muslim Community Center. 
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35. In September 2001, Plaintii Iqbal traveled to Pakistan to join his father 

who had arranged a marriage for him with a young woman from his family's ancestral 

village. His longtime friend, Plaintiff Ahmed traveled from England in October in order to 

join him at his wedding as his best man. Plaintiff Rasul was at the same time in Pakistan 

visiting his. family with the expectation a continuing his. degree course in computer 

science degree within the month, Prior to the wedding in Pakistan, in October 2001, 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed crossed the border into Afghanistan in order to otter 

help in the ongoing humanitarian crisis. After the bombing in Afghanistan began, 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed tried to return to Pakistan but were unable to do so 

because the. border had been closed .. Plaintiffs never engaged in any terrorist activity or 

took up arms against the. United States .. 

36. Plaintiffs Racul, Iqbal and Ahmed never engaged in combat against the 

forces of the United States or any other entity. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed never 

conducted any terrorist activity or conspired, intended,. oc planned to conduct any such 

activity. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed never belonged to Al. Qaeda or any other 

terrorist organization. 

Detention in Afghanistan 

'J"/. On November 28, 2001, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were captured 

and detained by forces loyal to. General Rashid Dosturn, an Uzbek warlord who was 

aligned with the. United States. 

38. No U.S. forces were present when Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were 

detained. Therefore, no U.S. forces could have had any information regarding Plaintiffs 

other than that supplied by the. forces of General Dosturn, who were known to be 
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unreliable and who were receiving a per head bounty<:£, on information and belief, up to 

$35,000. 

39. With U.S. military forces present, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, along 

with 200 to 300 others,. were. crammed into metal containers and transported by truck to 

Sherbegan prison in NorthernAfghanistan. General Dostum's forces fired holes into tle 

sides of the. containers with machine. guns, striking the. persons inside.. Plaintiff Iqbal 

was struck in his arm, which would later become infected. Following the nearly 18-hour 

journey to Sherbegan prison, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were among what they 

estimate to have been approximately 20 survivors in the container .. 

40. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were held in Sherbegan by General 

Dostum's forces for about one month, where. they were exposed to extremely cold 

conditions. without adequate. clothing, confined to tigh! spaces, and forced to. ration food. 

Prison conditions were filthy. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and other prisoners 

suffered from amoebic dysentery and were infested with lice .. 

41. In late December 2001 , the ICRC visited with Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and 

Ahmed and informed them that the British Embassy in Islamabad, Pakistan had been 

advised of their situation and that embassy officials would soon be in contact with 

Plaintiffs. 

42.. On December 28, 2001, U.S. Special Forces arrived at Sherbegan and 

were informed of the identities cf Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed. 

43. General Dosturn's troops chained Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and 

marched them through the main gate of the prison, where US. Special Forces 

surrounded them at gunpoint. 
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44. From December 28, 2001 until their release in March 2004, Plaintiffs 

Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were in the exclusive physical custody and control of the 

United States military. In freezing temperatures, Plaintiffs Rasul,. Iqbal and Ahmed were 

stripped of their clothes, searched, and photographed naked while being held by 

Defendant John Does, two U.S. Special Forces soldiers. American military personnel 

took Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed to a room for individual. interrogations. Plaintiff 

Rasul was bound hand and foot with plastic cuffs and forced onto his knees before an 

American soldier .il un~orm. Both Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were interrogated 

immediately and without knowledge of their interrogators' identities. Bah were 

questioned at gunpoint. While Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated, Defendant John Doe 

held a 9mm pistol physically touching his temple. At no time were Plaintiffs Rasul,. Iqbal 

and Ahmed afforded counsel or given the opportunity to. contact their familiee. 

45. Following their interrogations, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were led 

outside where a Defendant John Doe immediately covered their eyes by putting 

sandbags over their heads and applying thick masking tape. They were placed side-by

side, barefoot in freezing temperatures, with only light clothing, for at least three to four 

hours. While hooded and taped, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed mre repeatedly 

threatened with beatings and death and were beaten by a number of Defendant John 

Does, U.S. military personnel. Plaintiff Iqbal estimates. that he was punched, kicked, 

slapped, and struck by US military personnel with rifle butt~ at least30<r40 times. 

46. Thereafter, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were placed in trucks with 

other detainees and transported to an airport about 45 minutes away. 

47.. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were led onto one. plaiE and Plaintiff Ahmed was 

led onto a second plane. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, still. hooded with their 
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hands tied behind their backs and their legs tied in plastic cuffs, were fastened to a 

metal belt attached to the. floor d each aircraft. The soldiers instructed Plaintiffs Rasul, 

Iqbal and Ahmed to keep their legs straight out in. front d them as they sat. The position 

was extremely painful. When any of Plaintiffs or other detainees tried to move to relieve. 

the. pain, an unknown number of Defendant John Does struck Plaintiffs and others with 

rifle butts. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were flown by the U.S. military to 

Kandahar. 

48.. Upon arrival. in Kandahar,. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, still covered 

with hoods, were led out of the planes. A rope was tightly tied around each of their right 

anns, connecting the detainees together. 

49.. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, who were still without shoes, were 

forced to walk for nearly an hour in the freezing cold,. causing them to sustain deep cuts 

on their feet and rope burns on their right anns. 

50. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were herded into a tent, where soldiers 

forced them to kneel with their legs bent double and their foreheads touching the 

ground. With their hands and feet still. tied,. the position was difficult to maintain. 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were repeatedly and violently beaten by Defendant 

John Does, US soldiers. Each was asked whether he was a member d Al. Qaeda and 

when each responded negatively, each was. punched. violently and repealedly by 

soldiers. When Plaintiffs Ra'illl Iqbal and Ahmed identified themselves as British 

nationals, Defendants John Doe soldiers insisted they were "not white". but "black" and 

accordingly could not be British. The soldiers continuedto beat them. 

51. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were "processed".by American soldiers, 

and had plastic numbered wristbands placed on their wrists. Soldiers kicked Plaintiff 
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Rasul, assigned the. number 78, several. times during this process, Arneriian soldiers 

cut off his clothes and conducted a body cavity search.. He. was then el through an 

open-air maze constructed of barbed wire, Plaintiffs Iqbal, assigned number 79, and 

Ahmed, assigned number 102, experienced the same inhumane. treatment.. 

52. Plaintiffs Rasul,. Iqbal and Ahmed, dehydrated, exhausted,. disoriented, 

and fearful, were. summoned by number for interrogation. When called, each was 

shackled and led to an interrogationtent. Their hoods were removed and they were told 

to sit on the. floor. An armed soldier stood behind them out of their line. of sight. They 

were told that if they moved they would be shot. 

53. After answering questions as to their backgrounds, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal. 

and Ahmed were each photographed by soldiers .. They were fingerprinted and a swab 

from their mouth and hairs plucked from their beards. were taken for DNA identification, 

54. An American soldier questioned Plaintiff Iqbal a second time. Plaintiff 

Iqbal was falsely accused by the interrogator of being a member of Al. Qaeda. 

Defendant John Does, US soldiers, punched and kicked Plaintiff Iqbal m the back and. 

stomach before he. was dragged to another tent. 

55 . Personnel. believed by Plaintiffs to be. British military personnel later 

interrogated Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, with US soldiers present Plaintiffs 

Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed ware falsely accused cl being members of the Al Muhajeroon. 

During the. interrogation, Plaintiffs Rasul,. Iqbal and Ahmed were threatened by 

Defendant John Does, armed American soldiers, with. further beatin~ if they did not 

admit to various false statements. 

56. Plaintiffs Rasul and Ahmed slept in a tent with about 20 other detainees .. 

Plaintiff Iqbal was in another tent. The tents were. surrounded by barbed wire, 
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Detainees were not allowed to talk and were forced to sleep on the. ground__ American 

soldiers woke. the detainees hourly as )Ht of a systematic effort to deprive them cf 

sleep. 

57.. Defendant John Does, interrogators and guards, frequently used physical 

violence and unmuzzled dogs to threaten and intimidate Plaintiffs Rasul,. Iqbal and 

Ahmed and other detainees during the interrogations. 

58. At or around midnight of January 12 or 13, 2002, US army personnel 

entered the tent of Plaintiffs Rasul and Ahmed. Both were made to lie. on the ground, 

were shackled, and rice. sacks were placed over their heads. They were led to another 

tent, where Defendant John Does, US soldiers,. removed their clothes and forcibly 

shaved their beards and heads. The forced shaving was not intended for hygiene 

purpo&ot, but rather was, on infonnation and belief, designed to distress and humiliate. 

Plaintiffs given their Muslim faith, which requires adult males to maintain beards. 

59. Plaintiff Rasul was eventually taken outside where. he could hear dogs 

barking nearby and soldiers shouting, "Get 'em boy." He was then given a cavity search 

and photographed extensively wMe naked before being given an orange uniform. 

Soldiers handcuffed Plaintiff Rasul's wrists and ankles before dressing him in black 

thermal gloves, dark goggles, earmuffs, and a facemask. Plaintiff Rasul was then left 

outside fir hours in freezing temperatures. 

60. Plaintiff Iqbal, who was in another tent, experienced similar treatment of 

being led from his tent to be shaved and stripped naked. 

61. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were escorted onto large cargo planes. Still. 

shackled and wearing facemasks, both were chained to the floor with no backrests. 

They were forced by Defendant John Does to. sit in an uncomfortable position for the. 
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entire. flight to Guantanamo (of approximately eighteen to twenty hours) and were. not 

allowed to move or given access to toilet facilities. 

62. Plaintiff Ahmed remained in Kandahar for another month. American 

soldiers interrogated him four more times. Sleep-deprived and malnourished,. Plaintiff 

Ahmed was also interrogated by British agents who, on information and belief were 

from the British intelligence agency, MIS, and he Wr£. falsely told that Plaintiffs Rasul 

and Iqbal had confessed in Cuba to allegations <f membership in the. Al Muhajeroon. 

He. was told that he could return to the United Kingdom in exchange for admitting to 

various accusations, Distraught, fearful of further beatings and abuse, and without 

benefit cf contact with family or counsel, Plaintiff Ahmed made various false 

confessions. Plaintiff Ahmed was thereafter transported to Guantanamo .. 

63. As. noted. above, Plaintiff A~Harith was. being held in custody by the 

Taliban in Southern Afghanistan as a suspected British spy. ~ was interrogated and 

beaten by Taliban troops. When the Taliban government fell, Plaintiff Al·Harith was in a 

Taliban prison. He contacted the. British Embassy through the. ICRC and by satellite. 

phone and was assured he would be repatriated to Britain.. Two days before his 

scheduled repatriation, US forces informed him that he was being detained and taken to 

Kandahar, where he was held in a prison controlled by US forces and interrogated and 

beaten by US troops. Plaintiff Al Harith was flown to Guantanamo from Kandahar on or 

about February 11,2002. 

64. Prior to take-off, PlaintiffAl·Harith, like Plaintiffs Ra~, Iqbal and Ahmed, 

was hooded and shackled; mittens. were. placed on his hands and earphones over his 

ears. Chains were then placed around his legs, waist and the earphones. The chains 
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cut into his ears Goggles were placed on his eyes and a medical patch that,. on 

informationand belief, contained muscle. relaxant was applied. 

Captivity and Conditions. at Camp X-Rav. Guantanamo 

65. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were transported to Guantanamo in mid-January 

2002. Plaintiffs Ahmed and AI-Harith were transported there. approximately one month 

later. During the trip, DefendantJohn Does,. us soldiers, kicked and punched Plaintii. 

Ahmed more than twenty times.. Plaintiff AI-Harith was punched, kicked and elbowed 

repeatedly and was threatened with more violence. 

66. Upon arrival at Guantanamo. Plaintiffs were placed on a barge to. get to 

the main camp. Defendant John Does, US Marines on the barQe1 repeatedly beat all 

the detainees, including Plaintiffs, kicking, slapping, elbowing and punching detainees in 

the body and head .. The. Marines announced repeatedly, "You are arriving at your final 

destination,".and, "You are now property of the. UnitedStates Marine Corps." 

67. Plaintiffs were taken to Camp X-Ray, 1he prison camp for detainees. 

Soldiers forced all four Plaintiffs on arrival. to squat outside in. stress positions in the 

extreme heat. Plaintiffs and the other detainees had their goggles and hoods removed, 

but they had to remain with their eyes closed and were not allowed to speak. 

68. Plaintiff Iqbal, still shackled and goggled, fell over and started shaking. 

Plclinlirr lqlJ~I was l111~11 9iv1:1u a ~vily ~t;1cm;h arid lrt:111~purlt1u lo i.trtulhvr area for 

processing, including fingerprinting, DNA sampling, photographs, and another 

wristband. 

69. Plaintiff Rasul was forced to squat outside for six to seven hours and went 

through similar processing. Unmuzzled barking dogs were used to intimidate Plaintiff 

Rasul and others. At one point, Defendant John Doe, a soldier from a unit known as the. 
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Extreme Reaction Force(ERF), repeatedly kicked Plaintiff ~ in the back and used a 

riot shield to slam himagainsta wall. 

70. After processing, Plaintiis were placed in wire cages of about 2 meters by 

2. meters. Conditions were cruel, inhuman and degrading. 

71. Plaintiffs were forced to sit in their cells in total silence for extended 

periods. Once. a week, for two minutes,. Plaintiffs were removed from their cells and 

showered.. They were then returned to their cells. Once. a week, Plaintiffs were 

permittedfive minutes recreation while their hands remained. chained. 

72.. Plaintiffswere exposed to extreme heat during the day, as their cells were 

situated in the. direct sunlight, 

73. Plaintiffs were deliberately fed inadequate quantities of food, keeping them 

in a perpetual state <i hunger. Much <i the food consisted of ·MRE's• (meals ready to 

eat), which were ten to twelve. years beyond their usable. date.. Plaintiffs were served 

out of date powdered eggs and milk, stale bread from which the mold had been picked 

out and fruit that was black and rotten. 

74. Plaintiffs and other detainees were forced to kneel each time a guard 

came into their cells. 

75. Plaintiffs at night were exposed to powerful floodlights, a purposeful tactic 

to promote sleep deprivation among the detainees.. Plaintiffs and the other detainees 

were prohibited from putting covers over their heads to block out the. light and were 

prohibitedfrom keeping their arms beneath the covers. 

76. Plaintiffs were constantly threatened at Camp X-Ray, with guards stating 

on multiple occasions, 'We could kill you at any time; the world doesn't know you're 

here: we could kil I you and no one would know." 
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77. Plaintiff AI-Harith was taken to the. medical. clinic and W:S told that his 

blood pressure was too high. He was given, on information and belief, muscle relaxant 

pills and an injection of an unspecified substance .. 

78. Qi various occasions, Plaintiffs' efforts to pray were. banned or 

interrupted. Plaintiffs were never given prayer mats and did not initially receive copies 

of the. Koran. Korans were. provided to them after approximately a month.. On one 

occasion, a guard in Plaintiff. Ahmed's cellblock noticed a copy cf the. Koran on the. floor 

and kicked it. On another occasion, a guard threw a copy d' the Koran in a toilet 

bucket.. Detainees, including Plaintiffs, were also at times preventedfrom calling out the. 

call. to prayer, with American soldiers either silencing the. person who was issuing the 

prayer call. or playing loud music to drown out the. call. to prayer. This. was part d a 

continuing pattern of disrespect and contempt for. Plaintiffs' religious beliefs and 

practices. 

Interrogation at Camp x .. Ray 

79. Plaintiffs were extensivery interrogatedat Camp X-Ray. 

80. During interrogations, Plaintiffs were typically "long shackled," whereby 

their legs were chained using a large padlock. The. shackles had sharp edges that 

scraped the skin, and all Plaintiffs experienced deep cuts on and around their ankles,. 

resulting in scarring and continuing chronic pain. During. the interrogations, Plaintiffs 

were. shackled and chained to the floor. Plaintiffs were repeatedly urged by American 

interrogators to admit that they were fighters who. went to Afghanistan for "jihad.''. In 

return, Plaintiffs were promised that if they confessed to these false assertions, they 

could return to the United Kingdom. Plaintiff Iqbal, who was interrogated five times by 
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American forces over three months at Camp X-Ray, was repeatedly encouraged and 

coerced to admitto having been a "fighter." 

81. Plaintiff AI-Harith was interrogated approximately ten times at Camp X· 

Ray. He was interrogated by both British and American authorities. On one occasion, 

an interrogator asked Plaintiff AI-Harith to admit that he went to Pakistan to buy drugs, 

which was not true. On another occasion, Plaintiff AI-Harith was told that there. was a 

new terrorism law that would permit the authorities to put his family out in the. street it 

Plaintiff AI-Harith did not admit to being a drug dealer or a fighter. Qi another OCCNon, 

interrogators promised money, a car, a house and a job if he admitted those. things, As 

they were not true, he declined to admit them. 

82.. Following Plaintiff Ahmed's first several interrogations at Camp X·Ray, he 

was isolated in a cellblock where. there were. only Arabic speakers. Plaintiff Ahmed,. 

who does not speak Arabic, was unable. to communicate with anyone other than 

interrogators and guards for approximately five months. 

Conditions at Camp Delta 

83. Around May 2002, Plaintiffs were transferredto Camp Delta. 

84. At no time. were Plaintiffs advised as to why they were being transferred, 

Ir what purpose they were detained, why they were considered "unlawful combatants," 

and what medical and legal rc£.ourccc might be available. 

85. At Camp Delta, Plaintiffs were housed in mesh cages that were 

subdivided from a larger metal container. There. was little to no privacy and the. cages 

provided little shelter from the. heat during the. day or the. cold at night. The. cages 

quickly rusted because. d the sea air.. The. cells contained metal slabs at waist height; 
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detainees could not sit on the slabs because their legs would dangle off and become 

numb. There was not enough room in the. cells to pray. 

86. Constant reconstruction work and large electric generators, which ran 24 

hours a day, were used as pat of a strategic effort to deprive Plaintiffs and others of 

sleep. Lights were often left on 24 hours. a day. 

87. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were in the same cellblock. Plaintiff Ahmed was 

placed in isolation for about one month. There was no explanation given as to why 

Plaintiff Ahmed had been placed in isolation.. Following this period, he was placed in a 

different cell and interrogated by mostly American interrogators who repeatedly asked 

him the same questions for six months, 

88. After six months at Camp Delta, Plaintiff Ahmed was moved to a cell. 

directly. opposite. Plaintiff Rasul.. Plaintiff. Iqbal was. placed in isolation for about one 

month. Again, no explanation was given for the arbitrary placement in isolation. 

89. Plaintiff Ahmed was repeatedly disciplined with periods of isolation for 

such behavior as complaining about the food and singing. 

90.. Plaintiff Iqbal, after about one month at Camp Delta, was moved to 

isolation and given smaller food portions because it was believed he was belittling a 

military policeman. He was disciplined with another week of isolation when he wrote 

"have a nice day'' on a Styrofoam cup. 

91. After m last period of isolation, Plaintiff Iqbal was moved to a block which 

housed only Chinese-speaking detainees. During his time there, he was exposed to 

aggressive interrogation. After being there for months, Plaintiff Iqbal's mental condition 

deteriorated further. 
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92. Plaintiff AI-Harith was put into isolation for refusing to wear a wristband. 

Plaintiff AI-Harith was also placed in isolation for writing the fetter "D" on a Styrofoam 

cup. The isolation block was freezing cold as cold air was blown through the block 

twenty-four hours a day. The isolation cell was pitch black as the guards claimed the 

lights were not working. Plaintiff AI-Harith was placed it isolation a second time around 

Christmas 2002 ftr refusing to take an unspecified injection. When he refused, the ERF 

was brought in and Plaintiff. AI-Hanth was "ERFed": he was beaten, forcibly injected and 

chained in a hogtied position, with his stomach on the. floor and his arms and legs 

chained together above him. The ERF team jumped on his legs and back and kicked 

and punched Plaintiff AI-Harith. Plaintiff AI-Hanth was then placed in isolation for 

approximately a month, deprived at various intervals of soap, toothpaste or a 

toothbrush, blankets or toilet paper. He was. also deprived of a Koran during this 

second period d. isolation. 

93. On information and belief, "ERFings/' i.e., the savage beatings 

administered by the ERF teams, were. videotaped on a regular basis and should be 

available. as evidence of the. truth of the allegations contained herein. 

94. The Camp Delta routine included compulsory "recreation".twice a week for 

fiieen minutes. Attendance. was enforced by the ERF. As soon as fifteen minutes had 

possod, detainees were immediately returned to their cells. Plaintiff Rasul noted that 

one would be forced to. return to. his cell even if. in the. middle of prayers. 

95. Around August 2002, medical corps personnel offered Plaintiffs Rasul, 

Iqbal and Ahmed injections of an unidentified substance. Plaintiis. Rasul, Iqbal and 

Ahmed, like most detainees, refused. Soon after, Defendant John Does, the. medical 

corps, returned with the ERF team. The ERF team members were dressed in padded 
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gear, thick gloves, and helmets. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were shackled and 

restrained with their arms and legs bent backwards while medical corps pulled up their 

sleeves to inject their arms with an unidentified drug that had sedative effects. 

96. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed received these. injections against their 

wil I on approximately a. dozen occa~ions. Plaintiff AI-Harith received 9. er 1 O compulsory 

injections on six separate occasions. 

97. Plaintiff Iqbal was deprived d his Koran and other possessions. His 

hands were shackled in front of him.. When Plaintiff Iqbal looked back, a guard pushed 

him in the corner. There Defendant John Does punched him repeatedly in the. face and 

kneed him in his thigh. 

Isolation and Interrogations at Came Delta 

98. Interrogation booths either. had a miniature camera hidden in them or a 

one-way glass window. Thus, on information and belief, some or all of the 

interrogations of Plaintiffs and other detainees are recorded and are available as 

evidence of the truth of Plaintiffs' allegations herein. 

99. In December 2002, a tiered reward system was introduced at Camp Delta, 

whereby detainees were placed on different levels .r tiers. depending on their level. of 

co-operation and their behavior at the camp. 

100. Interrogators and guards frequently promised to provide. a- threatened to 

withdraw of essential. items such as blankets or toothpaste - referred to as "comfort 

items" - in order to coerce detainees into providing information. The truthful assertion 

that Plaintiffs had no information to give did not result in the provision<£ "comfort items.". 

'lb the contrary, the interrogators demanded that lhe Plaintiffs confess to false 

allegations and promised "comfort items". in exchange. 
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101. Isolation of detainees was frequently used as a technique to ''wear down" 

detainees priorto interrogation. There were t\iO primary ways in which prisonerswould 

be placed in isolation: (1) for punishment, for a set period of time for a specific reason; 

or (2} for interrogation, with no specific time. limit. 

102. Between October 2002 and May 2003, Plaintiff Rasul was interrogated 

about five or six times.. Most of the. interrogations involvedthe. same questions that had 

been asked before. In April 2003, Plaintiffs Rasul. and Iqbal were given polygraph tests 

and were led to believe. that they might be. allowed to return home if. they passed. 

103. After two hours of questioning as to whether he was a member of Al. 

Qaeda, Plaintiff Rasul was returned to. his cell. Two weeks later, he was interrogated by 

a woman who may have. been army personnel in civilian clothing. She. informed him 

that he had. passed the polygraph test.. Plaintiff Rasul was transferred to a different 

cellblock and informed by interrogators that they had videos which proved that he and 

Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed were members of Al Qaeda and linked to the. September 11 

attacks. 

104. A week later, Plaintiff Rasul was transferred to an isolation block, called 

"November." Plaintiff Rasul asked the army sergeant why he. was being moved and 

was informed that the order was from the. interrogators. Plaintiff Rasulwas placed in a 

metal cell. To make !he conditions of confinement continuously debilitating, the air 

conditioning was turned df during the day and turned on high at night Temperatures 

were near , 00 degrees during the. day and 40 degrees at night The. extremes a heat 

and cold were deliberately utilized to intimidate,. discomfort and break down prisoners. 

For one week, Plaintiff Rasulwas held in isolation without interrogation. Later, he. was 

taken to a room and "short shackled. and placed in an extremely cold room for six to 
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seven hours. Short shackling consists of chaining the ankles and wrists. closely together 

to force the. detainee into a contorted and painful position. He. was unable. to move in the 

shackles and was not afforded an opportunity to go to the bathroom. He. was hardly 

able. to walk ard suffered severe back pains. He was taken back to his cell without 

explanation. 

105. The. next day Plaintiff Rasul was 0 short shackled" and chained to the floor 

again for interrogation by an US Army intelligence officer named Bashir, also known as 

Danny. He. was shown photographs of three. men who were. supposedly Plaintiffs 

Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed with a man purported to be Mohammed Atta. Plaintiff Rasul 

repeatedly and truthfully denied being the. person in the. photograph. Further, he. 

repeatedly and truthfully denied any involvement with Al Qaeda or the. September 1 t 

attacks. Qi five or six more occasions, Plaintiff Rasul was interrogated in similar 

fashion. During these interrogations, Plaintiff Rasul was not provided with food and was 

not permitted to pray. 

106.. Following the first interrogation, on five or six occasions, Plaintiff Rasul 

was removed from his. cell and brought back to the interrogation block for intervals. of 

about four or five days at a time. He. was repeatedly "short shackled," exposed to 

extremely loud rock or heavy metal music,. and left alone in the. interrogation room for up 

to 13 hours .in the "long shackle" position. 

107. During this. period, a Marine captain and other soldiers arrived at Plaintiff 

Rasul's cell to transfer him to another block,. where he. would remain in isolation for 

another two months without "comfort ttems.0 

108. On one occasion,. Plaintiff Rasul was brought to the. interrogation room 

from isolation to. be questioned by interrogators from the Criminal Investigations Division 
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(CID). These. interrogators, identified as "Drew" and ''Terry,11 informed Plaintiff Rasul 

that they were going to begin military tribunals. 

· 109. After continued interrogations as to his alleged presence in a photograph 

with Osama Bin Laden, Plaintiff Rasul explained that he. was working in England and 

going to college at the. time the. photograph was taken. Plaintiff Rasul told interrogators 

his place of employment at an English electronics shop and his. attendance. at University 

cf Central England and implored interrogators to corroborate what he was telling them. 

The interrogators insisted he was lying, 'lb Plaintiff's knowledge, no ettort was made. to 

find corroborating information which would have confirmed that Plaintiff Rasul was living 

in England at the. time of the. alleged meetingwith Bin Laden inthe photograph. 

110. About a month after his second isolation period, Plaintiff Rasul was "long 

ohacldod" and placed in a room, where. he wo.c mot by Bc.ohir and a woman drcsocd .it 

civilian clothing. Bashir informed Plaintiff Rasul that the woman had come from 

Washington to. show him a video of an Osama Bin Laden rally in Afghanistan. After the 

woman showed Plaintiff Rasul a portion d' the video,. she asserted that it showed 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed sitting down with Bin Laden. The woman interrogator 

urged Plaintiff Rasul to adm~ that the allegation was true, but the persons in the video 

were not the Plaintiffs. Plaintiff Rasul continued truthfully to deny involvement. He was 

threatened that if he did not confess, he would be returned to. isolation. Having been in 

isolation for five to six weeks, with the result that he was suffering from extreme mental 

anguish and disorientation, Plaintiff falsely confessed that he was in the video. 

111. Plaintiff Rasul was then returned to isolation for another five to six weeks. 

During that period he had no contact with any human being except with guards and 
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interrogators who questioned him regarding the identity <f certain individuals in 

photographs. 

112. Plaintiff Rasul was then transferred to another cellblock, where both 

Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed were being held. Here, Plaintiff Rasul was denied "comfort 

items". and exercise privileges. 

113. Around mid-August of 2003, Plaintiff Rasul.was moved within Camp Delta 

and placed in anolher cell block without explanation. After about two weeks,. Plaintiff 

Rasul was taken to a building known as the "Brown Building" and was informed by an 

army intelligence interrogator named "James" that he. would soon be moving to a cell 

next to Plaintiff's Iqbal and Ahmed. 

114.. Following the meeting with the. army intelligence interrogator, Plaintiff 

Rseul was brought to "Kilo. Blook'' the next day, where. Plaintiffs R~Gul, Iqbal. and Ahmed 

were reunited and able to speak with. one another. 

115. For the next two weeks, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were brought in 

succession to. be questioned by an army intelligence officer, known only as "James," as 

to their purported involvement in the. 2000 video of Bin Laden .. 

116. On one occasion,. Plaintiff Rasul was administered a voice. stress analyzer 

test by "James." 

117. After his last interrogation by "James," Plaintiff Rasul was infonned that he. 

would soon be. turned over to Navy Intelligence. Before. that, however, in September 

2003, Plaintiff Rasul. was further interrogated. He was brought into an interrogation 

room ir eight hours. He was denied requests to pray and to have food or water. The 

following day, British officials questioned Plaintiff Rasul. Plaintiff Rasul informed an 

official,who gave the name "Martin,''. that he had been kept in isolation for three months 
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without cause and had severe knee pain from the lack of exercise.. Later that evening, 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were taken to what was, on information and belief, a 

CIA interrogation block .. 

118. Plaintiffs continued to be held in the Kilo Black and were occasionally 

brought in for interrogation by a navy intelligenceofficerwho gave the name "Romeo." 

119. Plaintiff Iqbal was treated in a manner similar to the other Plaintiffs. 

120.. Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated on several. occasions,. sometimes for as 

long as eight hours. 

121. The typical routine was to be "short shackled" and placed in an extremely 

cold room. 

122. Plaintiff Iqbal was relegated to Level 4, the. harshest level, for about two 

weelts, with virtually no. "comfort items.". Soon after, he was placed in isolation on the. 

instruction of intelligence officers. 

123. Plaintiff Iqbal's isolation cell was covered in human excrement. Plaintiff 

Iqbal had no soap or towels and could not clean the cell. He was unable to ~ 

anywhere. 

124. Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated periodically to review photographs. On one 

occasion,. he was placed in a "short shackled" position and Mt in a room with the air 

conditioning turned down to. 40°. Plaintiff Iqbal was left in the "short shackle" position for 

about three hours .. Then, Defendant John Doe, an interrogator calling himself "Mr. 

Smith," entered 1he room and teased Plaintiff Iqbal about the. temperature. "Mr. Smith" 

told Plaintiff. Iqbal that he was able to get anything Plaintiff Iqbal wanted. "Mr. Smith" 

then pulled out pornographic magazines and taunted him.. Plaintiff Iqbal refused to talk 

to "Mr. Smtth." "Mr. Smith" left Plaintiff Iqbal alone. for another three or four hours in the 
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frigid room. In that one. day, Plaintiff Iqbal had been "short shackled"for seven to eight 

hours. Upon returning to his cell, he became. ill with flu and requested medication. One. 

of the military police officers, Defendant John Doe, denied him medication, and 

informed him that he was acting under orders from intelligence. 

125. The. next day, a Marine Captain and about 15. soldiers escorted Plaintiff 

Iqbal to another isolation block. He was left there for several days. Prior to his 

interrogation, Plaintiff Iqbal was "short shackled". and then introduced to. an interrogator 

who gave the. name. "James". Because the. pain from the shackling became. 

excruciating, Plaintiff Iqbal began to scream. After about three. or four hours, "James" 

unshackled him. 

126.. After three days, Plaintiff Iqbal was taken to the. "Brown Building, II where 

he. was. "long shackled" and left in a room with strobe lighting and very loud music 

played repeatedly, making it impossible for him to think or sleep. After about an hour, 

Plaintiff Iqbal was taken back to his cell. 

127. The. next day, Plaintiff Iqbal was "short shackled" in the. interrogation room 

for five or six hours before later being interrogated by "Drew," who identified himself as 

an agent from CID. Plaintiff Iqbal was shown photographs, but refused to look at them. 

He. was "short shackled" for about four or five hours. more. After a while, he was unable 

to bear. the conditions and falsely confessed that he. was pictured in the photographs. 

128. Four days later, agents from the FBI. interrogated Plaintiff Iqbal about his 

activities. in 2000. 

129. Plaintiff Iqbal remained in isolation and was questioned at one point by a 

military intelligence officer giving the. name. of OJ." Soldiers threatened him with further 

beatings if. he. did not answer the questions. 
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130. Plaintii Ahmed was interrogated on numerous occasions,. particularly with 

respect to his. knowledge of the Bin Laden video. He was interrogated every three. or 

four days, and the. typical procedure was that he was first "short shackled". and placed in 

a freezing room with loud music for several. hours. 

131. Before arriving at Guantanamo, Plaintiff Ahmed was. seriously sleep-

deprived and malnourished. He. was the. first of the Plaintiffs to admit to various false 

accusations by Interrogators. 

132. Upon Plaintiff Ahmed's arrival at Camp Delta, he was placed in isolation 

for about one month. Following this period, he. was placed in a different cell and 

interrogated by mostly American interrogators who. asked him lhe same questions for 

six months. 

133. Plaintiff Al-Horith also was given a lie detector test approximately one year 

into his detention which he. was told he passed. 

134. Plaintiff AI-Harith on three or four occasions witnessed Defendant John 

Does, military police, using an industrial strength hose to shoot strong jets of water at 

detainees. He was hosed down on one occasion. A guard walked along the gangway 

alternating the hose on each cell. Plaintiff AI-Harith was hosed down continuously for 

approximately one minute .. The pressure of the. water forced him to the back of his cell. 

The contents of his cell, including his bedding and Koran, were. soaked. 

135. Plaintiff Rasul, in.the next cell, also hadall.thecontentsof his.cell soaked. 

136. In or around February 2004, Plaintiffs heard from military police that they 

would be released and sent home soon. Before leaving Camp Delta, Plaintiffs all were 

interrogated a final time. Plaintiffs were asked to sign statements admitting to 

membership in Al Qaeda and participationi n terrorist activity. Plaintiffs declined. 
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137. In March2004, Plaintiffs were releasedfrom Camp Deltaandflownto the 

United Kingdom. 

lnluries 

738. Plainiiffs suffered and continue to suffer from the cruel, inhuman, and 

degrading treatment they experienced during their detention. The. "short shackling" 

which Plaintiffs were exposed to resulted in deep cuts at their ankles, permanent 

scarring, and chronic pain. Plaintiff Rasul has. chronic pain in his. knees and back. 

Plaintiff Ahmed also suffers from permanent deterioration of his eyesight because. of the 

withhotding of required special lenses as "comfort ttems." 

139. Plaintiff AI-Harith suffers from severe and chronic pain in his knees from 

repeatedly being forced onto his knees and pressed downwards by guards whenever he 

left his cell. He al"iO. has. experienced pain in his. right elbow. 

140.. Plaintiffs further suffer from acute psychological symptoms. 

Development and Implementation of a Plan of Torture 
and Other Physical andPsvchologlcal Mistreatment of Detainees 

141. The. torture, threats, physical and psyohologioal abuso infliotcd upon 

Plaintiffs were devised, approved, and implemented by Defendant Rumsfeldand other 

Defendants in the military chain of command. These techniques were intended as 

interrogation techniques to be used on detainees. 

142. It Ewell-established that the use of force in interrogation is prohibited by 

domestic and international. law. The United States Army strictly prohibits the use of 

such techniques and advises. its interrogators that their use may lead to criminal 

proaccution. Army Field Manual 34-52, Ch. 1, "Intelligence Interrogation," provides: 
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Ill Against lse of Force. 

The use cf force, mental torture, threats,. insults, a- exposure. to 
unpleasant and inhumane treatment of any kind is prohibited by. 
law and is. neither authorized nor condoned by the US 
Government... •• The. psychological techniques and principles 
outlined should neither be confused with, nor construed to be. 
synonymous with,. unauthorized techniques such as brainwashing, 
mental torture, or any other form of mental. coercion to include 
drugs. These techniques and principles are intended to serve. as 
guides in obtaining the willing cooperation of a source. The. 
absence. of threats. in interrogation is intentional, as their 
enforcement and use normally constitute. violations of 
international law and may result in. prosecu.ffon .. (Emphasis 
supplied). 

143. Further,. accordingto Field Manual.34-52, ch. 1: 'Experience indicates that 

the use of force is not necessary to gain the cooperation of sources for interrogation. 

Therefore, the use d' force Is a poor technique, as it yields unreliable. results,. may 

damage subsequent collection efforts, and can induce the source to say whatever he 

thinks the. interrogator wants to hear.". 

144. Army Field Manual 27-10, 'The. Law of Land Warfare," summarizes the. 

domestic and internationallegal rules applicable to the conduct of war.. Field Manual 

27-10 recognizes the following sources of the law of war: 

The law of war is derived from two. principal sources: 

a Lawmaking Treaties (or Conventions),such as the Hague 
and Geneva Conventions. 

b. Custom. Although some of the lo.w of war hao not been 
incorporated in any treaty or convention to which the. United 
States. is. a party, this. body of unwritten or customary law is 
firmly established by the custom of nations and well. defined 
by recognized authorities on internationallaw . 

.Id. at Ch. 1 , § I. 

145. In spite of the prohibitions on the use of force, threats,. and abuse in 

the. Army Field Manual, and i, clear acknowledgement that their use violates 
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international and domestic law, Defendant Rumsfeldapproved techniques that were 

in violation of those prohibitions and thus knowinglyviolated the rights of Plaintiffs. 

146. In a press release dated June 22, 2004, Defendant Rumsfeld admitted 

that beginning December 2, 2002, he personally authorized the. use of interrogation 

techniques that are. not permitted under FM 34-52. Further,. in the. press release, 

Defendant Rumsfeld admits that he. personally was consulted when certain of the. 

techniques were to be utilized. 

147. The techniques practiced on Plaintiffs - including beatings, "short 

shackling,tt sleep deprivation, injections of unknown substances,. subjection to cold 

or heat, hooding, stress positions, isolation, forced shaving, disruption cf religious 

practices, forced nakedness, intimidation with vicious dogs and threats - were 

known to and approved by Defendant Rumsfeld and others in the military chain of 

command. 

148. Article 3. common to. all four Geneva Conventions requires that all 

persons in the. hands <f an opposing force, regardless of their legal status, be. 

afforded certain minimum standards of treatment: 

Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed 
forces who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de combat by 
sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in al circumstances be 
treated humanely, without any adverse. distinction founded on race, colour, 
religion or faith, sex. birth er wealth, or any other similar criteria. 
To this end the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and 
in any place whalsoever with respect to the above-mentioned persons: 

(a} Violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, 
cruel treatment and torture: 

* •••• 

(c) Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular, humiliating and degrading 
treatment. 
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149.. The. Third Geneva Convention cf 1949, Art. 130, bars the "willful killing, 

torture or inhuman treatment ... willfully causing great suffering or serious injury to 

body or health" of any prisoner d' war. 

150. In February 2002, the. White House issued a press release, which 

advised: 

The. United States is. treating and will. continue to treat all of the 
individuals. detained at Guantanamo humanely and, to the extent 
appropriate and consistent with military necessity, in a manner 
con-;~1ent with the principles<£ the Third Geneva Convention of 
1949. 

The. President has determined that the Geneva Convention applies 
to the. Taliban detainees,. but not to the al-Qaeda detainees. Al
Qaeda is not a state party to the Geneva Convention; it is a foreign 
terrorist group. As. such, its members. are not entitled to POW 
status. 

151. On information and belief, Dcfcndanl. Rumofold and all Ocfondants 

were aware of this. statement a. the President. Moreover, Defendant Rumsfeldknew 

that this statement of policy was a departure from the previous policy of the United 

States. that the laws of war, including the Geneva Conventions, were always to be 

honored. Defendant Rumsfeld knew that the Department of State and the uniformed 

services took the generally recognized position that the. Geneva Conventions.could 

not be. abrogated or ignored. 

152. 1 lowever, Defendant Rumsfeld and others deliberated failed to 

implement the. Presidential Directive in any event. Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

Defendants in the chain of command had no good faith basis. for believing that 

Plaintiffs were members of er affiliated with Al Qaeda in any way. Indeed, the policy 

as announced was incoherent in that Defendant Rumsfeld and the other defendants 

had no way of knowing who was and who was not a member of Al Qaeda or the. 
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Taliban and Defendants took no steps. to implement any reliable fact-finding process 

which might ascertain who was and who was not a member of Al. Qaeda or the 

Taliban, including in particular a "competent tribunal" as mandated by the. Third 

Geneva Convention, Art. 5, U.S. military regulations and long standing practice of 

the. U.S. armed forces 

153. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants were aware that torture and 

other mistreatment perpetrated under coor of law violates domestic and 

international law at. 

154.. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants were aware that Plaintiffs 

were tortured and otherwise mistreated or knew they would be tortured and 

otherwise mistreated while in militarycustody in Afghanistan and at Guantanamo. 

155. Dcfcndnnt Rumofcld and QII Defendants took no steps to prevent the 

infliction of torture and other mistreatmentto which Plaintiffs were subjected. 

156. Defendant Rumsfeld and all. Defendants authorized and encouraged the 

infliction d torture and other mistreatment against Plaintiis .. 

157. Defendant Rumsfeld and al Defendants were aware that prolonged 

amitnuy detention violates customary international. law. 

158. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants authorized and condoned the 

prolonged arbitrary detention cf Plaintiffs. 

Count I 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Prolonged Arbitrary Detention 

159. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege lhe allegations contained in. paragraphs 1 

through 158 of this Complain! as if fully set forth. herein. 
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160. As stated by the. Supreme Court of the United States, the allegations 

contained herein "unquestionably describe. 'custody in violation of the. Constitution or 

laws or treaties of the. United States."'. Rasul v. Bush. 124 S. Ct 2686, 2698, n.15 

(2004) (citation omitted) (Plaintiffs RhuhelAhmed and Asif Iqbal were also Plaintiffs in 

that case). 

161. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were unarmed and were detained in a 

prison camp operated by non-U.S. forces and Plaintiff AI-Harith had been detained and 

mistreated by the. Taliban as a suspected British spy and was trapped in a war zone 

when Defendants took physical custody of their persons. Plaintiffs never engaged in 

combat, carried arms, or parlicipated in terrorist activity or conspired with any terrorist 

person or organization. Defendants could have had no good-faith reason to believe that 

they had done so. 

162. The Plaintiffs were detained under the. exclusive custody and control. d 

Defendants for over two years without due process,. access to counsel or family, or a 

single charge of wrongdoing being leviedagainstthem. 

163. The acts described herein constitute prolonged arbitrary detention in 

violation of the law cf nations under the Alien Tort Statute,. 28 USC. § 1350, in that the 

acts violated customary international. law prohibiting prolonged arbitrary detention as 

reflected, expressed, and defined in multilateral treaties and other international 

instruments, international and domestic judicial decisions, and other authorities .. 

164. Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the. prolonged 

arbitrary detention of Plaintiffs. 
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165. Defendant's unlawful conduct deprived Plaintiffs of their freedom, d. 

contact with their families, friends and communities. As a result, Plaintitts suttered 

severe psychologicalabuse and injuries. 

166, Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

CountH 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Torture 

167. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained. in paragraphs 1 

through 158 of this Complaint as if fully setforth herein. 

168. The acts described herein were inflicted deliberately and intentionally for 

purposes which included, among 'others, punishing the Plaintiffs or intimidating them. 

The alleged acts did not serve any legitimate intelligence-gatheringff other government 

purpose, Instead, they were perpetraled to coerce, punish, and intimidate. the. Plaintiffs. 

In any event, torture is. not permitted as a legitimate government function under any 

circumstances. 

169.. The acts described herein constitute torture in violation of the. law cf 

nations under the Alien Tort Statute,. 28. U.S.C. § 1350, in that the acts violated 

customary international law prohibiting torture as reflected, expressed, and defined in 

multilateral treaties and other international instruments,. international ard domestic 

judicial decisions and other authorities .. 

170. Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly end/or indirectly facilitated, ordered acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified and or/conspired together in bringing about the torture and other physical and 

psychological abuse. of Plaintiffs as described above. 
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171. Plaintiffs suffered severe, immediate and continuing physical and 

psychological abuse as a result of the acts alleged herein. Plaintiffs continue to suffer 

profound physical and psychologicaltrauma from the acts alleged herein. 

172. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

Countlll 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Cruel, Inhuman or DegradingTreatment 

173. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158.u this Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

174. The acts described herein had the intent and the effect of grossly 

humiliating and debasing the. Plaintiffs, forcing them to act against their will. and 

conscience, inciting fear and anguish, and breaking their physical and moral. resistance. 

175.. These acts included infer alia repeated severe beatings; the. withholding of 

food, water, and necessary medical care; sleep deprivation; lack of basic hygiene; 

intentional. exposure to extremes of heat and cold and the. elements; continuous 

isolation for a period of months; forced injections; sexual humiliation; intimidationwith 

unmuzzled dogs; deprivation of the rights to practice their religion and death threats. 

176. The acts described herein constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading 

trotitmont in violation d tho law. of nations under the Alien Tort Statute,. 28 U.S.C. § 

1350, in that the. acts violated customaty international ew prohibiting cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment as reflected, expressed, and defined in multilateral. treaties and 

other international instruments, international and domestic judicial decisions and other 

authorities. 
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177. Defendants are liable for said conduct it that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the cruel, 

inhuman or degrading treatment of Plaintittsas described above. 

178. Plaintitts suffered severe immediate physical and psychological abuse as 

a result of the acts alleged herein. Plaintiffs continue. to suffer profound physical and 

psychological trauma from the acts alleged herein. 

179. Plaintitts are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

Count IV 
VIOLATION CF THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS. 

180. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege tho allcgationo conlaincd in paragraphs 1 

through 158cf this Complaint as iffully set forth herein. 

181. As detailed herein, Plaintiffs were held arbitrarily, tortured and otherwise 

mistreated during their detention in violation of specific protections of the Third and 

Fourth Geneva Conventions including but not limited to Article 3. common to all four 

Geneva Conventions. 

182. Violations ct· the Geneva Conventions are direct treafy. violations as \d 

t10 violation~ of customary international law. 

183. Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated .in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 

arbitrary detention, torture, abuse and mistreatment of Plaintitts as described above. 
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184. As a result of Defendants' violations cf the Geneva Conventions, Plaintiffs 

are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be determined at trial.. 

coumv 
CLAIMS. UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 

Violation of the Eighth Amendment 

185. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the. allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

thorugh 158. a. this Complaint as if fully set forth herein .. 

186. Defendants' actions alleged herein against imprisoned Plaintiffs violated 

the. Eighth Amendment to tho United States Constiition. Over the course of an 

arbitrary and baseless incarcerationir more than two years, Defendants inflicted cruel. 

and unusual punishment on Plaintiffs. Despite never having been tried by any tribunal, 

Plaintiffs and other detainees were repeatedly denounced as guilty of terrorist acts by 

Defendant Rumsfeld, President Bush,. Vice. President Cheney and others. The. acts of 

cruel, inhuman or degrading unusual. punishment were imposed based on this arbitrary 

and impermissible declaration of guilt 

187. Defendants were. acting under color of law of the United States at al times 

pertinent to the allegations set forth above. 

188. The Plaintiffs suffered severe physical and mental injuries as a result of 

Defendants' violations. of the Eighth Amendment. They have. also suffered present and 

future economic damage. 

189. The actions of Defendants are actionable under Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named Federal Aaents, 403 u.s. 388 (1971 ). 

100. Defendants arc liable for said conduct in that Dcfcndante partioipatod in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and. abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 
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arbitrary detention, physical and psychological torture and abuse,. and other 

mistreatment of Plaintiffs as described above .. 

191. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

CountVI. 
CLAIMS UNDER lHE CONSTITUTIONOFTHE UNITED STATES 

Violation of the Fifth Amendment 

192. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the. allegations contained in paragraphs, 

through 158 of this. Complaint as if fully set forth herein .. 

193. Defendants, actions alleged herein against Plaintiffs violated the Fifth 

Amendment to the United States. Constitution. 

19-1. The arbitrary and baseless detention. of Plaintiffs for more than two yoare 

constituted a clear deprivation of their liberty without due. process, in direct violation of 

their Fifth Amendment rights. 

195. The cruel, inhuman or degrading, and unusual conditions of Plaintiffs' 

incarceration clearly violated their substantive. rights to due. process .. See. Citv of Revere. 

v. Mass .. Gen. Hosp., 463 U.S.239, 244(1983). 

196. Defendants' refusal to permit Plaintiffs to consult with counsel er to have 

access to neutral tribunals to challenge the fact and conditions cl their confinement 

constituted violations of Plaintiffs' procedural rights to due. process. 

197. The abusive conditions d Plaintiffs' incarceration served no legitimate 

government purpose. 

198. Defendants were acting under the color of the law of the United States at 

all times. pertinent to the. allegations set forth above. 
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199. The Plaintiffs suffered severe. physical and mental injuries as a result of 

Defendants' violations of the. Fdlh Amendment. They have also suffered present and 

future economic damage. 

200. The actions d Defendants are actionable under Bivens v. Six Unknown 

NamedFederalAaents, 403 US. 388 (1971), 

201, Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 

arbitrary detention, physical and psychological torture and abuse and other 

mistreatment of Plaintiffsas described above. 

202. Plaintiffs are. entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be. 

dctcrmincdat trial. 

Count Vil 
CLAIM UNDER THE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM RESTORATION ACT 

203. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the. allegations contained in paragraphs 1. 

through 158 of this. Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

204. Defendants' actions alleged herein inhibited and constrained religiously 

motivated conduct central to. Plaintiffs' religious beliefs. 

205. Defendants• action~ imposed a substantial burden on Plaintiffs' abilities to 

exercise and express their religious beliefs. 

206.. Defendants regularly and systematically engaged in practices specifically 

aimed at disrupting Plaintiffs' religious practices. These acts included throwing a copy 

of the. Koran in a toilet bucket, prohibiting prayer, deliberately interrupting prayers, 

playing loud rock music to interrupt prayers, withholding the Koran without reason or as 
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punishment, forcing prisoners to pray with exposed genital areas, withholding prayer 

mats and confining Plaintiffs under oonditioffi fflE'e it was impossible or infeasible ir 

them to exercise their religious rights, 

207. Defendants were acting under the calor of the law of the United States at 

all times. pertinent to the. allegations set forth above. 

208. The. Plaintiffs suffered damages as a direct and proximate result of 

Defendants' violations of the Religious Freedom RestorationAct, 42 U.S.C.A §§ 2000bb 

et seq. 

209. Defendants are liable lor said conduct in that Defendants participated m, 

set the. conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated,. ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the denial, 

di~ruption and interference with Plaintiffs' religiOU', pr.iotiooc and boliofe as doeoribod 

above. 

210. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 
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WHEREFORE Plaintiffs each demand judgment against Defendants jointly 

and severally, including compensatory damages i'I the amount of $10,000,000 each 

(Ten Million Dollars), punitive damages, the cnsts a this action, including reasonable 

attorneys' fees, and such other and further ffiJ' as this Court may deem just and 

proper. 

Dated October 27 ,2004 

Barbara Olshansky (NY 0057) 
Jeffrey Fogel 
Michael Ratner 
CENTER FOR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 
666 Broadway, 7Vl Floor 
NewYorlc, NY, 20012 

!(b )(6) I 
Attomeys fir Plaintiffs 

BAACH ROBINSON&. LEWIS 
Eric L. Lewis D.C. Bar No. 394643 
Jeffrey D. RobinsonD.C •. Bar No.376037 
Lois J. Schiffer D.C. Bar. N::>. 56630 
1201 F.Street NW, Suite 500 
Washington. 0.9. 20004 

!(b}(6) _ 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF .THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C .. 20301·1600 

INFO MEMO 
.. - ~· .... 

November 17 ,2004. 11 :30 a.m. 

FOR:. 

FROM:. 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II ~ 

SUBJECT: Detainee Lawsuits. 

• You asked me. to. provide information about a lawsuit that is purportedly being 
filed against you by a Moroccan former GTMO detainee,. Radhouane. 
B.enchakroun. 

• We have found no record of a lawsuit filed against you by. Mr.. Benchakroun or 
any other Moroccan former GTMO detainee .. 

• The. Casablanca Assahifa newspaper reported that lawyer Mohamed Hila] 
intends. to file a lawsuit against you on behalf of his. client,. Radhouane. 
Benchakroun. (Tab A) We have found no record of a current or former 
GTMO detainee. named Radhouane Benchakroun. 

• Five GTMO detainees. were. released to. Moroccan authorities in August 
2004, including Radhouane Chekkouri. and Brahim Benchakroun .. Mr .. 
Hilal apparently represents. Brahim Benchakroun .. 

• Several other former GTMO detainees.have filed a lawsuit,.Rasul, et al. v. 
Rumsfeld, et. al.,. against you and otherDoD officials in your individual 
capacities .. (Tab B) 

• This. case was. filed in the United States. District Court for the District of 
Columbia by four former GTM O detainees who. are. citizens of the United 
Kingdom and who. were. released in March 2004 .. They allege that they 
were. tortured during their detention at GTMO in violation of the. 
Constitution and domestic. and. international. law. They seek $1 OM each in 
compensatory and punitive damages. 

COORDINATION:. NONE 

Attachments:. As stated. 

Prepared By: Christine. S. Ricci, Associate Deputy General Counsel. (LC)l ... (b_)_(
6
_) __ __, 

0 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Lawsuit Information 

'November 5,2004. 

I, "':7 
I 

Please give me some information on this lawsuit that is being filed against me by a 

GITMO detainee. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
FBIS Report re: GITMO Detainee 

DHR:ss 
110404-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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Text 
Morocco: Former Guantanamo Detainee to Sue. Rumsfeld Over Alleged Torture 
GMP20041104000229 CasablancaAssahifa in Arabic. 3Nov 04 

[Unattributed report on page one: A Moroccan lawyer sues Rumsfcld in court"] 
[FBIS Translated Text] 

Mr .. Mohamed Hilal, a Rabat lawyer, has told Assahifa that he. is. determined to take legal 
action against US Secretary for Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, in the. United States, in coordination 
with American lawyers. 

Mr. Hilal says that he will be asking for compensation for his client Radhouane Bem:hakroun 
for the damage caused to mm by the torture he was subjected to at the hands of American troops 
when he. was detained in Guantanamojail. 

This. will be the second case of its kind. In fact a British lawyer has. already lodged a simi Jar 
lawsuit against the. American Defense Department. 

[Description of Source: Casablanca Assahifa in Arabic -Independent weekly newspaper] 

THIS REPORT MAYCONTAINCOPYRIGHTEDMA'TERJAL COPYINGANTJmSSEMINATION IS PROHIBITED 
WITHOUT PERMISSION OF TH J,; COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SHAFJQ RASUL 
c/o 14 Inverness Street 
LondonNW1 7 HJ 
England; 

ASIFIQBAL 
d o .14 Inverness Street 
London NW17 HJ 
England; 

RHUHELAHMED 
c/o 14 lnvernessStreet 
London NW17 HJ 
England; and 

JAMAL AL·HARITH 
c/o 159 Princess. Road 
Manchester M14 4RE 
England 

- against-

DONALD RUMSFELD 
Department of Defense 
1 ODO Defense Pentagon 
Washington D.C. 20301 ·1 ODO; 

Plaintiffs 

AIR FORCE GENERAL RICHARD. MYERS 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs ff Staff 
9999Joint Staff Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20318-9999; 

ARMY MAJOR GENERAL GEOFFREY MILLER 
Former Commander, Joint Task Force 
Guantdnamo Bay Nava1 Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 203106200;. 
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ARMY GENERALJAMEST. HILL 
Commander, United States Southern Command 
c/o United States.Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY MAJOR GENERAL MICHAELE DUNLAVEY 
Former Commander,. Joint Task Force 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba,. 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY BRIGADIER GENERALJA Y HOOD 
Commander, Joint Task Force,. GTMO 
Guanthamo. Bay Naval. Base, Cuba, 
e/o United.States.Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

MARINE BRIGADIER GENERAL MICHAEL LEHNERT 
Commender Joint Taek Foroo-160 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base,. Cuba 
c/o Headquarters L.JSI\IC 
2. Navy Annex (CMC) 
Washington, DC 20380-1775; 

ARMY COLONEL NELSON.J. CANNON 
Commander, Camp Delta 
Guanthnamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba,. 
c/o United States.Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY COLONEL TERRY CAAAICO 
Commander Camp X-Ray, Camp Delta 
Guantanamo Bay Naval. Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States.Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM CLINE 
Commander, Camp Delta 
Guantanamo Bay Naval. Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States. Army 
Army Pentagon 
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Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY LIEUTENANT COLONEL DIANE BEAVER 
Legal Adviser to. General Dunlavey 
Guantanamo Bay Naval. Base, Cuba 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200 

and 

.. 

JOHN DOES 1-1 oo, individuals. involved in the i I legal · 
Torture of Plaintiffs at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base 

All in their personal capacities .. 
Defendants. 

COMPLAINT 

(Violations cf the Alien Tort Statute,. the. Fifth and. Eighth Amendments to the. U ,S. 
Constitution, the. Geneva Conventions,. and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act) 

Plaintiffs Shafiq Rasul, Asif Iqbal, Rhuhel Ahmed and Jamal. Al~Harith, by 

and through their undersigned attorneys, Baach Robinson & Lewis PLLC and Michael 

Ratner at the. Center for Constitutional. Rights,. as and for their complaint against 

Defendants Donald Rumsfeld, Air Force General. Richard Myers, Army Major General 

Geoffrey Miller, Army General James T. Hill, Army Major General Michael E. Dunlavey, 

Army Brigadier General Jay Hood, Marine Brigadier General Michael Lehnert,. Army 

Colonel Nelson J. Cannon, Army Colonel. Terry Carrico, Army Lieutenant Colonel. 

William Cline,. Army Lieutenant Colonel Diane. Beaver and John Does. 1-100, hereby 

allege as follows: 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Plaintiffs are citizens and residents d the United Kingdom. They are not 

now and have never been members cf any terrorist group. They have never taken up 

arms against the United States. 

2.. Plaintiffs Shafiq Rasul,. Asif Iqbal and Rhuhel Ahmed were detained in 

Northern Afghanistan on November 28, 2001 , by General Rashid Dostum, an Uzbek 

warlord temporarily allied with the United States as part of the Northern Alliance. 

Thereafter, General Dostum placed Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed in the custody r:f 

the United States military. Because Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were unarmed 

and not engaged in any hostile activities, neither General. Dostum nor any of his troops 

ever could have or did observe them engaged in combat against the United States, the 

Northern Alliance or anyone else. On information and belief, General. Dostum detained 

Plaintiffs Rasul,. Iqbal and Ahmed and numerous other detainees who were not 

combatants; he handed detainees including Plaintiffs Rasul, lqbat and Ahmed to the. 

custody of the. United States in order to obtain bounty money from the United States; 

and the United States took custody r:f Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal. and Ahmed without any 

independent good faith basis for concluding that they were er had been engaged in 

activities hostile to the United States. 

3. Plaintiff Jamal AI-Hanth works as an internet web designer in Manchester, 

England. Intending to. attend a religious retreat, Plaintiff AI-Harith arrived in Pakistan on 

October 2, 2001 , where he was advised to leave the country because d animosity 

toward British citizens. Heeding the warning, he planned to return to Europe by 

traveling overland through Iran to Turkey by truck. While. in Pakistan, the truck in which 

PlaintiffAI-Harith was ridingwas stolen at gunpoint by Afghans; he was then forced into 
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a jeep which crossed the border into Afghanistan. Plaintiff AI-Harilh was then handed 

over to the Taliban. Plaintiff AI-Harith was beaten by Taliban guards and taken for 

interrogation. He. was accused of being a British special forces military spy and held in 

isolation. After the US invasion d Afghanistan, the Taliban released Plaintiff. Al-Harith 

into the general prison population. When the. Taliban government fell and the new 

government came to power, Plaintiff AI-Harith and others in the prison were told that 

they were free to leave. and Plaintiff AI-Harith was offered transportation to Pakistan. 

Plaintiff AI-Harith thought it would be quicker and easier to travel. to Kabul where there 

was a British Embassy. Officials of the. International Committee of the Red c~ 
("ICRC") instructedAl·Harith to remain at the prison and they offered to make contact 

with. the British Embassy to fly him home. Plaintiff AI-Harith also spoke directly to British 

Embassy officials who indicated that Uley were making arrangements. to fly him to. Kabul 

and out of the. country. After Plaintiff AI-Harith had been in contact with the British 

Embassy in Kabul for approximately a month discussing the logistics of evacuating him, 

American Special Forces arrived and questioned Plaintiff. The. ICRC fdd Plaintiff AI

Harith that the Americans would fly Plaintiff Al·Harith to Kabul; two days before he was 

scheduled to fly to Kabul, American soldiers told Plaintiff AI-Harith, "You're not going 

anywhere. We're taking you to Kandahar airbase." 

4.. All four Plaintiis. were first held in United States custody in Afghanistan 

and later transported to the United States Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay Naval 

Station, Cuba ("Guantanamo"), where Defendants imprisoned them without charge for 

more than two years. During Plaintiffs' imprisonment, Defendants systematically and 

repeatedly tortured them in violation of the United States Constiition and domestic and 

international law, and deprived them of access to friends, relatives, comts and counsel. 
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Defendants repeatedly attempted to extract confessions from Plaintiffs without regard to 

the. truth or plausibility cf these statements through the use of the. illegal methods 

detailed below. 

5. Plaintiffs were releasedwithout charge in March 2004 and have returned 

to their homes in the United Kingdom where they continue to suffer the physical and 

psychological effects of tlR prolonged arbitrary detention, torture and other 

mistreatment as hereinafter alleged. 

6. In the course of their detention by the United States, Plaintiffs were 

repeatedly struck with rifle butts, punched, kicked and slapped. They were "short 

shackled". in painful "stress positions0 for many hours at a time, causing deep flesh 

wounds and permanent scarring. Plaintiffs were also threatened with unmuzzled dogs, 

forced to strip naked,. subjected to repeated forced body cavity searches,. intentionally 

subjected to extremes of heat and cold for the purpose c£ causing suffering, kept in filthy 

cages fir 24 hours per day with no exercise or sanitation, denied access to necessary 

medical care, harassed in practicing their religion, deprived of adequate food, deprived 

of sleep, deprived of communication with family and friends, and deprivedd information 

about their status. 

7. Plaintiffs' detention and mistreatment were in plain violation of the United 

States Constitution, federcll statutory law and United States. treaty obligations, and 

customary international law. Defendants' treatment <f Plaintiffs and other Guantanamo 

detainees. violated various provisions of law including the Fifth Amendment to the United 

States Constitution forbidding the deprivation a liberty without due process; the Eighth 

Amendment forbidding cruel. and unusual. punishment; United States statutes prohibiting 

torture, assault.. and other mistreatment: the. Geneva Conventions: and customary 
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international law norms prohibiting torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment. 

a Plaintiffs' torture and other mistreatment was not simply the product cf 

isolated or rogue actions by individual. military personnel. Rather it was the. result of 

deliberate and foreseeable action taken by Defendant Rumsfeld and senior officers to 

flout <r evade. the United States Constitution,. federal statutory law, United States treaty 

obligations and long established norms of customary international law. This action was 

taken in a misconceived and illegal attempt to utilize. torture and other cruel, inhuman,. or 

degrading acts to coerce nonexislent information regarding terrorism. It was 

misconceived because, according to the conclusion of the US militaiy as expressed in. 

the Army Field Manual, torture does not yield reliable information, and because 

Plaintiffs-along with. the vast majority d Guantanruno detainees. had no information 

to give. It was illegal because, as Defendants well. knew,. torture and other cruel, 

inhuman or degrading treatment of detainees E not permitted under the United States 

Constitution, federal statutory law, United States treaty obligations, and customary 

international law. 

9. On or about December 2, 2002, Defendant Rumsfeld signed a 

memorandum approving numerous illegal interrogation methods, including putting 

detainees in "stress positions" fr up to four hours; forcing detainees to. strip naked, 

intimidating detainees with dogs, interrogatingthem for .20 hours at a time,. forcing them 

to wear hoods, shaving their heads and beards, keeping them in total darkness and 

silence, and using what was euphemistically called "mild, non-injurious physical 

contact." As Defendant Rumsfeld knew, these. and other methods were in violation <f 

the United States Constitution, federal statutory law, the Geneva Conventions, and 
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customary international law as reflected in, inter alia, the United Nations. Convention 

Against Torture. and Other Cruel,. Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 

("CAT'). This. memorandum of December 2, 2002, authorizing torture and other 

mistreatment,. was originally designated by Defendant Rumsfeld to. be. classified for ten 

years but was. released at the direction of President George W. Bush after the Abu 

Ghraib torture scandal became. public. 

1 o. After authorizing, encouraging, permitting, and requiring the acts of torture 

and other mistreatment inflicted upon Plaintiffs, Defendant Rumsfeld, on information 

and belief, subsequently commissioned a "Working Group Report" dated MardJ 6,2003, 

to address "Detainee Interrogations in the Global War on Terrorism: Assessment of 

Legal, Historical, Policy and Operational Considerations.". This report, also originally 

clacoifiod for a period of ten yoaro by Defendant Rumofcld, wac a.loo rclco.cod ofter the 

Abu Ghraib torture scandal became public. This report details. the requirements of 

international and domestic law governing interrogations, including the. Geneva 

Conventions; the. CAT; customary international law; the torture statute, 18 U.S.C. 

$2340; assault within maritime. and territorial jurisdiction, 18. U.S.C. $113; maiming, 18 

U.S.C. §114; murder,. 18 U.S.C. §1111; manslaughter, 18 U.S.C. §1112; interstate 

stalking, 18 U.S.C. §2261 a; and conspiracy 18 U.S.C. §2 and $371. The report 

attempts to address "legal doctrines under the Federal Criminal Law that could render 

specific conduct, otherwise criminal. 00! unlawful." Working Group Report at p. 3 

(emphasis in original). The memorandum is on its face an ex post facto attempt to 

create arguments that the. facially criminal. acts perpetuated by the. Defendants were 

somehow justified. It argues first that the President as Commander-in-Chief has 

plenary authority to order torture, a proposition that ignores settled legal doctrine from 
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King John at Runnymede to Youngstown Sheet & Tube, 343 U.S. 579 (1952). It next 

tries to apply common law doctrines <£ self-defense and necessity, arguing the. 

erroneous proposition that the United States has the right to torture detained individuals 

because. it needs to defend itself or because. it is. necessary that it do so. Finally, it 

suggests that persons inflicting torture and other mistreatment will. be able. to defend 

against criminal. charges by claiming that they were. following orders. The. report asserts 

that the detainees have. no Constitutional rights because the Constitutiondoes not apply 

to. persons held at Guantanamo. However,. the report acknowledges that U.S. criminal 

laws do apply to Guanthamo,. and further acknowledges that the. United States is 

bound by the. CAT to the extent that conduct barred by that Convention would also be 

prohibited by the Fifth, Eighth or Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution .. On June. 

22, 2004, the conclusions. c£ this. report and other. memoranda attempting to justify 

torture were repudiated and rescinded by President Bush. 

11. In April 2003, following receipt <f the. Working Group Report, Defendant 

Rumsfeld issued a new set cf recommended interrogation techniques, requiring 

approval for four techniques. These. recommendations recognized specifically that 

certain of the approved techniques violated the Geneva Conventions and customary 

international law, including the use of intimidation, removal. of religious items, threats 

and isolation. The April 2003 report, however, officially withdrew approval for unlawful 

actions that had been ongoing for months, including hooding, forced nakedness, 

shaving, ~ positions, use of dogs and "mild, non-injurious physical contact." 

Nevertheless, on informationand belief these illegal practices continued to be employed 

against Plaintiffs and other detainees at Guanthnamo. 
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12. Defendants well knew that their activities resulting in the detention,. torture 

and other mistreatment of Plaintiffs were illegal and violated clearly established law -

i.e., the Constitution, federal statutory law and treaty obligations of the United States 

and customary international law. Defendants' after-the-fact attempt to create an 

Orwellian legal fa~ade makes clear their conscious awareness that they were acting 

illegally. Therefore they cannot claim immunity from civil liability. 

I ANDVENUE 

13. This Court has jurisdiction over Plaintiffs' claims under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 

(federal question jurisdiction); and 28 U.S.C. § 1350 ( Alien Tort Statute). 

14. Venue. is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(a)(3) and 28 

U.S.C. § 13Q1(b}(2). The. alleged a:ts described below are "inextricably bound up with 

the. District of Columbia in its mle as the nation's capital.'' Mundv v. Weinberger, 554 F. 

Supp. 811, 818 (D.D.C. 1982). Decisions and acts by Defendants ordering, facilitating. 

aiding and abetting, acquiescing, confirming and/or conspiring in the commission of the 

alleged acts reached the highest levels of the. United States Government. On 

information and belief, approval for all. alleged acts emanated under color of law from 

orders, approvals, and omissions occurring in the Pentagon, numerous government 

agencies headquartered in the District of Columbia, and the offices cf Defendant 

Rumsfeld, several of which are in the District of Columbia. Venue for claims arising 

from acts of Cabinet officials, the Secretary <f Defense and United States agencies lies 

in the District of Columbia. See id.; Smith v. Dalton, 927 F. Supp. 1 (D.D.C. 1996) . 
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PARTIES. 

15. Plaintiff Shafiq Rasul was born in the United Kingdom and has been at all 

times relevant hereto a citizen and resident of the. United Kingdom. He. is. not now and 

has never been a terrorist or a member of a terrorist group. He. has never taken up 

arms against the. United States. At the time cf his. initial arrest and detention, he was 24 

years old. 

16. Plaintiff Asif Iqbal was born in the. United Kingdom and has been at all. 

times relevant hereto a citizen and resident of the United Kingdom. He is not now and 

has. never been a terrorist or a member a a terrorist group. He. has. never taken up 

arms against the United States. At the time of his initial arrest and detention, he was 20 

years old. 

17. Plaintiff Rhuhcl. Ahmed wac born in the United Kingdom and has. been at 

all times relevant hereto a citizen and resident d' the United Kingdom. He is not now 

and has never been a terrorist or a member of a terrorist group. Be has never taken up 

arms against the United States. At the time. of his initial arrest and detention,. he. was 19 

years old. 

18. Plaintiff Jamal AI-Harith was born in the United Kingdom and has been at 

all. times relevant hereto a citizen and resident a the United Kingdom. He is not now 

and has never been a terrorist or e member of a terrorist group. I-le has. never taken up 

arms against the United States.. At the. time. of his. initial. arrest and detention, he was 35 

years old .. 

19. Defendant Donald Rumsfeld is the. United States Secretary of Defense. 

Ch information and belief, he :s a citizen of Illinois and a resident of the District cf 

Columbia. Defendant Rumsfeld is charged with maintaining the. custody and. control of 
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the Guanthnamo detainees, including Plaintiis, and with assuring that their treatment 

was in accordance with law. Defendant Rumsfeld ordered, authorized, condoned and 

has legal responsibility for the arbitrary detention, torture and other mistreatment of 

Plaintiffs as alleged herein.. Defendant Rurnsfeldis sued in his individualcapacity. 

20. Defendant Myers is a General in the United States Air Force. and was at 

times relevant hereto Chairman of the.Joint Chiefs.of Staff. Ql informationand belief, 

he is a citizen and resident of Virginia. As the senior uniformed military officer in the. 

chain of command, Defendant Myers is charged with maintaining the. custody and 

control d the. Guantanamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and with assuring that their 

treatment was in accordance. with law. On information and belief, Defendant Myers was 

informedof torture.and other mistreatmentof detainees at GuanthamoandAbu Ghraib 

prison in lrnq and condoned such activities. Defendant Myers was in regular contact 

with Defendant Rumsfeld and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the. 

District of Columbia. Defendant Myers is.sued in his individual capacity. 

21. Defendant Miller is a Major General. in the United States Army and was at 

times relevant hereto Commander of Joint Task Force-GTMO. On information and 

belief, he is a citizen· and resident of Texas. At times relevant hereto, he had 

supervisory responsibility for Guanthnamo detainees,. including Plaintis,. and was 

rcGponoiblc for assuring that 1hoir treatment was in accordance with law. On 

information and belief, Defendant Miller was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld 

and other senior officials in the chain of command based in the. District of Columbia and 

participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia.. On 

information and belief, Defendant Miller implemented and condoned numerous methods 

of torture and other mistreatment as hereinafter described. On information and belief, 
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Defendant Miller was subsequently transferred to Abu Ghraib where. he. implemented 

and facilitated torture and other mistreatment of detainees there.. These. acts were 

filmed and photographed and have justly inspired widespread revulsion and 

condemnation aroundthe world. Defendant Miller is sued in his individual capacity. 

22.. Defendant Hill is a General in the United States Army and was at times 

relevant hereto Commander of the. United States Southern Command. On information 

and belief, he is a citizen and resident of Texas. On information and belief, Def end ant 

Hill was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior officials in. the. 

chain of command based il the District of Columbia and participated in and 

implemented decisions taken in the. District of Columbia. On information and belief, 

General. Hill requested and recommended approval for several abusive interrogation 

tochniques which were used on Guantinamo.detainees,. including Plaintiffs. Defendant 

Hill is sued in his individuals capacity. 

23.. Defendant Dunlavey is. a Major General. in the United States. Army and 

was at times relevant hereto Commander of Joint Task Forces 160/170, the. su~rs 

to Joint Task Force-GTMO. On information and belief, he. is a citizen and resident of 

Pennsylvania. At times relevant hereto, he. had supervisory responsibility fir 

Guantdnamo detainees,. including Plaintiffs, and for assuring that their treatment was in 

a.ccordancc with law. On information and belief, Defendant Dunlavey was in regular 

contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain of command 

based in the. District d Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken 

in the. District d Columbia. On information and belief, Major General Dunlavey 

implemented and condoned the torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading acts and 

conditions alleged herein .. Defendant Dunlavey is sued in his. individual capacity. 
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24. Defendant Hood is a Brigadier General in the United States Army and is 

the Commander of Joint Task Force-GTMO, which at all relevant times operated the 

detention facilities at Guantdnamo.. On information and belief, he. is. a citizen and 

resident of South Carolina. At times relevant hereto, he had supervisory responsibility 

for Guantinamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and for assuring that their treatment was. 

in accordance. with law .. On information and belief, Defendant Hood has been and 

continues to be .ii regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeldand other senior officials in 

the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and participated in and 

implementeddecisions taken in the District of Columbia.. Defendant Hood is sued in his 

individual capacity. 

25. Defendant Lehnert is a Brigadier General in the United States Marine 

Corps. and was at times relevant hereto Commander d the Joint Task Force. 

responsible for the construction and operation of Camp X-Ray and Camp Delta at 

Guantanamo. On information and belief, he is a citizen and resident of Florida. At times 

relevant hereto, he had supervisory responsibility for Guantanamo detainees, including 

Plaintiffs, and for assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On 

information and belief, Defendant Lehnert was in regular contact with Defendant 

Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain d' command based in the District of 

Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District d 

Columbia.. Defendant Lehnert is sued in his individual capacity. 

26. Defendant Cannon is a Colonel in the United States Army and the 

Commander of Camp Delta at Guantanamo. On information and belief, he is a citizen 

and resident of Michigan. At times relevant hereto, he has and continues to have. 

supervisory responsibility for Guantanamo detainees including Plaintiffs and for 
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assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On information and belief, 

Defendant Cannon has been in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

senior officials in the. chain of command based in the District of Columbia and 

participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia, Defendant 

Cannon is sued in his individual capacity. 

27.. Defendant Carrico is a Colonel in 1he United States Army and was at 

times. relevant hereto Commander of Camp X-Ray and Camp Delta at Guantdnamo. Gh 

information and belief, he is a citizen and resident of Texas. At times relevant hereto, 

he had supervisory responsibility for Guantdnamo detainees including Plaintiffs and for 

assuring that their treatment was in accordance. with law. On information and belief, 

Defendant Carrico was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior 

officials in the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and participated in 

and implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia. Defendant Carrico. is sued 

in his individual capacity. 

28.. Defendant Beaver is a Lieutenant Colonel in the. United States Army and 

was at times relevant hereto Chief Legal Adviser to Defendant Dunlavey. On 

information and belief, she is a citizen and resident of Kansas. On information and 

belief,. knowing that torture and other mistreatment were contrary to military law and 

regulations, she nevertheless. provided an opinion purporting to justify the. ongoing 

torture and other mistreatment of detainees at Guantanamo, including Plaintiffs. On 

information and belief, Defendant Beaver was in regular contact with Defendant 

Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain (i command based in the District rf 

Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District of 

Columbia, Defendant Beaver is sued in her individualcapacity, 
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29. Plaintiffs do not know the true names and capacities of other Defendants 

sued herein and therefore sue. these defendants by fictitious names, John Does 1-100. 

Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to allege their true names and capacities when 

ascertained. John Does 1-100 are the military and civilian personnel who participated in 

the. torture and other mistreatment of Plaintittsas. hereinafter alleged. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

30. Plaintiffs are citizens and residents of the United Kingdom. 

31. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed are boyhood friends and grew up streets 

away from each other in the working-class town a Tipton in the West Midlands cf 

England. 

32. Pfaintiff Shafiq Rasul. attended a. Catholic elementary school before 

studying at the same high school as Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed. An avid soccer fan, 

Plaintiff Rasul played for a local. team before. going on to study computer science at the 

University <f Central England. He also worked part time at an electronics store. 

33. Plaintiff Asif Iqbal attended the same. elementary school as Plaintiff Rasul. 

and the. same high school. as both Plaintiffs Rasul and Ahmed. After leaving high 

school,. Plaintiff Iqbal worked at a local factory making road signs and building bus 

shelters. He was also an active. soccer player and volunteered at the local community 

center. 

34. Plaintiff Rhuhel Ahmed attended the same high school as Plaintiffs Iqbal 

and Ahmed. Like Plaintiff. Iqbal, he worked at a local factory and worked with children 

and disabled people at 1he loc3l government-funded Tipton Muslim Community Center. 
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35, In September 2001, Plaintiff Iqbal traveled to Pakistan to join his father 

who had arranged a marriage for him with. a young woman from his family's ancestral 

village. His longtime friend, Plaintiff. Ahmed traveled from England in October in order to. 

join him.at his wedding as his best man. Plaintiff Rasul was at the. same time. in Pakistan 

visiting his family with the. expectation cf continuing his degree course in computer 

science degree within the month. Prior to the wedding in Pakistan,. in October 2001, 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed crossed the border into Afghanistan in order to offer 

help in the. ongoing humanitarian crisis. After the bombing in Afghanistan began. 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed tried to return to Pakistan but were unable to do. so 

because the border had been closed. Plaintiffs never engaged in any terrorist activity or 

took up arms against the United States. 

36. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed never. engaged in combat against the. 

forces of the. United States or any other entity. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed never 

conducted any terrorist activity or conspired, intended,. or planned to conduct any such 

activity. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed never belonged to Al Qaeda or any other 

terrorist organization. 

tentic,n in Afghanistan 

'57. On November 28, 2001 , Plaintiffs Rasul,. Iqbal and Ahmed were captured 

and detained by forces loyal to General AQ3hid Dosturn, an Utbek warlord who was 

aligned with the. Uml States. 

38. No U.S. forces were present when Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were 

detained. Therefore, no U.S. forces could have had any information regarding Plaintiffs 

other than that supplied by the. forces of General Dostum, who were known to be. 
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unreliable and who were receiving a per head bounty of, on information and belief, up to 

$35,000 .. 

39. With U.S. military forus present, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, along 

with 200 to 300 others, were crammed into metal containers and transported by truck to 

Sherbegan prison in Northern Afghanistan. General Dostum's forces fired holes into the 

sides of the containers with machine guns, striking the persons inside. Plaintiff Iqbal 

, was milk in his arm, which would later become. infected. Following the nearly 18-hour 

journey to Sherbegan prison, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were. among what they 

estimate to have been approximately 20 sunivors in the container. 

40.. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were held in Sherbegan by General 

Dostum's forces for about one month, where they were exposed to extremely cold 

conditions without adequate clothing, confined to tigh! spaces, and forced to ration food. 

Prison conditions were filthy. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and other prisoners 

suffered from amoebic dysentery and were infested with lice .. 

41. In late December 2001, the. ICRC visited with Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and 

Ahmed and informed them that the British Embassy in Islamabad, Pakistan had been 

advised cf their situation and that embassy officials would soon be in contact with 

Plaintiffs. 

42. On December 28, 2001, U.S. Special Forces arrived at Sherbegan and 

were informed of the identities ct· Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed. 

43. General. Dostum's troops chained Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and 

marched them through the main gate of the prison, where U.S. Special Forces 

surrounded them at gunpoint. 
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44. From December 28, 2001 until their release in March 2004, Plaintiffs 

Rasul,. Iqbal and Ahmed were in the exclusive physical custody and control d the 

United States military. In freezing temperatures, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were 

stripped of their clolt,es, searched, and photographed naked while. being held by 

Defendant John Does, two U.S. Special Forces soldiers. American military personnel 

took Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed to a room for individual. interrogations. Plaintiff 

Rasul. was bound hand and foot with plastic cuff.~ and forced onto his knees before an 

American soldier in uniform. Both Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were interrogated 

immediately and without knowledge of their interrogators' identities.. Bah were 

questioned at gunpoint While Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated, Defendant John Doe. 

held a 9mm pistol physically touching his temple. At no time were Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal 

and Ahmed afforded counsel or given the opportunity to contact their families. 

45. Following their interrogations, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were led 

outside where a Defendant John Doe immediately covered their eyes by putting 

sandbags over their heads and applying thick masking tape. They were placed side-by

side, barefoot in freezing temperatures, with only light clothing, for at least three to four 

hours. While hooded and taped, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were repeatedly 

threatened with beatings and death and were beaten by a number of Defendant John 

Does, U.S. military personnel. Plaintiff Iqbal estimates. that he. was punched, kicked, 

slapped, and struck by US military personnel with rifle butts at least 30 or 40 times. 

46. Thereafter, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were placed in trucks with 

other detainees and transported to an airport about 4 5 minutes away. 

4 7. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were led onto one plane and Plaintiff. Ahmed was 

led onto a second plane. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, still hooded with their 
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hands tied behind their backs and their legs tied in plastic cuffs, were fastened to a 

metal belt attached to the floor ri. each aircraft. The soldiers instructed Plaintiis. Rasul,. 

Iqbal and Ahmed to keep their legs straight out in front ri. them as they sat. The position 

was extremely painful. When any of Plaintiffs or other detainees tried to move to relieve 

the pain, an unknown number of Defendant John Does struck Plaintiffs and others with 

rifle butts. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were flown by the. U.S. military to 

Kandahar. 

48. Upon arrival in Kandahar, Plaintiffs. Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, still covered 

with hoods,. were led out of the planes. A rope was tightly tied around each. of their right 

arms, connecting the detainees together. 

49. Plaintiffs. Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed,. who were still. without shoes, were 

forced to walk h' nearly an hour in the. freezing. cold, causing them to sustain deep a.11:s 

on their feet and rope. burns on their right arms. 

50. Plaintiffs. Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were herded into a lent, where soldiers 

forced them io. kneel. with their legs bent double and their foreheads touching the 

ground. With their hands and feet still tied, the position was difficult to maintain. 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were repeatedly and violently beaten by. Defendant 

John Does, US soldiers. Each was asked whether he was a member of Al Qaeda and 

when each responded negatively, each. was. punched. violently and repealedly by 

soldiers. When Plaintiffs Rasul Iqbal and Ahmed identified themselves as British 

nationals, Defendants John Doe soldiers. insisted they were "not white" but "black" and 

accordingly could not be. British. The. soldiers continued to beat them. 

51. Plaintiffs Rasul,. Iqbal and Ahmed were "processed" by American soldiers, 

and had plastic numbered wristbands placed on their wrists. Soldiers kicked Plaintiff 
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Rasul, assigned the number 78, several times. during this process. American soldiers 

cut off his clothes and conducted a body cavity search.. He. was then led through an 

open-air maze constructed cf. barbed wire.. Plaintiffs Iqbal, assigned number 79, and 

Ahmed, assigned number 102, experienced the same inhumane. treatment. 

52.. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, dehydrated, exhausted, disoriented, 

and fearful, were summoned by number ir interrogation, When called,. each was 

shackled and led to an interrogationtent. Their hoods were removed and they were told 

to sit on the floor. An armed soldier stood behind them out of their line <:f. sight They 

were told that if. they moved they would be shot 

53. After answering questions as to their backgrounds, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal 

and Ahmed were each photographed by soldiers.. They were fingerprinted and a swab 

from their mouth and hairs. plucked from their beards. were. takenfor DNA identification. 

54.. An American soldier questioned Plaintiff Iqbal a second time. Plaintiff 

Iqbal was falsely accused by the interrogator of being a member of Al Qaeda, 

Defendant John Does, US soldiers,. punched and kicked Plaintiff Iqbal in the back and 

stomach before he. was dragged to another tent 

55 .. Personnel. believed by Plaintiffs to be. British military personnel later 

interrogated Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, with US soldiers present. Plaintiffs 

Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were. falsely accused cl being members of the Al Muhajeroon. 

During the. interrogation, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were threatened by 

Defendant John Does, armed American soldiers,. with further beatings it they did not 

admit to various false statements. 

56. Plaintiffs.Rasul and Ahmed slept in a tent with. about 20 other detainees. 

Plaintiff. Iqbal was in another tent The. tents were surrounded by barbed wire. 
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Detainees were not allowed to talk and were forced to sleep on the. ground. American 

soldiers woke the detainees hourly as part of a systematic effort to deprive them ct· 

sleep. 

57.. Defendant John Does, interrogators and guards, frequently used physical 

violence and unmuzzled. dogs to threaten. and intimidate Plaintiffs Rasul,. Iqbal and 

Ahmed and other detainees during the. interrogations. 

58.. At. or around midnight of January 12 or 13, 2002, US army personnel 

entered the tenl cf Plaintiffs Rasul and Ahmed. Both were made. to lie on the. ground, 

were shackled, and rice. sacks were placed over their heads. They were led to another 

tent, where. Defendant John Does, US soldiers, removed their clothes and forcibly 

shaved their beards and heads. The. forced shaving was not intended for hygiene 

purpoccs, but rather was, on infonnationand belief, designedto distress and humiliate 

Plaintiffs given their Muslim faith, which requires adult males to maintain beards. 

59.. Plaintiff Rasul was eventually taken outside where he could hear dogs 

barking nearby and soldiers shouting, "Get 'em boy." He. was then given a cavity search 

and photographed extensively while naked before being given an orange uniform. 

Soldiers handcuffed Plaintiff Rasul's wrists and ankles before dressing him in black 

thermal gloves, dark goggles, earmuffs, and a facemask. Plaintiff Rasul. was then Mt 

outside for hours in freezing temperatures. 

60. Plaintiff Iqbal, who was in another tent, experienced similar treatment of 

being led from his tent to be shaved and stripped naked. 

61. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were escorted onto large cargo planes. Still 

shackled and wearing facemasks, both. were chained to the floor with no backrests. 

They were forced by Defendant John Does to sit in an uncomfortable position for the 
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entire flight to Guantanamo (of approximately eighteen to twenty hours) and were mt 

allowed to move cr given access to toilet facilities .. 

62.. Piaintii Ahmed remained in. Kandahar for another month. American 

soldiers interrogated him four more times. Sleep-deprived and malnourished, Plaintiff 

Ahmed was. also. interrogated by British agents who, on information and belief were 

from the. British intelligence agency, MIS, and he. was falsely told that Plaintiffs Rasul 

and Iqbal had confessed in Cuba to allegations of membership in 1he Al Muhajeroon. 

He was told that he could return to. the United Kingdom in. exchange for admitting to 

various. accusations, Distraught, fearful of further beatings and abuse,. and without 

benefit cf contact with. family or counsel,. Plaintiff Ahmed made. various false 

confessions. Plaintiff Ahmed was thereafter transported to. Guantanamo. 

63. As. noted above, Plaintiff AI-Harith was being held in custody by the 

Taliban in Southern Afghanistan as a suspected British spy. He was interrogated and 

beaten by Taliban troops. When the Taliban governmentfell, Plaintiff AI-Harith was in a 

Taliban prison. He contacted the. British Embassy through the ICRC and by satellite. 

phone and was assured he would be repatriated to Britain. Two days before his 

scheduled repatriation, US forces informed him that he. was being detained and takm to 

Kandahar, where. he was held in a prison controlled by US forces and interrogated and 

beaten by US troops. Plaintiff Al Harith w.is flown to Guantdnamo from Kandahar on or 

about February 11,2002. 

64. Prior to take-off, Plaintiff Al·Harith, like Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, 

was hooded and shackled; mittens. were placed on his hands and earphones over his 

ears. Chains were. then placed around his. legs, waist and the earphones. The chains. 
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cut into his ears Goggles were placed on his eyes and a medical. patch that, on 

information and belief, contained muscle. relaxant was applied. 

Captivity and Conditions at Camp X-Rav. Guantdnamo 

65. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were transported to Guantanamo ii mid-January 

2002. Plaintiffs Ahmed and AI-Harith were transported there. approximately one month 

later. During the trip, Defendant John Does,. us soldiers, kicked and punched Plaintiff 

Ahmed more lhan twenty times .. Plaintiff AI-Harith was punched, kicked and elbowed 

repeatedly and was threatened with more violence. 

66. Upon arrival at Guantanamo, Plaintiffs were placed on a barge to get to 

the main camp. DefendantJohn Does, US Marines on the. barge, repeatedly beat all 

the detainees,. including Plaintiffs, kicking, slapping, elbowing and punching detainees in 

the. body and head. The. Marines announced repeatedly, "You are aniving at your final 

destination," and,. "You are now property cf the United States Marine Corps.'' 

67. Plaintiffs were taken to Camp X-Ray, the prison camp for detainees .. 

Soldiers forced all four Plaintiffs on arrival to squat outside. in stress positions in the. 

extreme heat Plaintiffs and the other detainees had their goggles and hoods removed, 

but they had to remain with their eyes closed and were not allowed to speak. 

68. Plaintiff Iqbal, still shackled and goggled, fell over and started shaking. 

Plctiuliff Iqbal was l111::m givt:111 a ec:1vily ~~ar<;h c:m\l lrctnspurteu lo imuther c:ut1c1 for 

processing, including fingerprinting, DNA sampling, photographs, and another 

wristband. 

69.. Plaintiff Rasul was forced to squat outside for six to seven hours and went 

through similar processing. Unmuzzled barking dogs were used to intimidate Plaintiff 

Rasul and others. At one point, Defendant John Doe, a soldier from a unit known as the. 
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Extreme. Reaction Force. (ERF), repeatedly kicked Plaintiff ~ in the back and used a 

riot shield to slam him against a wall. 

70.. After processing, Plaintiffswere placed inwire cages of about 2 meters by 

2. meters. Conditions were cruel, inhuman and degrading. 

71. Plaintiffs were forced to. sit in their cells in total. silence for extended 

periods. Once a week,. for two minutes, Plaintiffs were removed from their cells and 

showered.. They were then returned to their cells. Once a week, Plaintiffs were 

permittedfive minutes recreation while their hands remained chained. 

72. Plaintiffs were exposed to extreme heat during the day, as their cells were 

situated in.the. direct sunlight. 

73. Plaintiffswere deliberately fed inadequate quantities of food, keeping them 

in a perpetual state of hunger. Much cf the food consisted <f ·MRE's" (meals ready to 

eat), which were ten to twelve years beyond their usable. date.. Plaintiffs were served 

out of date powdered eggs and milk, stale bread from which 1he mold had been picked 

out and fruit that was black and rotten. 

74. Plaintiffs and other detainees were forced to kneel. each time. a guard 

came into their cells. 

75. Plaintiffs at night were exposed to powerful floodlights, a purposefultactic 

to. promote sleep deprivation among 1he detainees. Plaintifls and the other detainees 

were prohibited from putting covers over their heads to block out the. light and were 

prohibited from keeping their arms beneath the covers. 

76. Plaintiffs were constantly threatened at Camp X-Ray, with guards stating 

on multiple occasions, 'We could kill. you at any time; the world doesn't know you're 

here; we could kill you and no one would know." 
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n. Plaintiff AI-Harith was taken to the medical clinic and was told that his 

blood pressure was too high. He was given, on information and belief, muscle relaxant 

pills and an injection of an unspecifiedsubstance. 

78. Ch various occasions, Plaintiffs' efforts to pray were banned or 

interrupted. Plaintiffs were never given prayer mats and did not initially receive copies 

of the Koran. Korans were. provided to them after approximately a month. On one 

occasion, a guard in Plaintiff Ahmed's cellblock noticed a copy cf the Koran on the floor 

and kicked it. On another occasion, a guard threw a copy of the Koran in a toilet 

bucket Detainees, including Plaintiffs, were also at times preventedfrom calling out the. 

call to prayer, with American soldiers either silencing the person who was issuing the 

prayer call. or playing loud music to drown out the. call to prayer. This was. part d a 

continuing pattern of disrespect and contempt for Plaintiffs' religious beliefs and 

practices. 

Interrogation at CampX·Ray 

79. Plaintiffswere extensively interrogated at Camp X-Ray. 

80.. During interrogations, Plaintiffs were typically 'long shackled,". whereby 

their legs were chained using a large padlock. The shackles had sharp edges that 

scraped the skin, and all Plaintiffs experienced deep cuts on and around their ankles, 

resulting in scarring and continuing chronic pain. During the interrogations, Plaintiffs 

were shackled and chained to the. floor. Plaintiffs were repeatedly urged by American 

interrogators to admit that they were fighters who went to Afghanistan for "jihad." In 

return, Plaintiffs were promised that if they confessed to these false assertions,. they 

could return to the United Kingdom. Plaintiff Iqbal, who was interrogated five times by 
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American forces over three. months at Camp X-Ray, was repeatedly encouraged and 

coerced to admit to having been a "fighter." 

81. Plaintiff AI-Harith was interrogated approximately ten times at Camp X-

Ray. He was interrogated by both British and American authoriiies. On one occasion,. 

an interrogator asked Plaintiff AI-Harith to admit that he. went to Pakistan to buy drugs, 

which was not true. On another occasion, Plaintiff AI-Hanth was told that there was a 

new terrorism law that would permit the authorities to put his family out in the street it 

Plaintiff AI-Harith did not admit to being a drug dealer or a fighter. Qi another occasion, 

interrogators promised money, a car, a house and a job if he admitted those. things. As 

they were not true, he. declined to admit them, 

82. Following Plaintiff Ahmed's first several interrogations at Camp X-Ray, he. 

was isolated in a. cc:illblock where there were. only Arabic speakers. Plaintiff Ahmed, 

who does not speak Arabic, was unable. to. communicate with anyone other than 

interrogators and guards for approximately five months. 

Conditions at Camp Delta 

83. Around May 2002, Plaintiffs were transferred to Camp Delta. 

84. At no time were Plaintiffs advised as to why they were being transferred, 

for what purpose they were detained, why they were considered "unlawful combatants," 

and what medical and legal rocourcos might be a.vaila.blo. 

85. At Camp Delta, Plaintiffs were housed in mesh cages that were 

subdivided from a larger metal container. There. was little to no privacy and the. cages 

provided little shelter from the heat during the day or the cold at night. The. cages 

quickly rusted because of the sea air .. The cells contained metal slabs at waist height; 
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detainees could not sit on the. slabs because their legs would dangle off and become 

numb. There was not enough room in the cells to pray. 

86. Constant reconstructionwork and large electric generators, which ran24 

hours a day, were used as part a a strategic effort to deprive Plaintiis and others of 

sleep.. Lights were often left on 24 hours a day. 

87.. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were in the same cellblock.. Plaintiff Ahmed was 

placed in isolation for about one month. There. was no explanation given as to why 

Plaintiff Ahmed had been placed in isolation .. Followingthis period, he was placed ina 

different cell and interrogated by mostly American interrogators who repeatedly asked 

him the. same questions for six months. 

88. After six months at Camp Delta, Plaintiff Ahmed was moved to a cell. 

directly opposite Plaintiff Rasul. Plaintiff Iqbal was placed .it isolation for about one 

month. Again, no explanation was given for u,e arbitrary placement in isolation .. 

89. Plaintiff Ahmed was repeatedly disciplined with. periods of isolation for 

such behavior as complaining about the. food and singing. 

90. Plaintiff Iqbal, after about one month at Camp Delta, was moved to 

isolation and given smaller food portions because it was believed he. was belittling a 

military policeman. He. was disciplined with another week of isolation when he. wrote 

"have a nice day" on a Styrofoam cup. 

91. After his last period of isolation,. Plaintiff lqbalwas moved to a block which 

housed only Chinese-speaking detainees.. During his time there, he was exposed to 

aggressive interrogation. After being there for months,. Plaintiff lqbars mental condition 

deteriorated further. 
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92.. Plaintiff AI-Harith was put into isolation for refusing to wear a wristband. 

Plaintiff AI-Harith was also placed in isolation for writing the. fetter "D" on a Styrofoam 

cup. The isolation block was freezing cold as cold air was blown through the. block 

twenty-four hours a day. The isolation cell. was pitch black as the guards claimed the 

lights were not working, Plaintiff AI-Harith was placed in isolationa second time. around 

Christmas 2002 ir refusing to take an unspecified injection. When he refused, the ERF 

was brought in and Plaintiff AI-Hanth was aERFed": he was beaten, forcibly injected and 

chained in a hogtied position, with his stomach. on the floor and his arms and legs 

chained together above. him. The. ERF team jumped on his. legs and back and kicked 

and punched Plaintiff AI-Harilh. Plaintiff AI-Hanth was then placed in isolation for 

approximately a month, deprived at various intervals. of soap, toothpaste or a 

toothbrush, blankets or toilet paper. He wac also deprived d a. Koran during thic 

second period cf isolation .. 

93. Ch information and belief, "ERFings." i.e., the. savage beatings 

administered by the. ERF teams, were videotaped on a regular basis and should be 

available as evidence. of the truth. of the allegations contained herein .. 

94. The Camp Delta routine. included compulsory "recreation" twice a week for 

fifteen minutes. Attendance was enforced by the ERF. As soon as fifteen minutes had 

possod, detain~~s were immediately returned to their cells. Plaintiff Rasul. noted that 

one would be forced to return to his.cell. even if in the. middle of prayers. 

95. Around August 2002, medical. corps personnel offered Plaintiffs Rasul, 

Iqbal and Ahmed injections cf an unidentified substance, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and 

Ahmed, like most detainees, refused. Soon after, Defendant John Does, the medical 

corps, returned with the ERF team. The ERF team members were dressed in padded 
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gear, tlik gloves, and helmets. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were shackled and 

restrained with their arms and legs bent backwards while medical corps pulled up their 

sleeves to inject their arms with an unidentified drug that had sedative effects. 

96. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed received these injections against their 

will on approximately a dozen occasions. Plaintiff.AI-Harith received 9. or 1 O compulsory 

injections on six separate occasions. 

97.. Plaintiff Iqbal was deprived d his Koran and other possessions. His 

hands were shackled in front of him. When Plaintiff Iqbal looked back, a guard pushed 

him in the corner. There Defendant John Does punched him repeatedly in the face and 

kneed him in his thigh. 

Isolation and Interrogations at. Camp Delta 

98. Interrogation booths either had a miniature camera hidden in them er o 

one-way glas.s window. Thus, on information and belief, some or all of the 

interrogations of Plaintiffs and other detainees are recorded and are available as 

evidence of the truth of Plaintiffs' allegations herein. 

99. In December 2002, a tiered reward system was introducedat Camp Delta, 

whereby detainees were placed on different levels or tiers. depending on their level of 

co-operation and their behavior at the camp. 

100. Interrogators and guardo frequently promised to provide er threatened to 

withdraw of essential items such as blankets or toothpaste - referred to as "comfort 

items" - in order to coerce detainees into providing informalion. The truthful assertion 

that Plaintiffs had no informationto give did not result in the provision cf "comfort items." 

To the contrary, the interrogators demanded that the Plaintiffs confess to false 

allegations and promised"comfort items" in exchange . 
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101. Isolation d detainees was frequently used as a technique to "wear down" 

detainees prior to interrogation. There. were two primary ways in which prisonerswould 

be placed in isolation: (1) for punishment, for a set period of time for a specific reason; 

or (2) for interrogation, with no specific time limit. 

102. Between October 2002 and May 2003, Plaintiff Rasul was interrogated 

about five or six times. Mat of the interrogations involvedthe. same questions that had 

been asked before. In April 2003, Plaintiffs Rasul and lqbalwere given polygraph tests 

and were led to believe. that they might be. allowed to return home. if. they passed. 

103. After two hours of questioning as to whether he was a member of Al 

Qaeda, Plaintiff Rasulwas returnedto his cell.. Two weeks later, he was interrogated by 

a woman who may have been army personnel in civilian clothing. She. informed him 

that he had passed the polygraph test. Plaintiff Rasul was transferred to. a different 

cellblock and informed by interrogators that they had videos which proved that he. and 

Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed were members of Al Qaeda and linked to the September 11 

attacks. 

104. A week later, Plaintiff Rasul was transferred to an isolation block, called 

"November." Plaintiff Rasul asked the army sergeant why he. was being moved and 

was informed that the order was from the interrogators. Plaintiff Rasul was placed .ii a 

metal cell. To make the conditions of confinement continuously debilitating, the air 

conditioning was turned df during the day and turned on high at night. Temperatures 

were near 1 oo degrees during the day and 40 degrees at night. The extremes d heat 

and cold were deliberateiy utilized to intimidate, discomfort and break down prisoners. 

For one week, Plaintiff Rasul. was held in isolation without interrogation. Later,. he was 

taken to a room and "short shackled" and placed in an extremely cold room for six to 
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seven hours. Short shackling consists r.f chaining the ankles and wrists closely together 

to. force the delainee into a contorted and painful position. Hewas unable to move in the. 

shackles and was not afforded an opportunity to go to the. bathroom. He. was hardly 

able to walk and suffered severe back pains. He was taken back to his cell without 

explanation. 

105. The next day Plaintiff Rasul was "short shackled". and chained to the floor 

again for interrogation by an US Army intelligence officer named Bashir, also known as 

Danny. He was shown photographs of three. men who were supposedly Plaintiffs 

Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed with a man purported to be Mohammed Atta. Plaintiff Rasul 

repeatedly and truthfully denied being the. person in the photograph. Further,. he 

repeatedly and truthfully denied any involvement with Al Qaeda or the September 1 t 

attacks. en five or ai>< more occasions, Plaintiff Rcsul we.s interrogated in similar 

fashion. During these interrogations, Plaintiff Rasul was not provided with food and was 

not permittedto pray. 

106. Following the first interrogation, on five or six occasions,. Plaintiff Rasul 

was removed from his. cell and brought back to the interrogation block for intervals d 

about four or five days at a time. He was repeatedly "short shackled," exposed to 

extremely loud rock or heavy metal. music, and left alone. in the. interrogation room for up 

to 13 hours in the "long shackle" position. 

107. During this period, a Marine captain and other soldiers arrived at Plaintiff 

Rasul's cell. to transfer him to another block, where he would remain in isolation for 

another two months without 'comfort items." 

108. On one occasion, Plaintiff Rasul was. brought to the. interrogation room 

from isolation to be. questioned by interrogators from the Criminal Investigations Division 
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(CID). These. interrogators, identified as "Drew" and Terry,11 informed Plaintiff Rasul 

that they were going to begin military tribunals. 

· 109. After continued interrogations as to his alleged presence in a photograph 

with Osama Bin Laden, Plaintiff Rasul explained that he. was working h England and 

going to college. at the time. the photograph was taken.. Plaintiff. Rasul. told interrogators 

his place of employment at an English electronics shop and his attendance at University 

d Central England and implored interrogators to corroborate. what he was telling them 

The interrogators insisted he was lying, 'lb Plaintiff's knowledge, no. effort was made to 

find corroborating information which would have confirmed that Plaintiff Rasulwas I iving 

in England at the time. of the alleged meeting with Bin laden in the photograph. 

11 o. About a month after his second isolation period, Plaintiff Rasul was "long 

~hocl<lcd,, and placed in a room, where. he. wo.a met by Bashir and. a woman drcsocd in 

civilian clothing. Bashir informed Plaintiff Rasul. that the. woman had come from 

Washington to show him a video of an Osama Bin Laden rally in Afghanistan. After the 

woman showed Plaintiff. Rasul a portion of the. video, she asserted that it showed 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed sitting down with Sin Laden. The woman interrogator 

urged Plaintiff Rasul to admit that the. allegation was true, but the persons in the video 

were not the Plaintiffs. Plaintiff Rasul continued truthfully to deny involvement.. He. was 

threatened that if he did not confess, he would be. returned to isolation. Having been in 

isolation for five to six weeks, with the result that he was suffering from extreme mental 

anguish and disorientation, Plaintiff falsely confessed that he was in the. video. 

111. Plaintiff Rasul was then returned to isolation for another five to six weeks. 

During that period he had no contact with any human being except with guards and 
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interrogators who questioned him regarding the identity of certain individuals in 

photographs. 

112. Plaintiff Rasul was then transferred to another cellblock, where both 

Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed were being held. Here,. Plaintiff Rasul. was denied ucomfort 

items". and exercise privileges. 

113. Around mid-August of 2003, Plaintiff Rasul was moved within Camp Delta 

and placed in anolher cell. block without explanation. After about two weeks, Plaintiff 

Rasul was taken to a building known as the "Brown Building" and was informed by. an 

army intelligence interrogator named "Jamesll that he would soon be. moving to a cell 

next to Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed. 

114. Following the meeting with the army intelligence interrogator, Plaintiff 

Rasul was brought to "Kiki Block" tho next day, where PlaintiffsAa3ul, lqbal and Ahmed 

were reunited and able. to speak with one another, 

115. For the next two weeks, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were brought in 

succession to be questioned by an army intelligence officer, known only as "Janes, 11 as 

to their purported involvement in the 2000 video d Bin Laden. 

116. On one occasion, Plaintiff Rasul~ administered a voice stress analyzer 

test by 'James." 

117. After his last interrogation by "James;~ Plaintiff Rasul was informed that he 

would soon be. turned over to Navy Intelligence. Before that, however,. in September 

2003, Plaintiff Rasul was further interrogated. He was brought into an interrogation 

room for eight hours. He was denied requests to pray and to have food or water. The 

following day, British. officials. questioned Plaintiff Rasul. Plaintiff Rasul informed an 

official, who gave the name 'Martin,". that he had been kept in isolationfor three. months. 
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without cause. and had severe knee pain furn the lack cf exercise,. Later that evening, 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were taken to what was, on information and belief, a 

CIA interrogation block. 

118. Plaintiffs continued to be held in the Kilo Black and were occasionally 

brought in for interrogation by a navy intelligence officer who. gave the. name "Romeo.". 

119. Plaintiff Iqbal was treated in a manner similar to the other Plaintiffs. 

120. Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated on several. occasions, sometimes. for as 

long as eight hours. 

121. The typical routine was to be. "short shackled" and placed in an extremely 

cold room. 

122, Plaintiff Iqbal was relegated to Level 4, the harshest level, for about MIO 

week:J, with virtually no "comfort items." Soon after, he was placed in isolation on the 

instructionof intelligenceofficers. 

123. Plaintiff Iqbal's isolation cell was covered in human excrement Plaintiff' 

Iqbal had no soap or towels and could not clean the cell. He was unable. to gt 

anywhere. 

124. Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated periodically to review photographs. On one 

occasion,. he. was placed in a "short shackled position and Y: in a room with the air 

conditioning turned down to 40". Plaintiff lqbalwas left .in the "shortshackle"positionfor 

about three hours.. Then, Defendant John Doe, an interrogator calling hirnsetf "Mr. 

Smtth," entered the room and teased Plaintiff Iqbal about the temperature. ·Mr. Smith" 

kti Plaintiff Iqbal that he was able to. get anything Plaintiff Iqbal wanted. ''Mr. Smith". 

then pulled out pornographic magazines and taunted him.. Plaintiff Iqbal refused to talk 

to "Mr. Smith.". "Mr. Smith" left Plaintiff Iqbal alone. for another three O"four hours in the 
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frigid room. In that one day, Plaintiff Iqbal had been "short shackled0for seven to eight 

hours. Upon returningto his cell, he became. ill ,"ith flu and requested medication. One 

of the. military police officers, Defendant John Doe, denied him medication, and 

informed him that he was acting under orders fiun intelligence. 

125. The. next day, a Marine Captain and about 15 soldiers escorted Plaintiff 

Iqbal to another isolation black. He was left there. for several. days. Prior to his 

interrogation, Plaintiff Iqbal was "short shackled" and then introduced to an interrogator 

who. gave the. name "James". Because the. pain from the. shackling became. 

excruciating, Plaintiff Iqbal began to scream. After about three or four hours, "James" 

unshackled him. 

126. After three days, Plaintiff Iqbal w~ taken to the "Brown Building," where 

he woG "long aho.ol<led" and l:ft in a roan with strobe lighting and very. loud music 

played repeatedly, making it impossible for him to think or sleep. After about an hour,. 

Plaintiff Iqbal was taken back to his cell. 

127. The. next day, Plaintiff Iqbal was "short shackled" in the interrogation room 

for five or six hours before later being interrogated by "Drew," who identified himsel as 

an agent from CID. Plaintiff Iqbal was shown photographs, but refused to look at them. 

He. was "short shackled" for about four or five hours more. After a while, he was unable. 

to bear the conditionsand falselyconfessedthat he.was pictured in the photographs. 

128. Four days later, agents from the. FBI interrogated Plaintiff Iqbal about his 

activities in 200Cl 

129. Plaintiff Iqbal remained in isolation and was questioned at one point by a 

military intelligence officer giving the name of "OJ." Soldiers threatened him with further 

beatings ifhe.did not answerlhe questions. 
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130. Plaintiff Ahmed was interrogated on numerous occasions, particularly with 

respect to his knowledge of the Bin Laden video. He was interrogated every three or 

four days, and the typical procedure was that he was first "short shackled" and placed in 

a freezing room with loud music for several hours. 

131. Before arriving at Guantanamo,. Plaintiff Ahmed was seriously sleep-

deprived and malnourished. He. was the first of the Plaintiffs to admit to various false 

accusations by interrogators. 

132. Upon Plaintiff Ahmed's arrival at Camp Delta, he was placed in isolation 

for about one month. Following this period, he. was placed in a different cell and 

interrogated by mostly American interrogators who asked him the same questions for 

six months. 

133. Plaintiff AI-Horith also was given a lie detector test approximately one year 

into his detention which he was told he. passed. 

134. Plaintiff AI-Harith on three or four occasions witnessed Defendant John 

Does, military police, using an industrial. strength hose to shoot strong jets of water at 

detainees. He was hosed down on one occasion. A guard walked along the. gangway 

alternating the. hose on each cell. Plaintiff AI-Harith was hosed down continuously for 

approximately one minute .. The pressure of the water forced him to the back of his cell. 

The contents of his cell,. including his bedding and Koran, were soaked. 

135. Plaintiff Rasul, in the next cell, also had all. the contents <f his cell soaked. 

136. In or around February 2004, Plaintiffs heard from military police that they 

would be released and sent home soon. Before leaving Camp Delta, Plaintiffs all. were 

interrogated a final time. Plaintiffs were asked to sign statements admitting to 

membership in Al Qaeda and participation in terrorist activity. Plaintiffs declined .. 
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137. In March 2004, Plaintiffs were released from Camp Delta and flown to the 

United Kingdom. 

lniuries 

138. Plainiiffs suffered and continue. to suffer from the cruel, inhuman,. and 

degrading treatment they experienced during their detention. The "short shackling" 

which Plaintiffs were. exposed to resulted in deep cuts at their ankles,. permanent 

scarring, and chronic pain. Plaintiff Rasul. has. chronic pain in his knees and back .. 

Plaintiff Ahmed also suffers from permanent deterioration of his. eyesight because d the 

withholding of required.special lenses.as "comfort items." 

139. Plaintiff AI-Harith suffers from severe and chronic pain in his. knees from 

repeatedly being forced onto his. knees and pressed downwards.by guards whenever he. 

left his. celL He also has experienced pain in his right elbow, 

140. Plaintiffsfurther suffer from acute psychologicalsymptoms. 

Development and Implementation of a Plan of Torture 
and Other Physical and I t I Detainees 

141. The torture, threats, physical and peyohologioal :abui;o infliotcd upon 

Plaintiffs were devised, approved, and implemented by Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

Defendants in the military chain of command. These techniques were intended as 

interrogation techniques to be. used on detainees .. 

142. It is well-established that the use. of force in. interrogation is. prohibited by 

domestic and international. law. The United States Army strictly prohibits the use ci 

~uch techniques and advises. its interrogators that their use may 1ead to criminal. 

proaccution. Army Field Manual.34-52, Ch. 1, "Intelligence. Interrogation,". provides: 
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Prohibition ~ ,se of Force. 

The use <f force, mental torture, threats,. insults, or exposure to 
unpleasant and inhumane treatment of any kind is prohibited by 
law and is neither authorized nor condoned by the. US 
Government... •• The psycnotogica1 techniques and principles 
outlined should neither be confused wtth, nor construed to be 
synonymous with,. unauthorized techniques such as brainwashing, 
mental torture, or anv other form of mental coercion to. include 
drugs. These techniques and principles are intended to serve as 
guides in obtaining the willing cooperation of a source. The 
absence. of threats in interrogation is intentional, as their 
enforcement and use onmly constitute. violations of 
internati.onal law and may result in. prosecuffon. (Emphasis 
supplied). 

143. Further,. according to FieldManual34-52, ch, 1: "Experience indicates that 

the use of force is. not necessary to gain the. cooperation of sources for interrogation. 

Therefore, the use of force is a poor technique, as it yields unreliable. results, may 

damage subsequent collection effi:zts, and can induce the source to say whatever he 

thinks tba interrogator wants to hear." 

144. Army Field Manual27-10, "The. Law of LandWarfare,''. summarizesthe 

domestic and international legal rules applicable to the conduct of war. Field l\1amal 

27-1 O recognizes the following sources of the law of war: 

The. law of war is derived from two principal sources: 

a. Lawmaking Treaties ( or Conventions), such as the Hague 
and Geneva Conventions. 

b. Custom. Although oomc of the IGw of war. ha3 not been 
incorporated in any treaty or convention to which the. United 
States is a party, this. body of unwritten or customary law i; 
firmly established by the custom of nations and well. defined 
by recognizedauthoritieson international law .. 

Jd. at Ch. 1, § I .. 

145. In spite of tba prohibitions on the use of force, threats,. and abuse. in 

the Army Field Manual, and its. clear acknowledgement that their use violates 
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international and domestic law, Defendant Rumsfeld approved techniques that were 

in violation of those prohibitions and thus knowingly violated the rights of Plaintiffs. 

146. In a press release dated June. 22, 2004, Defendant Rumsfeld admitted 

that beginning December 2, 2002, he personally authorized the use cf. interrogation 

techniques that are nt permitted under FM 34-52. Further, in the press release, 

Defendant Rumsfeld admits that he personally was consulted when certain of the 

techniques were to be utilized. 

147. The techniques practiced on Plaintiffs - including beatings, "short 

shackling," sleep deprivation, injections of unknown substances, subjection to cold 

er heat, hooding, stress positions, isolation, forced shaving, disruption of religious 

practices, forced nakedness, intimidation with vicious dogs and threats - were 

known to and approved by Def end ant Rumsfeld and others in tho military chain of 

command. 

148. Article 3 common to all four Geneva Conventions requires that all 

persons in the hands cf. an opposing force, regardless cf. their legal status, be 

afforded certain minimum standards of treatment: 

Persons taking ro active part in the hostilities, including members of armed 
forces who have laid down their arms and those. placed hors de. combat by 
sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be 
treated humanely, without any adverse. distinction founded on race, colour,. 
religion or faith, 3ex, birth oc wealth, or any other similar criteria. 
To this end the following acts are. and shall remain prohibited at any time and 
in any place whatsoever with respect to the. above-mentioned persons: 

(a) Violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, 
cruel treatment and torture; 

•*•** 
(c) Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular, humiliating and degrading 
treatment. 
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149. The Third Geneva Convention<£ 1949, Art. 130, bars the. "willful killing, 

torture or inhuman treatment ... willfully causing great suffering or serious injury to 

body or heaJth• cl any prisoner d' war. 

150. In February 2002, the White. House. issued a press release, which 

advised: 

The United States is treating and will continue to treat all. of the 
individuals detained at Guantanamo humanely and, to the. extent 
appropriate and consistent with military necessity, in a manner 
consistent with the. principles cf. the Third Geneva Convention of 
1949. 

The. President has determined that the Geneva Convention applies 
to the. Taliban detainees, but not to the al-Qaeda detainees. Al
Qaeda is not a state party to the Geneva Convention; it is. a foreign 
terrorist group. As such, its members are not entitled to POW 
status. 

161. Ol information ar,d bolief, Dcfcndanl Rumcfold and all Oofondante 

were aware of this statement cf the President. Moreover, Defendant Rumsfeldknew 

that this statement of policy was a departure from the previous policy of the. United 

States that the laws of war, including the Geneva Conventions, were always to be 

honored. Defendant Rumsfeld knew that the. Department of Stale. and the uniformed 

services took the generally recognized position that the. Geneva Conventions could 

not be abrogated or ignored. 

152. J lowever, Defendant Rumsfeld and others deliberated failed to 

implement the Presidential Directive. in any event. Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

Defendants in the chain of command had no good faith basis for believing that 

Plaintiffs were members of or affiliated with Al Qaeda in any way. Indeed, the policy 

as announced was incoherent in that Defendant Rumsfeld and the other defendants 

had no way d knowing who was and who was not a member of Al Qaeda or the 
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Taliban and Defendants took no steps to implement any reliable fact-finding process 

which might ascertain who Wa'i and who was not a member d Al Qaeda or the. 

Taliban, including in particular a "competent tribunal0 as mandated by the Third 

Geneva Convention,. Art. 5, U.S. military regulations and long standing practice of 

the. U.S. armed forces 

153. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants were aware that torture and 

other mistreatment perpetrated under color of law violates domestic and 

international. law at 

154. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants were aware that Plaintiffs 

were tortured and otherwise mistreated or knew they would be tortured and 

otherwise mistreated.while in military custody in Afghanistan and at Guant~namo. 

155. Defendant Rumofeld and all Defendants took no steps to prevent the 

infliction of torture and other mistreatmentto. which. Plaintiffswere subjected. 

156. Defendant Rumsfeld and~ Defendants authorized and encouraged the. 

infliction of torture and other mistreatment against Plaintiis .. 

157. Defendant Rumsfeld and ~ Defendants were aware that prolonged 

arbitrary detention violates customary international.law. 

158. Defendant Rurnsfeld and al Defendants authorized and condoned the. 

prolonged arbitrary detention u Plaintiffs. 

Count I 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Prolonged Arbitrary Detention 

159. Plaintiis repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 of this. Complaint as if. fully set forth herein .. 

• 42 · 
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160. As stated by the. Supreme Court of the. United States, the allegations 

contained herein "unquestionably describe 'custody in violation of the. Constitution or 

laws or treaties of the United States."' Rasul v. Bush, 124 S. Ct 2686, 2698, n.15 

(2004) (citation omitted) (Plaintiffs Rhuhel Ahmed and Asif Iqbal were also Plaintiffs in 

that case). 

161. Plain ti is. Rasul,. Iqbal and Ahmed were unarmed and were detained in a 

prison camp operated by non-U.S. forces ard Plaintiff A\-Harith had been detained and 

mistreated by the. Taliban as a suspected British spy and was trapped in a war zone 

when Defendants. took physical custody of their persons. Plaintiffs never engaged in 

combat, carried arms, or participated in terrorist activity or conspired with any terrorist 

person or organization. Defendants could have. had no good-faith reason to believe. that 

thoy had done so. 

162. The Plaintiffs were. detained under the exclusive rustody ard control of 

Defendants for over two years without due process, access to counsel. or family, or a 

single charge of wrongdoing being levied against them. 

163. The. acts described herein constitute. prolonged arbitrary detention in 

violation of the law d' nations under the Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C. §1350, in.that the 

acts violated customary international law prohibiting prolonged arbitrary detention as 

reflected, expressed, and defined in multilateral treaties and other international 

instruments, international and domestic judicial decisions, and other authorities. 

164. Defendants are liable fer said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the. conditions,. directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 

arbitrary detention of Plaintiffs. 
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165. Defendant's unlawful conduct deprived Plaintiffs of their freedom, <f 

contact with their families, friends and communities.. As a result, Plaintiffs suffered 

severe psychologicalabuse and injuries. 

166. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

Count II 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Torture 

167, Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs. 1 

through 158 o this. Complaint as f fully set forth herein. 

168. The acts described herein were inflicted deliberately and intentionally for 

purposes which included, among 'others, punishing the Plaintiffs or intimidating them. 

The. alleged acts did not serve any legitimate intelligence-gatheringor other government 

purpose. Instead, they were perpetratedto coerce, punish, and intimidate the. Plaintiffs. 

In any event, torture is. not permitted as a legitimate government function under any 

circumotanceo. 

169. The acts described herein constitute torture in violation of the. law of 

nations under the. Alien Tort Statute, 28. U.S.C. § 1350, in that the. acts violated 

customary international law prohibiting torture as reflected, expressed, and defined in 

multilateral. treaties and other international instruments, international and domestic 

judicial decisions and other authorities. 

170. Defendants are liable for said conduct il that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly .and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered acquiesced, confinned, 

ratified and or/conspired together in bringing about the torture and other physical and 

psychologicalabuse of Plaintiffs as described above. 
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171. Plaintiis suffered severe, immediate and continuing physical and 

psychological abuse as a radt of the acts alleged herein. Plaintiffs continue to suffer 

profound physical and psychologicaltrauma from the acts alleged herein, 

172. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

Count111 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment 

173. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein, 

174. The. acts described herein had the intent and the effect of grossly 

humiliating and debasing the Plaintiffs, forcing them to act against their will and 

conscience,incitingfear and anguish, and breakingtheir physical and moral resistance. 

175.. These acts included inter alia repeated severe beatings; the withholding of 

food, water, and necessary medical care; sleep deprivation; lack of basic. hygiene; 

intentional exposure to extremes of heat and cold and the elements; continuous 

isolation for a period of months; forced injections; sexual humiliation; intimidation with 

unmuzzled dogs; deprivation of the rights to practice their religion and death threats. 

176- The acts described herein constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading 

troa1mont in violation of the IQw <£ nation-, under the Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C. § 

1350, in that dr acts violated customary international law prohibiting cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment as reflected, expressed, and defined in multilateral. treaties and 

other international instruments,. international and domestic judicial decisions and other 

authorities. 
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1n. Defendants are liable. for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the cruel, 

inhuman or degrading treatment of Plaintiffs as described above. 

178. Plaintiffs suffered severe immediate physical. and psychological abuse as 

a redt of lhe acts alleged herein. Plaintiffs continue to suffer profound physical and 

psychological trauma from the acts alleged herein. 

179. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

CountlV 
VIOLATION OF THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS 

180. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege tho allcgationo contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 d this Complaint as iffully set forth herein. 

181. As detailed herein, Plaintiffs were. held arbitrarily, tortured and otherwise 

mistreated during their detention in violation d specific protections of the Third and 

Fourth Geneva Conventions including but not limited to Article 3. common to all four 

Geneva Conventions .. 

182. Violations d. the Geneva Conventions are. direct treaty violations as well 

oo violations c£ customary intemational law. 

183. Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 

arbitrary detention, torture, abuse. and mistreatment of Plaintiffs as described above. 
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184. As a result of Defendants' violations of the Geneva Conventions,. Plaintiffs 

are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be determined at trial. 

CountV 
CLAIMS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 

Violation of the Eighth Amendment 

185. Plaintitts. repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1. 

thorugh 158 d. this Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

186.. Defendants· actions alleged herein against imprisoned Plaintiffs violated 

the Eighth Amendmont to the United S::a::es Constitution. Over the course of an 

arbitrary and baseless incarceration for more. than two years, Defendants inflicted cruel 

and unusual punishment on Plaintiis. Despite never having been tried by any tribunal, 

Plaintiffs and other detainees. were repeatedly denounced as guilty of terrorist acts by 

Defendant Rumsfeld, President Bush, Vice. President Cheney and others. The acts of 

cruel, inhuman or degrading unusual punishment were imposed based on this arbitrary 

and impermissible declaration of guilt 

187. Defendants were acting under color of law of the United States at al times 

pertinent to the allegations set forth above. 

188. The Plaintiffs suffered severe physical and mental injuries as a result of 

Defendants' violations cf the. Eighth Amendment. They have also suffered present and 

future economic damage. 

189. The actions of Defendants are actionable under Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named Federal Aaents, 403 us 388 (1971 ). 

100. Defendants arc Jiablo for co.id conduct in that Defendants partioip3tod in, 

set the. conditions, directly andlor indirectly facilitated, ordered,. acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the. prolonged 
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arbitrary detention, physical and psychological torture and abuse, and other 

mistreatment of Plaintiffs as described above. 

191. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial.. 

CountVI 
CLAIMS. UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 

Violation c£ the Fifth Amendment 

192. Plaintiffs. repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 of this. Complaint as if fully set forth herein .. 

193. Defendants' actions alleged herein against Plaintiffs violated the Fifth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

19'1. The arbitrary and baseless detention of Plaintiffsfor more than two. yoars 

constituted a clear deprivation of their liberty without due. process, in direct violation of 

their FifthAmendment rights. 

195. The cruel, inhuman or degrading, and unusual. conditions. of Plaintiffs'. 

incarceration clearly violated their substantive rights to. due process. See City of Revere. 

v. Mass. Gen .. Hosp., 4.63U.S. 239, 244(1983). 

196. Defendants' refusal to permit Plaintiffs to. consult with counsel.or to have 

access to neutral tribunals to challenge the fact and conditions a their confinement 

constitutedviolations of Plaintiffs' procedural rights to due process. 

197. The abusive. conditions cf. Plaintiffs' incarceration served no legitimate 

government purpose. 

198. Defendants were acting under the color of the law of the United States at 

all times pertinentto 1he allegationssetforthabove . 
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199. The Plaintiffs suffered severe physical and mental injuries as a result of 

Defendants' violations of the Fifth Amendment. They have also suffered present and 

future economic damage. 

200. The actions d Defendants are actionable under Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named Federal Aaents, 403. U.S.388 (1971 ). 

201, Defendants are liable. for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the. conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the. prolonged 

arbitrary detention, physical and psychological torture and abuse and other 

mistreatment of Plaintiffs as described above .. 

202. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be. 

determined at trial .. 

Count Vil 
CLAIM UNDER THE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM RESTORATION ACT 

203. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the. allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 cf. this Complaint as if.fully set forth herein. 

204. Defendants' actions alleged herein inhibited and constrained religiously 

motivated conduct central. to. Plaintiffs' religious beliefs. 

205. Defendants' actions imposed a. substa nti~I burden on Plaintiffs' abilities to 

exercise. and express their religious beliefs. 

206. Defendants regularly and systematically engaged in practices specifically 

aimed at disrupting Plaintiffs' religious practices. These acts included throwing a copy 

of the Koran in a toilet bucket, prohibiting prayer, deliberately interrupting prayers, 

playing loud rock music to interrupt prayers, withholding the Koran without reason or as 
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punishment, forcing prisoners to pray with exposed genital areas, withholding prayer 

mats and confining Plaintiffs under conditions \\hre it was impossible or infeasible for 

them to exercise their religious.rights. 

207. Defendants were acting under the color d. the. law of the United 9:3::Es at 

all. times pertinent to the allegations set forth above. 

208. The. Plaintiffs suffered damages as a direct and proximate result of 

Defendants' violations of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C.A §§ 2000bb 

et seq. 

209. Defendants are liable for said conduct il that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the denial, 

disruption and interference with Plaintiffs' religious praotioos and boliofe as doscribod 

above. 

21 o. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at triaL 
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WHEREFORE Plaintiffs each demand judgment against Defendants jointly 

and severally, including compensatory damages in the amount of $10,000,000 each 

(fm Million Dollars), punitive damages, the costs of tJj;, action, including reasonable 

attorneys' fees, and such other and further relief as this Court may deem just end 

proper. 

Dated: October 27 ,2004 

Barbara Olshansky (NY 0057) 
Jeffrey Fogel 
Michael Ratner 
CENTER FOR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS. 
666 Broadway, 7'11 Floor 
New York, NY, 20012 

!(b)(6) 1 

Attomeys for Plaintiffs 
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BAACH ROBINSON& LEWIS 
Eric L. Lewis D.C. Bar No. 394643 
Jeffrey D. RobinsonD.C. Bar No.376037 
Lois J, Schiffer D.C. Bar. No. 56630 
1201 F.StreetNW, Suite500 
Washin n D.C.20004 
(b)(6) 
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... 

'""" 
• What changes are needed :in organization, decision processes, 

force capabilities,etc. to properly exploit this development. 

5. What is the right balance of investment in tac air relative to other 
DoD needs. 

f?OUO 
2 
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Washington Times 
November 5,2004 
Pg.2 

Not Breaking His Stride 
Soldier fights to return to war after losing leg 
By Estes Thompson, Associated Press 
FORT BRAGG, N.C. - Pfc. George Perez still feels the sweat between his toes when he 
exercises .. He's still plagued with cramps. in his calf muscle .. And sometimes, when he gets. out of 
bed at night without thinking, he topples over. Pfc. Perez, 2 !.,Jost his. leg to a roadside bomb in 
Iraq more. than a year ago, but despite the phantom pains that haunt him, he says he. is determined 
to prove to the Anny that he is.no less of a man - .and no less. of a soldier.. 

"I'm not ready to. get out yet," he says. "I'm not going to let this little injury stop me from what l 
want to. do." 

Pfc. Perez is one of at least four amputees from the elite 82nd Airborne. Division to. re-enlist. 
With a new carbon-fiber prosthetic leg, Pfc .. Perez intends. to show a medical board that he can 
run an 8-minute mile,jump out of airplanes and pass all the other paratrooper tests that will 
allow him to go with his. regiment to Afghanistan next year. 

On Sept. 14,2003, Pfc. Perez, of Carteret,N.J.,. and seven other members of his squad were 
rumbling down a road outside Fallujah when a bomb blast rocked their Humvee. Pfc. Perez 
recalls flying through the air and hitting the. ground hard. 

The blast killed one of his comrades .. Pfc. Perez felt surprisingly little pain, but when he tried to 
get up, he couldn't. He saw that his. left foot was. folded backward onto his knee .. His size.121 /2 
combat boot stood in the. dusty road a few feet away .. still laced. 

A photograph of Pfc. Perez's lonely boot transmitted around the. world and spread across. two 
pages. of Time. magazine became a stark reminder that the. war in Iraq was far from over. 
Doctors initially tried to save. part of his foot. But an infection crept up his leg, and Pfc. Perez 
agreed to. allow the. amputation below the. knee joint. "I was going to stay in no matter what,'' he 
recalls telling the surgeons. "Do whatever would get me back fastest." 

Pfc. Pere1. was. left with. a rounded stump that fits into the suction cup of the black carbon-fiber 
prosthetic leg. When he. arrived at Waller Reed Army Medical Center in Washington for his 
rehabilitation,. Pfc. Perez asked a pair of generals who visited his bedside whether it was possible. 
for him to stay in the. Army. 

"They told me, 'It's. all up to you,. how much you want it,"' he says. "If I could do everything. like 
a regular soldier, l could stay in." He wasted little time. getting started. At one point, a visitor 
found him doing push-ups in bed .. He trained himself to walk normally with. his. new leg, and 
then to run with it. Pfc. Perez. has to rise. at least an hour earlier than his. fellow soldiers. to allow 
swelling. from the. previous. day's training. to subside enough for his. stump. to. fit into the 
prosthetic. 
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But it is a comfort for Pfc. Perez to know that he's. not alone. At least three. other paratroopers in 
the 82nd have lost limbs in combat during. the past two years. and re-enlisted .. One of them, Staff 
Sgt. Daniel Metzdorf, lost his right leg above the. knee in a Jan .. 27 blast.He. appealed three times 
before the fitness board allowed him to stay on. "I think it's a testimony to today's professional 
Army," says. division commander Maj. Gen .. Bill Caldwell. "I also.think, deep down, it is. a love. 
for their other paratroopers." 

In July, amputee program manager Chuck Scoville of Walter Reed told a congressional 
committee that amputations.accounted for 2.4 percent of all wounded in action in the Iraq war -
twice the rate in World Wars. I and II. Pfc. Perez is one of about l 60Jraq and Afghanistan war 
veterans. who have passed through Walter Reed's amputee patient program. The military says it 
does not track the. number who choose. to stay in the. service .. "It isn't something that historically 
we've had to deal with a whole. lot,". says. Lt.. Col. Frank Christopher, the surgeon. for the 82nd 
Airborne. 

Today,. Pfc. Perez looks. every.bit the paratrooper - .tall, in ripped-ab shape and serious-looking. 
His uniform is sharply creased, his. maroon beret sits at a precise angle above. one. eye and the 
black leather boot on his good leg gleams with a mirror shine. The only thing that sets him apart 
at a glance is the white running shoe on his. prosthetic leg. 

Pfc. Perez has. to go before another medical fitness board to determine whether he. will be. 
allowed. to jump again. He also must pass the fitness test for his age -run two. miles. in less than 
I 6minutes. and do. at least 42 push-ups and 53. sit-ups in two-minute stretches. 

For now, he must be content with a job maintainingM-16s and M-4s, machine guns. and grenade 
launchers in his company's armory. But his dream is. to attend the grueling Army Ranger school 
at Fort Benning, Ga., a serious challenge to even the. most able-bodied soldier.. 
"I got a lot of things to. do," he said. "I want to. do as. much as. I can,. as. much as. they'll let me." 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powe]] 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Dona]d Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Afghan Security Forces Update 

Dear Mr. President, 

November 30, 2004 

As we discussed yesterday, I will begin sending these updates every two weeks in 

this shorter format. 

Respectfully, 

Attach 
I 1/22/04 Afghan Security forces Update 

DHR:ss 
112404-9 

~ , .. 

OSD 19098-04 , 
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• Ministry of Interior Forces 

- National Police 
- Highway Police 

- Border Police 

- Criminal Investigator Police 

- Counter Narcotics Police 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 

- Afghan National Army Corps 

- Afghan Air Corps 

- Intermediate Commands 

Note: ANA totals dropped because of attrition 

Data As of: 22 Nov 04 

Trained & Equipped 

30,462 

Trained & Equipped 

15,523 

45,985 
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Minist Interior Forces-Pro ·ection 
1111 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, Equipped) Policing Units on hand over time 

Security 
Force 
Element 

National 
Police (1) 

Highway 
Police 

Border (2) 
Police 

Counter
Narcotics 
Police 

Notes: 

Trained 
NLT Dec 05 

40,430 

8,000 

12,000 

1,570 

1-Feb-05 1-May-05 1-Aug-05 

67°/o 

(3) 

1-Sep-05 

1. Meeting of the Interagency Police Coordination Action Group (IPCAG) on 16 Nov headed by German 
Ambassador Schmidt confirmed the new numbers shown for police. Highway, Counter Narcotics, Criminal 
Investigators and Traffic Police are all in the total figure of SO, 000. 
2. The meeting also directed that the Border Police number to be reduced from 24,000 to 12,000. This is in 
addition to the National Police total of 50,000. The total police is 62,000. 
3. 100010 Manned and Trained by 1 Jan 06, but equipping will lag behind. 

Data As of: 22 Nov 04 
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han Armed Forces-Pro ·ection 
1111 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, Equipped) Army Units on hand over time 

Afghanistan 
Security Endstate 
Forces 
Elements 
Ministry of 
Defense 3,000 
General Sta 

Corps 43,000 

Air Corps 3,000 

Sustaining 
21,000 

Institutions 

Data As of: 22 Nov 04 

22-Nov-04 1-Feb-05 1-May-05 

48% 
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1-Aug-05 1·Jan•06 1-Apr-07 

47% 

40% 

51% 

63% 
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Albania 22 Denmark 55 
Australia 4 Egypt 65 
Austria 3 Estonia 15 
Azerbaijan 22 Finland 78 
Belgium 615 France 1,280 

Bulgaria 42 Georgia 50 
Canada 1014 Germany 2,201 

Croatia 50 Greece 

Czech Rep 20 Hungary 

At han Forces.On Han~ 68 .• 431 
National Police ··. 4a,450 
Highway 891 
Border Police ·. ·· 3.417 
Counter Narcotics Police .. . :'.150 
Subtotal On Hand . /52;908 
MOO/GS. . . · 637 

Corps 14,028 
Air Corps O 
Intermediate Commands 858. 
Subtotai On Hand JS,523 

11% 

149 

140 

Coalition Co, 

OEF & ISAF = 42 Countries 
Iceland 

Ireland 

Italy 

Jordan 

Korea 

Lat\Aa 

Lithuania 

Luxembourg 

Macedonia 

14 Mongolia 

10 Netherlands 

534 New Zealand 

174 Norway 

210 Poland 

11 Portugal 

49 Romania 

10 Slovakia 

17 Spair 

472 Swee 

8 Swit~ 

254 Turke 

119 UK 

47 USA 

564 
66 

20 Slo\enia 22 Tota 

. A~ · hlin_F·c,rces 011.M•na \.::\''.';4Slj$$: 

ll~iil1:;rr:1:f 1il'1(ii):!i:li1 

Coilrihi1rN'arco•• P.b11c•·,(·.·:-.. r· · 
lt1ito'1atori.Hlw.i ,·\({; !J?\k:;' .. · 
MOblGS •· · > ·: :\:;+::;;J;,~t 
Ccfrps . . 14~028 
Air Corps .. ·.... . . ·.·. . . ·.· •• · · () 
lntermedia •. Co'7.'n,ari,ijs •. ·.·. · .... ·· '858 
s.ubtotat :C>ri H~~ti,;: · · O,s:s.i.~. 

14% 

21% 

Data As of: 22 Nov 04 • Coalition Forces • US Forces • Afghan Forces • Coalition Forces • US For 
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November 11, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

T-0 L\ / O\SJl'\ 
l:S-\:> 1~ 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Moo of Argentina 

I spoke to the MoD of Argentina on November I 0. He said: 

• He looked forward to seeing me in South America this next week '.'.1 
,., 

• Argentina wanted to work on exercises with our armies. 

• He has instructions to talk to me about what he thinks about the coalition in 
Haiti. 

• . He looks forward to talking about our mutual interests in the Hemisphen:. 

I need to know more infonnation about what be is talking about in terms of 

exercises -what we've done, what be might want to do - before I meet with him 
there. 

Thanks. 

DHR:cll 
lll104-30 

Policy Executive Secretariat Note 

November 29, 2004 

• • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • •. •. •• •• •. • •.••••,Captain Marrion, 

Pl nd b ll /_ J ! LO Lf The talking points included in the CY 200~ 
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ease respo ~---__..__ ... _____ Defense Ministerial of the Americas OASD!ISA ~n~ 
book for SecDefs meeting with the Argentine Minister 
of Defense addressed the snowflake issues. 

J/l,,~~~~tj 
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TALKING POINTS FOR ARGENTINA 

Bilateral with Mr. Jose Pampuro, Minister of Defense 
Addressed as: Mr. Minister PAMPURO [pronounced Hpahm-POO-row"] 

16 November 2004, 2:00-2:30 PM 

• Your troops ( 640 in flood-wrecked Gonaives) are performing admirably in Haiti. 

o They persevered in their security mission, even though they lost all their 
personal effects in the flood and were up to their waists in mud. 

• I am keeping an eye on Haiti. It's bleak, and seems to be deteriorating. 

o MG Lugani [chief of the Argentine contingent+ Deputy Commander of the 
UN force, MINUST AH] impressed the team I sent to Haiti. 

o My team recommended we try to help MINUST AH with information and in 
improving situational awareness. That sounds like a good idea. 

o J expect GEN Craddock will visit Haiti shortly. We also plan to send a NEW 
HORIZONS humanitarian engineering exercise in February. 

o The UN ought to hurry up and get a11 the forces promised in place ( 6, 700 
troops authorized, 3,100 in place). It is hard to see how the Government can 
govern ifMINUSTAH doesn't have troops to provide basic security. 

o Reconstituting the Haitian Anny is a bad idea. And integrating ex-military 
into the police may create more problems than it solves, unless very stringent 
conditions can be met. MINUST AH's job is to provide security whHe the 
police are rebuilt. 

o There are two Haiti scenarios of especial concern to the US: 1) a humanitarian 
crisis, such as mass starvation or massacres, and 2) a mass migration. 

• Our countries have a strong military~to~military relationship based on peacekeeping. 

o At the 2002 Santiago ministers meeting, I proposed working with Latin 
America to build up regional peacekeeping capabiJities. 

o We are building this idea into a global approach (GPOI). 

• I appreciate your personal efforts to get legislation so U.S. servicemen have 
immunities while on exercises in Argentina. 

F 01\ ePPI~IAL rJ~t: eJNLY 
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o I know it's a tough sell ... not to mention Article 98. 

o But it would be a shame if exercises such as UNITAS fell by the wayside 
because of this. We want to keep working with Argentina. 

• I hear MERCOSUR is discussing ideas for a new regional security arrangement. 

o The Central Americans are making strides with their arrangement, the 
Conference of Central American Armed Forces. SOUTH COM is an observer, 
and we've been able to support that effort. 

o Where do you see this heading? 

o Might such a regional arrangement provide the political cover to seek 
temporary immunities for US troops in countries with no Article 98? 

• A new priority for us is science and techno1ogy cooperation with the Southern Cone. 

o GEN Kem just visited the new Army Material Command science office in 
Buenos Aires. I have high hopes for it. This is good for both countries. 

o Our new Office of Naval Research bureau in Chile has only been up a year and 
is already delivering interesting resuJts. 

• What are your thoughts for the Ministerial? 

o I have heard from many of our colJeagues about their concern over the nexus 
between terrorists, drugs, and organized crime gangs. 

o In Quito, I intend to highlight the importance of clearly defining and 
coordinating the roles of military and law enforcement. 

o I understand Colombia wm have the same message 

• Without dear responsibilities and good coordination, you risk leaving seams 
that terrorists, traffickers, and criminal gangs can exploit. 

FOR "l'Jfl('.IAL tJSf! 8P4LY 
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December 1,2004 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe]d .,.4'--~'7 ... fLt;, 
SUBJECT: A Patriot 

Mr.. President - . 

You'll. want to read this about Mayor Daley's son, Patrick. As you will note, he. is. 

a supporter of yours and says. it right out to the press! 

Respectfully, 

Attach .. 
Sneed. Michael.. "He. Wants to Serve. His Country," Chicago S,m-Times,. November 30,2004 

DHR:dh 
120104-5. 
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'He Wants To Serve His Country' 

Chicago Sun-Times 
November 30,2004 

'He Wants To Serve His Country' 

By Michael Sneed, Sun-TimesColumnist 

Mayor Daley's only son, Patrick, has joined the Army during a rime of war. 

He reports to active duty as an enlisted soldier in the Army's regular airborne infantry. 

Page 1 of2 

His activation date: between Christmas and New Year's. His destination: presumably North Carolina's 
Ft. Bragg. His final destination?It could lead him to Iraq or Afghanistan within a year. 

"He wants to serve his country," said a Sneed source, "He's a patriot. It's just that it's a pretty dangerous 
time to be doing so. His. father is very proud but his mother, Maggie, is. nervous as any. mother would be. 
It's a pretty honorable thing to sign up. in a time. of war.". 

Earned MBA 

In an exclusive interview with the Sun-Times, Patrick Daley -- who recently graduated with honors from 
the University of Chicago's MBA program and could have pursued lucrativejob offers -- told Sneed 
why he made. the decision. 

"It's been in the back of my mind for some time," said Patrick Daley, one of Mayor Daley's four 
children, including Nora, Elizabeth and a second son, Kevin, who died .. "I left West Point during my 
freshman year when I was. 18. years old and always remembered their motto, 'Duty, Honor and Country.' 
But I was so young and not really old enough to understand what it really meant. But I know now. 

"J suppose when you're 18 years old -- as I was at West Point -- you're selfish and I didn't want to devote 
JO years to an uncertain future. Jt took me a while to learn that there's also a virtue in selflessness.And I 

believe that virtue is to serve your country. And the values of West Point are still with me." 

So what turned him around? 

"I suppose you could say that one defining moment was Sept. 11 and the nightmare at the World Trade. 
Center. I had flown into New York the night before because I had worked there for Bear Steams. But I 
was frustrated, I didn't know how I could help. J didn't know what I could do, so I gave blood and 
volunteered at a hospital. 

Decided in grad school 

"But it was really last fall when I decided I wanted to serve my country byjoining the military. It wasn't 
that anything special was happening. I was still in graduate school. But it had always been in the back of 
my mind. And before I knew it,. it was. in the forefront. I graduated from the University of Chicago in 
June. and could have gone into investment banking or private equity, but it didn't surprise anyone when I 
told my close friends I wanted to join the military. 

'Tm 29 and on the old side to go into the military but not too old." 

11-L-0559/0SD/038451 
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'He Wants To Serve.His Country' Page 2of2 

Patrick Daley's father and uncles were young men during the Vietnam War. ''Although my family has a 
history of serving in the military reserve, I will be the first person in my family to go active." 

Patrick Daley decided to enlist rather than enter service through officers training. 

"In the military, doors go up and out rather than down," he said. "It's a close bet that I may make a career 
out of the military, and it's better to start at the bottom. But I can tell you one thing: My family wasn't 
surprised" 

So did Patrick Daley have. the. biggest collection of G.J. foes? Was he a big fan of war movies? Did he. 
play soldier as a kid? "l suppose some of that is true, but I will tell you that I always enjoyed military 
history," said Patrick Daley, who graduated from Mount Carmel High School before finishing his 
undergraduate degree at the University of Illinois. 

It's no secret among Patrick Daley's close friends that he was a big supporter of President Bush. "Well, 
that's true," he said. "Ijust hope that I can be of service." 

So is he scared? 

"Look. I have friends in Iraq and Afghanistan. They tell me it isn't as bad as you read in the press, that 
much in those countries is. working and that we are making progress." 

Mayor supportive 

So how do his parents feel? 

"Dad is. very supportive and mom is doingjust what mothers are supposed to do, worrying about her 
son." 

In the end, Patrick Daley found a way to fulfill his view of public service. "There are many paths of 
service·· policeman, fireman, political and the military -- but it's an all-volunteer era. I've always 
wanted to find a way to serve ... just like my grandfather and my father. Think of it. It's amazing. I get 
to serve my country." 

11-L-0559/0SD/038452 
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December 1,2004 

TO: Stephen J. Hadley 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <r;fl_ 
SUBJECT: Broadcasting 

Someone ought to take a look at the Broadcasting Board of Governors and the 

International Broadcasting Bureau. 

My impression is that it gets money fiom Congress, but it is deadlocked and not 

functioning well. Apparently, it is a free~standing agency assigned to work on an 

important matter. Is anyone paying attention to it? 

What do you think? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120104-13 

muo 
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TO: 

FROM: 

-See.a,,=-" ttw,, • 1r--

V ADM Jim Si.avridis 

.Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Afghanis,an Update Brief 

Aug11st 27, 2004 

We probably ought to update this Atghanistan Strategic Update brief. After l 

receive an updated version. we ought to plan to gi\'e it to the President, the PC or 

an NSC at some point. 

Thanks. 

A1t11ch. ( ) 
8/23/04 Afghanistan Strategic l!pdate ~~ 

DHR.dll 
ua211),i,l2 (IS cmr,p~Uf).dO< 
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tTO: 
t 

[FROM: 
i 
!SUBJECT: 

V ADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald R.umsfeld ~ 
Atghanistan Update Brief 

August li, 2004 

! We probably ought to update this Afghanistan Strategic Update brief. A1lcr l 

j recei\'e an updated version, we ought to plan to gh•e it 10 the President. the PC or 

! an NSC at some point. 
! 
! 
!Thanks. 

I 
L~rtnch. ( ) 
; l!t'23!04 Afghnnistan Strategic Updaic ~~ 

,rmR.dl, 
I US270,i-ll 11H"'1'f>•1<•.>.4,..: , •••......................•.•.....•....•......•••....•.. , •..••............ 
j Please respond by ___ ---''t....,} ___ 1_0 ..... /_-c>_'f .... · _____ _ 
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AFGHANISTAN STRATEGIC UPDATE 

23 August 2004 

BB8RBfWRe'L 86'J'F 1 
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August 13, 2004 

TO: Paul Butler r:/t <I 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'v 4 · 

:~~::q:,:::~::::butldon'tr=buwhogavellto ~ / (l, U 
me. It was not from this recent trip, but I believe it was from someone in the US. 

It was not presented to me by the person directly, because it would not fit on the 

plane. 

I would like to see the thank you Jener that was prepared. I fit isn't good enough, I 

want to dictate another one. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
0Sl30H(11 computa).doc 

.....•••..••.•...........••....•..••...•••...•••...•..•••••....••.••...•. 

Please respond by ___ i~/_.t-"'1'--1/,.__1> ... 'f' ______ _ 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

His Excellency Dali Jazi 
Minister of National Defense 
Republic. of Tunisia 

Dear Mr. Minister: 

APR 5 m4 

I enjoyed our recent meeting at the Pentagon and I 
look forward to continued cooperation between our two 
countries. 

The beautiful mosaic anived in perfect condition, 
and I do thank you for presenting me with such a 
memorable gift. 

Thank you as well for the nice medallion and the 
book, Mosaics of Roman Tunisia. You were very kind to 
remember me with such thoughtful gifts. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

OSD 04852-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/038458 
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TO:. 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Pete. Pace. 

Donald RurnsfeJd1i7~ 

SUBJECT:. Travel 

l would like. you folks to limit travel for the. period ahead .. 

August 9 ,2004 

We have a lot of things we need to get done. and that need senior level thought and 

attention if we are going to get closure on them .. It concerns me. that so many of 

the. four of us are gone so often. 

Thanks. 

UHR;dh 
080904-4. 
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Please respond by ____ -____ _ 

FOUU OSD 19275-04 
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August 2, 2004 

TO: Pau1 But1er 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Force Deployment Ru1es 

Please set a meeting with Myers, Pace, Chu, Abe11, Schoomaker and Brownlee to 

discuss this memo from David Chu. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/30/04 ASD(P&R) memo to SecDefre: Force Deployment Rules for Operations IRAQI 

FREEDOM AND ENDURING FREEDOM 

DHR:dh 
080204-1 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

P8tie 
__ ,,, .. --· .. "' 

.· \ 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE///. v· \ 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON ;' , /, 

WASHINGTON, 0.C. 20301 ·4000 )f\ \ (/. 

ACTION MEMO G!·· 
July 30, 2004, 1300 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: UNDER SE~RY OF DEFENSE, PERSONNEL AND READINESS 
-UM-rJ ,t? •. {}~,i- '.3p·.:7,-~ ...-~f) 

SUBJECT: Force Dep ent Rules for Operations IRAQI FRE~OM and ENDURING 
FREEDOM 

The following summarizes for the deployment rules used to source active duty and reserve 
forces. 

Active Component Forces 

• Dwell Time: a minimum 1: I ratio of deployed time (in support of any contingency 
operation) to home station time. Whenever possible, forces are chosen based upon longest 

• :::::i::;gned to other Combatant Commanders may be used if risk is acceptable.-~ 

• Units will deploy at required readiness levels. £'\ 
o Units wi!h less than req~ired readiness ratings m~y be used ~f required training can be ( '< / 

accomphshed, or the umt can be cross-leveled with appropnate pe_rsonnel and , --1- . ' 

equipment. r j ~ ,"\ P fl•<-{),) 1 ' 

v.J'wr r:~ I (t :, {(vi~ d 
• Time in theater guidelines differ for each Service. 1 

o Anny: Units (not soldiers) will serve one-year boots on the g ound (BOG). BOG is ? 
defined as when the d of e un· ot individuals) arrives in the OIF/OEF 'I 
AOR (e.g., arrival in Kuwait). The Joint Staff has defined BOG as "the window of 
time a unit (main body) physically arrives in theater until the window of time the unit 
physically departs the theater." 

o Marine Corps: Marine units below Regimental/Group level deploy for seven months. 
Regimental/Group Headquarter~ and above deploy for twelve months. The Marines 
volunteer their OIF/OEF forces as a "surge" capability if the on-ground situation 
requires more forces. - } 

0 
11-L-055~~0/038461 
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• What changes are needed :in organization, decision processes, 
force capabilities,etc. to properly exploit this development. 

5. What is the right balance of investment in tac air relative to other 
DoD needs. 

f?OUO 
2 
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• Second or subsequent involuntary recalls - previous service (length & nature) is 
considered and the maximum break between tours is provided ( 1 in 6 planning factor 
considered). 

• Maximize Predictability- mobilization orders to be provided in a timely manner 
(minimum of 30 days prior to active duty report date). 

• Training when mobilized - members may not be mobilized solely for the purpose of 
training, but training related to the mobilization mission is permitted. (Legislative relief 
being requested) . 

. ............... __ " 

• Members retained on active duty only as long as absolutely necessary. 
' ./ 

• 'rvi·;;bers taking leave prior to release from active duty are voluntarily retained to use 
accrued leave. 

General Observations 
• These rules evolved in response to changing needs since September 11, 2001. They are 

therefore likely to evolve further. The rules recognize that this is an all-volunteer force; 
equitable sharing of our burden is essential to retaining today's volunteers and attracting 
their future replacements. 

• Upon your confirmation of these rules, we will publish the associated implementing 
guidance. 

Decision 

Schedule meeting to discuss / Proceed without further discussion ------ ------

~ Prepared By: Paul Mayberry, L___J 

11-L-0559/0SD/038463 
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August 2,2004 

TO: Steve Cam bone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Guidelines. for Agency Review 

Have you ever heard of this set of guidelines for handling CIA review of our 

speeches and papers? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7-04 Guidelines for Handling External Request for Agency Review of Speeches and. Papers. 

DHR:dh 
080204-3 
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Please respond by 
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GuideUnes for HandHng External Requests for 
Agency Review of Speeches and Papers (U) 

Last January, we formalized and implemented policy and procedures on 
how to. handle. requests for Agency. clearance. of official. speeches. and 
other draft papers .. We have just completed a six-month review to. adjust 

~ 

and validate the. procedures. and will. soon be. ready. to. release. some updated 
guidance. However. the basic. tenets of the. guidance.will remain the. same, 
and this. is a good lime Io. issue. a reminder .. It is. important to. remember. 
that a request is looking for Agency. clearance. and not personal opinion .. It 
is imperative that we. get each request into. the. Agency. process .. Each of 
us. has a responsibility. to. ensure. that every request is vetted properly .. We. 
have. asked our customers. to. send requests via the DC I.Operations. Center; 
however,. that has not always. been the case. and some requests have. been 
submitted directly to Agency officers. If such a request comes to you, you 
are responsible for getting it into the proper process-via the DCI Operations 
Center. If a request seems unusual or out of the ordinary, please make sure 
that you inform your chain of command. 

If. asked by senior government officials - Undersecretary. and above-to 
review speeches. or. other draft papers. to. be. placed in the. public. domain, 
the. following procedures. must be. adhered to:. 

• lromedia:elvcooract the EA/DDI via the DCI Operations Center 
!(b},:_6) _ ~hat a request has been. submitted for formal. 
review o . a speech or article. 

• Provide a copy of the draft to the DCI Operations Center for 
appropriate distribution and documentation. 

• The official. Agency. response to. the. request will. be. prepared. by. 
the EA/DDI, in conjunction with the on-duty EA/DDO, and passed 
to the requester via the DCI Operations Center with a file copy to 
the DAC. 

•The.officer. receiving. the request should not provide. the. Agency. 
response. 

I/ 

UNCLASSIFIED 3956941D 7.04 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rurnsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Drug Problem in Afghanistan 

Let's get a major plan going for the drug problem in Afghanistan 

Thanks. 

DIIR dh 
0!!0204-5 
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August 2,2004 

TO: Paul McHale 
VADM Jim Stavridis 

cc: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Wiring for Homeland Security Council to OSD 

I don't know what the problem is, but I am disconnected from the Department of 

Homeland Security and from the Homeland Security Council.. The. National 

Security Council knows that I am the member of the NSC, that it is my office that 

should get contacted, and that we decide in my office who will participate in the 

meetings. 

But with respect to Homeland Security Council and the Department of Homeland 

Security, we have gotten off on a different foot. Everyone thinks it is Paul 

Mc Hale who is the member of the Council, and we never even get notified or 

copied. 

lwant to end it immediately. Something is fundamentally wrong with the system. 

I want somebody to take the time to contact those people, talk to them, get their 

systems changed, and get it completely reversed, so that the principal point of 

contact in the Department of Defense is my office. l would like a report back no .... 
later than tomorrow when that has happened-that the rewiring has taken place for 

:::::

5

ents, phone calls, SVTC, meetings, whatever.~ 

OIIR,dh / ~f (L L.-·--
080204-6 / ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...--;;;;~; ............................ j ..... ' 
Please respond by o ·' · 

/! .___ ___ ':'.'. 
.aF.iill ii ,. 
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TO: SECDEF 3 August 2004 

FROM: VADM JIM STAVRIDIS 

SUBJ: HOMELAND SECURITY CONNECTION 

1. Sir, on the general issue of DoD connectivity to OHS and the HSC, 
Paul McHale and I have met and are working all our contacts to 
ensure ful1 connectivity at the appropriate 1evel- decided by YOU -
in future interactions. We have strongly emphasized that our office 
is the principal point of contact in DoD for all documents, phone 
calls, SVTC, and meetings. Both HSC and DHS have 
acknowledged this. We've also emphasized the need for advance 
notice! 

a. 1 called Dr. Hadley's office and clarified it with them. 

b. Paul has called Fran Townsend and clarified it with her. He has 
also spoken with the new Deputy at Homeland Security 
Council, Mr. Rapuano .. Everyone is very clear on the need to 
loop DoD in general and you in particular up front so we make 
conscious and correct decisions about who is participating in 
any given interaction. 

2. On the specific issue of the call on Saturday to which you were 
added late, there were two problems: 

a. HLS began the call at 1600,but did not request DoD 
participation until 1620. This issue of late notification wiH be 
addressed by the measures above. 

b. We did experience some communication issues in hooking you 
into the call once it was dear what was going on. There were 
difficu1ties with a ceHphone carried by Mr. Cirrelli. I've 
persona1ly met with Cab1es and Communication folks to ensure 
there will not be any repetition. 

3. I'm confident this will not be a proble1n in the future, and Paul and I 
are tracking c1osely to ensure it runs smoothly . 

. I i (Z 
\J { .. r-
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August 3, 2004 

TO: Paul Butler 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

CC: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "P JL 
SUBJECT: Drugs in Afghanistan 

I would like to have a meeting with Mary Beth Long and Doug Feith to talk about 

drugs in Afghanistan. 

Please make a note that when I go to Afghanistan, one of the things I want to focus 

on is the drug situation, what we are doing and why we aren't doing more. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:dh 
080304-15 
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August 4,2004. 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfeld ~-

SUBJECT:. Article 

Please get this entire article from the August 9 issue of New York magazine. 
... 

Thanks .. 

Allach .. 
Mailer, Norman. New. York magazine, August 9,2004, p. 34-35 

DHR:dh 
080404-2 
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more to.take. over the world with mili
tary force. 

HM Can it be that Iraqis telling us 
as much? 

J8M let' sgo bade to W¥ the Republi~ 
cans selected New York for the conven
tim.Doyou think they sl.ill havehopesof 
cashi ngin on the memory of 9 /11? 

NHAcoupleofyemago,NewYotknray 
have seemed like the perf.ect place to go; 
the event had been so tiallnlatic. And there 
is a. lai:ge political profit i nofi'ering emo
tional closure to a national nightmare like 
the fall of'lhc Twin Towers. Nine,,,eleven 
felled tbetwo mffltopale.somt pillars of the 
American economy It also atta:kedtheim~ 
plicitassumption thatif you worked for the. 
corporation, you were. part of & lll,'W upper 
class. Tu ot&r an analogy, let us suppose 
th"t in the se\.'ellteenth century, Versailles 
had been razed and sacked overnight bylat
teMlay Huns .. Fr&1cc WQlld have.been 
emotionally gutted. So itwas wh u-;.Af\er 
an, those Turin Towers spoke of America's 
phallic hegemony in the world even as Ver- * 
sailles decl.amt the divine. right tfkins;s .... ----- -------

an American male felt gddedby the 
event. Equally, the average .American Rumsfeld 
housewife ·was desolated by thetfflifying • 
possibilnytbatonecouldworkforyeasto. IS the only one 
builda.mmilyandloseitallinanbour.How ftha 
could the. Republican'!. nor cht~ New O 1 COVell 
York as thcpla« to mldtheir convention'?. Pd call an 
Giwn the hemicdeatbs dthe N(,w Ycllk 
firemen and police, tbesiU!wiDalsoappeal honorable man 
to working-cla .. "S votes. The Republka.ns Of that wh 1 • 
will certainly not fail to mal<e the connee- 01 e 
tion that the protesters are besmirching the I he' 
memoryof9/11.Butacoupleofyearshll\'C ang, S 
gone by, and IM:IV& also learned that Ihm: e 0~ ly one 
ate a few things '\\-TOiig about the picture Ill 
we've had of9/11. A new.set of conspiracy ffll.O seems 
theories are building. lbere lln!jlll,1 too a} 
many~ t:-:a:.are not readily explicable. re to me. 

J\;W.,,-andJohn 
Buffalo atil 
summercenttl h1 
Maine, in 1979 .. 

-- .,.. 
rt1ft 
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There may well be room after the com'ell
tion fortheprotest movement to l.o::kinto. 
9/11 wtth some critica.1 incisiveness. l an 
no longer aconspiratorialist-1 spent too 
many years wondering a.round in the by
ways of the Wamn R.epon. lli there are 
elernems here which are not ea.sy to explain. 
I dm'tbelieve for amomenttherewas di
rect complicity. In America, W1! don'tgo in 
as yet for major political coups-there's too 
much to lose for the powers dmt te, and 
we are s=i_;~ademocraticsociety. But there 
may have been a sentiment .m theadmini3-
tration-let them scream and squeal over 
:risone-tbatmaybethe"M>rstthing.inthe 
world might not be that we suff'et a disster. 
Pearl Harbor, after all. galvanw:d America 
\VJthootPcarlHarbor, wemightnMChave 
bee,: ablemgotowar.m thecompanyofthe 
R~ Indeed, Roosevelt was aa:usedof 
knowing about Pearl Harbor in advance 
and '\\-elooming .it Well,J wouldn't go that 
fur. I dn 'tthink the.admini.,1r,ttionknew 
that the World Trade Center was. going to 
te a.tt.acked.Still, someod.lthings didhap
pen that day. Immensely octi. l11ere was 
roote thar.unbelievableinefficiency. l don't 
know that the9/11 COl1llllffiion did aU 
they could with that. They were deter -
minl-d.after an, to bring in a unanirr.ous 
report. That always means thatthe radical 
end,;are cutoft; It's like playing~witlr 
out the aces, kings, and queens, the twos, 
threes, and die fours. 

JBM Whathappcn-;uthe.res a terrorist 
attack between now and the elec:t.ial? 

NM I cm 't know whether it'll benefit 
Kerry. or :am Thats hanl to dedde.li ush 
has. been saying to America: "I've made 
America more secure. I'wrrede America 
safer.ft Hecouldbc.hurtbad)yby a lnq,.-.e~ 
taclt. On the other hand, there is a 'knee-
jerk reflex .in Americans to rally behind 
the president when there's a cat:astiq)M. 
So,l canl prctcndto knowtheam;wcr. 

JBM Starling v-Jit:tl the WTO protest in 
Seattle in '9!f. a culture has fonnl-d !! 

around the. anti-corporate, anti-global- i 
ization, anti-Bush movement,. Where d0. ~ 
you think it's going? where should it go? ; 

HM A good manypeopleoftherignt,not 
flag consetv.ltives but true.conservati\.1!!, 
can feel in aooord. with man and women .. 
on the left cxriceming one deep feeling. it 
i s that the corporation'!.arc stifling olll' o 

C, 

lives.Not only economically, where co~ j 
rations can claim, arguably, that they bring g 
prosperity. (ardfrankly, nu certainly not 

schooled enough in economics tc axgue i 
that point pm or con), but l can say the. 
corporation is bad for us. aesthetically 
speaking, oJltuiallyspeaking, spiritually f 
speaking. Just contemplate their~ !! 
empty architecture, their ma~sive.empha• e 
sis on TV commercials, which are a w. 

~--------~-~ -~~--~- ~~ -~-
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exception, ocl::lly enough, and by thi.; I'll lproduct.;forthe sametealmoney. 
prc:mblyantagoruze a good many people, JBMWell, I ~we're fighting aspi~ 
is Donald Rum..'1"cld. Of that whofc g.mi, itual war against the <Xltplt"aticn .. And 

an}'1hing, but he does believe. in what he make sure you havcjobs and food." What 
S¥I, It isn't as if he searches for the JR:K. they'n.: offeringisst!.bility. Whal we'reof
useful response he cancome up with ct the fering is.a deeperquality oflite. 
rrarent. to \l.iield or save his power. He's HM To win this war will take .t. le:N 50 
interested in his idea, tir.;t. The J:XIE!C' is yea~ and a profound :reiohtic::n in Ameri-
.;ubservient to the idea.;. c:an values. We'd h.w to getawavfrom ma-

JRM What makes you say that'! nipulation. What~"'? gotnowiu species 
NM ~use hes real Herea.cts. He does- of economic, political, an<l spiritual brain

n't weigh his words. If something makes washng, va.,tlysuperiortotheoldSoviets, 
hi 'T!angry, m's angry. If somcthingplea.ses \11.nowereend!essly crude intheir attsip:s. 
him, hcsnu1es. Ifne hasdoubt.;abouthow OJr governmental and corporate leaders 
the situation is going, he expresses those ,ucnu::h more suttle .. Rememberyears 
doubts. In that~. he'st.he only one of [YJ, when you were around 15, you were 
that cnven fd call m honcrahle man. Let iweanng ashirt1hatsaidsruss'i on it?.And 
me. emphasize: l candi.~gt"ee totally with l said, "Not only do you spend money to 
people I consider honomble. Rut never buy the shut, but you al.;o advertise the. 
have I seenanadmuu,tratiotthatha,.had, wmpanythatsoldittoyw:' And you said, 

en _)"Dad, tne were 

empire-building. He had nothing to Dffer 
but world conquest.. So, if Ir's rcclcctc<l, 
what will he du if things remain red in 
Iraq? You'll louk back on the Patriot Act a. 
being liberal and gentle. 

J8M I wi.U never lookbadt on the P..i
triot Act as being liberal and gentle. 
While the protests will not have a direct, 
political gain-

HM You agree with me on that? 
JBM Ye;. I feel confidentin sayuqthat 

given the param~ers ofhowwewillbe.d- f 
lowed to protest, I don't see. uny way it 
could ha"-e a <irect political gain. Howev
Et", I do feel that when you'ic out~' 
and sec au the different types of people. 
who have come together-particularly 
now.with the. mixture cf groups tra: wi II 
be.~ doget aSe~thatthe spir-. 
itual revolution may be awakening. And 
that's the only.hope, I believe, ogainst the 
total corporatizat:ion of America. 

_ HM.All right,butifwe lose the election, 
it's going to '6e a very eiqienswe spiritual ed
ucation. I would he much happier if the 
prcrtest movcmcnL,oould spread their ac• 
tivilies over the rec fouryears.ldun'thavt 
a great deal ofhope that most of the people 
inllONed are really tliinlcing of tbis e.l.w;ion 
so much as expressing theneedtovmt. tD 
gain some self-therapy, and t.oexpress their 
outrage a: what's been done to them, plu,; 
their need to gain power in the couoterwl· 
ture, lh.:rc's a.n ms of motives, some no-: 
hie, some meretricious. Rut it's a poor. time. 
:nexerciseourmx dramaticdemocratic 
privileges. What we do have. wer all the 
years tooome is tt:e. confidence that we 
breathe a clelUler spiritual air than the 
greedbags who run our counlry. and so it 
is not impo.;sible that over decades to 
come, much that I.Ne~ in will yet 
cometo be. ai: I dnnot wishtoendonso 
sweet and positive an:te .. I tis. heller.to 
remind ourselves that wisdom is ~y to 
reach us fmnthe m~t unexpected quar
ters. Here, l <µ)le from a man who.be-. 
came wise a Ii ttle Loo. late. i 11 life: 

'·Naturally.the common people don't 
want 1118', but after an.it is the leacm cf a 
ocunteywho detcnnine the policy, and it is 
alwaJsa simple matter to drag the people 
along.whether itisademocmcy,orafa.sdst 
dictatorship, oc ap'a.rliarnent, or a c ommu • 
nist dictator.;hip. Voice or no voi<.-e. the peo-. 
pie can always be. brought to the bidding of 
the. leaders. This is~-All you have tccb 
is tell them they are being al:tad«;d,and ~ 
nounce the pacifists for la<.:k afpatriotism 
and exposing the. country to danger. It 
works the same in every countzy.'' 

That was Hermann Goering speakin;1 
ce the Nurembexgtrials after World Wa 
U. It is one thing lo be forewamed. V.rill 
we ever be forearmed? • 
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TO: ADM Vern Clark 

cc:. Gen. Dick Myers 
~ {;16-t.ArD 

f8t;8 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ?~~ 

SUBJECT: Navy's Initiatives 

August 4,2004 

Attached is. an op-ed by Peter Brookes .. It looks. to me to be an interesting 

laydown. 

I have not sent the President anything that describes what you have been doing. 

Do you have a brief paper you think would be appropriate for me to send him? 

Thanks .. 

Attach. 
Brookes, Peter. "Show of Force." New. York Post, August 2,2004,. p .. 34-35 

DHR:dh 
080404-3 
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Please respond by -----------
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Show·Of Force 

New York Post 
August 2 ,2004 

Show Of Force 

By Peter Brookes 

Page l of 2 

Seven American aircraft-carrier strike. groups are. plying the world's. seven seas right now in one. of the. 
biggest military exercises since the. end of the. Cold War. 

Officially, it's. the. first test of the Navy's new strategy, the. Fleet Response Plan (FRP). Unofficially, it 
puts. America's. potential foes on notice: The U.S. Anny may be stretched pretty thin at the moment -
but the U.S. Navy isn't. 

It's a bold statement of U.S. power reminisentof one President Teddy Roosevelt sent in 1907-.the 
two-year global circumnavigalion by the Great White. Fleet. 

Each carrier strike. group (CSG) includes one carrier with 75 aircraft, 4 combat ships,. a submarine, 
cruise missiles. and 6,500 sailors. No other nation can put to sea -anywhere on earth -.such an 
incredible display of military might. 

With China holding its yearly war games off Taiwan, Iran cracking open U.N.-sealed nuclear facilities 
and North Korea's. continued belligerent nuclear blustering, the. exercise, Summer Pulse '04, couldn't 
come. at a more important time. 

This exercise is extraordinary. Rarely does the. U.S. have more than two of its 12carriers at sea at any 
one time. That's because American carriers operate on a two-year cycle - .six months. at sea,. followed 
by 18 months. in the. shipyards in overhaul and in training for its. next deployment. 

Under the Navy's new strategy,. the smaller, more responsive CSG has replaced the vaunted, behemoth 
aircraft-carrier battle group (which consisted of one carrier, I Oto 15.ships and subs and 10,000sailors). 
as. the. Navy's core. carrier unit.. 

The Pentagon wants to be able to send six. CSGs anywhere in the world in less than 30 days. Moreover, 
it plans to have two more CSGs ready within another 90 days to reinforce the first six carriers or relieve. 
two of them .. 

(Six aircraft carriers -at a minimum -would be needed for a China-Taiwan contingency or a second 
Korean war.} 

But there's. more to it than sending 45,000 sailors to sea for the. summer, giving a sea trial to the new 
strategy or sending a shot across the bow of potential troublemakers: 

Reassuring Friends. and. Allies: One. of the. biggest concerns among America's partners is that U.S. 
military might is over-committed and unavailable if big trouble. breaks out beyond Iraq or Afghanistan. 
Could America's. involvement in the Middle East and South Asia encourage North Korea to invade. 
South Korea or China to coerce Taiwan'? 

To dispel these fears, the Navy will operate. with friends and allies from the Americas, Europe, Africa, 

11-L-0559/0SD/038475 
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ShowOfForce Page 2 of2 

Australia and Asia during. this groundbreaking exercise. In July, for instance, the USS Enterprise and 
USS Truman CS Gs. operated off the coast of Morocco with 10 other nations in a smaller exercise, 
Majestic Eagle '04. 

Reviving Preemption: Some have suggested that the idea of preemption died with the revelation of the 
intelligence failures over 9/11 and Iraqi WMD. But word that the arrow of preemption has vanished 
from our quiver isj us t the. thing our enemies, especially the. terrorists, want to hear.. 

America must be able to strike first. 

Of course, accurate. intelligenceis a must. but it makes no sense. for this. nation to. take the. first punch 
like. we. did on 9/ 11. Being able to muster the. power of several aircraft carrier task forces at almost a 
moment's notice is a tremendous complication and deterrence to those who threaten us. 

The aircraft carrier provides America's policymakers with 90,000 tons of cold-steel U.S. diplomacy .. 
Without firing a single shot, the presence of 4.5 acres of floating, sovereign American territory off the 
coast has. made. more. than one. foreign leader think twice. about acting foolishly. At the. onset of 
international crises, American presidents often utter the. worried words,. "Where are the carriers?". 

The Navy's forward-leaningFRP gives the. commander-in-chief the opportunity to have naval forces 
available more. rapidly than ever before. And though this. great nation should always be. slow to war, 
when the president needs a big stick, it's good to know the carriers. will be there .. 

Peter Brookes, a Heritage Foundation senior fellcw,is a Naval Academy grad. 

11-L-0559/0SD/0384 76 
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August 4,2004 

TO: Steve Cam bone 

CC: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe1d4 

SUBJECT:. Formers 

I want to think about having the former directors of the NSA, NRO, DIA and 

NGA in to talk about intelligence .. 

Please. get me a list of the last four or five in each of those categories, and let me 

look at them. 

Thanks .. 

[)HR:dh 
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE <514 LI 

Erin, 

Here is the requested information re: the lasl 
five former Directors cf NSA. E-mail addresses. 
were. not currently. available .. 

Lt Gen Kenneth A. Minihan, USAF (Ret) 
(b )(6) 

V ADM John M. McConnell USN (Ret) 
(b )(6) 

ADM William 0. Studeman. USN (Ret) 
(b )(6) 

11 Gen Linco1n D. Faurer. USAF (Ret) 
(b)(6) 

UNCLASSJFIED//FOR OFFICIALlJ"@ @H~Y 
11-L-0559/0SD/038478 



Former Directors of the NRO 

r~J\ ~ooorable l!obett I rnnann (Dr.) 

Ibe Honocabk E<lwanl C (Pctc)Aldridge, Jr. 
r b)(6) I 
The HonorablcMaitin C. faqla 

r b)(6) _ 

The Honorable Jcffrcv K. Harris 
(b )(6) 

The Honorable Keith R. Halt 

l'b )(6) I 
The Honorable Peter B. Teets (current) 

11-L-0559/0SD/038479 
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DIA J<'ORMER DIRECTORS 
as of 9 Jun 2004 

LT GEN KENNETH A. Mll\IHAN, USAF 

LTG PATRICK M. HUGHES. USA 
(b )(6) 

VI 'E AOMIRAI TH 
(b )(6) 
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AU'G.• 5'. 2004 5: 36PM N0.467 P. l/1 

NATIONAL GEOSPATIAL•INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

DATE: DIRECTOR'S. OFFICE 

Mr. Redmond, next under. are. the names. of. r.he two 
farmer directors. of NIMA. including. their addresses 
and. phone numbers as-requested: 

RADMJ.J, 11 Jack" Dantone. 

T 
NPIC. --
Ms, Nancy Bone 

Mr. Leo Eazlcwcod 

CMA 
--::.-

UNCLASSf_J£6/}f060 
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( Ret) 

(Ret) 
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August 5, 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld 'J)/L. 
SUBJECT: Offer from Georgia 

The President of Georgia mentioned the possibility of Georgian troops working 

with Azerbaijan and Ukraine to protect UN personnel in Iraq. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080504-3 
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Please respond by ___ -_____ _ 
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TO:. 

cc: 

FROM:. 

Larry Di Rita 
Andy Hoehn 

Doug Feith 
Ryan Henry 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: POTUS and GlobaJ Postw·e Review 

August 5,2004 

.1- - G "i. / 0\ 0 L\ 9 <:; 
Es- u :~rs\ 

The White. House is thinking about the possibility of the President talking a bit 

about the Global. Posture Review. The emphasis very likely would be on two 

things: 

1. The. good things. that accrue. to our troops in terms. of strain on families and 

the like. 

2. The improved relationships with allies. 

We may be getting asked to provide some assistance in that regard. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 

080504· 7 ,51 ~-J c <-\ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Lairy Di Rita 
Andy Hoehn 

Doug Feith 
Ryan.Henry 

Donald Rumsfeld .)ll. 

Augusts, 2004 

I-o't{ o\C '"""S 
ES--o"?>S\ 

~~q 

j <i5 / 1-Z-. 

. ~ ,.~~& 
~e; ()-CA_ vv 

c.~ ~ 
SUBJECT: POTUS and Global Posture Review -r1 ~.a.M 
The White House is thinking about the possibility of the President talking a bit {_ ( }vv {-
about the Global Pffiture Review .. The emphasis very likely would be on two VJ 

1. 1be good things that accrue to our troops in tcnn$ of strain on families and 

the like. 

2. The improved relationships with allies. 

Na may be getting asked to provide 1;ome assistance .in that regard. 

Thanks. 

DHll:c:lh 
osos~, 

·······························-····················~···················· Please respond by ---------

AOO I 2 2004 
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To prepare for the future, we are also working with allies across 
the world to restructure our global force posture - the numbers, 
types, locations and capabilities of U.S forces around the world. 
Since the end of the Cold War, our forces have essentially remained 
where they were stationed during the Cold War. We need to 
rearrange our forces, so they are positioned to deal with the less 
predictable dangers of the 21st century - the threats of terrorism, 
rogue states and weapons of mass destruction. 

That is why, over the coming decade, we are going to bring 
home many of the heavy, legacy forces of the Cold War era, while 
deploying lighter, more flexible, and rapidly deployable forces across 
the world. We will also move our troops closer to the places where 
they are Ii kely to fight, instead of the places where the wars of the last 
century ended. We will position them so the can surge quickly to deal 
with unexpected threats. And we will take advantage of 21st century 
military technologies to reduce the number of U.S. forces stationed at 
overseas bases, while deploying increased combat power in every 
region of the world. Today, when one high-tech ship or tank or 
weapon can deliver the same combat power that once required ten 
ships or tanks or weapons, it is no longer relevant to measure 
America's commitment by counting numbers of troops and equipment 
in a particular country or region. 

These changes in our force posture will allow us to strengthen 
existing alliances, while giving us the opportunity build new 
partnerships with countries that are eager to work with US. forces 
and increase cooperation with our military. They will also reduce the 
stress our troops, and on military families. Under the plan I am 
announcing today, we will bring home nearly70,000 uniformed 
personnel, and nearly 100,000 families and civilians employees, over 
the next ten years. For our service members, this will mean more 
time on the home front and fewer moves over a career. For military 
spouses it will mean fewer job changes, greater stability, and more 
time for their kids to spend with grandparents and school friends back 
home. These changes will also be better for our military communities 
here in the US., allowing us to make better use of domestic bases 
and training ranges. And they will save the taxpayers money, 
allowing us to close hundredsof unneededforeign bases and 
facilities around the world. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038485 



Let me be clear: every step we are taking will increase our 
ability to project our Nation's military power to deal with today's and 
tomorrow's dangers. In so doing we will also strengthen the 
capabilities of our allies, and their ability to be partners in meeting the 
challenges of the 21st century. F(r over two years now we have 
consulted our allies abroad and Congress here at home. We have 
benefited from this dialogue, and have reflected many of their ideas in 
our plans. The changes we proposewill bring better U.S. military 
capabilities to every part of the world, improve our ability to protect 
our allies, and strengthen our ability to deter and, if necessary, defeat 
any aggressor who threatens the peace and freedom of the world. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038486 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 

SUBJECT: Sinai 

August 5, 2004 

d'l/d ;IJJJS' 
e> Jo-SCPS 

Do we still have 682 people in the Sinai? Let's figure out a way to cut that in half. 

Please come in with a proposal. I want to get going. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/4/04 Response to SD #080404-10 
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' . . .. 

TO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

SUBJECT: Sinai 

P1ease find out how many foJks we still have in the Sinai. 

Sir, 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080404-10 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Provided in response to SecDef question on n 
Sinai: 
According to the 4 Aug US Army Ops Summary, th 
ISO the UN MFO mission. Currently the MFO for 
includes the MFO BN, Spt Co, and AVN Co. The 

re are 682 US 
is USA Natio 

omission beg 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Jim Haynes. 
Ryan Henry 

Pete Geren 
Gen. Mike Maples 

FOeTO 

Donald Rumsfeld / fl_ 
SUBJECT: Delay in Reporting Detainee. Data to Red Cross 

August 6,2004 

Attached is a memo from the. Inspector General,. which I found interesting. It 

apparently was worked over by some JAG. ls it accurate? 

Thanks .. 

Attach. 
6/29/04IG memo ro SecDef re: DoD Policy on Delays in Reporting Detainee Data ro Red 

Cross 

(A,./: 
(Xl 

<JJ . 
({ 

VHR:dh \ / 

:~::·............ •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ~ t. ),? 

Please respond by 'i?'/ .:i-u /Dlf · . r n.. .~ 
I IJ //~ G'y 

,r I·,.... 

/ fZesf;:,..,-..je ;111,ck( 
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.... 
INSPECTOR GENERAL. 
DEPARTMENTOF DEFENSE 

400 ARMY NAVY. DRIVE. 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-4704 

INFOMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

C (l'At'f t( a 1,. .J:;/. 

u 17'/l;-6'f 

June. 29,2004. 11 :30a.m. 

FROM:. Joseph E. Schmitz,. Ins. ctor Genera e epartment of Defense 

SUBJECT: Clarity ofDoD Policy on Delays in Re rting Detainee Data to Rek;oss .. , 

• At the. conclusion of your June 17 ,2004, Press Briefing, during which briefing one 
reporter asked you if there. was. "an intention to hide. [a certain detainee] from the. Red 
Cross," you asked, "is. there. anything we want to calibrate. on this detainee subject," 
stating, among other things: "We. want to communicate accurately .. , . Our policy is 
clear, unambiguous and. demonstrable." 

• By coincidence,.on the same day of your Press. Briefing, I received. a classified 
briefing in Afghanistan on the protocols governing how and when we provide .. 
fnformation about detainees. to the International Committee. of the. Red Cross (I<X) . 

• In talking with commanders. and staft]udge advocates. who are dealing daily and 
routinely with the. ICRC on detainee issues in Afghanistan, I learned that there is a 
"clear,. unambiguous and demonstrable". protocol •• at least at Bagram Air Base -- to 
govern the. transfer of data about detainees, and deception is NOT our intention -. 
against the ICRC or otherwise. 

• In order to assist you in responding to any further press. questions about reporting 
detaineeinformation to the. ICRC, I asked the intelligence officer and staff judge 
advocate at Bagram Air Base to_prepare an unclassified explanation of why we under 
certain circumstance delay passing on 'detaineeinformation to the ICRC. In summary,. 
the primary reasons that we delay reporting. detainee information to. the ICRC are:. (1) 
force protection;. and (2) so as not to hinder our ability to defeat threats. 

• I would respectfully submit the attachment as field input or "talking points". for any 
further press. or congressional inquiries on the subject. 

COORDINATION:. None 

Attachment: As stated 

Prepared by: L. Jerry Hansen,. Deputy Inspector Genera1,1' ... b_)_(
6
_) ____ __, 

11-L-0559/0SD/038490 
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• .. ~ ~ 

• , CJT'F76 SJA 

UNCLASSIFIED 

Question regarding Detention Operations in Afghanistan: 

I UNDER ST AND NORMAL PRACTICE IS TO ASSIGN AN INTERNMENT SERIAL NUMBER (ISN) 
WITHIN A REASON ABLE PERIOD AFTER DETENTION, AND TO ALLOW ICRC TO INTERVIEW 
DETAINEES ONCE THE ISN IS ASSIGNED. WHY DON'T WE DO THAT IN EVERY CASE? 

Response: 

ONCE AN ISN NUMBER IS ASSIGNED TO A DETAINEE AND JCRC ACCESS FOR INTERVIEWS IS 
GRANTED, WE CAN EXPECT THE ICRC TO PROMPTLY NOTIFY THE FAMILY OF A DETAINEE 
THAT HE IS IN OUR CUSTODY. fN CERTAIN SITUATIONS, THIS CAN AFFECT FORCE 
PROTECTION AND HINDER OUR ABILITY TO DEFEAT THREATS. SPECIACALL Y: 

• A terrorist ceH that does not know one. of its members is in custody will likely continue to operate for at 
least a limited period of time. If we can learn about the cell from the detainee, \\e have a good chance of 
not only stopping its mission, but exploiting or destroying the cell. 

• Similarly,. disclosure that a highly placed detainee has been captured could provide warnings to the 
enemy still at large that we possess information regarding their whereabouts. This disclosure could 
result in their taking measures to avoid capture .. 

• Notice that an individual has been taken into custody may cause. the enemy to make assumptions about 
the sources. and methods. used to capture him .. In response, the enemy may endanger real sources. or 
innocent people. 

• The disclosure. that a specific leader or organizer is in custody could cause the. enemy to assume. the. 
detainee. will disclose certain information. As a result,. the enemy might hide weapons, move high value 
targets, or anticipate our actions. This. may impact the success of future coalition actions, and could,. 
endanger US Forces participating in those actions. 

• If enemy forces discover a key leader is in custody, there may be an attempt to gain his release by force. 
This. would clearly endanger the Ii ves. of our forces and potentially disrupt our mission. 

, r~S A PRACTICA~MA ER, DELA YING ASSIGNMEN AN ISN AND ICRC ACCESS HAS 
ONLYOCCU ON RAREANDfNFREQUE OCCASIONS. -· . 

/ '.:J.· J ~ ; ; . .. !::J.~~ 
·' 

<w{) f-'lt-ol/ 
i 
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INFOMEMO 

August 11 ~ 2004, 7:00 P.M. 

FOR 

FROM: 

SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

Daniel J .Dell 'Orto, Principal D!p:t;y General Counsel~!J.RJJ<~ 

SUBJECT:. Delay in Reporting. Data on Detainees.to the International 
Committee of the. Red Cross (ICRC) 

• The DoD Inspector General provided you with talking points on delays. in reporting 
detainee.data to the ICRC that appear to have. been prepared by the. Staff Judge 
Advocate. for CJTF-76 in Afghanistan. (Tab A). You inquired whether these talking 
points are. accurate .. 

• The talking points. appear to be. a description of the. rationale. for delaying notification 
to. ICRC or restricting ICRC access. to al QlicB and Taliban detainees. in Afghanistan. 
While they may reflect current US CENTCOM practice with respect to detainees.held 
at Bagram,. we. do. not have. a basis to ascertain their accuracy. 

• As a general matter,. the rationale. for delaying. ICRC notification that is stated in the. 
talking points. is one of imperative military necessity. This rationale. would be. 
consistent with the President's February 7, 2002. di rec ti on to.US Armed Forces with 
respect to. the. treatment. of al Qaida and Taliban detainees. and application of the 
principles of the Geneva Conventions .. 

• Use of these talking points to describe. matters.Concerning detainees. in Iraq,. however, 
raises more complex.legal issues that we are. addressing.currently within the 
Department and with other agencies. We continueto work to resolve. these. issues,.but 
in the interim, these. talking points. should not be. used. to. address operations in Iraq .. 

• It is advisable.to ensure. that the. relevant commands.have. and. apply consistent 
policies and practices concerning. notification of detainees to. the ICRC, the. 
application of the. concept of imperative.military necessity, and what is. a reasonable 
delay in notifying ICRC under the. requirements of the military mission. 

o You may want. to request that US CENTCOM, US SOCOM,. the Joint Staff, the 
Office of Detainee. Affairs, and. the. Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Intelligence. undertake an appropriate review. 

COORDINATION None .. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038492 OSD 19293-04 



ATTACHMENTS: 
As stated 
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TO: Steve Cambone 

cc: Gen .. Dick Myers 
Paul Woitowitz 
Gen .. Pete Pace. 

FROM:. Donald. Rumsfcld ':91 
SUBJECT: Meetings on Intel Legislation 

August 9,2004. 

There is going to be. a series of meetings on intel,. fleshing out the legislation and 

the proposals, and teeing up. issues for the. President to decide .. It is going to be 

small-CIA, DoD andNSC for the most part.. You should be the DoD 

representative .. 

Dick Myers and Pete. Pace. will want a representative on that group also. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:dh 
080904-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

FO~O 
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TO: Paul Butler 

FROM:. Donald Rurnsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Defense/Justice Issue. 

August 9,2004 

Here is a note. from Steve. Herbits. Please screw your head into. it and sec if we. 

can get this. solved properly. Let me. know what it is, and let's. try not to. take too. 

long on it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/6/04 Herbits. ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
080904-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 8 / -i, 1 / 0 'f 

I 

0SD 19297-04 
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STEPHEN E. HERBITS 
-----------------....... (b)(6) 

August 6,2004 

To: 

Fran: 

Re: 

By Fax:. 

Dear Don, 

Don RwnsfeJd 

Stephen Herbit4, 

Defense/Justice Issue 

l'b)(6) 

The attached is. becoming a. public issue down here. 

l(b )(6) I • CJ.a.' U~ 

,. 

You nay recall that I acted as the Cllaiman's liais:non the Presidential Advisory 
Commission on Holocaust Assets in the United States (Edgar M. Bronfman) in 1998 and 
1999,so I anfamiliarwith the issue in son'ledetail. 

I have learned that the issue is before advisory mediation as I write. this, vvith FD:d. 
Fielding as the. Mediator. 

Both Defense and the Justice Department have a piece of this issue. Its ultimate 
resolution should be to. do what is. riqt, and particularly what is consistent with what the. 
United States has been asking of ctter natials during the. last five years. As you can 
imagine, the Army's instinct is not necessarily coincident. 

Perhaps you and the Attorney General. can get this re.sol vcd easily and .in a timely 
m,mner,. i.e. before public litigation scheduled for October. 

Thanks, 

11-L-0559/0SD/038496 
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• VERBATIM 

Give Holocaust 
survivors their due 

.B•low u a 'J•rter lllfflf l,J 
11 MnGtor, ro 1:1.S. ~ 
Gtncral JoM AsJlcroJt lar 
WHl rwprdinl fflf CGH' of 
dac Jl1i111s•r'•" ••Colet 
Troin. • 

W e au wdtllls lo 
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~aia." m •ida ehtera, 
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scrlul ndrtss for mlw:oa
dacc by tbe U.S. 1"en-
1111:11~ 

As you bow, Cite Gold 
Traill cue ls on oC tile 
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1:D1 iuacs ia av a•tioaal 
eflan ID euun·)a,dco for 
HaitlW:lalS& SUfflVQl'I. 
P~ World. War D. 

lhc Nub confisutc4 da• 
pJopcfty afH~I 1~ 
ilh ~o&NltWMlJ - Pld!MUDg 
ptecioa pea,90'1111 prapaty. 
r~Ugio,w vtiC;i.cu, u, ad 
evt:n. Sold. w,:rJdiftl b:mds 
- arul loldecl it 1>ato a lnlll 
bv.ded l'or Anlri._ wbidl 
bic•• b.oWIII U lM .. Gal.il 
TnlilL'" 

P,.,Pertyw.-rtoten 

Wku ihc wa, nud. 'Cbt 
lnin ud iL"i c:nmeDH Wllft 
t1111J.d ow- to the l.hticed 
St•cttt for sa!ek.ecpiag, Wida 
tbc expUcit assmance the 
stoiea prapel'l;J" would be 
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OWJNlho Evid&:IICI -.&DCGY
ued by tl\e sum.Yan ia4i
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V'lll'ClelS~. Jlbi.ally, Ul 19'9, 
die t1 _5_ Commiasioa OD 
Holocaust Mads S'l?Twed 
1~, fact.I 11.Dd nlled thl' 
Gold Tram an "c~r,:iD111 
Cal.lure· of clul U1111ed Slllfn 
to !~• U.S. 1.ws aDd pol
iciu CaDCC%1WC ,PfOl"lrtJ 
n:~,ic,11. 

A P"'lP of cldtdp surwi• 
Yms, DOW t:011.11.ar o•er 
3,000, Jud suit ia (edenl 
court iA 2001. seems a 
aecOUD~ of 'Che propeftJ 
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Fi11ally~ in 1999, the 
U.S. Commis..~ion on 
Holocaust Al,ats . 
called the Gold 
Train a, ''egregious 
.faflure'· o/ the 
V nited Stotr!s. 
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SOUTHFLORIDA SUN-SENTINEL (Ft Lauderdale) Editorial, July 23,2004 

Promptly Settle 'Gold Train' Suit 

South Florida Sun-SentinclEditoria1 Board 

July 23,2004 

The U.S. government is trying to shirk responsibility for one of the most shameful 
episodesin the.nati011s histoiy. It mustn't get away with it. 

Late. in. World NE' II, the Nazis seized millions. of do11ars'. wxth of gold,jewelry, 
antiques, artwork and other valuables. from Hungarian Jews. and put the. items. on a train to 
Austria .. The. war ended shortly thereafter, and the train~ turned over to U.S.forces, 
who explicitly promised to return the heirlooms to their rightful owners .. 

They never did,. and there is. substantialcvidence that U.S.rnilitary personnel cx:,ok the 
items, which were. later auctioned off in New York. That evidence came to light in 1999, 
and led to a class-action lawsuit in federal oourt in Miami by. Holocaust survivors and 
their families, including an estimated 2,000 people in South Florida, seeking 
compensation for property lost aboard the 'Hrg31::ia1Gold Train.'' 

Amid accusations. that the government W:1S 
11foot draggingll and "mtimidatiJlg".clderly 

plaintiffs, U.S.District Judge.Patricia Seitz ordered the pmties. to submit to mediation, 
which is. to begin early next month .. In case no. agreement is.reached, Seitz has. scheduled 
a September trial. 

'lhis case should never go to b:ial. The U. S Justice Department should address. the. issue 
head-on and reach ajust settlcmentrather than rely on legal technicalities to avoid 
liability, as it has. done so far. For example, it argued that the plaintiffs had filed the. suit 
too late,. but Seitz said the. case could go forward because the. plaintiffs "were induced or 
tricked by the. government's misconduct into allowing the filing deadline to pass.II 

'lhis is not an image the United States.should be. projecting at a time when U.S.troops' 
responsibilities in Iraq include safeguarding Iraqis' personal property and that nation's. 
priceless. antiquities .. 

'lle ·Presidential Commission on Holocaust Assets called the Gold Train episode "an 
example of ell egregious failure of the. United States. to follow its o~ policy regarding 
restitution of Holocaust victims' prope1ty. 11 Seventeen senators,. including Sen .. Bill 
Nelson of Florida,. and a number of House. members, including South Florida Reps. Alcee 
Hastings, Robert Wexler, Peter Deutsch,.lleana Ros-Lehtinen and Kendrick Meek,. have. 
written to Attorney General John Ashcroft urging him to reach "a fair and expeditious 
resolution". of the case .. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038498 
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He should promptly accede to their request. The legitimate claims of Holocaust victims 
are reason enough to do so, but the United States, which preaches the rule of law and 
accountability around the world, also must show that it will not let narro!rl self-interest 
stand jn the. way of its own compliance with the rule of law. 

Copyright (c) 2004,. South Florida Sun-Sentinel 

11-L-0559/0SD/038499 
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THE TAMPA TRIBUNE Editorial, Sunday July 25,2004 

SettlingAn Old Holocaust Debt 

Published: Jut 25, 2004 

In a few weeks a class-action lawsuit involving a very old dispute goes to court-ordered 
arbitration. Hig:D:ial Jews and their SUIVivors ,u-e asking for compensation from the 
U.S.government for a little of what was stolen from ttsn at the dose of World 
wrn. 

This is one of those. rare cases~ strictly following the law won't le~d tojustice. And a. 
victory for the Justice Department jn the Miami case will feel, to. the public, like a kss .. 

The government has. a nwnber of ,u-guments. The. heirlooms,jewclry, art and gold were 
first stolen by Nazis, not American troops .. Afler more than a half-century, it's h,rrd to 
prove who owned what. Considerthe. wartime confusion. Consider sovereign immunity. 

Consider that H.rgsial Jews were not U.S. citizens at the time. The statute. of 
limitations has run out. There are probably other technicalities that argue against 
settlement. 

The case for givm;;r this. dwindling group of former refugees what they ask js simple: It's 
the right thing to do. 

Some history: During World WE' II, the Nazis occupied Hungary and stripped the .Jews 
there of valuables worth perhaps $100million. M:ry H1'gn:ial Jews didn't survive the 
war .. Yet the rule-obsessed fascists had handed out receipts for that they stole. The. items. 
were loaded into several dozen boxcars. and shipped to Austria 

That's where. the invading American troops. found the gold train as the. war ended. 
Evidence shows U.S. officers confiscated china, fire furniture and paintings for their 
offioes, and some. of the items. vanished. 

In 1948. possibly to cover the. looting,. the. remaining goods were. declared unidentifiable 
and were auctioned jn New York. Paperwork about the unfortunate episode wm; 
classified as national security. 

Plaintiffs in the class-action suit are askirq for up to $10,000 each .. Let's pay gladly and 
str-J, "Sorryit took so long." 

###. 
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THE NBW YOR!{ TIMBS EDITORIALS /L£TTERS MONDAY, AUGU~T 9, 2004 

Justice for 'Gold Train' Victims 
Over the past decade, this nation played a laud-. 

able role in helping to persuade European govern
ments and companies,. including recalcitrant Swiss 
banks, to live up to their moral duty to settle restitu
tion claims by Holocaust survivors even when their 
legal liability was murky. Regrettably, the Justice 
Department has taken a much less high-minded ap-. 
proach to a three-year-old lawsuit by elderly survi
vors over America's mishandling d. valuables the 
Nazis collected l'rom Hungarian Jews and then load
ed onto a train heading for Austria. 

Instead cf facing up to responsibility for the 
contents cf the "Hungarian Gold Train," which the. 
American Army took for safekeeping in 1945,. the 
government has raised a host <i technical legal de-. 
fenses seeking to void the claims. or at least delay 
the moment ct' reckoning. This. is particularly dis
maying since essential facts aren't really in dispute. 

They were documented five years. ago in a re
port by a special presidential advisory commission 

that detailed "an unexplained departure" from 
America's otherwise stellar record <i adhering to 
laws and regulations calling for the preservation of 
victims· assets and their return lo the country from 
which they were seized. Some d' the choicest Gold 
Train loot was either commandeered by high-rank. 
ing officers or sold for personal use by Army per
sonnel. Other valuables were auctioned in New York 
and the proceeds given to a United Nations refugee 
agency .. Still other property was stolen from the. 
warehouse. Two suitcases c.f gold dust simply van-. 
ished. Meanwhile, emphatic calls by the Hungarian 
government and Hungarian Jewish groups for re-. 
turn d. the train's contents were ignored. 

The opening d' court-ordered mediation ses
sions last week provides a new opening for a fair 
and expeditious settlement. Attorney General 'John 
Ashcroft ought not hesitate. to seize. it, much as 17 
Republican and Democratic senators wisely coun-. 
seled him in a recent letter. 

Venice Without rlq 

Those, (v~ /' Jl Auf,i ~ 
genh~t 'J () \Ji· ,./ ~"- -,1..., 

There· s a very. go(Xl chance that when the Ven
ice Biennale - the oldest international exhibition <i 
art. - opens next summer, no American artists will 
be included. That would be a signi l'icanl cultural and 
diplomatic default, a confession, in. essence, that the 
United States cannot sustain a coherent cultural pol
icy. 

Last December. the already fragile system for 
choosing American artists for international exhibi
tions br~)ke down completely. The two nonprofit 
partners - the Pew Charitable Trusts and the 
Rockefeller Foundation - pulled their funding, say
ing they had other priorities. The National Endow-. 
ment for the Arts, which convenes the panel that 
vetted artist nominations,dropped out. That left the 
State Department, which had authorized the devel
opment d. plans to broaden the selection process. 
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August 5, 2004 
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eJ-?s-3 
TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 

Ju~ 
SUBJECT: IP AP Project 

The President of Georgia said that the IP AP project in NA TO is being slowed 

down by France and Germany. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080S04-4 
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TO: 

CC: 

Bt1lLuti 

Oen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

~ 
SUBJECT: MANPAD Issue 

1-o//t,/101'1 
~""4t/lJ 

~1~-0 

In the meeting with Ivanov, the subject came up about how we could get 

agreement on the MANP AD issue. SQt;n~~~~~gg~--•~Oirlg_~~h other 

whenever we sell any of them to m!)'one else. Why doesn't that work? __ ............ -.... -.. ·--·--·· .. ·--- .. ··-· ·- --· 

Thanb. 

DHR:dll 
081 S()4.10 (IS CO!llpUll:1).doc 
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August 9,2004. 

TO: Paul Butler 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfeld ·'JA. 
SUBJECT: Meeting on. Who Receives Security 

Please set a meeting with Steve Cambone,. Dick Myers,. Paul Wolfowitz and. me. to. 

discuss. who receives security. 

Thanks .. 

Attach. 
5/3/04 USD(l) memo lo SecDef re:. Security 

DHR:dh 
080904-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please. respond. by q / 2 / 0 t./ __ _ 

OSD 19313-04 
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10:11 AM 

TO:. Steve Cambone. 

CC: Paul Wo]fowitz 

FROM:. 

DATE:. 

Donald Rumsfe]d '). 

April 16, 2004 

SUBJECT: Attached. 

Look at the. attached .. It shows that people have. some security depending on threat 

level. 

l would like to. know what security they actua11y have had during the. last 12 

months,. by. month, and what they thought the threat level was. 

See the attached. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
041604.0l 

Sui, 
1:14 ltz.Al>J>OCK. l~Qu l A.E.D A&:>'11" 
TH Is s ,JOU FLA lc.E:. so I ntoxa.Jf 
yo(;( tv114Y tJE.E.D 'fliE.. 1tJ~l"'~noN 

A$ vJE.LL I ORI "'~Al.. R..E.~fb~ 
A TIA!,\-\ 1=-, D. Ll'!>'Tl:D ATIAc..~1'1£~T 

l tJ C..1. ... UDE..D 'SE.t\U~.lO • 

V 'Yc,Dtt ~l>~ e.tJZO 

'/\"'\ 
Atlach:Attachment B, !info Memo to Cambone fromDUSD-CJ&S Re: Protective 

Service Operations 

Please. respond by: _______ 'i_k_3 __________ _ 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF. DEFENSE 

INTELLIGENCE 

Prepared by: Col Kevin. Jacobsen,. ODUOI&~ 
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INTELLIGENCE 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
5000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC.20301 ·5000 

MAY - 3 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM:. STEVECAMBONi&c--

SUBJECT: Protective Service Operations 

• This responds to your question (Tab B ), "I would like to know what security they 
actually had during the last 12 months, by month, and what they thought the 
threat level was" concerning protective service operations conducted by each 
Military Department (Service). 

• Each Service reported data (Tab A), by month that reflects the total number of 
personnel used to provide personal protection to each protectee. Personal 
protection is provided by special agents (A) and when applicable are supported by 
drivers, administrative, and military police, which we call "support" (S ). 

• In the Services' report, each of the last 12months is color-coded to show the 
threat level as determined by the responsible Services' field commanders .. 

• Determining a threat to an individual while lacking a specific and credible 
threat information is subjective. The overall threat levels published by DIA, 
Department of Homeland Security, and COCOMs are taken into 
consideration, however the following are other factors field commanders 
consider when determining the overall threat: 

o Terroris1n (kidnapping, assassination) 
o Criminal activities (kidnapping for ransom, assault or murder) 
o Civil disobedience (embarrassment of activities by demonstrators) 
o Wrong place, wrong time (natural disaster, victim of another's 

accident) 
o Association and/or proximity to another threatened person (collateral 

effects) 

. 1isftt l(b}(6) Prepared by: Col Kevm Jacobsen, OD_ ,_.,1&S), ._ ___ _ 
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• When the Services reported threat level for each month, they used the 
following general criteria: 

o LOW: No significant threat to protectee or the protectee is not 
exposed to the general population. 

o MEDIUM: General information, which shows the protectee may be 
targeted, based on his/her position or the protectee is exposed to the 
environment where the terrorist or criminal threat level is assessed as. 
medium. 

o HIGH: Credible and specific information that shows the protectee is 
targeted and/or the protectee is exposed to an environment where the 
terrorist or criminal threat level is assessed at high or critical. 

• TAB (C) was previously provided to you and is attached for background. 

COORDINATION: DUSD (CI&S); Army CID; Air Force OSI; Navy NCIS 

l(b )(6) I 
Prepared by: Col Kevin Jacobsen,. ODUSD ( CI&S)
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Threat Levels:. 
Low- Green 
Medium - Yellow 
High- Red 

ARMY LED PROTECTION 
OSD/JCS Principals have Agent Only Details. 

A.= Agent 
S =support 

Position. Mar-03. Apr-03 Mav-03. Jun-03. Jul-03 Aun-03 S.ep--03 Oct-03. Nov-03 Dec-03. Jan-04. Feb-04. Mar-04. 
Sec of Defense 

35 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 30 31 

s t to Secoers Fam 
De Sec of Def 

CJ 

vc 

SE 
CSA 

vcsA-
Gen Franks RET 

MetroJ..-----1----,1,,----+---+----::---+--~-t----:-:---t---==---t--~-=----t--:1=----t--:1~
Travell-----1----,1,,----+---+-~=---+---=---t----:-~-t---==---t--~~--t--:3~7--t----::3:-::3-
Total 38 34 

AMB Bremer** 
SHAPE 
USAREUR ...... 

. OEP EUCOM CDR 
~ NATO U.S. Re 

KFOR 
SFOR 
CG CFLCC 
DCG CFLCC 
VCor 

31 31 



Position 

JFCOM 
SOUTHCOM'*"* 
USARSO 

Total: 7/S-321 A-47/S-3 - I -

tro Mission o a dail basis 
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Threat Levels:. 
Low- Green 
Medium-Yellow 
High- Red 

SECNAV 
Travel. Su ort 
Total 

COMSIXTHFL T 
Travel Su ort 
Total 

NAVY LED PROTECTION 

A-1 

A-11 A-11 A-11 

-5 

A-5 

11-L-0559/0SD/038511 

A-1 A-1 
-1 

-1 

A-10 -9 
-6 

A-

A-5 A-5 

A-5 A-5 

A =Agent 
S = Support 

Jan-04 · Feb-04 Mar-04 

A-1 

A-1 

A-8 A-8 
A-9 



Position 

Ja an 
COMSEVENTHFL T 
Travel Su ort 
Total 

CPA BASRAH 
CPA HILLAH 
Total 

A r.03 Ma -03 Jul-03 Aun-03. Sep.OJ Oct-03 Nov-03 Dec-03. Jan-04 
I 1. 1. 1. 1. 

A-1 

A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 

.... ................ .... 
A-1 A-3 A-3 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-3 A-5 A-3 A-1 

11-L-0559/0SD/038512 

Feb-04 Mar-04 

A-1. 
A-2. 
A-3 

A-1 
A-2 
A-3. 

A-3 A-2 



1 nrear Leve1s: 
Low- Green 
Medium- Yellow 
High- Red 

Position 
SECAF 
USECAF 
CSAF 
VCSAF 
USAFE 
NORTHCOM 

SOCOM 

Deputy CFACC/CC 

3rd AF/CC 
12th AF/CC 

1 h F/ 
CPA Principals 

Chief of Defense (ChoD) 
Philippines 

ChoD Hungary 
Choo Bulgaria 
Military of Defense(MoD) 
Vietnam 

i i t r" I 
Global Air Commander 
Conference 
Micfdle Eastern Air 
Symposium 

ota A-43 

AIR FORCE. LED PROTECTION. 

A= Agent 
AF Principals have Agent Only Details 

Mar-04 
A-14 
A-3 
A-2 

A-35 

A·20 A-20 

A-49 A-52 A-45. '8 A-80 A-54 A-88 
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Threat Levels: 
No color code 
annotated: Threat 
level is assessed by 
lead PSO agency 

Position 
President of the U.S 

Vice President of the U.S 
Sec Def 
Deputv Sec Def 
CJCS 
VCJCS 
CENTCOM 
Deputy CENTCOM 
SOUTHCOM 
JSSOUTHCOM 
U.S. Ambassador to 
Ecuador 
US Naval Forces 
SOUTHCOM 
US Naval Forces 
Europe/CC 
Secretarv of Enerav 
Chief, US Military Training, 
CENTCOM 
President of Latvia 
US SECDEF for Policy 
usss 

Total 

Mar-03 Aor-03 Mav-03 
A-3 A-1 

A-1 

A-2 

A-1 A-1 A-1 

A-4 A-3 A-3 

AIR FORCE SUPPORT TO 
OTHER AGENCY LED'PROTECTION 

Jun-03 Jul-03 Aua-03 Seo-03 Oct-03 Nov-03 Dec-03 
A-2 A-4 A-2 

A-7 
A-4 A-4 A-4 

A-3 A-3 A-4 A-4 
A-5 A-4 A-4 

A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 
A-2 

A-2 
A-1 

A-1 A-1 

A-1 

A-2 

A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 

A-7 A-13 A-10 A-6 A-13 A-27 /A-19 

11-L-0559/0SD/038514 

A =Agent 

Jan-04 Feb-04 Mar-04 
A-4 

A-6 A-5 
A-2 

A-5 A-6 A-4 
A-4 A-4 A-4 
A-4 
A-1 A-1 A-1 

A-3 

A-2 A-1 
A-1 

A-1 
A-8 A-3 A-4 

A-33 A-21 A-20 



, . 

US Army Criminal Investigation Command 
Positim I ocafioo Name # of SA Military Police $Pl 
Sec of Defense World Wide Sec Rumsfeld 22 O 

Dep Sec of Def World Wide Sec Wolfowitz 14 O 
CJCS World Wide. Gen Meyers 7 0 
VCJCS World Wide. Gen Pace 8 O 
Sec Army World Wide Act Sec Brownlee* 0 fulltime O 
CSA World Wide Gen Schoomaker 2 O 
VCSA World Wide Gen Casey O fulltime 0 
CENTCOM (RET) World Wide Gen. Franks (Ret) 1 O 
SHAPE World Wide Gen Jones 10 O 
USAREUR World Wide Gen Bell 1 8 
DEP EUCOM CDR Europe Gen Wald 43u• 
NATOU.S. Rep NATO LTG Kinnan 15 
KFOR KFOR TF FALCON 1"* 11** 

SFOR SFOR COMSFOR 1° 13 ** 
CG CFLCC CENTCOM L TG McKiernan 1*"' 12° 
DCG CFLCC CENTCOM MG Speaks 1•• 10u 
V Corps CDR CENTCOM LTG Sanchez 1** 15** 
Ill Corps CDR CENTCOM LTG Metz 1··. 10**. 
CG, CFC-A AFGAHNISTAN LTG Barno r·· 12** 
CG, CJTF-180 AFGAHNISTAN BG(P) Austin. 1"* 15** 
C,. OMC-A AFGAHNISTAN MGWastin 1... 10** 
CPA Augmentation ITO CPA 27 120° 
Metro.Team/Residence CONUS Principals 1-4 49. o 
Travel Team World Wide Principals 1-7 19 o 
ATOIC Pentagon 3 O 
• Will change with new SEC Army Total. PSUSA· 174. Total MPSPT- 286 

•• BMM and only while. deployed 
••• Also performs residence and installation security and travel team 

Air Force Office of Special Investigations 
Position I ocation Name 
USAFE Ramstein AFB Gen Fogelsong 
NORTHCOM Peterson AFB Gen Eberheart 
SECAF Andrews AFB Hon Sec Roche 
Dep SECAF 
CSAF 
VSAF 
CENTCOM 
AFMC/CC 
ACC/CC 

AMC/CC 
AFSOC/CC 
AFSPC/CC 
PACAF/CC 
AETCICC 
CPA 

Andrews AFB 
Andrews AFB 
Andrews AFB 
Mac DiHAFB 

Hon Sec Teets. 
Gen Jumper 
Gen Moseley 
Gen Abizaid 

Wright-Patterson Gen. Martin 
Langley AFB Gen Horn burg 

Scott AFB Gen. Handy 
Mac DiHAFB Gen Hester 
Peterson AFB Gen Lord 
Hickham AFB Gen Begert 
Randolph AFB Gen Cook 
Baghdad, Iraq 

TOTAL SA 

# of SA Military Police SPJ 
9 By Threat Level 
4 2 Auth/1 Assigned 
2 By Threat Level 
1 By Threat Level 
2 By Threat Level 

By Threat Level 
By Threat Level 

1 By Threat Level 
1 By Threat Level 

By Threat Level 
By Threat Level 
By Threat Level. 

1. By Threat Level. 
1 By Threat Level 

14 By Threat Level 
41. 

2 
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. .. 

Naval Criminal Investigative Service 
Position Location N.a.m.e # of SA Additional ser 
SECNAV Washington D.C. Hon England 5 By Threat Level 
CNO Washington D.C. ADM Clark 3 By Threat Level. 
Cmdt Marine. Corps Washington D.C .. GEN Hagee 3 By Threat Level 
NCISHO Washington D.C. 6 
COM USNAVEU R. Naples, Italy ADM Johnson 10 By Threat Level. 
COMSIXTHFLT Gaeta, Italy VADM Ulrich 3 By Threat Level 
DEPCONCAOC Larissa, Greece 3 By Threat Level. 
COMPAC Hawaii ADM Fargo By Threat Level 
COMPACFLT Hawaii ADM Doran 1 By Threat Level 
COMSEVENTHFL T Yokosuka,.Japan VADM Willard 1 By Threat Level 
COMFIFTHFL T Bahrain VADM Nichols 1 By Threat Level 
Counter Intel CENTCOM AOR 20 USMC 
Travel/CPA Support WorldWide/lraq 44. 

TOTAL SA 101 

TOTAL DOD.SA 315 TOTAL SPT· 286. (+) 

. (b )(6) 
MAJ OhverRose/CIQP.QP/!1........r:":"(b~)(~

6
)~----, 

APPROVED BY:. COLPalgutt 
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August 9, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )~ 

SUBJECT: VOA Broadcasts to Iran 

Here is a memo from Seth Cropsey and the U.S. International Broadcasting 

Bureau broadcasts to Iran. 

Please take a look at it and get back to me with your suggestions. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/14/04 Cropsey memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
080904-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by [/'.J..,J /oy 

t 

F6~0 

0SD 19314-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/038517 

J-\ 
;t, 
'l') 

~ 



071U1200,l 11:·19 FAX ... r_)_(6_) ___ _. ISB DIRECTOR 

Broadcasti1,g Board of Gov~rnors 

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU 

MEMORANDUM for SECDEF ~, · 
FROM: Seth Cropsey, Director. U.S. International Broadcasting Bureau \.¢~ 
SUBJ: Voice of America Broadcasts to Iran 
14 July •04 

This memo responds to your request of8 June for information about VOA's Persian 
language television broadcasts. 

VOA Tel~vision to lun 
VOA inaugurated a one-half hour daily primetime televisjon news program, News & 
Views, in July 2003. The new program brought to six the number of hours that VOA 
broadcasts on television to Iran per week; (vice Iran's four 24/7 1nternational TV 
broadcast operations); all VOA 1V broadcasts to Iran are transmitted via satellite. The 
Iranian govenunent admits that there arc about three million households that can receive 
television signals through satellite dishes. Our tesearch places the figure at 
approximately 15 percent of the adult population or nearly seven million households: 
satellite broadc35ts are a highly effective way of reaching the Irani.an people. 

News & Views offers a mixture of international: regional, and local news geared to its 
au.dience's interests, as well as current affairs programming addressed to viewers' oft
stated thirst for infonnation about human rights, democracy, and civil society. 

Iranian Response 
Over the previous month and in addition to its regular news stories, News & Views 
featured an interview with Justice Sandra Day O'Connor who told how her appointment 
by President Reagan as the first female Supreme Cowt justice ··opened many doors to 
women in the U.S. and the rest of the world." Other features included an interview from 
London with a journalist and dissident recently released from an Iranian prison who 
argued that the U.S. mission in Iraq helps guarantee peace and stabi1ity in the regjon as it 
promotes democratic change. The ruling mullahs' fear of these broadcasts is clear. A 
panel discussion on the future of democracy that aired the first week in July featured 
participation by phone from Tehran of a young woman who is the spokesman for a group 
called "Women For Democracy." The police anestcd her and her mother less than a day 
after the broadcast aired. 

In the absence of other accurate and relevant Persian-language television news broadcasts 
News & Views established a Jarge audience immediately. A telephone poll conducted 
kss than two months after the program went on the afr Jast summer detennined the 
audience at about 13 percent of the viewing public. Since then. the program has received 
similar phone poll results of over 17 percent. 

News & Views is a solid and established TV news program that receives a tremendous 
volume of email from its growing audience-and shares representative emails with its 
viewers thus establishing a dialogue among Iranians who are unhappy with their rulers 
and have no ocher means of communicating this dissatisfaction wilh fellow citizens. A 

~002 
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recent email asked 'why VOA couldn't air more emails from other listeners on the air?' 
The answer is that VOA doesn't have the funds to broadcast more than a daily half hour 
news program. 

What Is to Be Done? 
· Toe purpose of this memo is to ask your assistance in securing the approxilTlately $10 
million it would take to increase Nev.>s & Vie}t)s to a three-hour daily program of news 
and current affairs programming for a single year. The expanded show would cover in
depth such subjects as the extraordinary corruption of the ruling mullahs, their diversion 
of Iranian taxpayers' revenue to :finance international terrorism, the lessons of east and 
central Europe in throwing off the communist yoke; and extensive reporting on women's 
issues, separation of church and state, and the different forms of democratic governance 
that emails from our audience make it clear they desperately want. 

The precedent exists for the transfer ofDoD funds to international broadcasting in the 
assistance DoD provided-in approximately the same amount-to build and install radio 
transmitters in Afghanistan following the defeat of the Taliban. This assistance was 
highly successful It increased the security of our deployed forces, and of the U.S. in the 
same way that longer and more in-depth broadcasts to Iran would divert that country's 
rulers' sponsorship of terror md efforts in Iraq while it helped advance the cause of 
democracy in Iran. 

A specific and detailed plan for increasing TV news and current affairs programming to 
Iran from its current level of one-half hour daily to three hours each day appears 
immediately below. The costs are annual. 

iV Requirements 
Salaries 
AP Graphics 
Acquired Video 
Regional News Feeds 
Transmission and Remotes 
Overtime 
Subtotal 

Persian Service Requirements: 
Salaries 
Overseas stringers 
Domestic stringers 
Travel 
Telephone Toll 
Simultaneous Translators 
Office Supplies 
Misc expenses 
Other Contractual Services 
Subtotal 

$2,386.088 
$40,000 

$200,000 
$100,000 
$500,000 
$100,000 

$3,326,088 

$2,377,000 
$150.000 
$50,000 

$200,000 
$10,000 

$100,000 
$30,000 
$20,000 
$50,000 

$2,987,000 

2 
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188 
Satellite Transmission services 
Research 
Advertising 
Subtotal 

One Time Costs: 
Graphic Equipment 
Edit Suites Equipment 
Open/Sets 
Avstar Licenses 
VJ Equipment 
Minicam Cameras 
Cairo Polycom 
Library Shelving 
Furniture/Computers 
Subtotal 
Total Requirements for FY'04 

Conclusion 

ISB DIRECTOR 

$2,300,000 
$50,000 

$100,000 
$2,450,000 

$230,000 
$175,000 
$100.000 

$45,000 
$200,000 

$80,000 
$30,000 
$75,000 

$350,000 
$1,285,000 

$10,048,088 

~UU4 

Bernard Lewis observes that Ayatollah Khomeini· s spoken words communicated directly 
to Iran by phone and by cassettes was the first electronically engineered revolution in 
history. U.S. international broadcasting also reaches the Iranian people directly. 

Both ratings .md audience response in the form of email. phone calls, and letters from 
Iran to the Persian language service here in Washington show that Iranians are watching 
VOA's broadcasts because they are meaningful to their lives. To quote again from 
VOA's Iranian viewers, Mohammad A's email from Tehran of31 May swns the 
audience response best: "We do not have credible and trustworthy m~dia in Iran and all 
the media is censored. You are now carryj1lg a very significant responsibility and you are 
the hope of the Iranian youth." 

We have an experienced and invigorated management structure in place; the modest plan 
ouHined above responds both to the United States' need to address the Iranian audience, 
and the la:-ter's clearly expressed desire for more progranuning th::it offers hope for a freer 
and democratic future. All we ask is for the means. 

3 
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Broadcasting Board of Govenum 

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU 

l(b )(6) 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 
330 Independence Avenue, SW 

Room 3300 
Washington, DC 20237 

DATE 7~1l.f-O'{ NO. OF PAGES (including cover sheet) __ L{ __ 

TO THE ATTENTION OF: 
(b )(6) 

(b)(6) 

FAX NUJ\.1BER: 

FROM: INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING BUREAU 
DIRECTOR'S OFFICE: 

CON1MENTS: 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTJC£ 

~001 

'tbe documents acCC1mp2nyiog thit f:icsimile transmission may contain confidential information, I 
which is legally privileged. The infonn~tion ie intended only for use of the recipient namtd above. If I 
you bave received tbis facsimile io error, please immediately notify us by telephone to arrange for ! 

1 
return of tbe original documcots to us. You .are bettby ootified rbat aoy disclosure, copying, f 

J distribution, or ta.king of any action ia reli~nce oo the contenu of tbi.s facsimile infonnation is strictly ' 

I 
probihited. 

(b)(6) 
If you do not receive all pages, please call 

11-L-0559/0SD/038521 

330 Independence Avo?nue. SW Wi1:;hingtun. DC 20237 



TO: 

FROM: 

V ADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Reducing Troop Numbers 

August 9 ,2004 

Please set a meeting for the Joint Staff, Policy and me. to go over this paper that 

shows where. we have troops. around the. world. I would like to get those. numbers 

down. 

l would like them to. come in with suggestions on how to do it. 

Thanks .. 

Allach .. 
7/7/04Joint Staff Paper re:. US OverseasTroops 

DHR:dh 
080904·21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

Fbbe5. 

0SD 19315-04 
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OFHCE OF THE SECRETARY OF D.E.FENSI::. 
THE SPECIALASSISTA~T 
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August 13, 2004 

TO: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ({)1\.. 
SUBJF:CT: CIA On-Campus Recruiting 

Please find out how many colleges. prohibit CIA from recruiting on campus and 

for how many years that has. been the case-when it fll'St started during the 

Vietnam War, etc. I may want to use it in my testimony. 

Thllllks. 

l'lffJl.:dh 
0¥1304,1) (IS O(lfflpu(Cr) GU< 

········································································· 
Please respond by __ ........ 3 .... / ...... 1_&. .... /_o .... '/ ______ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/038524 
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Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD 

From: Chu, David, CIV, OSD-P&R 
Monday, August 16,200410:22 AM 
Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD. 

Sent: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Wellock, StephenM.,CAPT, OSD-P&H 
RE: SecDef snowflake 

Paul: C.1"1 ~ e¥96\.4~ f 0, ~ e /.-cv
/ 

Here's Mr. Rebalo's latest bulletin:. "For the last 20 years, no college campuses .... denied access to CIA recruiting. 
During the Vietnam era, a handful...wouldn't allow recruiting on campus ... but those. colleges didn't preclude CIA from 
setting up shop in local. hotels" off-campus. 

Bottom line: I don't think this is an important explanation of our shortfalls, but would be glad to pursue further, 
especially. if. SECDEF has.some. specifics that allow a more.sophisticated line of inquiry(e.g., there could have.been subtle 
pressures whose. de facto effect was to. discourage young Americans. from considering the Agency). 

David 

-----Original Message-----
From :. Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD 
Sent: Monday, August 16,2004. 9:47 AM 
'lb: Chu, David, CIV, OSD-P&R 
Subject:. RE: SecDef snowflake. 

Thanks .. I think it is very important that we look into the past. The point is to. draw out the fact that there are lots of 
reasonswhy HUMINT deteriorated so the historical information is very relevant. Thanks. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Chu, David, CIV, OSD-P&R 
Sent: Monday,. August 16,2004. 8:52 AM 
'lb:. Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD 
Cc: Wellock, Stephen M., CAPT, OSD-P&R 
Subject: RE: SecDet snowflake. 

Paul: 

First check with Bob Rebalo. is. that CIA does. NOT face recruiting barriers. on college campuses. He's. 
double-checking, however. Sometimes a campus will ask CIA to. adjust its schedule to. avoid confrontation with 
other. events, but that's the. extent of any problem he. knows about.. 

As he. pursues his. due. diligence, I've. asked him to see. if there. was. indeed a problem in the. past, when it 
occurred .. etc .. 

Hope this helps. 

David 
-----Original Message-----

From: Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD 
Sent:. Monday, August 16,2004 8:22 AM 
'lb: Chu, David, CIV, OSD-P&R 
Subject: RE: SecDef snowflake. 

Thanks so much. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Chu, David, CIV, OSD-P&R 
Sent: Monday, August 16,2004. 8:17 AM 
'lb: Butler, Paul, CIV, 030; Abell, Charles.S., CIV, OSD-P&R 
cc: Plata, Nancy D, CIV, OSD-P&R; Wellock,. Stephen M CAPT", OSD·P&R 
Subject~ RE: SecDet snowflake. 

1 
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Paul: 

rn call the CIA Chief Human Capital Officer, Mr. Rebalo, in a few minutes to secure. 

David 

P.S. to Nancy: Please get me. phone number.and see. if. he's.availableat8:45. 

-----Original Message-----. 
From~ Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD 
Sent: Sunday, August 15,2004 12:47 R\11 
'lb: Ou, David, CIV, OSD·P&R; Abell,. Charles.S., CIV, OSD-P&R 
Subject:. SecDef snowflake 

Sec Def sent snowflake from the. plane asking about how many colleges prohibit CIA from recruiting on 
campus and for how many years that has. been the case, when did itforst start (Vietnam war era), etc .. 
Needs. it tomorrow (Monday) since he. may want to. use. in his. testimony. 1. know we. provbably keep 
this for the military. Any ideas how 1. go about finding this type of data? 

11-L-0559/6SD/038526 



TO: 

cc: 

Larry Di Rita 

Mru.y Clai~urphy 

t'OUO 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT:. Invitees to CPA Function 

August 15,2004 

When we have the function for the CPA and Ambassadors from the. coalition 

countries at our house, let's include Margaret Tutwiler, Reuben Jeffery, Larry Di 

Rita, and some of the other people who served in Baghdad. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081504-1 (Is computer).doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ q ___________ _ 

Pt>UO 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 

P6tJO 

Donald Rumsfeld<?R • 

SUBJECT: Russian-Baltic Border Issues 

August IS, 2004 

In the meetings with Russian MoD Ivanov, the subject came up of some border 

infringements by NA TO aircraft along the Baltics. When I talk to the people from 

the Baltics, they claim the Russians are infringing on their border. 

It seems to me that we ought to encourage NATO to consider the kind of 

arrangements we have with the Russians, whereby there is a protocol and there are 

established procedures, so neighbors can live together as good neighbors, rather 

than fussing at each other. 

Please come back to me with a proposal. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081 S04-7 (ts computer}.doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _____ 'f ..... /,_)_/ I)__._~-------

-P:OtJO 
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TO: 

cc: 

Bill Luci 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

POUO 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )fl
SUBJECT: Nuclear Safety Visit 

August 15, 2004 

'.f .ot /c11 o<fo 
E~ -tJ'f90 

b <;(/~o 

Who is going to follow up on the point the Russians brought up about having them 

do a reciprocal visit on nuclear safety with a NATO country, probably us? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081504-9(ts computer).doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ____ &°-+l-).;---=-7+/-D-41:--------

FOOO 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2900 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON,. DC. 20301.-2900 

INFOMEMO 
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 

POLICY 
DepSecDe. 

USID(ti . 91 2004 
. 11040 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE /, , (") 

FROM:. Mira R .. Ricardel,. ASD/ISP (,-\cti;\v AUG 2 6 2004 

SUBJECT:. Response to Questions About Nuclear Safety Visit 

ES-0490 

• You asked,. "who is going to follow up on the. point the Russians brought up about 
having them do a reciprocal visit on nuclear safety with a NATO country, probably us?". 

• The. person responsible for this. issue is Dr. Dale Klein, Assistant to the Secretary for 
Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Defense Programs. 

• Dr.. Klein's office is now working to develop a proposal for a reciprocal NATO 
nuclear accident/incident response exercise, and plans to discuss. this. matter with 0 
officials from the. UK and France. ~ 

~ 

~ 
<::). 
-c 

-

0 OSD 19320-04 

Prepared by:. Dave. Shilling, OSD/!SP/SP&l!(b )(6) 11-L-0559/0SD/038530 . - : > ~. 
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COORDINATION 
On 

SecDef Snowflake on Nuclear Safety Visit 
18 August 2004 

DASO (Forces Policy) John Rood 

Principal Director (Forces Policy) Mark Schneider 

Director (NATO and Theater Strike) David Shilling. 

11<. '1/19/tfif 

MP> f/11/07/ 
J}fitJ ~'; /c,~ 

Rwrw~h(l;d:/f 
, 11 l# r/",.;;/;_J 

Deputy ATSD for Nuclear Matters. Steve Henry 

11-L-0559/0SD/038531 



August 15, 2004 

TO: Bill Luti 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld YJL 
SUBJECT: More Info for Cable on Ukraine 

For the cable on Ukraine, I talked to the MoD in the car about free and fair 

elections after bringing it up with Kuchma earlier. 

Let's also remember that I mentioned to them the possibility of their helping with 

protecting the UN and training and equipping Iraqi security forces. 

'Ibanks. 

IJHR:dh 
0!11504-14 (ts computcr).doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . 
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TO: VADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Checklist for papers 

!l.@j 

t'et1e-

AUb'llSt 16,2004 

Please talk to GEN Craddock about how we are supposed to handle trips in terms 

of getting a checklist of thank you notes, taskers. outgoing cables. and a key list of 

action items. 

There is a format for this, and apparently you did not have it. I would like you to 

get it and sec if we can get back into the rhythm. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
081604-9 

....................................•................................... , 
Please respond by &/1/V / D 'f 

( 1 

g/t t, 

~$p~ 
(fa~· 

vf (L 

(J 

oso 19323-04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

VADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld 'V""· 
SUBJECT: Cables and Thank You Notes 

August 16,2004 

In the future, l need to get the cables and thank you notes faster. Saving them 

until the last leg (when we're doing the SYTCs andlhave to read all the material 

Steve Cam bone has sent)just doesn't work. If they do them the same day and get 

them in on a 5-6 day trip like that, l can easily deal with all of them. 

The day we arrived home. I didn't have a chance to read the last chunk of them, 

and then we. headed right into a very busy week. It's. not a good way to do it; let's 

get it fixed. If that means someone has to mis~oing to a function (to a castle, 

dinner, palace, etc.), then that's what it mcans:"we have so many people along on 

the trips so they can trade off responsibilities. 

We. need to have a checklist - who is assigned which cables so they get them done 

on time .. In the future, let's put a deadline.on them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
081604·1 . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by. ----------

11-L-0559/0SD/038534 
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TO: SECDEF 16 August 2004 

FROM: VADMJIM STAVIUDIS 

SUBJ: TRIP CHECKLIST and MEMO TO THE PRESIDENT 

1. Sir, l spoke with GEN Craddock today, and he provided me a copy of 
the trip checklist you mentioned. The senior Policy representative on 
each trip is responsible to construct a detailed matrix for each trip that 
shows who is responsible for each product and give them hard 
deadlines for each of the products - cables, thank you, Presidential 
memo, and so forth. I will persona11y track this and ensure they do 
what is required to get the material in each day so there is not a large 
drop at the end of the trip. 

2. I've also spoken with leadership in Policy to re-emphasize that they 
need to get these products into us in a timely fashion. 

3. On the memo for the President, clearly the speechwriter is not the 
right person to draft this important document. I will ensure that 
henceforth an appropriate "substance person" is assigned the task, and 
will pay particular personal attention to its development and drafting. 
We'11 get you a quality product in a more timely fashion on future 
trips. 

Very respectfully, 

11-L-0559/0SD/038535 



August 16, 2004 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Senate Select Committee's Iraq assessment 

I just finished reading the conclusions of the Senate Select Committee on 

Intelligence in their pre-war assessment on Iraq. 

It presents a number of conclusions critical of the intelligence community. To the 

extent that any of the conclusions apply to intelligence community activities 

involving DOD, please get involved to see that whatever deficiencies may exist 

are rectified and any other appropriate actions are taken. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Select Committee on Intelligence Report 

DHR:s& 
081604-7 

..••.............•.•.........................•.•..•••••••••••••••••••... , 
Please respond by CJ/ 1 O / o 'I 

{ I 
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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE 
ARLINGTON,. VIRGINIA 22202-4704 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: Joseph E. Schmitz,. Inspector Gene 

-· , .• ·. I. -

~~~' r·-"' , ""' 1-. •t .... 
"· • •·, I 

December 1, 2004 5:30 pm 

• After you suggested yesterday that we should be. looking not only at Department of 
Defense contracts that might have been tainted by Darleen A. Druyun but also by 
any other "criminals". associated with Ms .. Druyun, the General Counsel. volunteered 
that The Boeing Company, Incorporated, (Boeing) has. also been "partially debarred" 
from government contracting as a result of criminal allegations. Attached, for your 
convenience, is a brief description of this matter,. which was included with my 
October 8,2003, Quarterly Update to you. 

• Following is a brief summary of my Office's involvement in that matter .. Even 
before receiving your "snowflake" of yesterday, I had already instructed my staff to 
share whatever information we can with the Acting Undersecretary of Defense 
(AT&L), who agreed yesterday to address.your concerns about contracts tainted by 
any other "criminals" associated with Ms. Druyun. 

• Since September 5,2002, the Defense Criminal Investigative Service,jointly with 
the Air Force Office of Special Investigations and the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Office of Inspector General, have been investigating 
allegations that Boeing used Lockheed Martin Corporation's proprietary documents 
to successfully bid on Air Force contracts for the Evolved Expendable. Launch 
Vehicle program .. On July 24,2003, the. Air Force suspendcd(a temporary measure 
short of debarment} three. Boeing divisions and three former Boeing employees from 
government contracting. The affected Boeing divisions arc the. Launch Systems 
Division, Chicago, TL; Boeing Launch Services, Chicago, TL; and the Delta 
Programs Division, Huntington Beach, CA. To date, the divisions arc still under 
suspension, and the. investigation continues. 

• I will respond more fully to your "snowflake" within the time you requested 
(l/13/05). 

Attachment: As stated. 
cc: Acting USD (AT &L); General Counsel 

l(b )(6) 

Prepared By: Charles W. Beardall, Acting Deputy Inspector General 
Ft,K t,PPICIAL USR. ONL \' .__ ____ ___, 
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INSPECTOR. GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-4704 

October 8,2003, 11 :30 a.m. 

FOR:. SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: Joseph E. Schmitz,. Ins 

SUBJECT: Inspector General Quarterly September 2003} 

• Attached at Tab A is a summary of Fourth Quarter FY 2003 significant 
accomplishments of the. Office of Inspector General 

• Over the course of the last quruter l provided 13 lnfo Memos in lieu of one
on-one briefings whenever there was a need to brief you on IG issues. A 
summary is at Tab B. 

• At the request of the Vice Chainnan of the President's Council on Integrity 
and Efficiency, l drafted a resolution to commemorate the. 25th anniversary 
of the enactment of the Inspector General Act of 1978, signed into law on 
October 12, I 978~ which has been introduced in the House (H. J. Res. 70) 
by Chairman Tom Davis, House Committee on Government Reform 
(Tab C), and in the Senate. (S. J. Res. I 8)by Chairwoman Susan Collins,. 
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs (Tab D). 

• We held our 15thAnnual Awards Luncheon on September25,2003. It 
was my privilege to honor those. members of the. OTG team who set the bar 
"very much higher". than the high standards of performance. we enforce. 
We were also honored to have. Dan Gable. as our guest speaker.. I have 
already provided your front office a video of his remarks .. 

COORDINATION:. None 

Attachments: 
As stated. 

Prepared by: Joseph E. Schmitz,r ... b-)(_

6

_) ___ __, 
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• JG Support to the Combata11t Commanders: 

o The Inspector General and his four Deputies met with the Joint Forces Command 
(JFCOM) Deputy Commander and staff to review possibilities for partnering. 
They requested I G support evaluating manpower allocation and acquisition plans, 
updating Combatant Command IG policy, and formulating a joint IG training 
curriculum. We return in October to scope projects and plan the way forward. 

• Improved Financial Pe,formance: 

o As part of the Department's goal to achieve a favorable audit opinion on the 
FY2007 DoD financial statements, the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 
issued a memorandum to the. Services. and Defense Agencies to prepare 
comprehensive mid-range financial improvement plans which will be used as a 
roadmap for achieving a favorable audit opinion. The Comptroller also directed 
the OIG, DoD to plan for the increased internal and contract audit resources to 
meet the FY2007 goal. Reprogramming of about $184M from the Military 
Departments and Defense Agencies to the OTG, DoD is.planned forFY2004; 
about 96% of the total is for contract support to achieve the 2007 goal. 

• OJG Trans/ ormation: 

o The. Office of the Chief of Staff restructured combining administration, 
information management, comptroller, and security into a single robust entity. 
The Deputy Inspector General for Intelligence transitioned two audit teams (14 
auditors) to Intelligence and Thomas Gimble was named as the Assistant Inspector 
General for Intelligence. The. Deputy Inspector General for Inspections arrl Policy 
established the Inspections and Evaluations. Directorate. Initially the. directorate. 
will focus on the. sexual climate at the. Military Academies,. human trafficking, 
support to Combatant Commands and Joint JG doctrine. and training. 

o We promulgated four new OIG policy memoranda on the following subjects: 
"Leadership Assist Visits (Rev.)"; "Release of OIG Reports Containing Privacy 
Act Protected Information"; "Order of Inspector General Succession (Rev, I)"; 
and "Robust Leadership Development and Succession Planning. II 

• Results of Major Criminal Investigations:. 

o Enaam Amaout of Benevolence International Foundation was sentenced to 1 I 
years for defrauding donors by concealing that donations were used to supp01t 
terrorist groups. 

o Former Boeing employees. were indicted for theft of trade secrets. from Lockheed 
Martin involving Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038539 
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August 17 ,2004 

TO:. Steve.Cam bone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '1>~ 
SUBJECT:. Note from EUCOM 

Please. take a look at this note from EU COM,. and tell me what you think we ought 

to do about it.. 

Thanks .. 

Attach 
Note fromEUCOM 

DHR:ss 
081704-4. 

~,:~~~:· ~:.:;~:~ ~:· · · · · -~· r~·; i ~ ~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·, 

OSD 19326-04 
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FROM: COMEUCOM 16 AUG 04 

TO: SECDEF 

~..r· ~ l--.. SECRETARY, 

I AM IN RECEIPT OF I)JSTRUCTIONS TO PROCEED WITH THE TEMPOR:zl.RY 
TRAKSFER OF 87 PERSO)J)JEL, FOR UP TO ONE YEAR, TO AUGMENT THREE CENTCOM 
II\TELLIGENCE STAFFS. I HAVE CO::.:JDUCTEC AN ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF SUCH 

A REDUCTION ON JAC MOLESWORTH AND ITS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT MISSIO::.:JS 1::.:1 
SUPPORT OF OUR KATIONAL AND THEATER OBJECTIVES. I HAVE REQUESTED A 
REVIEW OF THIS REQUIREME::.:JT BY THE JOIKT STAFF PRIOR TO EXECUTING THIS 
DIRECTIVE, AND I HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED TO COMPLY WITH THE DIRECTIVE 
PE::.:JDING COMPLETION OF THE REQUESTED REVIE~'I/. 

I AM t"1RITING TO VOICE W I)JTE)JT TO COMPLY AS REQUESTED, BUT ALSO TO 
EXPRESS MY CO)JCERK WITH REGARD TO THE IMPACT OF SUCH A REDUCTION ON OUR 
CRITICAL MISSIO)J CAPABILITIES AT cTAC MOLESWORTH. WHE)J THIS REDUCTIOK IS 
IMPLEMENTED, WE WILL I\\1MEDIATELY HAVE TO TERMIKATE ACTIVITIES FOR ONE 
YEAR IK THE FOLLOWING AREAS: 

1. ALL TARGETING, TO IKCLUDE BDA ANI> TIME SENSITIVE TARGETING 

2. ALL AIR TO AIR DEFENSE ANALYSIS 

3. ALL ORDER OF BATTLE MAINTENAKCE 

4 •. LONG TERM THEATER STRATEGIC ESTIMATES 

~. ALL COU)JTRY STUDIES IK 91. COU)JTRY AOR 

6 .. ALL EXERCISE SUPPORT 

FURTHER, WE WILL REDUCE THE. FOLLOWING CAPABILITIES: 

1. I)J DEPTH POLITICAL-MILITARY ANALYSIS OF WESTER!\ EUROPE 

2. RUSSIAK MARITIME FOCUS 

3 .. COLLECTIOK M:zl.NAGEMEKT 

THE NEGATIVE IMPACT CF THIS REDUCTION ON THIS THEATER WILL BE FELT 
I)! KEY AREAS UPON WHICH WE HAVE CCME TC. DEPE:::,.:JD FCR GWOT AND. OTHER 
IMPORTAKT ACTIVITIES. IT WILL SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
JAC MOLESWORTH AND OUR WARFIGHTING CAPABILITY ACROSS THE BOARD, TO 
IKCLUDE ONGOING SUPPORT TO OTHER COMBATANT COMMANDERS. THE SAME 
PERSONKEL IDENTIFIED FOR THIS AUGMENTATION MISSIOK ARE ALREADY 
PROVIDING SIGNIFICANT SUPPORT TO CE)JTCOM FOR BOTH OEF AND OIF VIA 
REACHBACK FOR IK DEPTH AKALYSIS AND ANALYTICAL SUPPORT FROM JAC 
MOLESWORTH. A SY)JERGISTIC /\ND FOCUSED SUPPORT MISSIO)J, LEVERAGIKG THE 
FULL CAPABILITY OF THE JAC,. SHOULD BE OF GREATER BE::.:JEFIT TO THE GWOT 
AND TO CE::.:JTCOM THAN A DISPERSAL OF THE SAME ASSETS. 

I REQUESTED RECONSIDERATION OF THIS REQUIREME::.:JT, PRIOR TO 
EXECUTIOK, AS THERE CURRENTLY EXISTS 11 STANDIKG COMMANDS AKO JTFS 
SUPPORTING OIF AND OEF, EACH HAVI::.:JG AN ORGA.'HC INTELLIGE::.:JCE STAFF. il-t' 
HOPE WAS THAT EFFORTS TO (;ONS0LIDATE/c\SD1JC2/<:(1MI3Im; .:..:::.• PERHAPS EVEN 

11-L-0559/0SD/038541 
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ELIMII\ATE SOME OF. THESE MULTIPLE STAFFS WOULD HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE. Al\D 
ADVISABLE BEFORE IMPLEMENTING A REDUCTIOK OF THIS MAGNITUDE AT JAC, 
MOLESWORTH. 

M' RECENT VISIT TO ISR:zl.EL HIGHLIGHTED ISRAELI CONCER)J OVER THE 
RECE)JT UCP. TR:zl.l\SFER OF LEBA)JON AND. SYRIA TO CENTCOM. THE IDF IS 
CONCERNED OVER THEIR RESULTII\G LACK OF ACCESS AND REPRESENTATIOI\ WITH 
CENTCOM ON M:zl.TTERS PERTAINING TO THESE TWO COUI\TRIES. I HAVE. EXPLAINED. 
THAT THE UCP "SEAMS" BETWEE:::-.1 EUCOM AND CENTCOM ARE "SOFT", VICE RIGID 
LINES AND THAT WE ARE QUITE ABLE AND WILLING TO BE INTERLOCUTORS. WITH 
CENTCOM AND BACK ON MATTERS PERTAIKIKG TO LEBANOK. A."\JD SYRIA, IK. EFFECT 
"REPRESENTING". CENTCOM FOR AND TO THEM •. AS THEIR DESIRE IS TO DEVELOP 
GWOT INTELLIGE)JCE ON A BILATERAL BASIS EVE)J FURTHER, THIS IS ANOTHER 
REASO)J FOR ADDRESSII\G THE. PENDI)JG ,JAC MOLESWORTH REDUCTIONS. WITH 
CAUTIO)J. 

FINALLY,.WE ARE IN THE PROCESS OF ACHIEVING A BREAKTHROUGH OF SORTS 
WITH REGARD. TO BUILDI)JG THE. FIRST NATO STR:zl.TEGIC Il\TELLIGENCE 
CAPABILITY ADJACENT TO JAC, MOLESWORTH,. WITH THE. Il\"VALUABLE ASSISTAI\CE 
OF JAC AND EUCOM PERSOKNEL. LACK OF ORGA."\JIC INTELLIGE:\JCE HAS BEE:\! ONE 
OF NATO'S CLEAREST WEAK)JESSES FOR 111/ANY YEARS. CURREI\T EFFORTS TO REMEDY 
THIS SHORTFALL ARE. TRULY TR:zl.NSFORMATIO)JAL FOR THE ALLIA)JCE, AND ARE 
GENERATIKG ENTHUSIASM. AtvY SIGKIFICA."\JT MANPOWER REDUCTION AT JAC WILL 
REDUCE OUR ABILITY TO BRI:\JG THIS EFFORT TO FRUITIO:\J, AT LEAST WITHIN 
CURREI\T TIMELI)JES Al\D ESTIMATES. 

I. HAVE ADVISED THE CHAIRMA:\J, THE VICE CHAIRMAN, MD USD ( I l OF MY 
CONCERNS. I OFFER THESE COMMENTS 1:\1 KEEPING WITH MY RESPOKSIBILITIES TO 
PROVIDE MY BEST MILITARY ADVICE. WHEN APPROPRIATE. AND. NECESSARY. I)J MY 
VIEW,. THIS IS SUCH A TIME •. 

U)JLESS OTHERWISE. INSTRUCTED, EUCOM WILL Ifvllv1EDIATELY IMPLEMENT THE 
DIRECTIVE t"1E HAVE. RECEIVED. 

VERY RESPECTFULLY, 
,JIM 

11-L-0559/0SD/038542 
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August 18,2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

Steve. Cam bone 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT:. Mike. DeLong's book 

Please. contact Mike DeLong and be.sure he. clears his. book for classified material.. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
081804-3 

11-L-0559/0SD/038543 
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MEMEORANDUM FOR SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

Through: Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence f,;;' AUG 3 0 DJ4 

From: Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, CI&S 
JOft~D~ 

SUBJECT: LtGen Mike DeLong's Upcoming R blication 

As. requested, LtGen Mike DeLong was contacted reference the 
pending release of his book. LtGen Delong stated the. CENTCOM Security 
Office, specifically Mr. Dan Morris, Deputy J-2, CENTCOM and Mr. Barry 
Hammill, CENTCOM Deputy Judge Advocate General accomplished a 
security review. 

Additionally, LtGen Delong stated that when writing the book, he was 
mindful not to include or go into the who, what,. when,. why and how. 

According to LtGen DeLong, the. book is currently in print and 
expected on store shelves around 12 September 2004. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038544 
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FOR:. Ms .. Haave. 

/ 
FROM: Buckley,J'~ 

INFOMEMO 

SUBJECT: SecDef Snowflake re:. LtGen DeLong 's Book 

8/25/20045:39 PM 

• Please see. Colonel Sweat's note: "Ts this. acceptable to DoD?" 
o I personally called LtGen DeLong reference this subject. He. stated part 

of his job while assigned to CENTCOM was to review like material for 
classified information before public dissemination .. 

o He stated he had the book reviewed by Mr .. Dan Morris,. Deputy J-2;. 
CENTCOM to ensure it met all requirements and did not divulge any 
classified information. Mr. Mo1Tis can be. reached at: 

• DSN: !(b)(6) I 
• Commercial: .... !(b_}(_6_) ___ .... 

• LtGen DeLon 's contact information:. 
o Home: (b}(6) ..,...,. _____ _. 
o. Cell: (b )(6) .__ ____ ___, 

o He. stated l was the fifth or sixth person to call reference this subject. 

Prepared by: mm~ .... (b-)(-
6

) ___ .... 

~~Vl/\~r~ 
,/Y'\() ~-

(~~·~~~ ' 
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TO: 

FROM:. 

SUBJECT: 

Dina. Powell 

Donald. Rumsfeld 

Powell.Moore 

~ 

!l.@j 

Felef~ 

December 2,2004 

Here's. a background sheet on Powell Moore,. and. also. some points that l have. 

developed with respect to thejob he could do as. a U.S. Ambassador for this. 

Administration. He is firstrate. He is leaving .. He would very much like to serve 

the country. I hope you will see that his name. is carefully. considered. You never 

know what might happen, but this is a person who has been carrying. the mail, as 

has. his wife, Pam, for many, many decades. 

Thanks .. 

Attach. 
Powcll .\'loun·.Bio 
Talking Poinls on Powell .\'loon·. 

DHR:ss 
120204-t 
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POWELL A. MOORE 

Powell A. Moore is the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislative. Affairs. He was 
nominated by President Bush for this position on April 23,200 I and confirmed by the 
Senate on May 1,200 I. 

Mr. Moore formerly served as the Chief of Staff for Senator Fred D. Thompson, Republican 
of Tennessee, and Chairman of the Senate Committee on Governmental. Affairs. Mr. Moore 
held this position from September 1998 until assuming his current duties. 

Active. in public policy affairs in Washington for more than 37 years, Mr. Moore is a former 
Assistant Secretary of State for Legislative Affairs under President Reagan and served on 
the White House staff under Presidents Nixon, Ford, and Reagan. 

Mr. Moore began his Washington career in I 966as Press Secretary to Senator Richard B. 
Russell, Democrat of Georgia, and served in this capacity until Senator Russell's death in 
January of 1971. He then joined the. Nixon Administration,. first serving as Deputy Director 
of Public Information for the Department of Justice and later as a member of the White. 
House.Legislative Affairs staff. 

He left the White House in 1975, and for the subsequent six years, engaged in government 
relations and legislative affairs consulting, representing a variety of corporations and 
associations. 

Mr. Moore returned to the White House in January 198.1 on the day following Ronald 
Reagan's inauguration as the 40th President of the United States. As Deputy Assistant to the 
President for Legislative Affairs during 1981,. he managed the Senate component of the 
legislative affairs office at the White House. 

In January of 1982, President Reagan nominated him to be Assistant Secretary of State. for 
Legislative Affairs, and he was confirmed by the Senate on February 4, 1982. 

After leaving government in late 1983 and before returning in 1998, Mr. Moore advised and 
represented business interests as a consultant and as Vice President for Legislative Affairs of 
the Lock.heed Corporation. 

Mr. Moore was born in Milledgeville, Georgia, on January 5, 1938. He graduated from the 
University of Georgia in Athens in 1959 after attending preparatory school. at Georgia 
Military College in Milledgeville. After graduation, he was commissioned as an Infantry 
officer in the United States Army where he served for three and one-half years with tours in 
Baumholder, Germany, and Fort Benning, Georgia. 

(b )(6) 
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Talking Points to Support a Recommendation 
Of Powell Moore to be an Ambassador 

• Powell Moore's career has prepared him to serve as. an Ambassador and lead an embassy 
team to advance the interests of the United States overseas. 

• He has a longstanding history of achieving measurable results in developing and 
implementing strategies to deliver public policy messages. 

• As. a member of the. President's legislative affairs and national security team for the past 
four years, he has a deep understanding of the President's national security and foreign 
policy goals 

• His career in legislative affairs has provided him with solid preparation for a diplomatic 
post where accurate. reporting and insightful analysis are essential. 

• Powell Moore. has. an in-depth knowledge of the United States government. He. has. 
worked for Senators Richard Russell of Georgia and Fred Thompson of Tennessee,. on 
the. White House staff under Presidents Nixon, Ford and Reagan and in the. Departments 
of Justice, State.and Defense. He also understands. the. interests and issues of the Nation 
having worked closely with scores. of Senators and Representatives from every region on 
a variety of issues including trade, manufacturing, agriculture and finance. 

'-' '-' '-' 

• As Assistant Secretary of State. and Assistant Secretary of Defense, he has accompanied 
Members. of Congress to more. than forty nations where he. has. pm1icipated in meetings 
with numerous.international leaders .. 

• His introduction to U.S. ties to Europe came early in his career when he served for two 
years as an Infantry officer in Germany at the time of the Berlin crisis. 

• His wife, Pamla Moore, would be. an exceptional representative of our nation. 
o Pamla came to Washington from Atlanta in 1989.as a key member of the staff of 

President G.H.W .. Bush's Peace Corp Director, Paul Coverdell. Her association 
with the late. Senator Coverdell spanned more. than 20 years in Republican 
fundraising and political activities in Georgia and in Washington. 

o As Director of the Office of Private. Sector Relations for the U.S. Peace Corps, 
she raised more. than $12. million in private sector donations to support the. Peace 
Corps' initiative into former Warsaw Pact countries .. 

o She cun-ently directs the National Blood Foundation,. which provides support for 
transfusion medicine. research with an endowment of more. than $4. mi Ilion .. 

o Pamla was an alternate delegate from the District of Columbia to the Republican 
National conventions in Philadelphia in 2000 and in New York in 2004 .. 

o On November 2,2004,. she won a non-partisan election with more than 70 percent 
of the. vote to represent the. eastern section of Georgetown on. a District of 
Columbia Advisory Neighborhood Commission. 

• Powell Moore. has loyally served in the Administration of President Bush during his first 
term. and is eager to serve the President and the Nation in a challenging assignment 
abroad in the. second term .. 
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TO:. 

FROM:. 

Paul. Butler 

Donald Rumsfcld -{ J. 
SUBJECT:. Thank You Note. for Bill Timmons. 

December 3,2004. 

If we. have. not prepared a thank you to Bill. Timmons. for his. heads. up on. the. 

calling. cards. for the. military,. please. draft one .. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
120304-.10 
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'l OEC. 1. 2004 4:52PM TIMMONS & COMPANY 

Jl7A FAX 

Memorandum for the Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 

From:. Bill Timmons~ 

D:te: I December 2004 

NO. 542 P. 2 

Request your personal assistance on an issue of .inportanceto our servicemen and 
women and their families. In the next few weeks 1he FCC intends to issue an order 
concerning prepaid calling cards. that 1hreaten!. te. merease. ra~S.-.oAthe.miJ.it:u-l.t..ando.ther 
users of this low-cost telephone service"by·as much as 20%. . .• 

. .. ,. ·- ·- .... ::, .. 

Ten years ago cal ling card service that contained promotional advertisements 
(ca//edenhancedcards) tES placed in service. Telephone calls using these enhanced 
cards are. infomatialal and outside regulated service and therefore rtt subject to _

1 
intrastate access or universal service fees. After all these years the FCC intends to.make I 
these cards fall in a revenue category that wJl cause. troops mid other card users to I 
contribute. more. so others may contribute. less .. 

Consistent wi1:b the goals of universal servicc,_~e~~ds-~~Y.£1'~~~J.2.'!f::.~~st 
calling for those who need it nest -military, senior, rural, mitlority~-n§~::-.~~. 
users~ the USO provides. free pre-paid ~aidito _seiyic:e pmo.~il ~- p~ ot_'~Ope~2I! 
-P]fone Home pr~." Wal-Mart, Sam's Club. drug stores. military exchanges, and 
ollic£retaifi,uilets sell the inexpensive calling cards. Members of Congress.have 
communicated with FCC Chai.man Powell not to take money out of soldiers' pockets 
while. they defend our country. In fact, in the closir9days of this Congress throughi::eport. 
language for the .final budget legislation Congiess directed tbe FCC "not to take any .. l 
actioo that would directly or indirectly have the. effect of raising the rates charged to J 
military personnel or their families for telephone calls placed usuq prepaid phone cards." 
On23 July of this year the Pentagon weighed in when Charles Abell wrote the. FCC 
pointing out the increased costs to service personnel and families if this order were 
implemented. 1be FCC cha.innan put off official acticm until after the election but now 
intends to go foi:ward. 

D:n, about the. only avenue open seems to be White House involvement to protect 
the low-cost prepaid calling cards for the military. May I suggest you call Andy Card 
and ask him to help? 

Thanks a bunch. 
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Timmons.& Company Page. 1 of 2 

Bill Timmon.~Jounded Timmon.~ and Company in 1975. 

Mr. Timmons. is. Chairman Emerirns. with responsibility for guiding corporate. 

planning. From its. formation until 1986, Mr. Timmons. served as. the company's. 

president .. recommending plans. designed to achieve. clients' goals in their relations. 

with the. federal government.. 

Between 1969-1974, Mr. Timmons. was. Assistant. to the President for Legislative. 

Affairs to Presidents Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford, where he was responsible for 

the Administrations' legislative programs and the principal advisor on Congressional 

relations .. As. a senior White. House. spokesman on Capitol Hill, he. also coordinated 

strategy for depm1ment and agency legislarive initiatives .. Prior to his White House 

service, Mr. Timmons served 12 years in senior positions on Capitol Hill as 

Admmistrative Assistant to Represemative Bill Brock (R-TI\'.') and as. an aide. to 

Senator Alexander Wiley (R-WI). Bill served four years in the U.S. Air Force. 

during the Korean War period. 

He. has. held commissions. from four Presidents. and is. a member of numerous. 

professional. service .. fraternal. and social organizations. Mr.. Timmons. has artended 

every Republican N'ational Convention since 1964. He ww, Director of Congressional 

Relations for the Nixon-Agnew campaign in 1968: National Convention Manager for 

Richard Nixon in 1968 and 1972,. for Gerald Ford in 1976,. and for Ronald Reagan 

in 1980. and 1984:. and National Political Director for Reagan-Bush in 1980 .. He. was 

also Deputy Director of the. Transition for Presidem-elect. Reagan in 1980, and a 

senior advisor to Vice. President George. Bush's. campaign in 1988 and Senator Bob 

Dole's bid in 1996 .. In 2000,. he. was. a senior advisor to Governor Bush for the 
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Timmons & Company 

Contact 

Bryce L .. (Larry) Harlow 

President and Managing Director 

Richard. J. Tarplin 

* Name: 

* Email: 

Chairman and Managing Director Message: 

Page. l of I. 

Timmons. and. Company, Inc. 

1875 Eye. Street. KW. 

Suite. 400 

tr--.R-.. ~-q-~i-re_d_i-nf-o-rm_a_t-io-n----.-.. . -... -... -... -.... -----·~:--;\ 

Washington, D.C. 20006 

tel 202.'.B 1.1760 

fax l (b}(6) I 
copyright 2003 Timmons and Company, Inc. 
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nc. :. 2004 4: 52 P\1 :I~MOKS l COMPANY 

Memorandum for the Honorable.Donald Rumsf eld 

From: Bill Timmons~ 

Date:. l December 2004 

Subject: Prepaid Telephone Calling Cmis for Military 

KO. 542 

... ·-. -.. -
' . 

P, 2 

Request your personal assistance on ell issue of importance to. oor servicemen and 
women and thei.r families. In the next few weeks the FCC intends to issue an order 
concerning, prepaid calling cards that threatens to increase rate~ on the military and other 
wet'$ of this low-cost telephone service by as mx:h as 205. 

Ten years ago calling card service that contained promotional advertisements 
(called enhanced cards) WIS placed in sex vice. Telephone cal ls using these enhanced 
cards. are. infomatia'lal and outside regulated service and therefom not subjectto 
intrastate access or universal service fees. After al I these years the FCC intends. to make 
these cards fall in a revenue category that will cause- troops and other card users to 
cxntribJte more so others may contribute less. 

Consistent with the goals of universal service, the cards. today provide low-cost 
calling for those. who need itna:t -military, senior, rural,miro:ity, and low-income. 
users .. The USO provides free. pre-paid cards. to service personnel as part of "Operation 
Phone Home program." Wal-Mart, Sam's. Club,. drug stores,.mi/itary exchanges, and 
other retail outlets sen the. inexpensive calling caids. Members of Congress have 
communicated with FCC Chai.man Powell not to take money vut of sol.diers'.pockets 
while they def end our country. In fact, in the. closing days of this Congress. through np>rt 
language for the firal budget legislation Congress.directed the. FCC "not to take any 
action that would directly or indirectly have the effect of raising the rates charged to 
military personnel or their families for telephone calls. placed usirq prepaid phone cards.'' 
On 23 iruly of this year the. Pentagon weighed in when Charles Abel I wrote the FCC 
pointing out the increased costs to service. personnel and families if this order were 
implemented .. The.FCC chairman put offofficialactionutil after the. election but now 
intends to go forward. 

Den, about the only avenue open seems to be White House involvement to protect 
the low-cost prepaid calling cards for the military. May l suggest you call Andy Card 
and ask him to help? 

Thanks a bunch. 

oso 19346-04 
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